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Abstract
TIle search for new compounds possessing unique and improved properties is an im-
portallt aspect of chemical engineering. Much of this search is COllducted at the exper-
imental level. Chemists synthesize and test thousands of compounds searching for a
ne,v pllarmaceutical and tens of thousands searching for a new insecticide. Computer
imI)}ement.ation of techniques which determine physical and chemical properties now
a.llo\v much of this search to be performed at a computational rather than experimental
le\·cl.
Numerous techniques exist for estimating a compound's physical property values given
its molecular structure. !vIy thesis research has focused on using these estimation tech-
niques in the inverse manner: specifying desired physical property values and designing
the molecular structure of compounds which possess these values. I present a method-
ology which performs such a moleclliar design.
TIle methodology consists of six steps:
1. Problem Formulation: problem formulation involves deterlnining constraints
on important physical properties.
2. Target Transformation: equation oriented physical property estimation tech-
niques are used to propagate these constraints to constraints on properties esti-
mated by group contribution techniques.
3. Group Selection: the heart of the methodology consists of two procedures:
one interactive and one al1tomatic. Both are based upon group contribution
estimation techniqlles. The interactive procedure uses interactive graphics. Vi-
sually representing the problem allows a moleclliar designer to use his or her own
knowledge to guide the searcll. The automatic procedure uses a hierarchical gen-
erate alld test paradigm to exhaustively and efficiently search a large number of
molecules.
4. Molecule Enumeration: the design procedures produce collections of groups.
These groups can be connected in several ways to produce complete molecules.
All possible \vays of connecting these groups are enumerated giving all possible
molecular structures.
5. Molecule Screening: the design procedures utilize knowledge at the group
level of detail. After enumeration we have complete molecules and thus can
use m.olecule level knowledge. This knowledge is in the form of rules specifying
molecular substructures which are not allo\ved in the designed molecules.
6. Final Evalu~tion: it is sometimes necessary to use simplified physical property
estinlation models to design molecules. The final step of the metllodology is to
further prune the designed molecules using very accurate estimation tecllniques.
~Jy' tllesis presents these six methodological steps. Case studies in refrigerant design,
polj·mer design, sol~'ent design, and drug design demonstrate the methodology.
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mB •.•••.•••.•.•.•..•.......•.. Distribution coefficient of solute B.
AlR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Molar Refractiort.
nA ••••••.•••••••••••••.•.•.•... Number of atoms.
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Pc Critical Pressure.
plso log of the concentration producing a 50% inhibition.
PLL · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ~lolar polarizability.
P(02) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. Permeability of oxygen through polymer.
Pup · .. · · · · .. Vapor Pressure.
R ~ _.. Volume resistivity.
Tb • _•••• _• _•••••••••••••••••• _. Normal Boiling Point.
Tbr - - ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • •• R.educed Boiling Point: Tb/Tc •
Tc - •••••••• - •••••••••••••••• • •• Critical Temperature.
Tg •••••••• _ ••• _ •• _•••••••• _ • • •• Glass transition temperature.
Tn ,- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Normal Melting Point.
u _.. _. R.ao parameter.
v _ _ _ _Solid molar volume.
~ _. _ Critical Volume.
~ .. _ _ van Kre\'elen's glass transition temperature function.
Zc -.. -. -. - Critical compressibility.
Foreign Symbols
fJm •••.•••••••••.• _. • . . • • • • • • . .• Dipole Moment.
bp • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Polar solubility parameter.
6/1- •..•.••••.•••••.•••.••.••••• Hydrogen bonding solubility parameter.
~itPP • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• The contribution of group i toward physical property
PP in a group contribution estimation technique.
TIL • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • · · · · · · · · .. Liquid viscosity.
xx
1r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Hansch's hydrophobicity parameter.
1r • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Salame's permachor.
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Solid thermal conductivity.
(J' Hammett's constant.
O'At •••••••• • •••••••• · • • ••• • • • •• Hammett '8 constant for meta-substituents.
O'p •• ............................ Hammett's constant for para-substituents.
x .. · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · .. Topological index.
w . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Acentric Factor.
Intervals
X = [~ xl..................... An interval is denoted in two ways throughout the
thesis. When referred to as a variable it is denoted
by a capital letter. When referred to as a value it
is denoted as a pair of symbols or numbers between
brackets. The left symbol or number is the lower
bound of the interval and the right symbol or number
is the upper bound of the interval.
Abbreviations
EOT Equation Oriented estimation Technique.
GeT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group Contribution estimation Technique.
Ie Integrated Circuit.
IvlG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~Ieta-Group.
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Preface
tor 01)' PhD thesis I developed two search techniques for designing molecules possessing
desired physical property values. These techniques were incorporated into a molecular
design methodology. Concepts from chemical engineering, computer science, and ar-
tificial intelligence were integrated into this systematic approach to molecular design.
I implemented my methodology into a computer-based molecular design system. The
implementation was done in LISP on a Symbolics 3650 LISP Machine.
~fy dissertation is divided into two volumes. Volume 1 describes th.e research area
and research findings. I present my methodology along with fOllr case studies showing
its capabilities. Volume 2 details the implementation. A section l)y section description
sho\\·s the system's operation and describes particular ilTit)lementation issues.
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Cllapter 1
Introduction
Physical properties have major impact on the economics of many processes and the
viallility of many products. The refrigerant in a refrigeration cycle, the working fluid
in a power cycle, and the solvent used in an azeotropic distillation all determine the
physical and economic feasibility of the process. Chemical products such as artificial
s\vccteners~ lubricants, and textiles all must exhibit specific physical properties for
acceptance as a viable product. Table 1.1 lists a number of chemical products for
which physical properties are important for good performance.
For my thesis research I developed and implemented a methodology capable of
designing molecules possessing a set of desired physical properties. These techniques
not only screen existing compounds but are able to generate new compounds. In this
chapter I describe the incentive, objective, scope, and overview of my thesis work and
this dissertation.
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T'able 1.1: Physical Property Dependence of Chemical Products
Chemical Product Important Physical Properties References
Polymer Membranes permeability, separation factor [68] ,[85], (11 0]
for Gas Separation
Barrier Polymers for permeability, glass transition temperature, [1], [36] ,[70],
Food Packaging toxicity, clarity~ high modulus [110] ,[117]
Artificial S\veeteners sweetness, toxicity, solubility, color, [30],[90]
crystallini ty
Refrigerants vapor pressure, liquid heat capacity, [28] ,[94] ,[113]
vapor volume, enthalpy of vaporization
Power Cycle Working vapor pressure, critical temperature [73]
Fluids
Azeotropic selectivity, azeotrope formation, [8],[94]
Distillation Solvents recoverabi lity
Liqllid Extraction selectivity, capacity, [126] ,[77]
Solvents distribution coefficient
Pol)pmeric Coatings solubility, mechanical flexibility, [91],[124],[125]
fluid resistance
Dyes color, substantivity, solubility, dyebath [18]
stability, pH stability, buildup, foaming,
light fastness, wash fastness
Optical Disk light transmission, birefringence, impact [64]
Substrates strength, water absorption, water
permeation, thermal distortion
Reinforcing Fibers tensile modulus, tensile strength, [83]
elungation to break, specific gravity,
thermal stability
2
1.1 Objective
The objective of my' thesis work was to develop and implement a methodology for the
systematic design of molecules satisfying a set of phy'sicai property constraints. Consid-
cra.l)le knowledge exists about determining physical propert~r values from a compound's
molecular structure[79,lOI,127]. Chemical knowledge[76] specifies molecular substruc-
tures which lead to unstable compollnds. Structural knowledge[5] restricts the ways
atoms are combined into molecules. My research was to examine how these sources of
kno\vledge could be used in a synthetic manner - to design new molecules.
1.2 Illcelltive
Until recently identifying compounds possessing desired physical property vallles re-
quired searching through a vast number of molecules. l\Jluch of this search was con-
ductec) at the experimental level. Chemists hypothesizing a chemical, synthesizing the
material, and testing for desired properties. Many of tIle current drugs and pesticides
are the results of this experimental generate and test. Estimates are that 3000 to 5000
compounds needed to be tested to find one useful pharmaceutical and 5000 to 8000 to
find one useful pesticide[129]
Estimating physical properties eliminates many tedious and wasteful syntheses[93].
IJo\vever, a systematic procedure to lise these estimation techniques ill n. synthetic man-
ner is still ne~ded. Advances in the fields of computer science and artificial intelligence
now enable computers to represent and manipulate information in the domain of chem-
istry and chemical engineering. Applying techniques from these fields to the problem
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of molecular design has the potential for vastly reducing the expense of identifying ne\v
chemical products.
1.3 Overview
I <!e1leloped two search procedures IJased on the generate and test search paradigm[133].
TIle first procedure is interactive with the search being guided by the designer. The
second procedure is automatic with the computer efficiently generating and testing a
large number of candidate molecules.
1"hese two search procedures were incorporated into a methodology for molecular
design. The methodology consists of six parts:
Step 1: Problem Formulation The first s' ~p in any design. is to identify the
target[118]. In molecular design our targeJJ ~:()11Sists of a set of constraints on important
physical properties. Molecular design targets are often stated in abstract terms such
as: find a stronger polymer than kevlar; develop a freon replacement; find a solvent
to facilitate the separation of acetic acid from water. Taking an abstract target and
developing constraints on well char~c ..crized physical properties stIch as tensile strength,
va.por pressure, and selectivity is this first step.
Step 2: Target Transformation For the computer to evaluate the performance
of a candidate molecule it must be able to estimate physical properties. The target
transformation step develops estimation procedures which enab~e the evaluation of the
target physical property constraints. Estimation procedures are collections of esti-
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rnation techniques which can estimate a compound's physical property given only its
molecillar structure.
Step 3: Generate and Test The two search procedures are incorporated into the
design methodology at this step. TIle search procedures generate, either interactively or
automatically, candidate molecules which are then tested against the target constraints
using the developed estimation proc(:dures. Satisfactory candidates are retained while
unsatisfactory candidates are pruned.
Step 4: Molecule Enumeration The result of the generate arid test design proce-
dures is a list of molecular substructures called groups. These groups can be connected
in a number of ways resulting in different molecules. This step of the methodology
enllmerates all possible molecl1les \\'hich can be formed from the generated collections
of groups.
Step 5: Molecule Screening Once the satisfactory candidate molecules have been
enumerated we have complete molecular structures. At this step I :lPI)ly a. set of
chemical rules which identify unstable substructures within molecules. Any of the
designed molecules which contain these substructures are pruned a\vay.
Step 6: Final Evaluation It is sometimes necessary to modify estimation tech-
niques for use in the generate and test procedures. Often this modification is done to
remove steps in t.he estimation techniqlles Y/hich require kno\vledge of global molecular
structure. Using groups as my design basis I only know local structure during the
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d.esign. However, once the candidate molecules are enumerated and screened, global
molecular structure is known and more accurate estimation techniques can be used to
further prune the candidates.
I describe each step of my methodology in this dissertation. I present four case stud-
ies \\·hich show that my methodology is capable of designing new molecules satisfying
a set of physical property constraints. Chapter 2 presents much of the previous work
and many of the concepts I considered when developing my methodology. Chapter 3
proposes a model of the molecular design process \vhich serves as the basis for much
of tIle met.hodology. Chapters 4 through 10 describes the steps of the methodology.
Finally, Chapters 11 through 14 present four detailed case studies demonstratin0 the
methodology.
1.4 Scope
To e\-aluate candidate molecllles it is necessary to estimate their physical properties.
I used existing estimation techniques. Although I modified these techniques, it was
not part of my thesis research to develop new estimation tecllniques. fIo\vever, for
certain phJ'sical properties development of group contribution estimation techniqlles
\vas needed.
The final results generated by my procedure are molecular structures. Although
these structures h.ave undergone some screening to check for chemical stability, identi-
fying if and ho'v these structures can be s)'''nthesized was not part of my research.
A great deal of interest is currelltly being addressed at estimating the physicaJ prop-
6
I
erties of enzymes, superconductors, and other compounds in which the 3-dimensional
structure is extremely important. The physical properties I concerned myself \\'ith in
tIle thesis did not involve these.
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Chapter 2
Previous Work
~1)' molecular design methodology codified many tecllniques and concepts previously
used in:
1. Estimating physical properties.
2. Selecting chemical prodllctS.
3. Designing chemical products.
4. AI's generate and test search paradigm.
5. Interval arithmetic.
Tllis cllapter discusses previous work done in these areas.
2.1 Estimating Physical Properties
When designing chemical equipmellt, analyzing experimental results, or identifying
cllcmical products, physical property values are needed. Too frequently experimental
v'allies are unknown[lOl]. Physical property estimation tecllniques were developed to
satisfy this need.
8
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Estimation techniques are available for thermodynamic properties[lOl], enVIron-
ment.al propcrties[79], and polymer properties[127]. Estimating biological activity is
the major thrust of (lrug design[39,53,84]. Table 2.1 presents a brief list of physical
properties whose vall1es can be estimated.
l\·rany approaches are taken to relate molecular structure to physical properties. I
classify physical property estimation techniques iIlto five categories:
1. pattern recognition
2. topological
3. group contribution
4. equation oriented
5. molecular modeling
I l>riefly describe each of these categories in the following sections. Each section contains
a short discussion of the con.cepts Ilsed followed by an example.
2.1.1 Pattern Recognition
Pattern recognition techniques are often employed when causal relationships are not
\vell uneJerstood. Discriminant analysis and classification are two statistical techniques
used in pattern recognition. Both are multivariate techniques concerned with separatin,g
distinct sets of objects into classes and with allocating new objects to previously defined
classes. Discriminant analysis develops a discriminant function which classifies new
compounds based on their molecular features. In many applications the number of
classes equals t\vo: carcinogenic or noncarcinogenic; toxic or nontoxic; etc.
Discriminant analysis begins with a set of observations and a desire to separate
them into two or more classes. Each observation has a set of "features" used in the
9
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Table 2.1: Some Estimatable Physical Properties
Property
Tllermodynamic Properties
Tb
Tm
Tc , Pc, Vc
w
PVP
~Hvb
~Hv
~HJ,298
LlGj,298
Co
P
CpL
Normal Boiling Point
Normal rvlelting Point
Critical Properties
Acentric Factor
Vapor Pressure
Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb
Enthalpy of Vaporization as a Function of Temperature
Enthalpy of Formation at Standard Conditions
Gibbs Energy of Formation at Standard Conditions
Ideal Gas Heat Capacity
Liquid Heat Capacity
Transport Properties
17 Viscosity
A Thermal Conductivity
DAB Binary Diffusion Coefficient
(j Surface Tension
Environmental Properties
Adsorption Coefficient for Soils and Sediments
Bioconcentration Factor in Aquatic Organisms
Rate of Aqueous Photolysis
'volatilization from Water
Volatilization from Soil
TJ Flash Points of Pure Substances
Drug Properties
u Hammett Constant
1r Hansch Hydrophobicity Parameter
Es Taft Steric Factor
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Table 2.1 Continued: Some Estimatable Physical Properties
S)rmbol Property
Pol~,mer Properties
Tg Glass Transition Temperature
Tm Crystalline Melting Temperature
(} Thermal Expansion Coefficient
f Dielectric Constant
X Magnetic Susceptibility
B Specific Bulk Morlulus
classification. The objective of the analysis is to develop a discriminant function which
given the features of an observation correctly classifies the compound. A subset of
compoun<ls, called the "training set", is tlsed to develop the discriminant function.
Once the discriminant function is formed it is used for classifying new observations.
De,'eloping a discriminant function begins by separating our training observations
into separate classes. For two classes, 1rl and 1r2, we obtain two collections of p-
dimensional feature vectors: ~Y'1 and X 2 • A discriminant function is then developed
whicll optimally classifies ..,l[l into 1rl and J1[2 into 1r2. We assume this function is linear
of the form:
n
y=L,ljxj
i=1
(2.1)
\Vllere Ij is tIle loading of each feature and y is a flew variable called a discriminant
val-jable. The analysis thus transforms a multiva,riate observation on X into a univariate
observation on y.
This univariate distribution on y is then used to develop an allocation rule. Taking
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Figure 2.1: General Structure of 9-Anilinoacridine
we form the allocation rule:
If
Then
Else
Y· >mJ -
Allocate observation j having feature vector Xj to class 1l"t.
Allocate observation j having feature vector X j to class 1r2-
An important part of determining the classification function is to identify which fea-
tures are important for classification. Additionally determining the minimtlffi number
of features facilitates theoretical interpretation of the results.
Henry, et.al.[55] performed a pattern recognition study of the antitumor activity of
a set of 9-anilinoacridines. The general structure of the set of molecules is shown in
Figure 2.1. Four classes of descriptors were used to separate the compounds into active
and inactive classes. The four classes were:
l~ Fragment descriptors - various atom, bond, and ring counts and molecular weight.
2. Topological descriptors: various X indices.
3. Substructure environment desc~iptors: the presence or absence of specific molec-
ular substructures. Table 2.2 lists these substructures.
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Table 2.2: Specific Substructure Descriptors
1) X-NH2 9) 2>- NH-@-NH-S02-X
X
2) X-CH2-CH3
3) X-(ClI2)3-X 10) Y2>- NH24) NH
X
0
II
5) X-C-NHi
0
II
HN-@- X
6) X-C-NH-X 11)
X-NH-@-NH-X7)
8) x-@- NH-S02-X
*
* denotes an unspecified substituent.
4. Physicochemical property descriptors: Bondi '5 molecular volume[11], molar re-
fractivity, the del-Re (J' electronic charges at various positions on the aniline
anacridine rings[25], and log P.
A set of 18 descriptors were obtained which could correctly classify 94% of the com-
pOUDcls in the training set of 213. 97% of the active compounds and 85% of the inactive
compounds \vere correctly classified. These descriptors appear in Table 2.3.
TIle weight vector that was obtained from the training set was applied to a pre-
diction set of 119 compounds that were not included in the original analysis. The
prediction set results had an accuracy greater than 73% indicating the usefulness of
13
Table 2.3: 18 Descriptors for Antitumor Activity Classification
Descriptor Coefficient Variance
1) # of S atoms 0.169 0.012
2) # of rings -0.172 0.002
3) Average # of 0.326 0.004
paths per atom
4) Molar Refractivity -0.213 0.010
5) Substructure 1 -0.141 0.011
6) Substructure 2 0.033 0.044
7) Substructure 3 0.090 0.029
8) Substructure 4 0.457 0.003
9) Substructure 5 0.083 0.027
10) Substructure 6 -0.129 0.017
11) Substructure 7 0.224 0.003
12) Substructure 8 0~086 0.061
13) Substructure 9 -0.323 0.002
14) Substructure 10 -0.241 0.017
15) Substructure 11 -0.128 0.004
16) Charge Position 2 -0.142 0.016
17) Charge Position 3 0.153 0.001
18) Charge Position 2' -0.333 0.018
Constant 0.361 0.003
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pattern recognition in screening active compounds.
2.1.2 Topological Techniques
Topological tecllniques ignore the actual three-dimensional shape of a molecule, the
nature and lengths of the chemical bonds connecting its atoms, the angles between
tIle bonds, and sometimes even atom types[107]. Only the number of atoms and their
interconnections are considered. This information is reduced to an index. Some of the
proposed indices are the \Viener Path Number[132], Alternburg Polynomial Index[2],
Gordon and Scantlebury Index[46] , Hosoya's Z Index[59], and Randic's Branching
Index[96]. Randic's in:lex has been formalized and extended by Kier and Hall[65].
I use the extension of Randic's index by Kier and Hall to demonstrate this class of
estimation techniques.
Calculation of the index begins by drawing a hydrogen suppressed molecular graph.
The graph for 2,2-dimethylbutane is:
1
4
1
1
2 1
The numbers correspond to a valence, 6, assigned to each carbon atom equal to the
number of C-C bonds in which the atom participates. Using the Randic algorithm the
contribution of each bortd toward the index is:
(2.2)
TIle total of the contributions for each bond equals the molecular connectivity index,
15
x. For 2,2-dimethylbtltane:
11111
X = + -f. + + = 2.5607yT:4 yT:4 yT:4 J4:2 J2:T
!(ier and Hall extended the algorithm to include heteroatoms[65].
Table 2.4 shows X ana Tb values for 39 alkanes. Linear regression of t.he data resulted
in the equation
Tb = 67.5X - 130.0
llaving an r 2 value of 0.977.
2.1.3 Group Contribution Techniques
(2.3)
Group contribution techniques make the assumption that each fragment of a molecule
contributes a certain amount to the value of its physical property. The further assurnp-
tioD is made that this contribution is dependent only upon the local conditions, the
atom itself, its neighbors, and sometimes its neighbors neighbors.
Developing group contribution techniques begins by collecting a set of molecules
having known values for the property to be estimated. A set of grvups is chosen
wllich can represent the molecules. The occurrence of these groups in each molecule is
recorded.
Taking data for the Gibbs energy of formation for the alkanes we obtain the following
four groups:
>CH- >c<
Table 2.5 shows the group occurrences for 15 alkanes.
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Alkane
Table 2.4: X and Tb Data for Alkanes
x
Ethane
Propane
n-Butane
2-~Ietllylpropane
n-Pentane
2-Methylbutane
2,2-Dimethylpropane
n-Hexane
2-Methylpentane
3-Methylpentane
2,2-Dimethylbutane
2,3-Dimethylbutane
n-Heptane
2-Methylhexane
3-Methylhexane
3-Ethylpentane
2,2-Dimethylpentane
2,3-Dimethylpentane
2,4-Dirnethylpentane
3,3-Dimethylpentane
2,2,3-Trimethylbutane
n-Octane
2-Methylheptane
3-Methylheptane
4-Methylheptane
3-Ethylhexane
2,2-Dimethylhexane
2,3-Dirnethylhexane
2,4-Dimethylhexane
2,5-Dimethylhexane
3,3-Dimethylhexane
3,4-Dimethylhexane
2-Methyl-3-Ethylpentane
3-Methyl-3-Ethylpentane
2,2,3-Trimethylpentane
2,2,4-Trirnethylpentane
2,3,3-Trimethylpentane
2,3,4-Trirnethylpentane
2,2,3,3-Tetramethylbutane
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1.00000
1.41421
1.91421
1.73205
2.41421
2.27005
2.00000
2.91421
2.77005
2.80806
2.56066
2.64273
3.41421
3.27005
3.30806
3.34606
3.06066
3.18073
3.12589
3.12132
2.94337
3.91421
3.77005
3.80806
3.80806
3.84606
3.56066
3.68073
3.66390
3.62589
3.62132
3.71784
3.71784
3.68198
3.48138
3.41650
3.50403
3.55341
3.25000
-88.630
-42.070
-0.500
-11.730
36.074
27.852
9.503
68.740
60.271
63.282
49.741
57.988
98.427
90.052
91.850
93.475
79.197
89.784
80.500
86.064
80.882
125.665
117.647
118.925
117.709
118.534
106.840
115.607
109.429
109.103
111.969
117.725
115.650
118.259
109.841
99.238
114.760
113.467
106.470
Table 2..5: Alkane Group Occurrences
Alkane Formula -CH3 -CH2- >CH- >C<
ethane C2H6 2 0 0 0
propane C3Hg 2 1 0 0
n-butane C4 H1O 2 2 0 0
isobutane C4H1O 3 0 1 0
n-pentane CSH12 2 3 0 0
2,2-dimethlypropane CSH12 4 0 0 1
n-hexane C6Ht4 2 4 0 0
2-methyl pentane C6 Ht4 3 2 1 0
3-methyl pentane C6H14 3 2 1 0
2,2-dimethyl butane C6H14 4 1 0 1
2,3-dimethyl butane C6 H14 4 0 2 0
n-heptane C7H16 2 5 0 0
2-methylhe:~ane C1H16 3 3 1 0
3-methylhexane C7H16 3 3 1 0
2,2-dimethylpentane C7H16 4 2 0 1
For n compounds our data consists of an (n xl) vector of physical properties, P,
al1d an (n x 4) matrix of group occurrences, G. Assuming a linear relationship between
tIle occurrences of the groups and the physical property we formulate the problem as
finding the vector of 4 group contributions, a, such that
Ga=P (2.4)
Eqllation 2.4 is overdetermined and is solved using a regression technique. The most
commonly used regression is least squares giving
(2.5)
Data from 54 alkanes were regressed onto our four groups. The resulting m.odel of
t he regression is
~G/t298 = -4.48n(-CH3) +2.08n(-CH2-) +8.70n(>cH-) + 15.60n(>c<) (2.6)
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Table 2.6: LlG/1298 Group Contribution Estimation Errors
Compound Formula Literature Error
1) iSvbutane C4 H1O -4.99 0.25
2) n-pentane CSH12 -2.00 -0.72
3) 2,2-dirnethlypropaIJe CSH12 -3.64 1.32
4) n-hexane C6H14 -0.06 -0.58
5) 2,3-dimethyl butane C6H14 -0.98 0.46
6) n-heptane C7 H16 1.91 -0.47
7) 2-methylhexane C7H16 0.77 0.73
8) 3-rnethylhexane C7H16 1.10 0.40
9) 3,3-dimethylpentane C7HI6 0.63 1.21
10) 3-ethylpentane C7 H16 2.63 -1.13
11) 2,2,3- trimethylbutan C7HI6 1.02 0.88
12) n-octane CslI IB 3.92 -0.40
13) 2,4·-dimeth}plhexane CSH18 2.80 0.84
14) 3-ethylhexane C8H18 3.95 -0.37
15) 2,2,3-trimethylpenta CSH18 4.09 -0.11
16) 3,3-diethylpentane C9H20 8.38 -2.38
17) 2,3,3,4- tetramethylp C9 H20 8.15 -2.03
18) n-decane C1oH22 7.94 -0.26
19) n-undecane C11 H24 9.94 -0.18
20) hexadecane C16H34 20.00 0.16
Error =Estimat.e - Literature. Units are kJ/mol. Literature values were from [101].
TIle 7.2 value was 0.975. Table 2.6 shows the errors of the estimation for 20 compounds.
Group contribution estimation techniques can become very complex including non-
linear effects and interactions among groups. UNIFAC[41] is an example of a complex
group contribution estimation technique.
2.1.4 Equation Oriented Techniques
Equation oriented estimation techniques are the most widely used type of estimation
tecllnique. One physical property is related to one or more other pllysical properties by
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tllcoretical or empirical models~ The goal is to relate the estimated physical properties
to properties more available or more easily measured.
Eqtlation oriented estimation techniques are typically a combination of theory and
empiriczl observation. Theoretical concepts often suggest interrelations among physical
properties or between properties and state variables_ These premises instigate empirical
inquiry into reifying such relationships.
Klincewicz[67] developed an equation oriented estimation technique for the critical
temperature. Tc is related to Tb and l~fw by
Tc = 50.2 - O.16Mw + 1.41Tb (2.7)
Table 2.7 shows the errors associated with estimating 20 compounds. Errors of between
1 to 2 percent were reported[102]. Using Equation 2.7 I estimated Tc for 406 organic
compounds obtaining an average absolute error of 18.7 K giving an average absolute
percent error of 3.1 %.
2,,1.5 Molecular Modeling Techniques
The ultimate objecti\t"e of a molecular approach to physical properties is to calculate
tIle macroscopic properties of matter from first principles. The term "first principles"
refers to quantum theory and to statistical mechanics. The mathematical solution
of the formulas of quantum mechanics provides us with the microscopic or molecular
energy values, anyone of which a system may assume at a given instant of time. With
the microscopic energy levels available, the methods of statistical mechanics can be
applied to give the observable or blilk properties of the molecular system.
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Table 2.7: Tc Equation Oriented Estimation Technique Errors
Compound Formliia Tc Error % Error
Dichlorodifluoromethane CC12F2 385.0 -11.2 -2.9
Carbon Tetrafluoride CF4 227.6 13.1 5.8
Methyl Mercaptan CH4S 470.0 -34.0 -7.2
I{etene C2H2O 380.0 -9.4 -2.5
Acetonitrile C2H3N 545.5 -1.6 -0.3
Acetic Acid C2H40 2 592.7 -0.7 -0.1
Ethane C2Hs 305.4 0.3 0.1
Glycerol C3Hs0 3 726.0 103.3 14.2
rvlethyl Ethyl Sulfide C3HsS 533.0 -15.9 -3.0
Vinylacetylene C4H4 455.0 -21.0 -4.6
Thiophene C4H4S 579.4 -39.0 -6.7
2-Butyne C4H6 488.7 -24.0 -4.9
n-Propyl Formate C4Hs0 2 538.0 -2.6 -0.5
n-Valerie Acid CSH1OO2 651.0 30.8 4.7
Iodobenzene C6 HsI 721.0 -52.6 -7.3
Triethylamine C6H1SN 535.6 9.5 1.8
a-Cresol C7HsO 697.6 -10.2 -1.5
Isobutylcyclohexane C1oH20 659.0 -4.5 -0.7
Hexadecane C16H34 722.0 81.6 11.3
Error =Estimate - Literature. Units are K. Literature values are from [101].
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I The procedure is summarized by the following two steps[IOO]:
Atomic or
molecular
model
quantum
mechanics
Microscopic or
quantum energy
states of the
model system
statistical
mechanics
Bulk
properties
of system
The objective of statistical mechanics is to show how the properties of matter in bulk
(Inacroscopic properties) can be calculated from the properties of individual molecules
(positions, molecular geometry, interatomic and intermolecular forces, etc.). Quantum
mechanics alone cannot sllpply these macroscopic properties because it deals with the
detailed dynamics of the particles.
The whole field of molecular mechanics, conformational energy calculations, and
molecular dynamics simulations rests on the fact that the potential energy of a mole-
cule or assembly of mole~ules can be written as an analytically simple sum of terms,
involving internal coordinates of the molecule (i.e., bond lengths, bond angles, torsion
angles, and interatomic distances)[48]. This potential energy function is a fundamental
physical quantity, implicitly containing essentially all conformational properties of the
molecular system CJf interest (with the exception of quantum properties). Some of these
properties are presented in Table 2.8.
Molecular dYllamics can be used to compute the dynamics of the molecular system.
The first step is specifying the potential energy expression. Initial coordinates and
velocities are specified for each of the atoms in the system. Once tIle initial conditions
are specified, the equations of motion:
_ av _ F _ m. £Prj
8rj - - I dt2
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(2.8)
Table 2.8: Properties Available from the Potential Energy }iunction
v
aV/8x = 0
-8V/8x = F = rna
Energy
Monte Carlo solvent effects
Minimum-energy conformation
Vibrational spectra
Normal modes
Entropy and free energy
Dynamic trajectory
Conformational fluctuations
are written for each atom. The equations are then integrated forward in time to com-
pllte the trajectories of each atom.
2.2 Selecting Chemical Products
Selecting existing compounds for use as chemical products is a two step procedure.
TIle first step involves identifying those physical properties which are important to the
performance of the chemical product and their values which give optimal behavior. The
second step is searching a data base for existing compounds possessing these physical
property values.
Identifying important physical properties is not a triv~ial task. Thermodynamic,
transport, environmental, and economic factors must be accounted for in making deci-
sions. The procedures used for solvent selection exemplify the multiple ways in which
the problem can be formulated. Three solvent selection procedures are discussed.
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Table 2.9: Godfrey's Standard Solvents and Miscibility Number
1 Glycerol
2 Ethylene Glycol
3 1,4-Butanediol
4 2,2'-Thiodiethanol
5 Diethylene Glycol
6 Triethylene Glycol
7 Tetraethylene Glycol
8 Methoxyacetic Acid
9 Dimethyl Sulfoxide
10 N-Formylrnorpholine
11 Furfuryl Alcohol
12 2-(2-Methoxyethyoxy) Ethanol
13 2-Methoxyethanol
14 2-Ethoxyethanol
15 2-(2-Butoxyethoxy) Ethanol
16 2-Butoxyethanol
- 2.2.1 Godfrey
17 p-Dioxane
18 3-Pentanone
19 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
20 1,2-Dichloroethane
21 Chlorobenzene
22 1,2-Dibromobutane
23 I-Bromobutane
24 I-Bromo-3-methylbutane
25 sec-Amylbenzene
26 4-Vinylcyclohexane
27 I-Methylcyclohexene
28 Cyclohexane
29 Heptane
30 Tetradecane
31 Petrolatum
Godfrey[44] addressed the problem of identifying whether 01' not two liquids were mis-
cible. He selected 31 typical solvents which spanned the range from strongly lipophilic
to strongly lipophobic:. To each of these solvents he assigned a Miscibility Number.
Table 2.9 shows the 31 solvents with their assigned miscibility numbers.
Godfrey developed th.e following three rules to determine miscibility of two liquids:
1. All pairs of standard solvents whose miscibility numbers differ by 15 or less are
miscible in all proportions at 25°C.
2. Each pair whose miscibility number difference is 16 has a critical solution tem-
perature between 25° and 75°C.
3. A difference of 17 or more corresponds to immiscibility, or to a critical solution
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temperature above 75°C.
To classify a new liquid in the miscibility number system, the chemist determines
a cut-off in miscibility or immiscibility vlith the standard solvents. 15 is then added or
subtracted to the miscibility number of the standard to give the new solvent '8 number.
In this manner Godfrey determined the miscibility number for over 400 organic liquids.
2.2.2 Francis
Francis[38] developed a solvent selection procedure emphasizing selectivity for hydro-
carbons. He investigated the applicability of critical solution theory as a measure of
affinity. The temperature at which a liquid mixture separates into its components is
its critical solution temperature.
Figure 2.2 shows the solubility behavior of three hydrocarbons in aniline. The three
hydrocarbons boil almost at the same temperature, so they can not be readily separated
by fractional distillation. In solvent' extraction the hydrocarbons form approximately
ideal mixtures, so that the amounts extracted by a solvent are nearly proportional to the
separate solubilities. Since the three curves have almost exactly the same shape except
for vertical displacement, the solubilities are related simply to the critical solution
temperature.
2.2.3 Berg
Berg[8] developed a classification scheme for hydrogen bonding in azeotropic distillation
solvents. Five classes of solvents were formed ranging from highly hydrogen bonding
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Figure 2.2: Critical Solution Temperatures of Three Liquid Mixtures
substances to non-hydrogen bonding substances. The classes are listed here:
• Class I: Liquids capable of forming three dimensional networks of strong hydro-
gen bonds - e.g.; water, glycol, glycerol, amino alcohols, hydroxylamine, hydroxy-
acids, polyphenols, amides, etc.
• Class II: Other liquids composed of molecules containing both active hydrogen
atoms and donor atoms (oxygen, nitrogen, and fluorine) - e.g.; alcohols, acids,
phenols, primary and secondary amines, nitro compounds with alpha-hydrogen
atoms, nitriles with alpha-hydrogen atoms, anlffionia, hydrazine, hydrogen fluo-
ride, hydrogen cyanide, etc.
• Class III: Liquids composed of molecules containing donor atoms but no active
hydrogen atoms - e.g.; ethers, ketones, aldehydes, esters, tertiary amines, nitro
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compounds, etc.
• Class IV: Liquids composed of molecules containing active hydrogen atoms but
no donor atoms. These are molecules having two or three chlorine atoms on the
same carbon atoms as a hydrogen atom, or one chlorine on the same carbon atom
and one or more chlorine atonlS on adjacent carbon atoms - e.g.; CHCI3 , CH2C12 ,
• Class V: All other liquids - i.e., liquids having no hydrogen bond forming capa··
bilities - e.g.; hydrocarbons, CS2, sulfides, mercaptans, halohydrocarbons, etc.
Table 2.10 shows the ordering of deviations from Raoult's law. Berg proposed this
ranking to assist identifying solvents for use in azeotropic distillation. To form an
azeot.rope with a compound from Class I Table 2.10 suggests examining compounds in
Class v.
2.3 Designing Chemical Products
Designing new chemical products is a two step approach similar to that used in selecting
chemical products. The first step is identical: identify the important physical properties
and tlleir values. The second step is to search for compounds which possess acceptable
values for these important physical properties. However, unlike selecting from existing
compounds, we do not ha""e a data base of existing compounds to search. The molecular
structures of new compounds must be h)'pothesized.
Because physical properties must be determined for compounds which may have
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Table 2.10: Ordering of Deviations from Raoult's Law
Classes
I + V
II + V
III + IV
I + V
II + IV
I + I
I + II
I + III
II + II
II + III
III + III
III + V
IV + IV
IV + 'v
V + V
Deviations
Always + deviations; I + V,
frequently limited solubility.
Always - deviations.
Always + deviations; I + IV,
frequently limited solubility.
Usually -t- deviations; very
complicated situation, some
combinations give maximum
azeotropes.
Quasi-ideal systems, always
+ deviations or ideal;
azeotropes, if any, will
be minimum.
never been synthesized, physical property estimation techniques play an important role
in chemical product design. The three techniques discussed here form candidate mol-
ecules and estimate their properties using estimation techniques. Grollp contriblltion
estimation techniques are used in all three cases.
2.3.1 Solvent Desigll
Gani and Brignole [13,42] used the UNIFAC[41] group contribution method to synthe-
size molecular structures with specific solvent properties for the separation of aromatic
and paraffinic hydrocarbons by liquid-liquid extraction. Their synthesis procedure is
di\rided into 3 steps:
1. Select the group3 considered suitable building blocks for the molecular structures.
2. Combine the groups into candidate molecules according to specified combination
rules.
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Table 2.11: Groups Used in Solvent Design
-CH3
-(CSH4 N)
-OCH3
-CH2-
-CH2CO-
CH3 COO-
-COCH3
>CHN02
-CH2COO-
-CH2CN
-(CSH3N)-
-CH20-
3. Screen the candidate molecules using UNIFAC to evaluate their usefulness for a
particular solvent extraction task.
Chlorinated, olefinic, carboxylic, aldehyde, and aromatic groups were excluded from
the design because of potential chemical instability or corrosion problems. Table 2.11
SllO\VS tile resulting fourteen groups used in the design.
To reduce the number of group combinations to a tractable number several addi-
tional constraints were placed on the candidate solvents. The solvents should have
a rather high boiling point to obtain a simple separation from the aromatic fraction
and to avoid the formation of azeotropes. This constraint on the boiling point was
propagated to a constraint Ofl the minimum vallIe for molecular weight being 100. A
nlaxirnum value was chosen to be 140. Another constraint was that a candidate solvent
should have at least one nonhydrogen group.
In one analysis 85 compounds were obtained after screening according to chosen
grOtlpS, structural constraints, and molecular weight range. These were tested using
UNIFAC for their use as a solvent for the separation of n-heptane and toluene. Fourteen
compounds were found to have satisfactory solvent properties.
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Table 2.12: Groups used in Polymer Design
2.3.2 PolYll1er Design
-co-
-CONH-
-CHCI-
-coo-
-CHOH-
Derringer and Markham[26] proposed a generate and test methodology for designing
polymers possessing desired physical properties. They based their methodology upon
J<revelen's[127] group contribution estimation techniques. A computer program was
\vritten to find viable polymer structures for meeting constraints on three physical
properties:
1. density, D
2. water absorption, W
3. glass transitioIl temperature, Tg •
Tile groups comprising the repeat unit were limited to the seven shown in Table 2.12.
Van Krevelen described estimation models for the three physical properties:
Tg - (L ~i /L M; ) - 273°C
;.\/; is the contribution of the ith group to the gram molecular weight, ~i the con-
tribution to the molar volume, Hi the contribution to the molar \vater content, and
~i the contribution to the molar glass transition temperatl1re function. The group
contributions are given in Table 2.13.
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Table 2.13: Group Contributions used in Polymer Design
Group Mj ~i Hi ~i
-CH2- 2,700 15.85 3.3xlO-s 14.0
-CO- 27,000 13.40 0.110 28.0
-COO- 8,000 23.00 0.075 44.0
-0- 4,000 10.00 0.200 16.00
-CONH- 12,000 24.90 0.'750 43.0
-CHOH- 13,000 19.15 0.750 30.0
-CIICl- 20,000 29.35 0.015 48.5
The methodology begins with a set of physical property constraints. These represent
the design target. Candidate polymers are generated by selecting collections of groups
from the seven groups shown in Table 2.12. The generate and test procedure chooses
a collection of groups, estimates their physical properties, and checks these against the
target. Those candidates which satisfy the tests are kept while those which fail the test
are pruned away.
F~r the physical property target:
1.0 < Density < 1.5 g/cm3
0.0 < Water absorption < 0.18 g(H20)/ g(polymer)
the computer program generated 300 candidate polymers randomly selecting both the
number of groups per structural repeat unit and the groups themselves. Only 12 of
tllese candidates satisfied the target specifications. These are shown in Table 2.14.
Recognizing that the number of candidates which are identified may be large, Der-
ringer and Markham devised a ranking procedure. This procedure:onsists of the
following two steps:
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Table 2.14: 12 Satisfactory Candidate Polymers
Repeat Unit
-(CH2-CHCI)-
-(CH2-COO-CH2)-
-(Co-CH2)-
-(Co-CH2-O-CH2)-
-(CHCI-CHCI-CH2)-
-(CH2-COO-CH2-CO)-
-(CHCI-CH2-CHOH-O)-
-(CO-CH2-CH2 )-
-(CH2-CO-CH2-CONH)-
-(Co-O-CH2)-
-(CHCI-CH2-O)-
-(CH2-CHOH-CHCl)-
g(H20)/ g(polymer)
0.004
0.019
0.047
0.032
i).005
0.033
0.130
0.035
0.156
0.040
0.008
0.149
90
79
433
232
112
251
93
305
175
308
67
113
Density (g/cm3 )
1.38
1.32
1.44
1.31
1.49
1.47
1.46
1.24
1.42
1.48
1.42
1.44
1. For each predicted property the property level Y is transfofIned to a 0-1 desir-
ability, di , scale. On this scale, 0, corresponds to a property level that makes
the polymer useless for the application being considered. A desirability of 1.0,
on the other l.1and, corresponds to a property level such that no other property
level would Dlake the polymer more useful for the application. For intermediate
values, the higher the d, the more de~irable is the corresponding property value.
Property constraints are either one-sided or two-sided. If a property va.lue must
be greater than some value or less than some value, the constraint is one-sided. If
the property value must be bet\veen certain limits, the constraint is two-\'alued.
For a one-sided constraint the desirability function is:
0 fi < JIi-
di = [ Yi-Yi" r JIi- < ~ < Y*Yt-Yi- 1 - 1
1 fi > ~*•
Here Pi represents the predicted property value and JIi .. is the minimum acceptable
level of property JIi. Values below this value wiil have a desirability of zero. Ii- is
the highest value of JIi which will translate into improved utility. The desirability
at Ii- equals 1.0 and does not increase as JIi increases above Yi*. l'he value of r is
adjustable and determines the rate of increase of d j with JIi between JIi. and Yi*.
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For a two-sided constraint the desirability function is:
[9:- -1"-. ] :J A~ ~. <~ <CiCi-Y•• t - t_
[Yi-Yt] t c. < ~ < y.Ci-Yt I - I - I
o fi < Yi. or fi > Yi*
Here li. and Yi* are, respectively, the lower and upper constraints on property Yi
below and above which the desirability will equal zero. Parameter Ci is the most
desirable level of the property Yi and corresponds to a desirability of 1.0. The
rate of decrease of di above and below Ci is determined by adjustable parameters
t and s.
2. The individual desirabilities are combined into a composite desirability D by
taking the geometric mean of the indiv'idual desirabilities as follows:
(2.9)
where k is the number of properties.
2.3.3 Polymer Coatings Design
Tortorello and Kinsella[124,125] used t.he solubility parameter concept to design lligh
performance coatings for aircraft. Legislative refurm and a changing perspective regard-
iog the supply and economic advantages of solvents suggested a change from the Air
Force's solvent-based epoxy-polyamide primer and urethane topcoat to a water-based
coating. Table 2.15 summarizes the military specifications which characterize the prop-
erties of the solvent-based urethane topcoat[124]. The requirements of the primer are
similar. Any prospective replacement should display equivalent performance.
The results of a preliminary screening of the commercial marketplace for aqueous
resins failed to identify a satisfactory candidate. Tortorello and Kinsella thus proceeded
to design a new polymer.
The aircraft coating would have to be designed to resist five fluids. These five fluids
and their solubility pa.rameters are shown in Table 2.16. Figure 2.3 shows these fluids
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'I'able 2.15: Military Specifications for Air Craft Coatings
5% Salt spray
100% Relative
humidity
Accelerated
weathering
Fluid
resistance
Film
flexibility
Low temperature
flexibility
High temperature re-
sistance
60° Gloss
No blistering, cracking, corrosion, or loss
of adhesion after 500 hours of exposure.
No blistering, cracking, softening, or loss
of adhesion after 720 hours of exposure.
After 500 hour exposure the coating should
exhibit 60% impact flexibility, no more
than 10% loss of original gloss, and no color
change.
A decrease of no more than one pencil
hardness unit after immersion in water (4
days, lOQoF), lubricating oil (24 hours,
250°F), hydrocarbon fluid (7 days, room
temperature), and hydraulic fluid (7 days,
room temperature). A decrease of no more
tha.n two pencil hardness units after im-
mersion in Skydrol 500B flu.id (7 days,
room temperature).
No cracking, crazing, or loss of adhesion of
coating when elongated 60% by impacting
mandrel.
No cracking or loss of adhesion wher! bent
around f inch diameter cylindrical man-
drel after 4 hours at -65°F.
No loss of adhesion or flexibility after 4
hours at 300°F.
>90
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Table 2.16: Erosive Aircraft Fluid's Solubility Parameters
Compound
H5606 Hydraulic Fluid
TT-S-735 Hydrocarbon
Lubricating Oil
Skydrol 500B Lubricating Fluid
Water
on a solubility parameter scale.
Solubility
Parameter
7.0
7.5
8.0
11.0
23.0
Ilildebrand[56] showed that for a solution process to occur the solubility parameter
value of the solvent must be nearly equal to that of the solute. Conversely, incompati-
bility is predicted when there is a disparity between the two values. Hence, the design
of novel polymers for enhanced fluid resistance can be guided by a broad distinction
bet\\'een the solubility parameter value of the polymer and that of the fluid. Tortorello
and Kinsella noticed the large gap betvleen the Skydrol .500B fluid and water. They
sougllt to design a resin which ·would have a solubility parameter falling within the gap.
Using the group contributions of Small[115], Rheineck and Lin[103], and Fedors[33,
Skydrol
5.0 10.0 15.0
+-fJ--+
20.0 2,5.0
Figure 2.3: Solubility Parameter Scale used in Coatings Design
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34], Tortorello and J<insella designed a series of acrylic polymers varying in solubility
parameter. The series varied in solubili ty parameter fronl 11 to 14.
Tortorello and Kinsella synthesized and tested series of urethane and acrylic poly-
mers. The experimental results corroborated with the solubility parameter model pre-
dictions. They concluded that the solubility parameter concept was useful for identi-
fying polymers with desired fluid resistance.
2.3.4 Drug Design
Drug design has been the most active area for the development of systematic proce-
dllres to identify new chemical products. Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships,
QSARs, are statistically derived relationships between biological potency and physical-
chemical properties. The independent physical-chemical properties represent how the
v'ariOllS environments and reactions in the body affect the thermodynamics, transport
and kinetics of drug activity.
Ea.rly QSAR applications in the pharmaceutical field were mainly in research on
na.rcotic effects, anesthesiology, tranquilizers, sedatives, and pain-killers. Currently,
QSAR methods are standard tools used by the industry in almost every drug project
from initial proposals to series design to final design and testing stages[92].
Three physical-chemical properties typically used in a QSAR model are:
1. Hammett's constant: (1'. Hammett proposed a constant to assign numerical
values for the electronic effects of substitution on an aromatic ring[49,92]. With
benzoic acid as the reference compound, this electronic parameter is defined by
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the equation:
a = log(!(x/I(H) (2.10)
I
where [(x and [(H are the iorlization constants for the X-substituted and unsub-
stituted benzoic acid, respectively.
2. Taft's Steric Parameter: Es . Taft[122] extended Hammett's idea to aliphatics
by introducing a steric parameter, Es , defined by the equation:
6 Es = log(I<x / [(0) (2.11 )
where [(x and [(0 are hydrolysis rate constants for the X-substituted derivative
and unsubstituted parent compound respectively. 6 is chosen according to the
system being studied. For the acid hydrolysis of esters, fJ is fixed at 1.00, and
methyl was chosen as the reference system (Le., Es for -CH3 equals 0.000).
3~ Partition Coefficient Ratio: 1r. Hansch, et.al.[50] combined the concepts
of Hammett and Taft to derive a hydrophobic parameter for substituents that
were related more closely to biological activities. Known as log P, this is the
most popular and commonly encountered descriptor in QSAR studies. 'fhey
postulated that, before it cOllld take part in a reaction, a drug had to bind to
certain target locations in the living material. rro account for this drug-ligarld
binding capability, they proposed a hydroph.obic parameter 1r, defined as:
1rx = log Px -log PH (2.12)
\vhere Px and PH are the oil-water partitioning coefficients of the X-substituted
compound and of the unsubstituted parent compound, respectively. An octanol-
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\vater system often is used to represent the fatty and the aqueous phases. In
correlation equations, log PH is sometimes used as a constant term, and log P is
the independent variable rather than 1r.
Other descriptors derived from the electronic configuration of the molecule began
to appear in QSAR studies in the late 1970'5[92]. Molar refractivity(MR), which is di-
recti)' connected with the electronic configuration of the molecule, has been successfully
used in developing high-quality QSAR models. The use of ~IR in biological activity
correlations originated from the s11ggestion that polarizability, as measured by MR, is
an important aspect in the drug-ligand interactiorl. The strength of billding between
tIle t\VO was expected to relate to the resultiilg biological activity.
l'opological indices llave also played a part as independent variables. J<ier and
Ilall's molecular connectivity indices[65], X, has often been used. One interesting fea-
ture of topological parameters is that they provide a quantitative way to measure the
"branchedness" of a molecule.
I use one of the early studies of penicillin [51] to illustrate the QSAR approach to
drug design. The initial penicillin for \vhich derivatives were analyzed is shown ill
Figure 2.4. Substituents for the benzene ring were being searched for which would
increase the pharmaceutical's activity.
Hansch et.al.[51] synthesized and tested a set of analogs. Table 2.17 shows these
experimental results. The L (j and L 1r values are obtained from standard tabulations
such as Hansch and Leo[53].
With this data gathered, the next step in the design was to identify a model relating
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xFigure 2.4: Initial PenicilliIl for Modification by Drug Desigl1
Table 2.17: Input Data for QSAR Analysis
Experimental
Substituent EO" E1r log llC
1 H 0.00 0.00 5.86
2 4-CI 0.23 0.74 5.79
3 4-0CH3 -0.27 -0.04 5.69
4 a-Et 0.00 0.50 5.54
5 4-N02 0.78 0.06 5.53
6 2-CI 0.23 0.59 5.40
,.. 3·CF3 0.42 1.09 5.38I
8 2,5-C12 0.60 1.35 5.24
9 a-Pr 0.00 1.00 5.03
10 3,5-(CH3)2 -0.14 1.02 5.03
11 3-CF3 , 4-N02 1.20 1.15 5.03
12 a-Bu 0.00 1.50 5.01
13 2,4-CI2 0.46 1.33 4.97
14 2.4-Br2 0.46 1.77 4.87
15 2,3,6-C12 0.83 1.94 4.72
16 4-Cyclohexyl -0.15 2.52 4.70
17 4-t-Bu -0.20 1.71 4.67
18 3,4,5-(CH3)3 -0.31 1.54 4.65
19 4-t-Amyl, Q-Et -0.20 2.71 4.57
20 Cis 1.43 3.44 4.25
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Table 2.18: QSAR Relationships Regressed from Input Data
log llC = O.053;rr2 - 0.6l01r +0.0190" + 5.751
r = 0.918 s = 0.192
(2.13)
log llC O.0551r2 - 0.6131r +5.756
r = 0.918 s = 0.187
(2.14)
log 1/C - -O.4451r + 5.673
r = 0.909 $ = 0.191
(2.15)
activity to the physical-chemical parameters. The equations sho\vn in Table 2.18 \vere
obta.ined from a least squares fit of the data sho\vn in Table 2.17. The correlation
coefficient is represented by r. s represents the standard deviation. Table 2.19 compares
the estimates made using Equation 2.15 against the experimentally derived data. The
estimates show an average absolute error of 0.104 and an average absolute percent error
of 2.84%,
\Vith a quantitative relationship betvveen structure and activity we can begin to
exploit it. COlllparison of Equation 2.13 with Equation 2.14 in which the a-term has
been dropped shows the great advantage in the use of the substituent constants 1r and
0' to separate the electronic effect of substituents. In this instance it is quite clear that
the electronic effects of the groups attached to the phenox~' ring are not important
except in so far as they affect the partition coefficient of the molecule in question.
A very interesting aspect of Equation 2.15 is the negative coefficient associated with
1r. Tllis would indicate more active deri,'atives could be obtained by using S11bstituents
\'1hich have negative 1t" values. In this aspect the model is used as a guide to select the
nlost appropriate set of substituents to try next.
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Table 2.19: Estimated Activity for gSAR Analysis
log llC
Substituent Experiment Estimate Errort
1 H 5.86 5.67 -0.19
2 4-CI 5.79 5.34 -0.45
3 4-0CH3 5.69 5.69 0.00
4 a-Et 5.54 5.45 -0.09
5 4-N02 5.53 5.65 -0.12
6 2-Cl 5.40 5.41 -0.01
7 3-CF3 5.38 5.19 -0.19
8 2,5-C12 5.24 5.07 -0.17
9 a-Pr 5.03 5.23 -0.20
10 3,5-(CH3)2 5.03 5.22 -0.19
11 3-CF3, 4-N02 5.03 5.16 -0.13
12 a-Bu 5.01 5.01 0.00
13 2,4-CI2 4.97 5.08 -0.11
14 2.4-Br2 4.87 4.88 -0.01
15 2,3,6-CI2 4.72 4.81 -0.09
16 4-Cyclohexyl 4.70 4.55 -0.15
17 4-t-Bu 4.67 4.91 -0.24
18 3,4,5-(CH3)3 4.65 4.99 -0.34
19 4-t-Amyl, o-Et 4.57 4.47 -0.10
20 CIs 4.25 4.14 -0.11
tError =Estimate - Experiment.
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2.4 Generate and Test
Generate and test is a search paradigm using two modules: 1) generator; 2) tester[133].
TIle generator enumerates candidate solutions. The tester evaluates each candidate
either accepting or rejecting it. When the number of candidates becomes large, ex-
haustive enumeration becomes impractical. Three ways to manage the search space
are[54]:
1. Move the tester into the generator.
2. Prune partial solutions.
3. Abstract the search space.
~fovjng the tester into the generator reduces the number of incorrect candidates.
TIle major difficulty with this approach is that evaluating a candidate n1ay require
considerable effort. This is the case with many design problems, designing chemical
processes and molecules being two examples. In both cases, a set of complex relation-
ships are used for evaluation.
Pruning partial solutions has the difficulty in design problems that a partial illfea-
sibility can be made feasible by the next addition to the solution. A partial molecllle
consisting of:
-0-
could be infeasible from structural and physical property considerations. However,
adding the group
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could make it feasible with respect to all tests.
Abstraction of the search space can provide a powerful means to manage the com-
binatorics of design problems.
2.5 DENDRAL
Heuristic DENDRAL[76] is a computer program which infers the molecular structure
of a compound given its mass spectra. Figure 2.5 shows a mass spectrogram which,
along with the empirical formula: Cg H1SO, are the input to DENDRAL. DENDRAL
takes this input and identifies the compound being analyzed to be:
CH3-CH2-CO-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CIf3
The program consists of five sections:
1. Preliminary Inference Maker
2. Data AdjustOI
3. Structure Generator
4. Predictor
5. Evaluation Fltnction
Figure 2.6 shows the relationship between these sections.
The preliminary inference maker examines a spectrum and determines what gen-
eral cla~ses of chemical substructures are confirmed or disconfirmed by the data. All
hypothesized structures generated later by DENDRAL must contain all the confirmed
substructures (all of which are put on a list called Goodlist); and no structllre may
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Figure 2.5: Input Data for Heuristic DENDRAL
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Figure 2.6: General Design of Heuristic DENDRAL's Five Major Sections
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contain any substructure which is disconfirmed by the spectrum (all forbidden sub-
structures are put on a list called Badlist .. ) Determination is made based upon a set of
"rules". Table 2..20 displays some of the rules used.
TIle Data J4djustor section determines which mass points of a real spectrum are
significant enough to be used by later programs.
The Structure Generator section implements the DENDRAL algorithm[76] but with
tIle inclusion of heuristic constraints to prevent the program from generating structures
\vhich are incompatible with chemical theory or mass spectral data. The Structure
GCllerator takes as input:
1. a list of defined atoms with their valences and weights
2. the empirical formula
3. the mass spectrogram
4. a list of likely substructures (the goodlist)
5. a list of impossible substructures (the badlist)
TIle Structure Generator then generates all structures compatible with the given data.
If there are no data-oriented lists of likely or impossible substructures and no spectral
data, the program generates all structural variants (isomers) of the given empirical
formula.
One of the important features of DENDRAL is its use of various levels of models for
pruning. The Zero-Order Theory assumes that every bond of a strtlcture to whicll it
a.pplies will break (one bond at a time) and that at least one of each pair of substructures
ol)tained from a single break will contribute its mass to the spectrum. This Zero-
Order Theory of mass spectrometry is crude but easily implemented. A more elaborate
spectral theory is contained in the Predictor, but obtaining such a spectrum for an
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Table 2.20: Heuristic DENDRAL's Identification Rules
Functional Group and
Characteristic Subgraph
A. I(etone
o
II
-c-
B. Methyl-Ketone 3
o H
II I I
CH -C-CH -C -C-
3 2 I I
c. Ethyl-I<etone 3
o H
II I I
CH3-CH2-C-CH2-C -C-I I
D. n-Propyl-Ketone 3
o H
II I I
CH -CH -CH -C-CH -C -C-
3 2 2 2 I I
E. iso-Propyl-Ketone 3
?H3~ I Y
CH -CH-C-CH -C -C-
3 2 I I
Identifying Conditions
1. There are 2 peaks at mass un~ts Xl
and X2 such that:
(a) Xl + X2 = M + 28
(b) Xl - 28 is a high peak
(c) X2 - 28 is a high peak
(d) At least one of Xl or X2 is high
1. Ketone conditions are satisfied
2. 43 is a high peak
3. 58 is a high peak
4. M - 43 is a low peak
5. M - 15 is low or possibly zero
1. Ketone conditions are satisfied
2. 57 is a high peak
3. 72 is a high peak
4. M - 29 is a high peak
5. M - 57 is a high peak
1. 71 is a high peak
2. 43 is a high peak
3. 86 is a high peak
4. 58 appears with any intensity
1. 71 is a high peak
2. 43 is a high peak
3. 86 is a high peak
4. There is no peak at 58
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Table 2,20 Cootjulled: Hel1ristic DENDRAL's IdentificatioD Rules
Functional Group and
Characteristic Subgraph
F. A.ldehyde
o
I II
-C-CH
I
G. Ether
I I
-C-O-C-
I I
H. Ether 2
-CH2-O-CH2-
I. Methyl-Ether 2
-CH2-O-CH3
J. Ethyl-Ether 2
-CH2-O-CH2-CH3
1(. Prinlary-Amine 2
-CH2-NH2
Identifying Conditions
1. M - 44 is a high peak
2. 44 is a high peak
1. M - 17 is absent
2. M - 18 is a.bsent
1. Ether conditions are satisfied
2. There are two peaks at Xl and X2
such that:
(a) Xl + X2 = At! +44
(b) At least one of Xl or X2 is high
1. Ether 2 conditions are satisfied
2. 45 is a high peak
3. M - 15 is low or possibly zero
4. M - 1 appea·rs with allY intensity
1. Ether 2 conditions are satisfied
2. 59 is a high peak
3. M - 15 appears with any intensity
1. 30 is a high peak
2. No other peak is high
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arbitrary structure consumes more comp\.l.ter time than would be practical in a program
such as the Structure Generator ..
The Predictor section contains a rough theory of mass spectrometry capable of
predicting major features of mass spectra of acyclic organic molecules. The Predictor
estimates a mass spectrogram for each candidate molecule.
The Evaluation Function now checks the degree to which the predictions agree with
tile original data. Evaluation is a two-step process:
1. Candidates whose predictions are inconsistent with the original data are rejected.
2. Consistent candidates are rank ordered.
2.6 Interval Arithmetic
The generalization of ordinary arithmetic to closed intervals is known as interval arith-
metic. An interval is defined as a closed bounded set of real numbers[89]:
x = [X X] = {x IX < x < X} (2.16)
Illterval analysis has found applicability in problems in which the initial data contained
Ul1certainty or in which a range of anSVlers are sought.
Intervals have been widely used in the field of artificial intelligence. Order of mag-
nitude reasoning and inequality reasoning are two areas which have used intervals. In
order of magnitude reasoning[9] real numbers are separated into three intervals:
[0 0]
These intervals are typically represented as -, 0, and +. Inequality reasoning algo-
ritllms use intervals to identify regions of constant beha,rior[109].
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Tllieler[123] presents a set of examples in which interval analysis could be used in
technical calculations. Among his examples were calculations involving electric circuits,
lenses, and density determination.
Himmelblau[58] applied interval analysis to the chemical engineering problem of
mass balance rectification. He found that the advantage of interval analysis over the
existing methods of mathematical programming, Kalman filtering, sensiti'lity analysis,
and estimation methods were that
1. Interval analysis can accommodate problems in which more than one local solu-
tion exists
2. Interval analysis yields results in terms of intervals that are more easily under-
stood by plant personnel than the typical confidence limits obtained from statis-
tical analysis.
l\.fllCh research in interval analysis has focused on developing procedures for reduc-
ing excess width. Moore[89] proposed an algorithm combining derivative inspection
and united extension. This approach was extended by Asaithambi, et.al.[4]. Ratschek
and R.okne[98] examined numerous applications of the centered form. R,all[95] used
information about the monotonicity of a function using the process of automatic dif-
ferentiation.
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Chapter 3
Modeling Molecular Design
The goal of my research was to develop a systematic molecular design procedure. I
co(lificd many of the concepts discussed in Chapter 2 into a model of the molecular
design process. This model is captured in a six step methodology. In this chapter I
discuss each of these steps and how they were suggested by the previous work.
3.1 Constraint Elucidation
The molecular selection and molecular design studies discussed in Chapter 2 all begin
with an elucidation of the constraints candidate molecules must satisfy. The quality
of these constraints ranged from being well characterized such as in Tortorello and
!\:insella's[124,125] study of polymeric coatings, to poorly characterized such as in the
solvent selection constraints of finding two immiscible compounds. The first step of a
systematic design is to identify those constraints which are important.
Besides physical property constraints, structural and chemical constraints must also
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be considered .. Gani and Brignole[13,42] specified acceptable structural cllaracteristics
of groups restricting their generation of candidate solvents .. They also eliminated groups
\vhich could lead to chemical instability or corrosion problems..
3.2 Property Estimation
Because new molecules are being designed, experimental values for their physical prop-
erties are unknown.. It is necessary to estimate their physical properties. The second
step in molecular design is to identify estimation techniques for each of the physical
properties occurring in our constraints. rrhe solvent selection and design studies of
Francis[38] , Berg[8], Gani and Brignole[13,42], and La et.al.[77] show that there are
often several techniques for estimating important properties.
The physical property estimation techniques I chose to concentrate on are group con-
tribution and equa.tion oriented estimation techniques. Group contributioIl estimation
techniques have the ability to estimate physical properties given only a compound's
molecular structure. Equation oriented estimation techniques extend the number of
physical properties which can be designed for.
3.3 Molecule Generation
Derringer[26], Gani and Brignole[13,42], and Tortorello and I<insella[124,125] all used
a generate and test paradigm to search for new molecules. All three approaches used
group contribution techniques as the basis of design .. A set of groups were chosen, their
important physical properties estimated, and the imposed physical property constraints
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checked.
Gani and Brignole discussed the need for structural constraints to ensure the chosen
grollps could actually be connected togetller to form a feasible molecule. Derringer[26]
used 'Jnly groups with two free single bonds. The work involved designing the repeat
UIlit for polymers. No structural constraints were needed. since any number of groups
chosen would be structurally ~easible.
Gani and Brignole also discussed the need to manage the combinatorics of the group
selection problem.
3.4 Molecule Enumeration
TIle generate and test paradigm used in molecular design studies produces a collection
of groups which satisfy physical property constraints. These groups can often be con-
nected together in several ways producing a variety of molecules. This enllmeration
problem is analogous to that addressed by DENDRAJ.J[76].
Enumeration of complete molecules is necessary for their final evaluation. Manyac-
Cltrate estimation techniques require a more global knowledge of a molecule's structure
tha,n provided by groups. Chemical constraints often require knowledge of the actual
connection between groups.
3.5 Detailed Evaluation
Douglas's[29] procedure for designing chemical plants begins using simplified models.
This is done partly to speed pruning and partly because the information required in
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more rigorous models is not known at the beginning of a design. Using rigorous models
for design requires us to design a complete chemical plant before we could evaluate it.
Using simplified models allows us to prune infeasible designs quickly. Only promising
designs need to be rigorously evaluated.
Group contribution models are well suited for use in a generate and test procedure.
Ho\vever, more rigorous models like molecular modeling techniques produce more accu-
rate estimates. At the detailed evaluation step we know the entire molecular structure
of our candidate molecules. 'ATe now use rigorous estimation techniques to furtller check
satisfaction of our physical property constraints.
Chemical constraints are also applicable at this step. Identifying undesired substruc-
tures can only be done after our collection of groups have been connected together.
The classic final evaluation step is to perform laboratory experiments on the can-
didate molecules. This is the most accurate evaluation method but also the most
expensive. However, the design steps ensure that only the most promising candidates
make it to this step.
3.6 My Ivlethodology
The concepts discussed in the preceding sections were collected into a systematic molec-
ular design methodology. My methodology consists of six steps:
1. Problem Formulation
2. Target Transformation
3. Group Selection
4. ~folecule Enumerate
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5. wfolecule Screening
6. Final Evaluation
Each of these steps is briefly described here. Chapters 4 through 10 discuss each of
these steps in detail.
Step 1: Problem Formulation: The first step in any design is to identify the
ta.rget[118]. In molecular design our target consists of constraints on important physical
properties. Molecular design targets are often stated in abstract terms such as: find a
stronger polymer than kevlar; develop a freon replacement; find a solvent to facilit.ate
the separation of acetic acid from water. Taking an abstract target and developing
const.raints on tensile strength, vapor pressure, and selectivity is done in this first step.
Step 2: Target Transformation: Often the target properties identified in the prob-
lem formulation step are not directly related to molecular structure. The purpose of
tIle target transformation step is to propagate the target constraints to constraints on
properties which are directly related to molecular structure. In my thesis I used equa-
tion oriented estimation techniques to propagate physical property constraints onto
constraints involving physical properties estimated by group contribution estimation
techniques. In this manner every physical property constraint is a constraint on molec-
ular structure.
Step 3: Generate and Test: T,vo desigrl procedures were developed based upon
the generate and test paradigln. Evaluation of ph}-sical property constraints, structural
constraints, and management of combinatorics were the major issues considered in the
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development of the procedures. The interactive design method represents the design
problem graphically enabling the designer to guide the search. The automatic design
procedure uses an abstraction algorithm which efficiently searches a large nllmber of
molecllles.
Step 4: Molecule Enumeration: The interactive and automatic design. proce-
dures produce a collection of groups which satisfy structural and physical property
constraints. These groups can often be C0nnected in several ways. All molecules \vhich
can be formed from these groups are now enumerat~d.
Step 5: Moleclile Screening: Candidate molecules must be stable and adhere to
chernical constraints. Candidate molecules are searched for substructures suggesting
chemical instability. Those candidates found possessing one or more of these disallowed
substructures are pruned.
Step 6: Final Evaluation: More rigorous estimation techniques are used at this step
to verify that the candidate molecules satisfy our imposed physical property constraints.
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Chapter 4
Problelll Forlllulation
The first step in any design is to identify the target[118]. In molecular design our
target consists of a set of constraints on important physical properties. Identifying
important physical properties is essential to establishing the target. Although there is
no systematic procedure for identifying these important properties there are a number
of sources of physical property constraints which should be exarnined for any molecular
design.
In this chapter I discuss sources of constraints. I begin by presenting targets for
three example molecular designs:
1. Solvent design for solvent extraction.
2. Refrigerant design for vapor recompression refrigeration cycles.
3. Polymer Design for use as a barrier material in food packaging.
I tllen show how these constraints can be categorized into different sources of con-
straints.
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Table 4.1: Important Physical Properties in Solvent Design
Selecti\tity
Capacity
Interfacial Tension
Corrosiveness
Vapor Pressure
Flammability
401 Solvent Design
Distribution Coefficient
Density
Chemical Reactivity and Stability
'Viscosity
Fleezing Point
Toxicity
TIle success of a liquid-liquid extraction process is strongly dependent on the selection
of tile most appropriate solvent[77]. Treybal[126] has listed a number physical prop-
erties which should be considered in solvent selection. These are shown in Table 4.1.
CJas3ifying tllese physical properties provides some insight into the source of physical
property constraints for molecular design. First I briefly describe the relevance of each
of these properties to solvent selection.
Selectivity
One of the most important properties of a good solvent S is its ability to extract B
from a Inixture of A and B preferentially, so that the ratio of B to A in the extract
after removal of solvent is different from the ratio of these components in the solvent-
free raffinate[94]. Figure 4.1 shows a single-stage extraction graphically depicted on
a triangular diagram. Feed F is contacted with solvent S to produce a mixture of
composition q. Being inside the two phase region this mixture separates into two
mixtures of compositions E and R. The solvent free compositions of these mixtures are
represented by E' and R'.
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BA s
Figure 4.1: Selectivity of S for the Separation of B from A.
The selectivity of solvent S for separating B from A is given by:
(4.1)
where Xij denotes the mole fraction of component i in the j-rich phase. At equilibriurn
the activities of a component in either phase must be equal. Using the definition of
activity the selectivity defined in Equation 4.1 is expressed as:
f3B,A = lAS "IBA •
IBS fAA
Distribution Coefficient
The distribution coefficient is given by:
_ XBS _ ,BA
m------
XBA /BS
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(4.2)
(4.3)
representing the relative distribution of component B between the solvent-rich phase
S and the A-rich phase[77].
Capacity
Unless the solvent has the capacity to dissolve relatively large quantities of the pref-
erentially extracted solute, in addition to having a high selectivity, it will likely be
uneconomical to use because of the large quantity that must be circulated througll the
extraction system[126].
Density
t\ difference in densities of the contacted phases is essential and should be as great as
possible. Not only is the rate of disengaging of the immiscible layers thereby enhanced,
but also tIle capacity of the contacting equipment increased[126].
Interfacial Tension
TIle interfacial tension between immiscible phases that must be settled or disengaged
sllould be higll for rapid coalescence. Very high interfacial tension usually means that
mechanical agitation is needed for carrying out the extraction[94]. This is a minor
disadvantage compared with the coalescence problems which may arise from too Iowa
value.
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Chemical Reactivity and Stability
Ordinarily chemical reactions between soJ-·.,"ent and components of the feed solution,
yielding products extraneous to t:le process, are undesirable since the yield of de-
sired product is reduced, solvent recovery problems are increased, and losses of solvent
nlay be incurred. On the other hand, such chemical reaction will usually increase the
distribution coefficient for the reacting solute and for this reason may sometimes be
sought[12t:].
Corrosiveness
In order to reduce the cost of equipment, the solvent should cat\se no severe corrosion
difficulties with common materials of construction or with those ordinarily used to
handle the feed to the extraction process[126].
Viscosity
Low vi~cosity results in low power requirement for pumping and agitation, rapid extrac-
tion, rapid settling of dispersions, and high heat and mass-transfer rates[126]. Solvents
may sometimes be mixed with low viscosity inert diluents to improve this property.
Vapor Pressure
Ordinarily low vapor pressure is desired so that storage and extraction operations are
possible at atmospheric, or at most only ffif'derately lligh, pressure and so that losses
of solvent are kept to a minimum[126]. Exceptions to this requirement are frequently
made in the interest of easy recovery of the solvent by volatilization and nther desirable
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properties.
Freezing Point
The solvent should have a sufficiently low freezing point so that it may be conveniently
stored and otherwise handled at outdoor temperatures in cold weather[126].
Flaolmability
Lo\v flammability is desirable for reasons of safety. The flash point is frequently used
as a, numerical indication of this property. If the solvent can be burne(l, it should have
a high flash point and close concentration limits for explosive mixtures with air[126].
Toxicity
flighly poisonous materials ar~ difficult to handle industrially. Solvents that might
leave toxic residues in food and pharmaceutical products must be avoided.
4.2 Refrigerant Design
Refrigeration is the process of transferring heat from a low temperature to a l1igh
temperature at the expense of work. The principle methods of refrigeration available
are:
1. Vapor Recompression
2. Vapor Absorption
3. Air Cycle
4. Thermo-electric.
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Expansion
Valve
Condenser
Evaporator
R 'Ciprocating
Compressor
F
Figure 4.2: Basic Refrigeration System
The majority of plants of all sizes from domestic refrigerators to large industria.! systems
use tIle vapor recompression principle.
Figure 4.2 SllOWS a schematic of ~, basic vapor recompression refrigeration system.
The fOUf major components of the cycle are a cornpressor, an expansion value, and
t,vo lleat exchangers. The th~rmodynamicprocesses which occur \vithin the system are
best depicted on a Pressure-Enthalpy diagram. A hypothetical P-H diagram i" shown
in Figure 4.3.
In the evaporator the refrigerant at low temperature is contacted with the process
stream which needs to be cooled. The refrigerant is a saturated liquid at this point
and is denoted by stat~ F on Figure 4.3. As the liquid absorbs heat it evaporates.
The conditions of this vapor is denoted by state A. This vapor exits the evaporator
and enters the compressor. Theoretically this compression is performed adiabatically
resulting a vapor at state B. This vapor is cooled isobaricaJly to state C and condensed
to a saturated liquid at state D. The heat rejected by the refrigerant is absorbed by
some sink usually cooling water or air. The cooled, high pressure, saturated liquid
is now flashed isenthalpically thrOltgh an expansion value. The temperature of the
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Enthalpy
Figure 4.3: Hypothetical Refrigeration Cycle
resulting vapor-liquid mixture is lowered. The liquid at state F begins the cycle again.
Generally, tIle best refrigerant for a system is that which requires the smallest
compressor for operation at design conditions[113]. A relationsllip for the volumetric
flo\vrate of refrigerant needed for a given refrigeration load is easily obtained from
thermodynamics.
If Q is the required refrigeration load and ~Hv is the refrigerant's molar enthalpy
of vaporization at the conditions of the evaporator, then the ideal refrigerant molar
flo\vrate is given by:
Q
Fideal = I:i.H
v
•
(4.4)
.
Hoy/ever, some of the refrigerant flashes upon passage through the expansion valve.
This flashed 'vapor reduces the available refrigerant and adds to the total required
refrigerant flowrate. This additional flowrate is calculated by adjusting the ~Hv for
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this lost enthalpy:
(4.5)
\vhere ~Hf is the fraction of the latent heat expended to produce non-useful adiabatic
cooling. It is a function of the heat capacity of the liquid and is given by:
The volumetric flowrate of the required amount of refrigerant is given by:
~= Q ~~Hv - CPL (Tconden3er - Tettaporator)
(4.6)
(4.7)
TIIUS, a good refrigerant has the characteristics of having a large enthalpy of vaporiza-
tion, a small vapor volume, and a small liquid heat capacity. Additional constraints
are listed in the following subsections.
Eva;Jorator Pressure
The pressure in the evaporator should be maintained above atmospheric to minimize
the likelihood of air and moisture leaking into the cycle[28]. Douglas[29] recommends
,5 psig.
Melting Point
TIle melting point of the refrigerant must be well below the minimum temperature at
\vhich the system will be operated[94].
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Critical Properties
The critical temperature and critical pressure must be well above the operating tem-
perature and pressure[94].
Condenser Pressure
Reasonably low condensing pressures under normal atmospheric conditions are also
desirable in that they allow the use of lightweight materials in the const~uctionof the
COIldensing equipment, thereby redtlcing the size, weight, and cost of equipment[28].
4.2.1 Graphical Constraillts
Us:.ng a P-H diagram to explain a refrigeration cycle greatly enhances understanding.
Additionally the P-H diagram itself is a source of constraints. The work put into the
system by the compressor is given by the difference in enthalpies bet\Veell state Band
state A. A steeper adiabat requires less compreesion work. Thus, one physical property
constraint which we derive from the P-H diagram is:
(~~) s = large. (4.8)
The liquid passing througll the expansion valve flashes into a vapor and liquid phase.
The vapor fornled is of little refrigeration value. The amount of vapor formed is found
by use of the "lever arm rule". It is given by the relationship:
hE -hF
VaporAmount = h h'
A - F
(4.9)
n
The steeper the phase envelop in this region the smaller the amount of vapor produced.
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Tllus another physical property constraint we ~.~rive from the P-H diagranl is:
(~~) .at = large.
hq
(4.10)
Thermodynamic relationships are used to relate these abstract physical property con-
straints to more common physical properties. The following derivation shows an exam-
pIe of reducing the constraint of Eq1lation 4.10 to more common physical properties.
Desired characteristics:
( 8P) = large8H "a'
liq
Using the chain rule
For a pure component in vapor-liquid equilibrium
d In Iv = d InlL
expanding Equation 4.13
(4.11 )
(4.12)
(4.13)
( DIn Iv) dT + (81n Iv) dPaT p f)p T
( 81~ fL)aT p
( 8In
fL )
8P T
After substitution and rearrangement
_ (81n fL) dT + (aln fL) dP
aT p 8P T
HL-HO
RT2
VL
RT
(4.14)
(4.16)
\"'Ie know
(4.17)
1
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(4.18)
dH
-
TdS+ VdP
(~~) ,~c - T(dS) V(dP)dT ,~c + dT ,ac
hq hq hq
dB
-
(as) dT+ (as) dP
aT p 8P T
(:~) '01 CPL (as) (dP)T + uP T dT ,?I
hq hq
(;~)T - - (~~) p
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
Finally yielding:
(4.24)
4.3 Barrier Polymer Design
The major use of high-barrier polymers is for food and beverage packaging. Polymeric
containers have the advantages of light weight, nonshatterability (as opposed to glass),
ease of disposal by incineration, and potentially lower costs[66]. The functional reql1ire-
ment of a pz.,ckage is to protect its contents from the environment over the normal shelf
life of the product. Many products do not need the protection afforded by high-barrier
polymers, but in the packaging of most foods and beverages protection from oxygen is
of great importance as can protection from the ingress of moisture which would cause
dry soluble powders to cake or a loss of moisture \vhich may adversely affect the vis-
cosity of water-based liquids or semiliquids. Many foods are very sensitive to oxidation
which can cause flavor changes or discoloration. 'romato-based foods, such as catsup,
are a prime example. For carbOIlated beverages both retention of carbon dioxide and
protection from oxygen are important. Loss of 10% or more carbonation can be easily
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detected by taste. Beer flavor is affected by oxygen levels of less tllan 2 ppm.
There are other important properties besides permeability and related transport
properties.
Heat Distortion Temperature
A low heat-distortion temperature will bar an otherwise suitable polymer from many
areas of food packaging where the contents are filled at elevated temperature or pro-
cessed after filling at high temperatures such as beer pasteurization[66].
rrensile Strength
TIle bottle or package must have sufficient strength to withstand the stresses imposed
during filling and processing as well as protecting its contents on its jOllrney to the
consumer. Toughness or impact resistance is equally importallt for the same reasons.
One of the advantages that a plastic container has over glass is its nonshatterability
----,vhen-accidentally-dropped[66]~--"------------------ ---------
Creep
Resistance to creep or cold flow is of special importance in a carbonated beverage
container which is subject to higll internal pressures over long periods of time. If
the cold flow properties are relat.ively high., the bottle will distort in time causing an
aI>parent drop in fill as well as functional problems such as rocker bottoms, etc. In
addition to fill line drop and distortion, an expanding container will also cause a loss
of pressure which can be far greater than that caused by permeation[66].
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Optical Clarity
Not all packaging applications require good optical clarity but this property is a decided
pIGS especially when tile competition is glass.
4.4 Sources of Constraints
These three example molecular design problems have very different targets. However,
analyzing these targets one finds that the sources of the physical property constraints
are similar. There are primarily four sources of physical property COIlstraints:
1. Performance requirements
2. Processing restrictions
3. Equipment limitations
4. Safety and environmental concerns.
TIle actual classification of constra.ints into these fOUf categories is not important.
These categories serve as guides for the identification of constraints.
4.4.1 Constraints from Equipnlent
\Vhether in processIng or In final use any chemical product interacts with process
eCluipment. The limitatiollS of ~his equipment are a source for a number of physical
property constraints.
In our refrigerant design example one requirement was that the compressor's adi-
abatic discharge temperature be below 275°F. This was to limit the possible damage
wllich could result to the compressor seals. A second physical property constraint de-
pend5 upon the compressor construction. With few exceptiollS, the oil required for
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lubrication of the compressor is contained in the compressor's crankcase. Here the lu-
bricant is subject to contact with the refrigerant. One important characteristic which
differs for various refrigerants is oil miscibility. One of the principle effects of an oil
miscible refrigerant is to dilute the oil in the crankcase. This lowers the oil's Vi3cosity
reducing its lubricating qualities[28]. Oil miscibility is not a major consideration in
the selection of a refrigerant. However, since it greatly influences the design of the
compressor and other system components, including the refrigerant piping, the degree
of oil miscibility is an important refrigerant characteristic and should be considered in
detail[28].
A second example of how equipment limitations provide physical property con-
straints comes from the searcll for working fluids for use in po\ver cycles. The typical
\vorking fluid in a conveIltional Rankine cycle is steam. One of the major limitations
of steam is that its critical temperature of 647.3K is well below the metallllrgicallimit
of 894K[73]. This necessitates superheating and permits the addition of only a small
amount of heat at the highest temperature of the cycle. A desired physical property
of a. new working fluid would thus be that it have a critical temperature above the
metallurgical limit of 894K.
4.4.2 Storage
One of the most interesting physical properties of importance in solvent selection is
the normal melting point. It is desirable to have Tm be above the coldest temperature
experienced during the winter months. This constraint comes from considering the
conditions under v/hich solvents are stored. If the solvent's Tm is too high then heating
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of storage facilities will b\ ~ded thus adding expense.
4.4.3 Physical Property Constraints
Many physical property constraints come from the economic evaluation of the process
in which the compound is to be used. When optimizing a chemical operation it is
common to develop an economic model which relates cost to operating conditions.
Inherent in this cost model are the pllyeical properties of the chemical compounds used
in the process.
4.4.4 State
Processing conditions specify the temperatures in which the compound must be a solid
or liquid. These considerations often specify constraints on Tb, Tm , Tc , and Tg •
4.5 Summary
At the completion of the problem formulation step we have a list of constraints on the
important physical properties of the chemical product. These constraints were derived
from a variety of sources. Most constraints needed to be refined from constraints on
abstract pllysical properties to constraints on well characterized physical properties~
TIle physical property constraints developed in the problem formulation section
must now be related to molecular structure. This is done through tIle use of equa-
tion oriented and group contribution estimation techniques. The specification of these
techniques is done in the next step of the methodology: t; 'get transformation.
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Chapter 5
Target Transforlllation
The second step of my methodology prepares our target for use in the design procedures.
T\\'o tasks must be performed at this step:
1. Choose estimation procedures for each of the physical properties present in the
target constraints.
2. Find a consistent set of groups which can be used for all the chosen estimation
procedures.
5.1 Estimation Procedures
The design procedures to be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 require the ability to evaluate
the target constraints given only the molecular structure of candidate molecules. For
SOIne !Jhysical properties, such as Tb, there are group contribution estimation techniqlles
,vhich directly estimate the property from a collection of groups. Other properties, such
as Pup, are estimated by equation oriented estimation techniques. Pvp is estimated by
a function of other physical properties, not by groups.
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I term Ilroperties which are estimated by group contribution techniq11es fundanlental
properties. This is to imply that no other properties are required in their estimation.
Properties which are estimated by equation oriented estimation techniques are termed
non-fundamental properties. This is to imply that other properties are required for
their estimation. The actual distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental
properties is dependent upon the technique chosen for estimation. ~Hvb is estimated by
both group contribution techniques[62] and equation oriented estimation techniques[16,
104,130].
To relate non-fundamental properties to molecular structure it is necessary to de-
velop an estimation procedure. This is simply a specification of estimation techniques
\vhich will allow a non-fundamental property to be estiInated from group contributions.
All example estimation procedure for Pvp is:
1) Pup = Pup(Tb,Tc,Pc) 1:,y Riedel-Plank-Miller Technique
2) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb Technique
2) Pc = Pc(groups) by Lydersen Pc Technique
2) Tc = Tc(groups) by Fedors Tc Technique
The indentation and numbering denote the dependency of the estimation techniques.
I estimated Pup using the Riedel-Plallk-Miller equation oriented estimation
technique[88]. This technique requires the physical properties: Tb, Tc , and Pc. Es-
timation techniques must now be chosen for each of these properties. Tc, Tb and Pc
are fundamental properties. Tb is estimated by Joback's Tb group contribution esti-
mation technique[62]. Pc is estimated by Lydersen's Pc group contribution estimation
technique[78]. Tc is estirrlated by Fedors's group contribution estimation technique[35].
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5.2 Selection Criteria
Tllere are usually several estimation techniques available to for any physical property.
Deciding which to choose is dependent upon the design method to be used. The
interactive design method, Chapter 7, performs design in a physical property space
,vhich is a graph in which each of the axes corresponds to a fundamental physical
property. Simply because it is not possible to display graphs of dimension greater than
three, it is desirable to choose those estimation techniques which lead to a minimum
number of fundamental properties. The automatic design method, Cllapter 6, is not
affected by the number of fundamental properties needed to be estimated. Thus, one
sl10uld choose the estimation techniques of highest accuracy.
5.3 Restriction
In order to improve the accuracy of estimation, some estimation techniques provide
corrections for certain classes of molecules. Benson's Inethod[lOl] is an example of
SUCll a technique. Ring corrections are provided for certain classes of molecules.
Using these corrections requires knowledge of the complete molecular structure of
our candidate Illolecule. We do not have this information during the design process. In
the interactive design method, Chapter 7, we put the molecule together piece by piece
evaluating the partial solutions. We do not know how large a ring will be formed to
apply a correction. In the automatic design method, Chapter 6, we evaluate abstract
molecules. We do not even know at the time of evaluation if we have ring molecules or
not.
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One possible way in which to use such estimation techniques is to ignore the cor-
rection terms. This provides a uniform estimation method for all molecules. If the
correction terms are small then this approach should be adequate.
5.4 Group Consistency
The major restriction on the choice of estimation techniques is that the chosen tech-
niques form a consistent set of groups. The estimation procedure for Pvp shown pre-
viously uses three different group contribution estimation techniques. Each of these
techniques has its own set of groups. The set of groups used for the entire estimation
procedure is the intersection of these sets of groups. If this intersection is empty the
estimation procedure is not usable.
For example, the estimatioIl procedure shown in Table 5.1 uses two group contri-
bution estimation techniques: gct-l and gct-2. The example groups associated with
each of these group contribution estimation techniques is shown in Table 5.2. The
intersection of tllese group sets is:
( G1 G4 G6 )
~101ecules can be estimated by this estimation procedure only if they are composed of
these groups.
For some group sets it is possible to find incillsion sets. The group:
o 0
II II
-C-O-C-
is contained in the group set for Franklin's group contribution estimation technique[40]
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Table 5.1: An Example Estimation Procedure
1) PP1 = PP1(PP2, PP3 ) by EOT-1
2) PP2 = PP2 by GCT-l
2) PP3 = PP3 by GCT-2
but it is not contained in Lydersen '8 set[78]. However, Lydersen '8 set does contain the
groups:
o
II
-c- -0-
\vhich can be joined to form the first group. The contribution for this new Lydersen
group is simply the sum of the contributions of the two included groupE.
If the number of groups intersected and included is a small fraction of the original
group sets then the use of the two techniques will drastically reduce the variet~y of
molecule.s which can be designed. One possible solution is to regress the contributions
of one group contribution technique onto the groups of another.
,.
Table 5.2: Group Sets for GCT-l and GCT-2
GCT-l
Gl
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
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GCT-2
Gl
G4
G6
G7
G8
G9
A linear group contribution estimation technique the can be represented in the form:
or in vector notation
P.P = c + L nj.0.i
all
group.!
PP=c+!i6.
(5.1 )
(5.2)
To form the contributions, ~new, for a new group set, N new , from an old group set,
~rvold, we begin by equating the physical property values estimated from Equation 5.2
for each group set:
c + Nnew~ew = pp = c + !:!..c'd~ld.
Solving for ~new, we obtain:
(
t )-1 t~new = N new N new !:i..new ~ld~ld
(5.3)
(5.4)
To solve Equation 5.4 it is necessary to form the vectors N new and !i..old. This can
easily be done by simply selecting a large set of molecules and dividing each into groups
based on the two different group sets.
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Cllapter 6
A utolllatic Design
TIle automatic design procedure exhausti,rely searches a large number of molecular
structures for compounds possessing properties satisfying our target. Impleme&ting this
searcll procedure required representing molecular structure, physical properties, and
structural constraints in the computer. The computer generates candidate molecular
structures, estima,tes physical properties, tests these properties against our target, and
tests the candidate molecule for structural feasibility.
In this chapter I describe the generate and test AI paradigm which is the basis
of the automatic procedure. I describe the knowledge required for the procedure and
110\V this knowledge is represented in the cor11puter. To overcome the combinatoric
explosion associated with the design I abstract the search space. This abstraction is
done using interval arithmetic. I introduce some of the concepts of interval arithmetic
and show how it is used to compute ranges of physical properties. I finally summarize
the alltomatic design procedure showing how the molecular knowledge, generate and
test paradigm, search space abstraction, and interval complltations are integrated into
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an overall design procedure.
6.1 Generate and Test
The generate and test search paradigm uses two basic modules. One module, the ge·n-
erator, enumerates possible solutions. The second, the tester, e,'aluates each proposed
solution, either accepting it or rejecting it.
Depending on the purpose and the nature of the problem, the generator may gen-
erate all possible solutions before the tester takes over, or alternatively, generation and
testing may be interdigitated. Search may stop when one acceptable soltltion is found,
or search may continue until some satisfactory nllmber of solutions is found, or search
may continue until all possible solutio:ls are generated and tested.
Good generators have three qualities[133]:
1. Good generators are complete. They eventually produce all possible solutions.
2. Good generators are nonrc:d!lndant. They never damage efficiency by proposing
the solution twice.
3. Good generators are informed. They use possibility-limiting information, restrict-
ing the solutions they propose accordingly.
6.2 TIle Generator
I represent molecules as collections of groups. Chloropropane is represented as:
The generator constructs Inolecules by selecting a collection of groups from an initial
set. Table 6.1 shows an example initial set of groups.
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Table 6.1: Initial Set of Groups
>CH3
=CH2
-CH
-Br
>CO
=0
-eN
-CH2-
=CH-
=c-
-I
-eRG
-NH2
-N02
>CH-
=c<
-F
-OR
-eaOH
>NH
-SH
>C<
=c=
·-CI
--0-
-COO-
>N-
-8-
The combinations of groups which can l)e selected is infinite. However, from practi-
cal considerations, molecules for a typical a,pplication fall within some size range wiJ.i~h
can be translated into an upper limit on the number of groups chosen. For example,
refrigerants are generally of a small molecular weight. Placing a limit of 10 on the
Dllrnber of groups which can be 11sed to form a molecule is a conservative bound. A
lower limit is established from the fact that at least two groups must be used to form
a structurally feasible molecule.
\Vith limits on the minimum and maximum number of groups which can be chosen
tIle generator begins selecting groups. The generator begins by selecting all cornbina-
tions of 2 groups from the initial set. CIJoosing all possible combinations of 2 groups
is accomplished by generating all compositions of 2 over the number of grollps in the
init.ial set. A composition of a number is defined as the set of positive integers whose
sum equals the number[I05]. Thus the compositions of 3 are (3), (2 1), (1 2), and
(1. 1 1). The integers collected to form a composition are called its parts, and the nUfil-
her which is the sum of these parts is the composed number. I extend the composition
of a number by restricting the nllmber of parts and allowing the inclusion of zeros.
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Thus the compositions of 3 restricted to 2 parts are (3 0), (2 1), (1 2), and (0 3).
Thus to generate all combinations of 2 groups from the initial set we begin with a
vector of the 44 initial groups:
>CH- -SH -8- )
We then generate all compositions of 2 restricted to 44 parts:
6.2.1 Molecules
( 200
( 020
110
( 101
( 000
00)
00)
00)
00)
1 1 )
Each of the restricted compositions generated above represents a molecule. For example
the first restricted composition above:
(200 ... 00)
corresponds to selecting two -CH3 groups from the initial set. This composition thus
represents the ethane molecule.
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Table 6.2: Examll}e Candidate Molecules
1) -CH3, -CH3 , -CfI2-
2) -CH3 , -CH3 , -CH3
3) -CH3 , -CH3 , -0-, --0-, -0-
4) -CH3 , >C<, >N-, -F, -F, -F, -F
5) =CH, =C-, -CI
6) >C<, -F, -F, -F, -F
6.3 The Tester
1.256
1.215
2.659
3.010
1.017
14,.767
A candidate molecule is generated by selecting a c(lilection of groups from this initial set.
Some possible candidates are gi\'en in Table 6.2. l'his selection procedure corresponds
to the generator of our searct! pa.radigm. The tester consists of constraints used to
prune infeasible candidate molecl11es. I use three types of constraints:
1. Property Constraints
2. Structural Constraints
3. Chemical Constraints
Each of these constraints uses different information obtained from the candidate
molecules.
6.3.1 Property Constraints
The estimation procedures established during target transformation are used to test
each candidate nlolecule for satisfaction of the target constraints. For example, I use
the constraint:
Pvp(1' = 273 K) > 1.01 bar.
For each of the candidate molecules in Table 6.2 I use the estimation procedure
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(6.1 )
1) Pvp = Pvp(Tb , Tbr , Pc) by Riedel-Plank-Miller EOT
2) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GeT
2) Tbr = Tbr(groups) by Joback Tbr GeT
2) Pc = Pc(grollps) by Joback Pc GeT
to (letermine each candidate molecule's vapor pressure at 273K. This vapor pressure
value is then 11sed to evaluate the constraint in Equation 6.1 for each of the candidates.
Table 6.2 shows that all candidates possess vapor pressure values which satisfy the
specified constraint.
6.3.2 Structural Constraints
Candidate molecules must also satisfy structural feasibility constraints. The groups of
the candidate molecule must be able to be connected in some manner to form a com-
plete molecule. Although Table 6.2~s candidate molecule 2 satisfies our vapor pressure
constraint there is no way the three groups can be connected to form a structurally
feasible nnolecule.
Structural constraints determine whether or not a collection of groups form a struc-
turally feasible molecule. Three criteria define structural feasibility:
1. All groups in the collection should be able to be connected into a single connected
component. The collection of groups
(-F -F -F -F)
is not feasible by this definit.ion becallse it does not form a single molecule.
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2. TIle single connected component formed from a set of groups can not have any
unconnected bonds. Connecting the groups:
gives us a single connected component with one single bond unconnected.
3. TIle connections made in the single connected component formed from a set of
groups must all be between bonds of the same type. Single bonds may only
connect 'with single bonds, double \vith double, etc.
I<nowledge about restrictions on the connection of groups must be givell to the
system in order for it to evaluate the structural feasibility of candidate molecules. I
examined a variety of approaches to systematically identifying structural constraints
but VIas unsuccessful in finding any. Graph theory provided SOf!1e of the constraints on
relationships which must hold for a feasible graph. Ho\vever, the central question of
being able to decide \vhetller or not a set of nodes with specified edges COllld form a
feasible graph was not addressed.
I organized structural constraints by "Knowledge Class". I describe' each of the
constraints I have identified6
[{nown: Existence
If the grollp contributions under investigation do not contain complete molecules we
know that at least two groups are needed to form a feasible molecule.
Structural Constraint 1 If G is a collection of n gro1lps, then n > 2.
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I\no\\'}edge of ring class gi\res us some constraints on the number and types of groups
\vhich must be present either to form or not form rings. The ring class of a group can
be one of tllree possibilities:
1. Acyclic
2. Cyclic
3. l\1ixed.
This distinction was made by Gani and Brignole[42]. Each bond of a group is denoted
as to whether or not it can be included in a ring. Groups which have all their bonds
required to be in a ring are denoted cyclic groups. Groups which have all their bonds
required not to be in a ring are denoted acyclic groups. Groups which have some bonds
\\'Ilich must be in rings and some \vhich can not are denoted as mixed grOtlps.
The first constraint expresses the requirement that if a candidate rnolecule has some
acyclic groups and some c)"clic groups then needs some mixed groups to he feasible.
Without the mixed groups there is no way the cyclic and acyclic groups can connect
together.
Structural Constraint 2 If G is a collection of n groups with Dc cyclic groups, Dm
mixed groups, and Oa acyclic groups, and
then
na > 0 and nc > 0
nm > o.
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(6.2)
(6.3)
~Iolecule 4-\
g-g-g-g
'gl
I
9
~{olecule B
Figure 6.1: ~101ecules Demonstrating Structural Constraint 3
r..lixcd groups can not solely be used to form a feasil)le molecule_ Either cyclic or
acyclic groups are needed in addition to mixed groups. Figure 6.1 shows two molecules
wJlich satisfy the following constraint.
Structural Constraint 3 If G is a collection of n groups with Dc cyclic groups, Om
mixed groups, and n a acyclic groups, then
(6.4)
implies that
(6.5)
?\folecule A of Figure 6.1 contains only mixed and acyclic groups while molecule B
contains only Inixed and cyclic groups.
Since the presence of either mixed groups or cyclic grollps implies that at least
one ring will be formed we can constrain the minimum number of ring forming groups
which must be present. To form a ring requires at least three atoms. Groups which
have single atoms participating in tile ring require an occurrence of at least three. Even
if groups can have multiple atoms contributing to the ring structure, a minirnum of two
groups is required.
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Structural Constraint 4 If G is a collection of n groups 1L'ith Dc cyclic groups and
nOl mixed groups then either
(6.6)
or
(6.7)
[(nown: Global Valence
The global valence of a grol1p is the number of bonds associated with the group re-
gar<ilcss of the type of bond~. With only the global valence kno\vn, our groups are
identical \vith the nodes in a mathematical graph. The bonds connecting the groups
are analogous to tile edges of a graph. The analogy bet\veen molecules and graphs has
long been exploited[5]. Wit}l the restrictions I have placed on how groups can connect,
the molecules formed from my groups are analogous to simple graphs. This analogy
lets me draw the next three structural constraints from graph theoretic constraints on
simple graphs.
Structural Constraint 5 If G is a collection of groups, then the number of groups
having an odd number of free bonds must be even.
Structural Constraint 6 If G is a collection of n gro1Lps with b free bon.ds, then
b
- > n-l2 - (6.8)
Structural Constraint 7 If G is a collection of n groups with b free bonds, then
b 12 ~ 2n(n - 1).
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(6.9)
!\..nown: Bond Type
Tllere are five bond types:
Single DOllhle Triple Ring-Single Ring-Double
The bond type of a group does not identify the occurrence of each type. Thus the
group:
=c<
lIas the bond types double and sing/e. This information leads us to the following
constraint.
Structural Constraint 8 If a collection of groups contains more than one bond type
tften there must be a transition group containing each bond type. A transition group is
one which contains more than one bond type.
For example if our collection of groups contains single, double, and triple bond types
tilen there ffillSt be either one group containing all three bond types or two groups
containing two different subsets of bond types.
[{nown: Global Valence and Ring Class
Even though the number of bonds of a mixed group which are in a ring are unknown
at this level of knowledge, we know that a minimum of 2 bonds must be involved.
The remaining bonds can either attach to acyclic groups or other mixed groups. If
we assume that all the remaining bonds must connect to acyclic groups tIlen we can
derive an upper limit on the number of acyclic terminators which must be present for
a structurally feasible molecule. This limit is shown in the following constraint.
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Structural Constraint 9 If G is a collection of groups with Dati denoting the n'umber
of acyclic groups with a valence i and Vmtj denoting the valence of some jth mixed group,
then
nt < L (vmti - 2) +nat3 +2nat4 +... + (i - 2)nat i +...
mixed
(6.10)
If the number of mixed groups and cyclic groups is zero then we have the potential
of forming only acyclic molecules. Acyclic molecules are analogous to trees in graph
theory. Using this analogy I deri~e the following constraint.
Structural Constraint 10 If G is a collection of n groups with ni denoting the num-
ber of groups with a global valence i and all n groups are acyclic then
nl = 2 + n3 + 2n4 +... + (i - 2)ni +...
Bond Valence
(6.11)
TIle bond valence of a group contains the information about the occurrence of each
bond type. Thus the group:
=c<
has the bond valence of single 2 and double 1. This information gives us the following
constraint.
Structural Constraint 11 The number of occurrences of each bond type in a collec-
lion of groups must be even.
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If the compound contains more than 2 consecutive etherial oxygens
Then the compound \viII decompose
Figure 6.2: Example Chemical Constraint
6.3.,3 Chenlical Constraints
The t~jird type of constraint is chemical stability. The molecule must retain its molec-
ular structure when used for its desired purpose. Table 6.2'8 molecule 3 satisfies both
physical property and structural constraints but is chemically unstable. DENDRAL
used chemical stability constraints to prune its space of candidate molecules. These
constraints were posed as disallo\ved molecular substructures. Table 9.1 lists these Sllb-
structures. Figure 6.2 shows how chemical constraints can be posed in the form of a
production rule.
Using these chemical constraints requIres knowledge of the complete molecular
structure of the candidate molecule. Given a set of groups it is first necessary to
enumerate all possible structures before chemical constraints are tested. To determine
whether or not the candidate molecule:
satisfies chemical constraints we first enumerate tlie possible ways the groups can be
connected. This restllts in two molecules shown in Figure 8.1. Identifying the disallowed
chemical substructure in molecule 2 signals that it is not chemically stable. However,
since molecule 1 satisfies our criteria for chemical stability we would say that the
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candidate molecule:
does satisfy our chemical stability constraints.
Some chemical constraints can be posed so enumeration is not necessary. One such
constraint could be:
# etherial oxygens oot
------- < 5 70# grollps (6.12)
I decided that the majority of chemical constraints are applicable only after enumer-
atiorl. Thus, instead of using chemical constraints during the design stage I use them
in tIle final molecule screening stage. I describe the rvIolecule Screening stage of the
methodology in Section 9.
6.4 Algorithm
~[y basic algorithm thus begins with a consistent set of groups. Collections of groups are
chosen from this set. These collections are our candidate molecules. Each candidate
molecule is checked to see if it satisfies property and structural constraints. If the
ca.ndiclate molecule satisfies these constraints then it is proposed as a solution to our
design problem. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the automatic design prOCed\lre.
The algorithm can thus exhaustively search a large number of molecules. The major
limitation is that the search could take a very long time.
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Initial Set
of Groups
Choose Number
of Groups: N
Choose N Groups from
Initial Set
Check Constraints:
Property, Structural,
and Chemical
Candidate Molecule
No Satisfies all Constraints?
Yes
Figure 6.3: Autonlatic Design Algorithm Structure
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Table 6.3: Combinatorics of Group Selection
k = 20 groups k = 40 groups
nmax Combinations nmax Combinations
4 10,605 4 135,710
5 53,109 5 1,221,718
6 230,209 6 9,366,778
7 888,009 7 62,891,458
8 3,108,084 8 377,348,953
9 10,014,984 9 2,054,455,593
6.5 A Combinatorial Explosion
Given a reasonable number of groups in our initial set, the number of candidate mole-
cules which can be generated is extremely large. To ensure an exhaustive search our gen-
erator begins by selecting all combinations of two groups from the initial set. When all
possibilities have been exhausted the generation is repeated selecting 3-combinations.
Allowing repetition of groups and ignoring the order of selection, the number of
candidate molecules which can be generated by selecting n groups from a set of k
groups is given by:
CR(k )=(k+n-1)!
,n n!(k-1)! (6.13)
The total number of candidate molecules which can be selected from a set of k groups
in \vhich each candidate molecule has between 2 and nmax groups is given by:
• nmo% R nmo% (k +n - I)!
Total CandIdates = EC (k, n) = E n!(k -I)!
Table 6.3 shows how this total number of candidates quickly grows very large.
(6.14)
Tllis combinatoric problem arises from the large number of groups in the initial
set. I reduce the combinatoric problem by reducing the nllmber of groups. This is
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done by abstracting the groups into clusters of groups. I call these clusters of groups
~feta- Groups.
6 ..6 Meta-Groups
One approach to irnproving the efficiency of the generate and te3t paradigm or any
search method is to abstract the search space[54]. Table 6.4 shows the groups of
Table 6.1 clustered into fouf meta-groups.
Meta-groups can be arbitrary collections of groups or can contain groups all with a
similar characteristic. When a meta-group contains groups with the same value for a
characteristic, the constraints used by the tester can be applied to this abstract set of
groups. In this manner we are able to reason about the entire sets vi groups instead of
individual groups. The combinatorics of the problem is thus reduced.
Instead of generating molecules by choosing from an initial set of groups we choose
from an initial set of meta-groups. The candidate molecules formed from a collection
of meta-groups are meta-molecules.
6.7 Meta-Molecules
rvleta-~lolecules are sets of molecules. The meta-molecule (2 1 0 0) using the meta-
groups from Table 6.4 is the set of all molecules whicll can be formed by taking any
t\VO groups from Meta-Group 1 and anyone group from Meta-Group 2. The number
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Table 6.4: Example !vleta-Grotlps
{-CH3 =CH2 =CH -F -CI -Br }Meta-Group 1 -I -OH -CHO -COGH =0 -NH2
-N02 -eN -SH
{ >CH =CH- -c- =c- >CO -COO- }Meta-Group 2 -0- 2 >NH -8-
Meta-Group 3 { .....=c< >CH- >N- }
Meta-Group 4 { >C< }
of molecules contained in meta-molectlle (2 1 0 0) is:
CR(152) CR(9 1)= (15+2-1)! x (9+1-1)!
,x , 2!(15-1)! 1!(9-1)1
or 1080 molecules.
As long as all the groups within each meta-group have a consistent molecular char-
acteristic such as global valence, the structural constraints are still applicable. Meta-
Groups 1 and 2 are consistent in ring class and global valence. Structural constraint
10 is thus applicable. Appl}"ing the constraint to meta-molecule (2 1 0 0):
2 = 2 +0 +2(0) = 2
we sec that it is satisfied.
It is apparent that the manner in which we collect groups into meta-groups deter-
mines which structural constraints are applicable. The allocation done for the meta-
groups in Table 6.4 does not differentiate on the basis of bond type or bond valence.
\\'e are not able to use those constraints which require this knowledge. This is the
reason I presented the structural constraints organized by knowledge class.
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Table 6.5: Tb Group Contributions for ~/leta-Group 2
Groups
-CH2-
=CH-
=c=
=c-
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-COO- (ester)
>NH (nonring)
-8- (nonring)
6.8 Meta-Contribu"tions
Contribution
22.88
24.96
26.15
27.38
22.42
76.75
81.10
50.17
68.78
Associated with each of the groups in a meta-group is a contribution toward a particular
physical property. The contribution the meta-group has is called a meta-contribution_
Ta})le 6.5 shows the contributions ior each of the groups in Table 6.4'8 Meta-Group 2
toward Tb• The nleta-contribution for Meta-Group 2 toward Tb is thus the set:
(22.42 22.88 24.96 26.15 27.38 50.17 68.78 76.75 81.10)
To use meta-contributions in the calculation of physical properties it is necessary
to find a representation which can be manipulated by mathematical operators. I use
inter\'al numbers.
6.8.1 Intervals
The generalization of ordinary arithmetic to closed intervals is known as interval arith-
metic. An interval is defined as a closed bounded set of real numbers[89]:
x = [X X] = {xiX < x < X}
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(6.15)
Thus, intervals have a dual nattlre as both a number and a set. The basic i11terval
arithmetic operations are:
[X X] + [V V] _ [X +V X+ V]
[X X] - [V V] - [X - V X- V]
[X X] * [V V] _ [min(X*V,X*V,X*V,X*V)
max (X *V,X *V,X *Y,X *V)]
[X X] -:- [V V] = [X X] * [I/V I/V] iff 0 ¢ [V V]
If an ~.nterval has an upper or IOYler bound which is zero then the reciprocal of
an interval is computed accounting for the direction of the interval. Thus the inter-
val [0 10] is considered to contain only positive values and thus has a reciprocal of
[0.1 00]. Likewise the interval [-10 0] is considered to contain only negative values
and thus has the reciprocal [-00 -0.1].
The meta-contribution for j\1eta-Group 2 in interval representation is [22.42 81.10].
6.9 Meta-Properties
The meta-contributions for each of the meta-groups displayed in Table 6.4 are sho\vn
in Table 6.6. The meta-contributions are listed for Tb, Tbr , and ~Hvb[62]. Using the
grollp contribution estimation models[62]:
Tb = 198.18 + L ni ~i,Tb
aU
group.
Tbr - 0.584 + 0.965 L ni ~i,Tbr - ( L ni ~i'Tbr) 2
aU aU
group. group.
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(6.16)
(6.17)
Table 6.6: ivIeta-Contributions
Group Tb Tbr ~Hvb
Meta-Group 1 [-10.50 169.09] [0.0027 0.0791] [-0.670 19.537]
~feta-Group 2 [22.42 81.10] [0.0020 0.0481] [2.205 9.633]
~'1eta-Group 3 [11.74 24.14] [0.0117 0.0169] [1.691 2.138]
~leta-Group 4 [18.25 18.25] [0.0067 0.0067] [0.636 0.636]
~Hvb = 15.30 + L ni ~i,AHf)b
all
group.
(6.18)
\ve can estimate the values of Tb' Tbr , and t1Hvb for our meta-molecule (2 1 0 0):
Tb - 198.18 + 2[-10.50 169.09] + [22.42 81.10]
[199.6 617.46] K
0.584 + 0.965(2[0.0027 0.0791] + [0.0020 0.0481])
-(2[0.0027 0.0791] + [0.0020 0.0481])2
- [0.549 0.783]
15.30 +2[-0.670 19.537] + [2.205 9.633]
- [16.165 64.007] kJ /mol
(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)
Tllese intervals sp(}~n the range of physical property values possessed by each of the
1080 molecules in meta-molecule (2 1 0 0).
Interval values for these fundamental properties can be used in equation oriented
estimation techniques. To estimate the enthalpy of vaporization at 250K for our meta-
molecule we can use the Watson relatioIl[131]:
~H = ~H (1 -TITc)Oe38
v vb 1 - n..
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(6.22)
Tc is obtained from:
""c = n = [199.6 617.46] [ ]
.1.. T
br
[0.549 0.783] = 254.9 1124.7
Inserting into Eql1ation 6.22 we obtai11:
~ll = [16.165 64.007] (1 - 250/[254.9 1124.7])°·38 = [0 688 229.40] kJ/mol
v 1 - [0.549 0.783] ·
Interestingly if we used another form of the Watson relation:
(
T. - T)O.38~Hv = ~Hvb T: -n
\ve would divide by:
Tc - Tb = [254.9 1124.7] - [199.6 617.46] = [-362.56 925.1]
(6.23)
Since the interval denominator includes zero our resulting value for t::,.Hv would be
[-00 00]. Although this interval is correct it contains a great deal of excess width.
6.9.1 Excess Width
The most typical complaint voiced about interval arithmetic is that its results are too
conservative. Mathematically stated the interval extension of a ftinction may produce
an interval \vhose width is larger than the true width. The most obvious example is
given bj~ the function sho\vn in Equation 6.24.
f(x) = x - x (6.24)
Inserting a value of [0 1] for x, the value of f(x) is [-1 1]. Although this interval
result includes the ac~ual values of [0 0] it is undesirably wide.
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6.9.2 Causes of Excess Widtll
The dom:nant cause of excess width arises from the ffillitiple occurrellces of variables
in the intzrv'al extension of a function. The excess width is generated because interval
mathematics treats each occurrence of these variables independently. Thus the interval
result of Equation 6.24 is correct if we consider it to be:
witll
f(x,y) = x -!I (6.25)
- fOX - L 1] y = [0 1~
This excess width which arises from the consideration of the dependency of variables
has been termed dependency width[106].
Other factors which contribute to the excess width are associated with the ap-
proximation of arithmetic operations on the computer due to its finite accuracy and
to the approximations to functions such as log, sin, etc. For intervals of any width
significantly larger than the accura,cy of the machine the excess width is essentially
dependency width.
The variable dependency which causes excess width can also arise from functional
dependency. An example of tllis is the definition of the reduced boiling point:
The typical ranges for Tb and Tc are:
Tb = [5 600]
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Tc = [10 1000]
(6.26)
leading to a typical range for Tbr to be (0.005 60]. This unrealistic range arises because
the mathematics is uninformed about tile correlation or functional dependency between
~Jlllltiple occurrences of variables does not al\vays lead to excess \vidth. Tbr occurs
twice in Equation 6.27.
(6.27)
Ho\vever, the excess width !s zero. This is shown by inserting the interval Tbr =
[nr nr] into Equation 6.27 and using the definitions of interval arithmetic opera-
tions to determine the interval values for h. Inserting the interval definition 10£ Tbr into
Equatjon 6.27 we start with
(6.28)
Using the interval arithmetic definitions for subtraction,
(6.29)
divisioD 1
(6.30)
and multiplicatiorl, noting that both intervals are greater than zero, we obtaiI) the
interval value of h to be
h = [~lnPe
I-Tbr
(6.31)
Since Tbr is constrained to values between 0 and 1, Equation 6.28 is easily seen
to be monotonic with respect to Tbr • Therefore, the exact interval value for h can be
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obtained by inserting the upper and lo\ver interval bOtlnds for Tb~ into the equation.
This insertion produces an interval for h of
(6.32)
which is identical to the interval using the interval arithmetic operation definitions.
For monotonic functions the interval extensions are equal to the function values at
the end points. Thus for fl1nctions such as -IX, expt x, or III x, the interval extensions
are simply
lex) = [/(X) I(X)] (6.33)
It is important to note that taking advantage of the monotonicity of ::t; function
enables us to compute the interval value of the function exactly. Extending this concept
of monotonicity of a function from simple functions to terms of an equation or even an
entire equation I was able to modify physical property relationships so as to produce
intervals of a much smaller \vidth than those whicll would be produced using a naive
interval evaluation. The identification of mOTtotonic terms is detailed in Appendix D.
6.10 Meta-Algorithm
The generate and test algorithm described earlier must now be modified to deal with
our a.bstractions. Instead of genera.ting and testing individual molecules we generate
and test meta-molecules. Those meta-molecules which satisfy the test are reduced in
abstraction. This reduction in abstraction is accomplished by dividing one or more
meta-groups. This produces a ne,v generation of meta-molecules which are retested.
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I demonstrate the algorithm using the meta-groups of Table 6.4 and the meta-
contributions of Table 6.6. I design for the constraint:
Tb > 500 K (6.34)
Limiting the number of ~roups contained in a molecule between 2 and 4 \ve generate
the following 65 meta-molecules:
(2 0 0 0) (0 2 0 0) (0 0 2 0) (0 0 0 2) (1 1 0 0)
(1 0 1 0) (1 0 0 1) (0 1 1 0) (0 1 0 1) (0 0 1 1)
(3 0 0 0) (0 3 0 0) (0 0 3 0) (0 0 0 3) (2 1 0 0)
(2 0 1 0) (2 0 0 1) (0 2 1 0) (0 2 0 1) (0 0 2 1)
(1 2 0 0) (1 0 2 0) (1 0 0 2) (0 1 2 0) (0 1 0 2)
(0 0 1 2) (1 1 1 0) (1 1 0 1) (1 0 1 1) (0 1 1 1)
(4 0 0 0) (0 4 0 0) (0 0 4 0) (0 0 0 4) (3 1 0 0)
(3 0 1 0) (3 0 0 1) (0 3 1 0) (0 3 0 1) (0 0 3 1)
(1 3 0 0) (1 0 3 0) (1 0 0 3) (0 1 3 0) (0 1 0 3)
(0 0 1 3) (2 2 0 0) (2 0 2 0) (2 0 0 2) (0 2 2 0)
(0 2 0 2) (0 0 2 2) (2 1 1 0) (2 1 0 1) (2 0 1 1)
(0 2 1 1) (1 2 1 0) (1 2 0 1) (1 0 2 1) (0 1 2 1)
(1 1 2 0) (1 1 0 2) (1 0 1 2) (0 1 1 2) (1 1 1 1)
Again the meta-molecule (1 0 1 2) represents the set of all molecules which can be
formed by taking anyone group from Meta·..Group 1, no groups from Meta-Group 2,
anyone group from Meta-Group 3, and arlY two groups from Meta-Group 4.
OUf 65 candidate molecltles are then pruned using structural and property con-
straints.. Chemical constraints were not used in the autolnatic design but kept until
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the molecule screening step~
\\'hen we abstract groups into meta-groups we eliminate some of the information
known about tile grOltp. For each of the meta-groups of Table 6.4 we kno\v its ring
class and global valence. All the meta-groups are acyclic. Meta-Group 1 lIas a global
valence of one. Meta-Grollp 2 has a global valence of two. Meta-Group 3 has a global
valence of three. lvleta-Group 4 has a global valence of 4.
I<nowing ring class and global valence we arE=' able to use structural constraints 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10. Structural constraint 10 encompasses the others. It is the only
one needed to be applied. The maximum valence any group has is four. Therefore, for
each of our 65 meta-molecules we check to see that:
(6.35)
Usi11g tllis constraint we prune 61 meta-molecules. The remaining 4 meta-molecules
are:
(2 0 0 0) (2 1 0 0) (3 0 1 0) (2 2 0 0)
After applying our strllctllral constraints we apply our property constraint. Ta-
ble 6.7 SllOWS Tb estima.ted for each of our four meta-molecules. Tb was estimated using
the meta-contributions of Table 6.6 and Equation 6.16.
Applying our property constraint:
Tb > 500 K
we see all four molecules contain values which satisfy the constraint.
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Table 6.7: Tb Values for Four Ivleta-Molecules
Meta-Molecule
(2 0 0 0)
(2 1 0 0)
(3 0 1 0)
(2 2 0 0)
[177.18 536.36]
[199.60 617.46]
[178.42 729.59]
[222.02 698.56]
The next step of the meta-algorithm is to reduce the level of abstraction. We
abstracted the groups into meta-groups to reduce the combinatorics of the problem.
However, this same abstraction reduced the effectiveness of our property constraints.
As we reduce the abstraction we regain this effectiveness.
i divide Meta-Group 1 iClto two new Meta-Groups:
-CH3 =CH2 =CH -F -CI -Br
Meta-Group 1,1
-I -OH -CHO =0 -NH2 -SH
Meta-Group 1,2 { -eOOH
-N02 -eN }
This division of Meta-Group 1 is propagated to our meta-molecules. lVleta-molecule (2
o0 0) ,vas the set of all molecules which could be formed by taking any two groups
from l\1eta-Group 1. Now that Meta-Group 1 \vas divided into two new meta-groups
,ve have three possibilities:
1. taking allY two groups from ~1eta-Group 1,1
2. taking any two groups from lVIeta-Group 1,2
3. taking anyone group from Meta-Group 1,1 and anyone group from Meta-Group
1,2.
Tllese possibilities correspond to meta-molecule (2 0 0 0) expanding into three new
meta-molecules:
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(2 0 0 0 0) (0 2 0 0 0) (1 1 0 0 0)
Expandin~ all fOUf meta-molectlles we obtain the following 13 new meta-molecules:
(2 000 0) (0 2 000) (1 1 000) (2 0 1 0 0) (0 2 1 0 0)
(1 1 1 0 0) (3 0 0 1 0) (0 3 0 1 0) (2 1 0 1 0) (1 2 0 1 0)
(2 0 2 0 0) (0 2 2 0 0) (1 1 2 0 0)
The meta-coIltributions toward Tb are also divided:
Group Tb
i\1eta-Group 1,1 [-10.50 93.84]
Meta-Group 1,2 [125.66 169.09)
Meta-Group 2 [22.42 81.10]
Meta-Group 3 [11.74 24.14]
Meta-Group 4 [18.25 18.25]
V\'e repeat the procedure estimating Tb for each of our meta-molecules and applying
Ollr property constraint. Table 6.8 shows estimated Tb values for the 13 meta-molecules.
Applying our property constraint prunes meta-molecules (2 0 0 0 0), (1 1 0 0 0),
and (2 0 1 0 0). Additionally the meta-property for meta-molecule (0 3 0 1 0) shows
that all tIle molecules it contains have Tb vall1es whicll satisfy our property con-
straint. None of the meta-molecules resulting froln further expansion of meta-molecule
(0 3 0 1 0) need to be checked.
The meta-algorithm continues exranding meta-groups until all meta-groups contain
only one group. At that point the abstraction has been removed and the meta-mole~ules
generated represent individual molecules. The meta-algorithm can be summarized by
tile schematic shown in Figure 6.4.
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Abstract Groups
into Meta-Groups
Choose Limits on
Number of Groups
Generate
Meta-Molecules
Div'ide Prune Using Structural
lvleta-Groups and Property
Constraints
Have Meta-Groups been
No Completely Divided?
Yes
Figure 6.4: Automatic Design Meta-Algorithm
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Table 6.8: Tb Values for 13 Meta- ~Iolecules
(2 0 0 0 0)
(0 2 0 0 0)
(1 1 0 0 0)
(2 0 1 0 0)
(0 2 1 0 0)
(1 1 1 0 0)
(3 0 0 1 0)
(0 3 0 1 0)
(2 1 0 1 0)
(1 2 0 1 0)
(2 0 2 0 0)
(0 2 2 0 0)
(1 1 2 0 0)
[177.18 385.86]
[449.50 536.36]
[313.34 461.11]
[199.60 466.96]
[471.92 617.46]
[335.76 542.21]
[178.42 503.84]
[586.90 729.59]
[314.58 579.09]
[450.74 654.34]
[222.02 548.06]
[494.34 698.56]
[358.18 623.31]
One of the important issues in the meta-algorithm is the strategy used for dividing
meta-groups.
6.10.1 Division Strategies
There are a large number of ways in which meta-group division can be done. Given a
set of k objects the number of ways these can be partitioned into p sets is given by:
S(k,p)
whicl~ is the Stirling nurnber of the second kind.
Stirling numbers of the second kind can be computed by noting that the number of
ways of dividing k objects into 1 set, S(k,l) equals 1; the number of ways of dividing k
ol)jects into k sets, S(k,k) equals 1; and the recurrence relationship:
S(k,p) = S(k-l,p-l) + pS(k-l,p)
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Tahle 6.9: Hypothetical ~feta-Groups from PartitioIling 4 Groups into 2 Clusters
((a) (b cd))
((b) (a cd))
((a b) (c d))
((b c) (a d))
((a d) (b c))
((a b c) (d))
((b d) (a c))
TIlliS starting with a set of hypothetical groups:
(a bed)
and dividing them into 2 meta-groups, we have S(4,2) = 7 possibilities. These are
shown in Table 6.9.
For a reasonable number of groups the possible choices of meta-groups is very large.
Table 6.10 shows the number of possible clusterings for an initial set of 19 groups.
Abstracting groups into meta-groups reduced the number of grollps \ve had to deal
with and hence the cornbinatorics. The reduction in detail also reduced the number and
effectiveness of our structural and property constraints we use for pruning. Structural
constraints require knowledge about the strllct'lral characteristics of groups: global
valence, ring class, etc. Adding back detail involves separating our meta-groups into
smaller collections. Forming these smaller collections can be done so that the new
collections have a consistent set of characteristics or have a particularly narrow width
of a meta-contribution toward a particular physical property.
I have termed these two approaches expansion and division. Expansion adds back
knowledge about the meta-groups which is used by the structural constraints. Divi-
sion focuses on reducing the width of meta-contributions thus improving the power of
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Table 6.10: Partitioning 19 Groups into N Clusters
Number of Clusters Number of Partitions
1 1
2 262,143
3 193,448,101
4 11,259,666,950
5 147,589,284,710
6 693,081,601,779
7 1,492,924,634,839
8 1,709,751,003,480
9 1,144,614,626,805
10 477,297,033,785
11 1~9,413,217,791
12 23,466,951,300
13 2,892,439,160
14 243,577,530
15 13,916,778
16 527,136
17 12,597
18 171
19 1
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physical property constraints. I discuss various strategies for meta-group division.
In Half Dividing a meta-group in half is the simplest strategy. llowever, division
without regard to the meta-contributions could prove inefficient. Given the following
set of groups with contributions:
Group: gl g2 g3 g4
Contribution: 10 60 11 61
our initial meta-group {gI g2 g3 g4} would have a meta-contribution of [10 61]. Divid-
ing the meta-group in half would result in the two meta-groups {gl g2} and {g3 g4}.
TIle meta-contributions for these new meta-groups ,vould be [10 60] and [11 61].
These meta-contributions are almost identical to the original. The division thus added
to the combinatorics without improving the possibility for pruning.
~.feta-contributionsshould be considered when dividing meta-groups in half. The
midpoint of our initial meta-contributioIl is:
61 -10 = 25.5
2
All groups whose contributions are less than 25.5 are collected into one new meta-
group and all those with contributions greater than 25.5 are collected into a second
new meta-group.
Largest Gap The interval representation for meta-contributions ignores their dis-
crete nature. Dividing a meta-group at the largest gap in its contributions attempts to
take advantage of this discrete nature to produce two new meta-groups whose rneta-
contributions are much narrower than the original meta-contribution. lJsing the same
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example set of grollps and contril)utions above, our initial meta-contribution, [10 G1),
lias a width of 51. Dividing the meta-group at the largest gap ill the contributions
produces t\VO ne\v meta-g!'QupS \\ith meta-contributions [10 11] f\..nd [60 61]. The
total \\~idtll of these two intervals is 2, a considerable reduction from 51.
Isolating Groups Extreme ,"alues for the contributions for some groups can greatly
affect the value for calculated meta-properties. The contributions toward Tb from
Joback's method[62] for =0 is -10.5. If we are searching for low values of Tb then
it is desirable to have many =0 groups in our molecules. However, from chemical
considerations it is unlikely that a molecule with a large number of =0 groups would
be stable. Isolating =0 into its own meta-group enables constraints to be placed on
tile maximum occurrence of the uleta-group in any meta-molecule.
Meta-Group Occurrenc~s At times all meta-molecules which contain a certain
mcta-grollp are pruned away. The meta-group does not occur in any meta-molecule.
Further division of the meta-grol1p increase the combinatorics with no additional prun-
illg possibilities.
6.11 Algorithm Evaluation
The number of variables in\"olved in the automatic design make a detailed evaluation
of the algorithm untenable. The performance of the algorithm is dependent upon the
physical property constraints, chosen estimation procedures, the initial set of groups,
and the range of group occurrences investigated. However, by making several assump-
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tions it is possible to identify some of the "bounding" properties of the algorithm.
I hegin by examining the combinatorics of tIle algorithm \vithout considering any
prtlning. \Vithout pruning the number of meta-molecules needing generation and test-
ing is greater than the number of molecules contained in the search. Tllis analysis
shows the worst behavior of the algorithm.
Table 6.11 shows the number of possible meta-molecules for a 20 grollp, 3 occurrence
automatic design. The total Ilumber of molecules contained ill this design is 1540.
Tal)le 6.12 SllOWS the nunlber of possible meta-molecules for a 20 group, 6 occurrence
alltomatic design. The total number of molecules contained in this design is 177,100.
TIle meta-algorithm begins with all the groups abstracted into a single meta-group
and ends with each meta-group containing only a single group. The tables show the
maximum number of meta-molecules which could be present at any level of abstraction.
Tile number of meta-groups at any abstraction level is giveu. by:
R (l+n-l)!
C (l,n)=C{l+n-l,n)= 1(1- )1
n. 1 .
(6.36)
where I is the abstraction level, equal to the number of meta-groups, and n is the
occurrence value. The total number of meta-molecules generated is always grealter
titan tile nlolecules contained in the search if no constraints are considered.
The number of meta-molecules present at any level of abstraction does not corre-
spond to the number of meta-molecules which need to be tested. Whenever the number
of meta-groups is greater than one, meta-molecules have at least one zero occurrence.
Table 6.13 shows the 10 meta-molecules formed from t}lree meta-groups with an occur-
rence value of three.
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Table 6.11: Maxim\lm Number of Meta-l\lolecules
# groups = 20 # occurrences = 3
# Meta GrOtlpS # Possible Meta-Molecules
1 1
2 4
3 10
4 20
5 35
6 56
7 84
8 120
9 165
10 220
11 286
12 364
13 455
14 560
15 680
16 816
17 969
18 1140
19 1330
20 1540
Total 8855
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Tal)le 6.12: ~faximllm Nllmber of Met.a-Molecules
# groups = 20 =If occurrences = 6
# lvleta Grollps # Possible Meta-Molecules
1 1
2 7
3 28
4 84
5 210
6 462
7 924
8 1,716
9 3,003
10 5,005
11 8,008
12 12,376
13 18,564
14 27,132
15 38,760
16 54,264
17 74,613
18 100,~47
19 134,596
20 177,100
Total 657,800
Table 6.13: r."feta-~folecules Formed from 3 Meta-Groups
(3 0 0) (0 3 0) (0 0 3) (2 1 0) (2 0 1)
(0 2 1) (1 2 0) (1 0 2) (0 1 2) (1 1 1)
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\\'e divide meta-groups to move to the next lower level of abstraction. Dividing
a meta-group necessitates expanding all meta-Inolecules which contain occurrences of
tile meta-group. Meta-molecules (3 0 0), (0 3 0), (2 1 0), and (1 2 0) all contain zero
occurrences of meta-group 3. Dividing rneta-group 3 results in the four new meta-
molecules (3 0 0 0), (0 3 0 0), (2 1 0 0), and (1 2 0 0). Although these meta-molecules
ha.\'e been expanded their meta-properties and feasibility are unchanged~ The maximum
ntlmber of meta-molecules which need to be generated and tested at any level is reduced
by the number of meta-molecules which have zerG in a specific meta-group location.
Tile number of meta-molecules having a zero in a specific location is given by fixing
the lth location to zero and computing the combinatorics for the remaining 1 - 1
locations. Using the example of three meta-groups with an occurrence value of three:
R 4!
C (2,3) = C(2 +3 - 1,3) = 31 I! = 4 (6.37)
There are 4 meta,-molecules at the third level of abstraction wllich have zero occurrence
of meta-group 3. At level 1 the number is given by:
R (1+n-2)!
C (l-I,n)=C(l-I+n-l,n)= '(1- )'
n. 2 .
(6.38)
The number of meta-molecllles at any abstraction level greater than 2 needing testing
is given by:
(l+n-l)!
n!(l - 1)!
(I + n - 3)!
n!(1 - 3)1 (6.39)
,vhere I is the level of abstraction and n is the number of occurrences. Table 6.14 and
Table 6.15 list the maximum number of meta-molecules which need to be tested at each
abstraction level.
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Table 6.14: Maximum Number of Meta-Molecules Needing Testing
# groups = 20
# ~feta Groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total
# occurrences = 3
# Possible Meta-Mt)}ecules
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64
81
100
121
144
169
196
225
256
289
324
361
400
2870
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Table 6.15: Maximum Number of Meta-Molecules Needing Testing
# groups = 20
# Meta Groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total
# occurrences = 6
# Possible Meta-Molecules
1
7
27
77
182
378
714
1254
2079
3289
5005
7371
10556
14756
20196
27132
35853
46683
59983
76153
311696
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The maximum number of meta-molecules which need to be tested in any alltomatic
design is given by:
k [(1 +n - 1)! (1 +n - 3)!]
2 + n +~ n!(l _ 1)! - n!(l - 3)!
By expanding Equation 6.40 out several terms we see that it simplifies to:
(k +n - 2)! (k + n - 1)!
n!(k - 2)! + -n-!(-k---1-)-!
TIle total number of molecules in any autorrlatic design is gi,ren by:
(k +n -1)!
n!(k-l}!
(6.40)
(6.41 )
(6.42)
The ratio of the number of meta-molecules generated to the number of molecules con-
tained in the search is given by:
(k+n-2)! -L (k+n-t)!
n!(k-2)! f n!(k-l)!
(k+n-l)!
n!(k-l)!
Tllis simplifies to:
k-1-~-+1.
k+n -1
For any n > 0 the ratio is greater than 1.
(6.43)
(6.44)
Unless we consider the effect constraints have on prun~ng the search space the
automatic design algorithm is seen to be less efficient than blind search. This is true of
all algorithms which use a hierarchical abstraction of a search space. Unless we have
constraints which can prune possibilities the process of abstraction is worthless.
Table 6.16 and Table 6.17 display two example automatic design runs. The design
searched for molecules satisfying the constraint
Pvp(273/() > 1.0 bar
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(6.45)
Table 6.16: Pruning Results for k=44, n=3 Automatic Design
Constraint = Pvp (273I() > 1.0 bar.
# rvleta-Groups # ~teta-Molecules Kept Pruned
1 1 1 0
3a 10 4 6
4b 7 4 3
IOc 51 1 50
11 3 1 2
12d 3 2 1
13 5 3 2
14 6 3 3
15 6 4 2
16 S 7 1
17 11 11 0
18 12 11 1
19 21 18 3
20 28 26 2
21 33 29 4
22 44 44 0
27 109 85 24
2Se 102 102 0
Total!: 460 356 104
°Expanded by Ring Class.
"Isolated -eOOH, -N02 , and -eN.
cExpanded by global valence.
dlsolated =0. Restricted =0 occurrences to 1.
e 12 meta-groups never occurred in any meta-mol~cules.
/There are 15,180 molecules contained in the seal-ch
using a.n initial set of 44 groups. Table 6.18 and Table 6.19 show the percentage of
Incta-molecules pruned at each level of abstraction. Using these examples I continue
my analysis with the assumption that a 10% average pruning at each level of abstraction
is not unrealistic.
To account for an average value of pruning I need to establish an average value
for the number of children generated from each meta-molecule. Table 6.20 shows the
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Table 6.17: Pruning R.esults for k=44, 0=5 Automatic Design
Constraint = Pvp (273I() > 1.0 bar.
# Meta-Groups # Meta-Molecules Kept Pruned
1 1 1 0
3B 21 8 16
4b 23 8 15
5c 23 12 11
6d 30 27 3
7 58 27 31
8 58 32 26
9 37 35 2
10 53 35 18
11 71 42 29
12 87 86 1
13 110 86 24
14 165 107 58
15 206 179 27
24e 16i5 185 1490
301 625 479 146
37° 888 688 200
Totalh: 4131 2037 2094
QExpanded by Ring Class.
blsolated -eOOH, -N02 , and -eN.
~Isolated =0.. Restricted =0 occurrences to a maximum of 1.
lsolate<! -F.
tExpanded by global valence.
JExpanded several meta-groups containing two or three groups in half.
'Expanded all nonzero occurring meta-groups to individual groups. 10 meta-groups never occurred
in any meta-molecule.
hThere are 1,712,304 molecules contained in the search.
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Table 6.18: Exanlple PrBning Percentage: 3 Occurrence
#= ~feta-Groups
1
3
4
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
27
28
Average:
% of Meta-Molecules Pruned
0.0
60.0
42.9
98.0
66.7
33.3
40.0
50.0
33.3
12.5
0.0
8.3
14.3
7.1
12.1
0.0
22.0
0.0
27.8
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Table 6.19: Example Pruning Percentage: 5 Occurrence
# Meta-Groups
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
24
30
37
Average:
% of Meta-Molecules Pruned
0.0
76.2
65.2
47.8
10.0
53.5
44.8
5.4
34.0
40.8
1.1
21.8
35.2
13.1
89.0
23.4
22.5
34.3
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Table 6.20: Average Number of Children Meta-Molecules Needing Testing
# Meta Groups
Average # Children
3 Occurrence 6 Occurrence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
4.00
2.25
1.78
1.56
1.44
1.36
1.31
1.27
1.23
1.21
1.19
1~17
1.16
1.15
1.14
1.13
1.12
1.11
1.11
7.00
3.86
2.85
2.36
2.08
1.89
1.76
1.66
1.58
1.52
1.47
1.43
1.40
1.37
1.34
1.32
1.30
1.28
1.27
average number of children meta-molecules generated in a 20 group automatic design~
Table 6.21 and Table 6.22 show the pruning results for a hypothetical automatic
design assuming 10% of the meta-molecu1.p;s ar~ pruned at each abstraction level ex-
eluding tile first. The total number of meta-molecules searched is less than the number
of molecules a blind search would examine.
One of the nlajor factors in reducing the nunlber of meta-molecules needing to be
gCIlerated and tested is the identification of meta-groups which have been excluded from
all meta-molecules. In the example automatic design sl10wn in Table 6.16 I isolated
the three groups -COOH, -N02 , and -eN into a separate meta-group. This was done
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Table 6.21: Automatic Design with 10% Average Pruning
3 Occurrence
Meta-Groups Meta-Molecules Kept Pruned
1 1.00 1.00 0.00
2 4.00 3.60 0.40
3 8_10 7.29 0.81
4 12.96 11.66 1.30
5 18.23 16.40 1.82
6 23.62 21.26 2.36
I""Y 28.93 26.04 2.89,
8 34.01 30.61 3.40
9 38.74 34.87 3.87
10 43.05 38.74 4.30
11 46.88 42.19 4.69
12 50.21 45.19 5.02
13 53.03 47.73 5.30
14 55.36 49.82 5.54
15 57.19 51.47 5.72
16 58.56 52.71 5.86
17 59.50 53.55 5.95
18 60.04 54.03 6.00
19 60.20 54.18 6.02
20 60.04 54.03 6.00
Total: 773.65 696.37 77.25
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Table 6.22: Automatic Design with 10% Average Pruning
6 Occurrence
Meta-Groups Meta-Molecules Kept
1 1.00 1.00
2 7.00 6.30
3 24.30 21.87
4 62.37 56.13
5 132.68 119.41
6 248.01 223.21
7 421.61 379.45
8 666.43 599.78
9 994.38 894.94
10 1415.81 1274.23
11 1939.04 1745.14
12 2570.11 2313.10
13 3312.58 2981.33
14 4167.53 3750.78
15 5133.55 4620.20
16 6206.93 5586.24
17 7381.81 6643.63
18 8650.45 7785.41
19 10003.47 9003.13
20 11430.16 10287.14
Pruned
0.00
0.70
2.43
6.24
13.27
24.80
42.16
66.64
99.44
141.58
193.90
257.01
331.26
416.75
513.36
620.69
738.18
865.05
1000.35
1143.02
Total: 64769.22
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58292.42 6476.83
because it was noticed in previous designs that including these groups in a molecule
resulted in that molecule having a very low vapor pressure. It ,vas subsequently found in
that design that all molecules which contained occurrences of the meta-group containing
the three isolated groups were pruned.
To examine this behavior I investigated the following scenario. The initial meta-
group is divided into two children meta-groups. The meta-molecules formed from these
groups are tested and all those which contain occurrences of the second group are
pruned a\vay. This scenario is repeated with the surviving meta··group and so on. This
is favorable pruning and suggests a favorable bound on the algorithm.
Di\·iding a meta-group, MG, containing k groups into two meta-groups, MGt and
MG2 , containing k1 and k2 groups respectively allocates the
(k + n - I)!
n!(k-l)!
possible molecules into
(2 +n - I)!
- n!{2 _ I)! = n +1
(6.46)
(6.47)
meta-molecules. One meta-molecule contains only occurrences of ~IGl' one rneta-
molecule contains only occurrences of MG2 , and the remaining n - 1 meta-molecules
contain occurrences of both meta-groups. If no meta-molecules containing MG2 survive
the testing then the percentage of molecules pruned is given by
[1 - (k - I)! (k1 +n - I)!] x 100%(k1 - I)! (k + n - 1)! (6.48)
Repeating this expansion and pruning process r times until the final meta-group coo-
tains only one group requires the generation and testing of
r(n+l)+l
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(6.49)
Table 6.23: Advantage of Abstraction: rvlG2 Contains 1 Group
k\n 2 3 4 5 6
15 5.6 11.9 43.1 136.8 391.5
20 7.2 20.0 92.2 369.6 1,321.6
25 8.9 30.2 169.2 819.0 3,513.5
30 10.6 42.4 280.3 1,590.0 7,956.7
35 12.2 56.7 431.7 2,808.6 16,060.2
40 13.9 73.1 629.6 4,621.3 29,726.5
45 15.6 91.6 880.5 7,195.8 51,426.2
50 17.2 112.2 1,190.3 10,720.4 84,272.3
meta-molecules. The advantage of abstraction, as measllred by the total number of
molecules contained in the search divided by the number of meta-molecules needed to
be generated and tested, is given by:
1 (k+n-l)!
Advantage of Abstraction _.
r(n + 1) + 1 n!(k - 1)! (6.50)
Considering the worst case in which MG2 and all subsequent second meta-groups con-
tain only a single group we have r = k - 1 leading to:
1 (k+n-l)!
Advantage of Abstraction - (k - l)(n + 1) + 1 n!(k - I)!
Table 6.23 sho\vs this advantage of abstraction for several values of k and n.
(6.51)
Table 6.23 shows that if we have an automatic design involving 40 groups \\"ith
all occurrer1ce value of 5 then the nurnber of meta-molecules needed for exhaustive
searclling is 4,621.3 times fewer than the number of molecules.
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Chapter 7
Interactive Design
The interactive design technique uses the designer's knowledge to guide the search for
new molecules. This knowledge could be:
1. which physical property constraints are hard and which are soft" Minor violations
of soft constraints a.re acceptable.
2. atoms or groups the new molecule must contain or must not contain.
3. existing compounds which might be structurally modified to provide desirable
properties.
Representing and manipulating this knowledge in the automatic design procedure is
difficult. The interactive design procedure's representation of the design problem easily
incorporates this knowledge.
I begin this chapter by describing the graphical representation used by the inter-
active design procedure. I show how the representation can accommodate a variety
of estimation techniques enabling design for a fair number of physical properties. I fi.-
nally show how the graphical representation of the design procedure provides significant
insight into the molecular design problem.
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Table 7.1: Example of Linear Group Contribution Estimation Techniques
Contributions
Groups ~i,Tb di,Tm
-CH3 23.58 -5.10
Tb - 198.18 -!-~ ni~i,Tb -CH2- 22.88 11.27
Tm 122.5 +L ni~i,Tm >CH- 21.74 12.64- >C< 18.25 46.43
-F -0.03 -15.78
-CI 38.13 13.55
7.1 Procedure Basis
Like the automatic design procedure, the interactive design procedure is based upon
group contribution estimation techniques. The interactive design procedure takes ad-
vantage of the linearity of many group contribution techniques. One example of a linear
technique is Joback's method[62] for estimating the normal boiling point, Tb• Table 7.1
shows the linear estimation model and an example set of group contributions.
The linear model enables us to assemble our molecule group by group. Given a
constraint, s·uch as
Tb > 300 I(
we choose a group for addition to our molecule and then evaluate the constraint. Choos-
ing a -CH3 group we estimate Tb to be 221.76 K. Our constraint is not satisfied. Choos-
ing a second -CH3 we estimate Tb to be 245.34. OUf constraint is still not satisfied.
Continuing our selection we find that after choosing five -CH3 groups we estimate a Tb
of 316.08 which satisfies our constraint.
Although the five -CH3 grollps satisfy our physical property ta.rget, they do not
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form a structurally feasible molecule. Unlike the automatic desjgn, the interactive
design leaves the task of ensllring structural feasibility up to the designer.
To assist in selecting groups which satisfy our physical property constraints and are
structurally feasible the following heuristics on group selection are oftet1 helpful:
• Separate the groups into three sets:
1. terminators: all grollps having one free bond.
2. extenders: all groups having two free bonds.
3. branchers: all groups having more than two free bonds.
• Select the following initial group sets:
1. if a pure acyclic moleclile is to be designed choose two terminators. If two
terminators can not be found which satisfy our constraints then examine
the addition of extenders.. Extenders can be added without affecting the
candidate's structural feasibility. If branchers must be added then follow
immediately with the addition of terminators.
2. if a pure cyclic molecule is to be designed for then choose two cyclic exten-
ders.
The theme of the heuristic3 is to ensure we have a structurally feasible molecule during
most of our interactive design. Selecting 4 or 5 acyclic branchers giving a partial design
satisfying our constraints is unwise because at least 5 or 6 terminators will also need
to be chosen before we have a structurally feasible molecule.
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Graphical representation of the design problem facilitates selecting groups. The
normal boiling point is represented on a number line with our constraint denoting a
feasible segment:
198.18 Feasible Segment --+-
180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
Tile intercept of our estimation technique is 198.18 and is noted on the number line.
The contributions toward Tb from Table 7.1 are represented as vectors:
-CH3
-CH2-
>CH- I -IPI
>C< I ..
-F I~I
-CI I ..
I r I I I I
-10 0 10 20 30 40
+- ~i,Tb --+
I call these vectors group vectors. The graphical representation of the contributions as
vectors makes it easier to grasp the relative impact of choosing one group over another.
For example choosing our first -CH3 group corresponds graphically to adding a
-CHa group vector starting at the Tb intercept
I- -CHa •
198.18 Feasible Segment ---+
180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
Addillg a second -CH3 corresponds graphically to a -CH3 group vector beginning at
the head of the current group vector
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I -CH3 •
198.18
-CH3 •
Feasible Segment -.
180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
The representation shows its true advantage when dealing \vith a two dimensional
example. Suppose we add a sec0nd constraint:
Tm < 250K
The normal melting point is estimated by Joback's estimation technique[62]. An ex-
ample set of the contributions and the techniques model are shown in Table 7.1. In
an analogous manner to tile normal boiling point we form a number line on which to
design for Tm
122.5 4- Feasible Segment
100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280
and represent the group contributions as vectors
-CH3 I
---I
-CH2- 1-= ..
>CH- I .,I
>C<
-F •
-CI
I I I I I I I I
-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50
+- ~i~ -+, m
Figure 7.1 shows the two number lines combined into a 2-dimensional design space.
The feasible segment of the number line now expands into a feasible region. This is
denoted by the shaded area. The contributions for each group forms a 2-dimensional
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Tb 250--
200-- •
Starting Point
350
150 -+-----+-:----o-:-----+-:----+:-----+-:-----I
50 100 150 200 250 300
Figllre 7.1: Graphical Representation of Constraints in a Physical Property Space
vector. Figure 7.2 shows our example group vectors.
As in the one dimensional example we begin at the intercept point selecting all
apprOI>riate set of grollp vectors ,\,hich bring us into the feasible region and gives us a
struct\lrally feasible molecule. Figure 7.3 shows the group vectors for chloropropane.
Complex constraints on Tb and Tm are easily handled by the interactive design
procedure. All that is required is to identify a feasible region or regions. The constraints
need not be linear or convex.
Adding a third constraint to be designed for can be handled in two ways. Let this
third constraint be:
6.Hvb > 5500 cal/g-mol
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(7.1 )
>CH-
T
10K
1--+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----------1
r-IOK----1
Figure 7.2: Graphical Representation of Tb arid Tm Contributions
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Figure 7.3: An Interactively Designed Molecule: Cllloropropane
To estimate ~Hvb I use Joback's t stimation method[62]. Table 7.2 displays the esti-
nlation model and the group contributions for our example groups.
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Table 7.2: ~Hvb Group Contribution Estimation Technique
Contributions
Groups L\i,~HtJb
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-CH3
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
-F
-Cl
567
532
404
152
-160
1083
The first approach to including this tllird constraint is simply to add another axis
to the design space and to perform our design in a 3-dimensional space. This leads to
the difficulty of \1isualizing vectors in a three dimensional space. A second approach is
to remember that ttle Tb-Tm design space was constructed for ease of visuaJization not
functional dependency. Thus we could also design simultaneously in two 2-dimensional
design spaces:
and
Figllre 7.4 shows 1,1,1-dichlorofluoroethane satisfying all three constraints.
A number of estimation techniques modify their estimated property to Improve
a.ccuracy. Joback's method[62] for estimating the critical pressure and critical temper-
ature are two examples. The estimation models for these two properties are:
(7.2)
(7.3)
To interactively design for these properties we ITIUSt linearize them.
The model for Tb,. is linearized by solving the quadratic to yield:
" n.d.". = 0.965 ± J(0.965)2 - 4(nr - 0.584)
L....J I It.lbr 2 (7.4)
The negative root was chosen to be consistent with the given group contribution values.
Equation 7.4 expands to give:
(7.5)
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Figure 7.4: Simultaneous Design in Multiple Physical Property Spaces
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rearrangIng
(7.6)
I consider tile left hand side of Equation 7.6 to be a new property, Tbr . Since it is
linearly estimated, we are able to design for it in a physical property space.
Similarly defining:
P*= fT
c VP;
\ve have a linear model which can be used in a physical property space.
(7.7)
I term group contribution techniques which estimate a function of a physical prop-
erty combined estimation techniques. The name comes from the fact that the technique
is actually a combination of a group contribution technique and an equation oriented
technique. For example, the combined technique for the estimation of Pc is made from
the group contribution technique having the model:
(7.8)
and the equation oriented tecltnique
(7.9)
When performing an interactive design on constraints which are estimated by com-
birled techniques the constraints must be propagated to constraints on the linearly
estimated property. In designing for the constraints
•
Pc < 40 bar
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(7.10)
(7.11 )
\ve propagate these to constraints on Tb*r and Pc*:
~. < 0.259br
p. > 0.158 bar-1/ 2
c
(7.12)
(7.13)
These constraints are then plotted in a Tb~. - P; physical property space and the design
proceeds as before.
Combined estimation techniques extend the properties which can be designed for
beyond those for which group contribution estimation techniques are a.vailable. Sim-
ilarly, equation oriented techniques propagate constraints on the estimated property
to fundamental properties. The acentric factor, w, is adequately estimated by equa-
tion oriented techniques bllt not by group contribution techniques. To design for the
constraint
w > 0.65
we use the equation oriented estimation technique[72]
-In Pc - 5.92714 +6.09648/Tbr +1.288621n Tbr - 0.169347Tb6w= r
15.2518 - 15.6875/Tbr - 13.47211n Tbr +O.43577T~
to propagate this constraint to one on Tbr and Pc:
_-_In_P_c_-_5._9_27_1_4_+_6_.0_9_64_8_I_Tb_r _+_1_.2_8_86_2._1_n_Tb_r_-_O_.l_6_9_34_7_~..;..:..~r > 0.65
15.2518 - 15.6875/Tbr - 13.4721 In Tbr .+ O.43577Tt
(7.14)
(7.15)
(7.16)
.
Both Tbr and Pc can be used in the interactive design procedure. Creating a design
space from the linearized properties Tb*r and Pc we can plot Equation 7.16. Figure 7.5
shows the design space with its feasible region.
The equation oriented estimation technique for wallowed us to propagate con-
straints on w to constraints on Tb*r and P;. Two fundamental physical properties re-
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Figure 7.5: Pc·-Tbr Design Space for Acentric Factor Constraint
suIts in a two dimensional design space. Other equation oriented estimation techlliques
require more than two fundamental properties.
One estimation procedure for Pup is:
1) Pup = Pvp(Tb, Tbr, Pc) by Riedel Plank Miller EOT
2) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GCT
2) Tbr = Tbr(Tb:) by Joback Tbr Modificatioll
2) Pc = Pc(P;) by Joback Pc Modification
3) Tb: = Tb*r(groups) by Joback Tb*r GeT
3) P; = Pc*(groups) by Joback P; GCT
Tile fundamental properties are: Tb, Tb:, and P;. Designing for constraints on Pvp
requires a 3-dimensional design space. The physical property space containing our
Pup constraint is not separable as was our original design space shown in Figure 7.1.
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This is because the constraint is a function of all the fundamental properties. This
is unfortunate because representiIlg and manip~llating3D objects graphically is more
complex than 2D manipulation.
The dimensionality of our design space can become more than a mere complicatioll.
One estimation procedure for the liquid heat capacity is:
1) CpL = CpL(w, C;, Tc ) by Rawlinson EDT
2) w = W(Tbr, Pc) by Lee-Kesler EOT
2) Tc = Tc(Tb, Tbr ) by definition
2) C; = C;(C;,a, C;,b' C;,c, C;,d) by C; cubic fit
3) Tbr = Tbr(Tb*r) by Joback Tbr Modification
3) Pc = Pc(Pc*) by Joback Pc rvfodification
4) Tb: = Tb:(groUI)s) by Joback Tb*r GeT
4) P; = Pc*(groups) by Joback P; GCT
3) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GeT
3) C;,(I = C;,a(groups) by Joback C;,a GeT
3) C;,b = C;,b(groups) by Joback C;,b GeT
3) C;,c = C;,c(grollps) by Joback C;,c GeT
3) C;,d = C;,d(groups) by Joback C;,d GeT
Tile fundamental properties are: Tb*r' P;, Tb' C;,a, C;,b' C;,c, C;,d. To interactively
design for constraints on CPL would require a 7 dimensional physical property space to
display each of the seven fundamental properties.
Factor analytic studies[20,21,61,67] show that a number of physical properties are
highly intercorrelated. These studies are described in Appendix E. High correlations
between two properties indicate the possibility of replacing one with a function of the
other. This would enable us to reduce the dimensionality of our design space.
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Table 7.3: Equations Relating Physical Properties to Factors
1/y'P; -
Te -
Tb -
~Hvb
0.157
545.9
358.4
7686.6
0.019 F I
24.65 F I
25.26 F I
432.3 F1
87.92 F3
64.94 F3
1614.3 [i3
In one study[61] it was found that 9 physical properties were well approximated by
3 new properties called factors. Table 7.3 shows four of the derived equation oriented
estimation techniques. Joback[61] developed group contributions for F I and F3 •
We can incorporate these equation oriented estimation into a new estimation pro-
cedure for Pvp
1) . Pvp = Pvp(Tb, Te, Pc) by Riedel Plank Miller EOT
2) Tb = Tb(Ft , F3 ) by Tb Factor EOT
2) Tc == Tc(F1 , F3 ) by Tc Factor EOT
2) Pc = Pc(Ft , F3 ) by Pc Factor EOT
3) FI = F1 (groups) by Joback F1 GeT
3) F3 = F3 (groups) by Joback F3 GeT
The fundamental properties ar~ FI and F3 • Two fundamental properties enable us to
design in a t\VO dimensional physical property space.
7.2 Constraint Visualization
Transformations made to reduce the design space to t\VO dimensions enable us to visual-
ize the tradeoffs between constraints. For example, using the two estimation procedures
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2) Tb = Tb(Ft , F3 ) by Tb Factor EDT
2) Tc = Tc(Ft , F3 ) by Tc Factor EOT
2) Pc = Pc(Ft , F3 ) by Pc Factor EDT
3) F1 = F1(groups) by Joback F1 GeT
3) F3 = F3 (groups) by Joback F3 GCT
and
1) ~Hv = ~Hv(6.Hvb, Tb, Tc) by Watson EOT
2) b.Hvb = ~Hvb(Fl' F3 ) by dHvb Factor EDT
2) Tb = Tb(F1, F3 ) by Tb Factor EOT
2) Tc = Tc(F}, F3 ) by Tc Factor EOT
3) FI = F1(groups) by Joback F1 GCT
3) F3 = F3 (groups) by Joback F3 GeT
we are able to design for the constraints
Pvp(316.25) > 14 bar
dHv (272.05) > 18.4 cal/mol
(7.17)
(7.18)
in the two dimensional space shown in Figure 7.6. For the majority of the range for
typical molecules the enthalpy of vaporization constraint is redundant. Being able to
visualize the constraint provides insight into the relative tradeoffs of constraints.
Visualizing the tradeoffs among constraints often leads to investigating the sensi-
tivity of the feasible region. Figure 7.6 showed a F1-F3 design space. The shaded area
denotes the feasible region formed by the fouf constraints:
Pvp(272.05I() > 1.4 bar
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(7.19)
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Figure 7.6: Two Dimensional Space Showing Four Constraints
Pvp(316.25/() < 14 bar
CPL (294/() < 32.2 cal/mol·K
~Hv(272.05I{) > 18.4 kJ/mol
(7.20)
(7.21 )
(7.22)
Investigating the sensitivity of the feasible region to the ~Hv constraint we modify
the constraint to:
~Hv(272.05I()> 25 kJjmol (7.23)
J
Figure 7.7 shows that this modification eliminates the feasible region for typical values
of PI and F2-
Likewise if we considered the feasible region too restrictive \ve could "loosen" each
of the constraints_ Figure 7.8 shows the expanded feasible region formed by relaxing
our constraints by 20% to:
Pvp(272.05I() > 1.12 bar (7.24)
Pvp(316w25/() < 16.8 bar (7.25)
CpL (294I() < 38.64 cal/mol·K (7.26)
~Hv(272.05I() > 14.7 kJ/mol (7.27)
7.3 Interactive Pruning
As was stated in Chapter 2, one of the techniques for improving the efficiency of a
generate and test procedure is to prtlne partial solutions. Evaluation of partial solutions
is often not possible in a design problem. The Interactive Design Procedure is easily cast
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Figure 7.8: Expanded Feasible Region Formed by Relaxing Constraints by 20%
as a generate and test procedure in which the designer uses llis or her own knowledge
and bias to evaluate and prune partial solutions. The pruning done in the interactive
design procedure is heuristic. There is no guarantee that a good solution will not be
overlooked.
7.4 Cognitive Model of Interactive Design
The interactive design replaces a combinatoric problem of choosing numbers which
add up to desired values with a combinatoric problem of choosing vectors which when
combined place one within a graphical target. Interestingly the graphical combinatoric
problem is easier to solve. To understand why and to identify facilities to assist in the
problem's solution I investigated a cognitive model of the interactive design process.
7.4.1 Representation
Computer science states that an information-processing system can be understood
in terms of its data structures, or representations, and the processes which oper-
ate on these representations. The problen1 of representation is called the problem
of declarative knowledge. Humans are hypothesized to possess two kinds of declar-
ative knowledge: propositio'ns, language-like representations; images, perception-like
representations [1 19]. Research orl visual imagery centers on the hypothesis that im-
agery is a special-purpose component of the cognitive architecture 'containing represen-
tations and processes dedicated to processing visual information. This architecture is
distinct from the the architecture supporting propositional representations[119].
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•Kosslyn, et.al.[69] hypothesized that visual imagery is a distinct component of the
cognitive architecture with a dedicated representational mechanism. They proposed
that visual imagery results from a representation in a short-term visual buffer. The
buffer is analogous to the bit-mapped memory of a computer's monitor screen[119].
Kosslyn[69] hypothesizes that the buffer is a memory structure with intrinsic two-
dimensional spatial properties, which is operated on by a set of procedures that can
load, refresh, and perform various transformations.
My interactive design procedure represents the design problem graphically. This
representation is similar to hypothesized hur.oan representation. I believe that without
a graphical representation, a molecular designer still constructs a visual image of the
numerical group contribl1tion values used in a design. This mentally visualized rep-
resentation will probably have some deficiencies. Simon[114] has shown that a verbal
description 'of an object is often embellished in memory. Stillings[119] gives the exam-
ple of imagining a three-inch cube which has two adjacent blue sides. The image in
the "mind'8 eye" will have a particular orientation relative to a point of view. This
information was not provided in the original description but is necessary to create a
mental image. By explicitly representing group contributions as vectors this need for
embellishing is eliminated.
One important characteristic hypothesized for the visual buffer is that the center
of the buffer has the highest resolution and the highest level of activation. The center
thus receives the bulk of the Stl bject's attention. The result of this behavior is seen
in the manner most interactive designs are begun. The distance between the starting
point and the target region is reduced by the first several grc,up vectors as mlJch as
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possible. Ideally one or two group vectors would bring one near the target region. This
allows both the current point of design and the target region both to occupy the central
point of focus in the visual buffer.
The representation of group contributions as vectors is beneficial from another point
of view. Hubel and Wiesel[60] studied how neurons in a cat's visual cortex respond
to different patterns of visual stimulation. Recording electrodes were placed in a cat's
visual cortex and simple bars of light were presented to the eye. The bars were moved
in ,'arious directions, rotated, stretched, and transformed in other ways to find the
stimulus that gave rise to the greatest amount of neural activity. Some of the cells fired
at the highest frequency when the stimulus was a thin line projected onto a small array
of photoreceptors in the eat's retina. Hubel and Wiesel called these cortical cells line
detectors.
There are neurological disorders of the brain which would make the interactive
design method an ineffective representation. Visual agnosia is the breakdown of the
ability to recognize or identify visually presented objects, although visual fllnction is
otherwise intact. Specific forms of visual agnosia have been reported, such as prosopag-
nosia, the inability to recognize faces. Spatial neglect is the tendency to ignore things
in a particular region of space regardless of the sensory modalit)T that provides input
from that region. Patients with a form of this syndrome called unilateral spatial neglect
ignore information coming CroIn the right or left of the body midline and may even
forget to shave the corresponding side of the face or dress the corresponding side of the
body.
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,7.4.2 Focus of Attention
The two concurrent tasks of identifying group vectors which are satisfactory in extent
and provide the needed structural features forces a choice in attention. Attention can be
defined as the selective aspect of perception and response. One of the earliest theories
developed to explain selective attention was the filter model of Broadbent[14]. The
essential notion was that physical features of two stimuli had to pass through a channel
of limited capacity.
Since both tasks are essential to the design of structural feasible molecules satisfying
physical property constraints it is necessary to provide some facility to allow both tasks
to be attended to. We can separate our concurrent task into two compound tasks[lO].
The first task is to identify a set of group vectors which satisfy our physical property
target. The second task is to check for structural feasibility.
7.4.3 Pattern Recognition
A vector ho.s two metrics, angle and magnitude, which can be used for differentiation.
Beck[7] investigated how spatial orientation directs the effectiveness of similarity in
giving rise to grouping or segregation. Objects with the same orientation rather than
tIle same shape were seen together. Facilities for clustering group vectors by angle
'Nould be beneficial.
Beck's work suggests that the laws of perceptual organization can be reduced ba-
sically to organizing principles of brightness arId spatial extensity. Beck suggests that
processes involving grouping are most sensitive to those properties that are selectively
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respondent at an early stage in the visual system. In that context, the processes in
grouping are based on spontaneous direct response to relatively simple properties such
as brightness, size, and line direction. The basic importance of line orientation is con-
sistent with Gibson[43], who suggested that it is a basic element in the perception of
figure. Rubel and Wiesel's[60] works also emphasizes the importance of line recognition.
7.4.4 Zoollling
Kosslyn[69] proposed that the human visual imagery system includes many procedures
for manipulating the visual buffer. For example, the system can zoom in on a partictllar
region of the buffer, thus expanding that region to fill the entire buffer. The system
can also scan the buffer, moving the central region of highest resolution and attention
from one area to another.
7.4.5 Design Facilities
Exa,mining the cognitive aspects of the interactive design method leads to the identifi-
cation of a number of facilities to provide assistance to the designer:
1. 2D Visual Buffer: The visual buffer hypothesis suggests that design in three
dimensions, although possible, should be avoided. The approach I investigated
was to project the three dimensional design space onto three two dimensional
design spaces.
2. Group Vector Clustering: The pattern recognition studies suggest facilities
for the clusterirlg of group vectors based upon orientation and size. For group
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vectors this translates to clustering by angle and magnitude.
3. Specifying Groups: The inability of most humans to dedicate full attention to
more than one task at a time suggests the groups available for design should be
able to be discriminated. Specifying groups to ensure structural feasibility allows
the designer to attend to the single task of identifying a desirable group vector. If
110 desirable group vectors are found then the focus shifts to identifying a group
which will add flexibility to the structure.
4. Zooming: Zooming in on the design space would enable the designer to focus
his or her visual buffer on the area of the design space involving the current end
point and the target region.
7.4.6 Cognitive SaDlple
To illustrate hoy; the interactive design procedure enhances a human's ability to design
molecules because of its emphasis on a cognitive model of human perception I describe
a typical thought process followed when performing a design. The thought process I
used was my own.1
The computer implementation of the interactive design must be described to under-
stand the sample. Figure 7.9 shows the screen of the Symbolics's monitor displaying
the implementation of the interactive design procedure. The Design Pane displays a
two dimeIlsional F1-F3 design space showing the four constraints:
,
Pvp (272.05I() > 1.4 bar
1I make the major (possibly wrong) assumption that my thought process is typical.
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(7.28)
Pvp(316.45I() < 14 bar
~lIv(272.0.5I() > 18.4 kJ/mol
CPL (294.25/() < 32.2 c;..l/g-mol·K
(7.29)
(7.30)
(7.31)
,
The shaded area is the feasible region in which all constraints are satisfied.. The Group
Menu pane displays the list of groups I have to design with. As the mouse is moved over
a displayed group a temporary group vectcr is drawn on the design pane. Figure 7.10
shows a temporary -CH3 group.
I begin the design by searching for a group which moves me in the general direction
of the target region. This behavior is in accordance with the priority of line orientation
noted by Beck[7]. However, I prefer group vectors which bring me closer to the target
indicating magnitude is a factor in my decision.
~Iy strategy of beginning first with terminators, then extenders, and then if neces-
sary branchers followed by terminators can be seen as a result of attempting to reduce
a concurrent task to a compound task[IO]. Instead of having to consider the selec-
tion of groups which concurrently satisfy our physical property constraints and form
a structurally feasible molecule I simplify the problem. Figure 7.11 shows a facility
for restricting the choice of groups. Restrictions can be placed on a number of group
characteristics such a global valence, ring class, and bond type. I restrict the groups to
only those having 3, global valence of one.
Now that I have only terminators to choose from I select my first group from a set
of typical groups. For me I generally choose either -CH3 or -F. This choice comes
from my knowledge that it is very likely that either of these groups will occur in a
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2refrigerant. Figure 7.12 shows the effect of choosing the -CH3 group. Tllis choice
reduces my problem of having to choose two terminators to that of having to choose
one. I can now focus my attention on choosing a terminator which brings me close to
the target region.
I again place emphasis on the orientation of group vectors. Figllre 7.13 shows a
facility for restricting the choice of groups. The designer specifies t!le angle \vithin which
group vectors must lie. This allows me to choose a second terminator, -CIa Figure 7.14
shows that these two terminators just satisfy our physical property constraints.
Even though the distribution of group vectors vary widely I feel comfortable being
near the target region witll a structurally feasible molecule. I believe this satisfaction is
due to my ability to focus my attention on a very small region of my visual buffer. To
design another molecule I thus attempt to modify the existing CH3 CI molecule rather
the-.n starting another design..
To avoid having to deal with the concurrent constraints of structural feasibility and
property satisfaction I restrict the groups to only extenders. This allows me to add
groups without affecting their structural feasibility. I again use the facility to specify
groups restrictillg global valence now to two.
Adding a brancher which brings me far from the target region is similar to beginning
a design over again. The selection of one or two terminators is again the first step after
a brancher has been chosen.
I believe that further use of the interactive design procedure will identify other
patterns used by designers in choosing groups. Those I have identified with the aid of
an understanding of the cognitive processes involved in group vector selection have led
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to the implementation of facilities which have greatly enhanced the effectiveness of the
interactive design procedllre.
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Chapter 8
Enumeration
The result of either the interactive or automatic desigrl procedures is a collection 01
grollps. To form complete molecules it is necessary to connect these groups together.
At times more than one way of connecting the groups is possible. All possible structures
must then be enumerated.
l\1uch work was done in the field of molecular structure enumeration[47]. Generation
of all possible isomeric structures given a molecular formula is an important problem in
chemistry. I developed a procedl1re which took advantage of the group representation
I had used in my design procedures. The procedure is based on the generate and
test paradigm. Since the possible ways of connecting a reasonable number of groups
is enormous, it is necessary to improve the efficiency of the search. The constraints
available are suitable for pruning partial solutions.
In this chapter I describe the procedure developed for enumeration of complete
molecular structures given a set of groups. Because of problems verifying the results
the procedure was never fully tested. I describe the procedure and the verificatioll
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Table 8.1: Four Enumerated Molecules
F F
I I
CH3-C-C=CH2I
CI
Enumerated Molecule A
F CI
I I
CH3-C-C=CH2
I
F
Enumerated Molecule C
diffiClllty.
8.1 The Problem
Cl F
I I
CH3-C-C=CH2I
F
Enumerated rvlolecule B
F CH3
I I
F-C-C=CH2
I
CI
Enumerated Molecule D
The result of either the interactive or automatic design procedure is a collection of
groups. An example result might be the following collection of groups:
-CH3 >C< -F -F -CI >C= =CH2 •
These groups can be combined to form four different molecules. These four molecules
are ShOYln in Table 8.1.
The procedure begins by labeling each of the free bonds in our collection of groups.
The labeling is done using letters. The labeled groups follow:
All the bonds, denoted by letters, are collected into a single list:
( abc d e f 9 h i j k 1).
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Bonds are associated into proio-molecules. I denote a proto-molecule l)y a list of
bond pairs. Thus if bond a was to be connected with bond J, the proto-molecule
showing this association would be:
((aJ))
Proto-molecules are then pruned using a set of constraints. These constraints test
whether the bonds associated are allowed to be connected. There are five constraints:
1. Compatible Types.
2. All Bonds Connected.
3. No Intra-Group Bonding.
4. One Inter-Group Bond.
5. No Duplicates.
The procedure for generating all possible bond associations and the manner in which.
the constraints are used to prune proto-molecules is described using the example of
enumerating the possible molecules formed from the set of labeled groups shown above.
8.2 Conlbinatorics
The number of ways in \vhich two bonds can be chosen from a set of n bonds is given
by:
n!
2(n-2)!·
Once the first two bonds are selected, there are:
(n - 2)!
2(n -4)!
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(8.1 )
(8.2)
1\l '~ 8.2: Combinatorics of Bond Association
Number of Bonds
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
Number of Associations
3
15
105
945
10,395
135,135
2,027,025
34,4,59,425
654,729,075
13,749,310,575
ways of choosing the next bond pair. Thus, the total number of bond associations is
given by:
n! (n - 2)! (n - 4!
2(n -2)!2(n -4)!2(n -6)! ...
Canceling the denominator and numerator of consecutive terms:
n!
2n/ 2 •
(8.3)
(8.4)
IIowever, Equation 8.4 considers the order of the bond associations to be important.
Pairillg bonds (a b) and then (c d) is different than pairing (c d) and then (a b). In
molecule enumeration the order is not important. Equation 8.4 is thus reduced by the
number of permutations of the n/2 hond associations:
n!
2n / 2 (n/2)!· (8.5)
Tal>le 8.2 shows values for the number of bond associations for a. given number of bonds.
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8.3 Enumeration Procedure
All the bonds of the labeled groups are first collected into a list:
( abc d e f 9 h i j k I ).
The procedure begins by forming all possible proto-molecules \vith the first bond in the
list as one of the bonds" Eleven possible proto-molecules are formed:
((a b)) ((a c)) ((a d)) ((a e))
((a f)) ((a g)) ((a h)) ((a i))
((a j)) ((a k)) ((a I))
Each of these proto-molecules is tested using the enumeration constraints.
Compatible Types Enumeration Constraint: Bonds must be of a compatible
t)"pe to be connected. Single bonds can only connect to single bonds, double with
double, etc. Bond a represents a single bond. Bonds k and I represent double bonds.
These bonds can not be connected. Thus, proto-rnolecules ((a k)) and ((a I)) are
prllned away_
All Bonds Connected Enumeration Constraint: All the bonds must be llsed
in the enumeration procedure. The proto-molecule ((a f)) represents connecting group
Clh-a with group TF. This forms the complete molecule:
leaving no place for attaching any of the remaining bonds. This constraint prunes
proto-molecules ((a f)), ((a g)), and ((a h)) away.
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No Duplicates Enumeration Constraint: Identification of duplicate proto-
molecules is a difficult task. The fOUf proto-molecules:
((a b)) ((a c)) ((a d)) ((a e))
are all considered duplicates. This is because with three bonds free on the >C< group
all falIr bonds are considered identical. However, if bonds band c were connecteci then
bonds d and e mayor may not be identical. This depends if the attachments to bonds b
arid c are identical and leads to the question of whether or not chirality is considered in
identifying duplicates. I did not aCCouIit for chirality. Thus, the remaining t\VO bonds,
d and e, would be considered identical.
Each group is examined for identical bonds. All free bonds of one type connected to
i
the same atom are identical. Thus, the bonds i and j are identical in the ?C k group.
J
Howe\rer, the bonds m and n are not identical in the meOOn group because trley are
not connected to the same atom.
The proced\lre for finding duplicates is to identify all identical bonds on a group
and substitute one of the bonds for all the others in all proto-molecules. Then identify
all duplicate groups and substitute one bond for all the others in all proto-molecules.
Proto-molecules whose b.)nds lists match are duplicates. When duplicates are identified
one is chosen and the remaining are pruned away. Thus in the set of dllplicates:
((a b)) ((a e)) ((a d)) ((a e)),
proto-molecule ((a b)) is kept and the otherJ pruned away. In the set of duplicates:
((a i)) ((a j)),
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proto-molecule ((a i)) is kept and proto-molecule ((a j)) is prllned away.
Two proto-n10lecules remain:
((a b)) ((a i))~
For each proto-molecule the bonds still needing to be connected are collected into a
list. For proto-molecule ((a b)) the list of remaining bonds is:
( c d e f 9 h i j k 1).
The association procedure is repeated with the bond associations checked by the above
three enumeration constraints.
'I'here are nine possible associations of bond c with another bond. Each of these
associations is combined with the proto-molecule ((a b)) to form a ne\v set of proto-
molecules. These are:
((a b)(c d))
((a b)(c g))
((a b)(c j))
((a b)(c e))
((a b)(c h))
((a b)(c k))
((a b)(c J~))
((a b)(c i))
((a b)(c 1))
'I'he Compatible Types Enumeration Constraint prunes proto-molecltles ((a b)(c k))
and ((a b)(c I)). The All Bonds Connected Enumeration Constraint does not prune any
proto-molecules. The No Duplicates Enumeration Constraint prunes proto-molecules
((a b)(c e)), ((a b)(c g)), and ((a b)(c j)).
The application of the No Duplicates Enumeration Constraint is demonstrated here.
The initial set of proto-molecules is:
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((a b)(c d)) ((a b)(c e)) ((a b)(c f)}
((a b)(c g)) ((a b)(c h)) ((a b)(c i))
((a b)(c j)) ((a b)(c k)) ((a b)(c 1))
The single duplicate group is -F. From the two bonds f and 9 one is chosen. I chose
bond f. Bond 9 is replaced with bond f in all the proto-molecules yielding:
((a b)(c d)) ((a b)(c e)) ((a b)(c f))
((a b)(c f)) ((a b)(c h)) ((a b)(c i))
((a b)(c j)) ((a b)(c k)) ((a b)(c 1))
b d i
Groups ?,C~ and ?C k have identical bonds. From the bonds b, c, d, and e one is
1
chosen. I chose bond b. Bond b replaces bonds b, c, d, and e ill all the proto-rrlolecules.
FrOlTl the bonds i and j I chose bond i. Bond j is replaced with bond i. The resulting
proto-molecules are:
((a b) (b b)) ((a b) (b b)) ((a b) (b f))
((a b)(b f)) ((a b)(b h)) ((a b)(b i))
((a b)(b i)) ((a b)(b k)) ((a b)(b 1))
\Ve see there are three duplicates in the set of proto-molecules. Comparing these
\vith tIle original set we find the proto-molecules to prune. The remaining proto-
molecules are:
((a b)(c d}) ((a b)(c f})
((a b)(c h)) ((a b)(c i))
The No Intra-Group Bonding constraint is now applied.
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No Intra-Group Bonding Enumeration COllstraint: Two bonds on the same
group can not be connected. If all the bonds of a group are replaced with one bond
intra-group bonding is identified by bond associations which consist of the same bond.
For example, replacing bonds c, d, and e with bond b results in proto-molecule ((a b)(c
d)) becoming ((a b)(b b)). The bond association (b b) signals intra-group bonding.
Applying this constraint prunes proto-molecule ((a b)(c d)).
Performing the same procedure on the proto-molecule ((a i)) we obtain the set of
possible proto-molecules:
((a b)(c f)) ((a b)(c h)) ((a b)(c i))
((a i)(b f)) ((a i)(b h)) ((a i)(b j))
The third set of bond associations is now formed. After pruning by the three
enumeration constraints:
1. Compatible Types.
2. All Bonds Connected.
3. No Intra-Group Bonding.
the following set of proto-molecules remain:
((a b)(c f)(d g)) ((a b)(c f)(d h)) ((a b)(c f)(d i))
((a b)(c h)(d f)) ((a b)(c h)(d i))
((a b)(c i)(d f)) ((a b)(c i)(d h)) ((a b)(c i)(d j))
((a i)(b I){e g)) ((a i)(b f)(e h)) ((a i)(b f)(e j))
((a i)(b h)(c f)) ((a i)(b h)(c j))
((a i)(b j)(e f)) ((a i)(b j)(e h))
Applying the No Duplicates enumeration constraint prunes six proto-molecules:
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((a b)(c h)(d f)) ((a b)(c i)(d f)) ((a b)(c i)(d h))
((a i)(b h)(c f)) ((a z)(b j)(c ~f)) ((a i)(b j)(c h))
TIle final constraint to be applied is the One Inter-Group Bond enumeration constraint.
One Inter-Group Bond Enumeration Constraint: Only one bond is allowed
b d
to connect any two groups. Proto-molecule ((a b)(c i)(d j)) has the groups >C< and
c e
I
?C k joined by two bonds. This is not allowed.
J
To identify proto-molecules which have more than one inter-group bond'·we replace
h d
all bonds of a group with one bond. Bonds b, c, d, arid f are allan group >C< and are
c e
i
replaced with bond b. Bonds i, j, and k are allan group ?C k and are replaced with
J
bond i. After substitution proto-molecule ((a b)(c i)(d j)) becomes ((a b)(b i)(b i)).
Any proto-molecule which has the same bond association occurring more than once has
more than one inter-group bond and is pruned away.
The eight remaining proto-molecules are:
((a b)(c f)(d g)) ((a b)(e f)(d h)) ((a b)(e f)(d i))
((a b)(c h)(d i))
((a i)(b I){e g)) ((a i)(b I)(e h)) ((a i)(b I){e j))
((a i)(b h)(c j))
The bond association process is repeated three more times. After the generation
of proto-molecules the enumeration constraints are applied. The three sets of resulting
proto-molecules are shown in Table 8.3. TIle final set of proto-molecules corresponds
to the four molecules shown in Table 8.1. The proto-molecule ((a b)(c f)(d h)(e i)(g
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Table 8.3: Proto-Molecules
Four Bond Associations
((a b)(e f)(d g)(e i)) ((a b)(c f)(d h)(e i))
((a i)(b I)(e g)(d h)) ((a i)(b I)(e g)(d j))
((a i)(b I)(e h)(d j))
Five Bond Associations
((a h)(e f)(d gyre i)(h j)) ((a b)(c f)(d h)(e i)(g j)) ((a i)(b I){e g)(d h)(e j))
Six Bond Associations
((a h)(c f)(d g)(e i)(h j)(k I)) ((a b)(c f)(d h)(e i)(g j)(k I))
((a i)(b I)(e g)(d h)(e j)(k 1))
j) (k I)) corresponds to both Enumerated Molecules A and B since the enumeration
algorithm does not account for chirality.
8.4 Implementation Difficulties
The major difficulty encountered in the implementation of the enumeration procedure
was the display of the final complete molecules. Especially during development, display
of the results was essential to verifying and extending the algorithm. The automatic
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display of molecular structures is a difficult problem. In Cllapter 16 I discuss the
previous work in molecular structure display, and recommendations I have for future
research.
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Chapter 9
Molecule Screening
The molecule enumeration step generates complete molecules. After enumeration it is
possible to effectively use chemical constraints. Many chemical constraints need to ex-
amine sections of molecules larger than the group scale. The chemical constraints I have
considered are disallowed substructures. This is the approach taken by DENDRAL[76].
The major task in applying these kinds of chemical constraints is identification of molec-
ular substructures.
In this chapter I describe the procedure I developed for the identification of molec-
ular substructures. I did not complete the development of the procedure due to imple-
mentational difficulties.
9.1 The Problem
Substructure search is the problem of deterrrtining whether or not a particular molecular
substructure is present in a molecule. The most common application of substructure
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Table 9.1: Disallowed Substructures
>C=C-NH- >C=C-OH =C=C-NH-
=C=C-OH -C=C-NH- -C=C-OH
-N=N-N< -N=-=N-N= -N=N-O-
I
-N=NH -CH-N=O -N=C-OH
I I
-0-0- >N-N-N< =N-N-N<
I
=N-N-N= >N-O-N< =N-O-N<
I I
=N-O-N= -O-N-N< -O-N-N=
I
-O-S- -g-8- -NH-C-NI-II 2
II
-NH-C-NH2 -O-COOH >N-COOH
=N-COOH
search routines is in systems for searching COffiJ?uter files of structures for those that
contain a specified substructure[47]. There are two main methods for se:trching for
specified substructures[47]: 1) the set reduction technique proposed by Sussenguth[121];
2) the node-by-node technique proposed by Ray and Kirsch(99].
9.2 Disallowed Substructures
DENDRAL possessed a list of substructures which were disallowed in proposed molec-
ular structures. These forbidden substructures are shown in Table 9.1. The system
examines each of the candidate molecules to see if it contains a disallowed substructure.
If the molecule does contain the substructure it is removed from further consideration.
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T~.~ major need is to provide a means for matching molecular substructures. A
num'.)er of methods have been published. I examined these and decided to investigate
a possible new method which could take advantage of some of the capabilities of LISP.
9.3 Substructure Representation
To apply chemical constraints in the form of disallowed substructures it is necessary
to develop a procedure for identifying substructures. The first step in developing the
procedure is to de\relop a representation for molecules and substructures for use in
matching. I represent molecular structures by a list of bonds.
1J08t of the algorithms used in molecular structure manipulation concentrated on
atoms using a connection table as the means of representation. I concentrate on bOflds.
Bonds Ilave a consisterlcy which atoms do not. All bonds connect two and only two
atoms.
Each element of the bond list is a five member list of the form:
(bond-type atom-l atom-i-identifier atom-2 atom-2-identifier).
The meaning of each of these terms is explained with the aid of an example.
Given a molecule such as:
H
H C
H
o
II
c
H
C - S H
H
the first step is to assign an atom-identifier to each of the atoms. For molecules I simply
use the positive integers as atom identifiers. It should be emphasized that the integers
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are used for the purpose of distinguishing atorns of the same type and can be arbitrarily
assigned. The molecule with atoms identified is:
The substructure being searched for is also assig~ned atom-identifiers. For substructures
I use letters. The substructure is:
H II
H C C
H
TIle substructure with the atoms identified is:
Since substructures represent only partial molecular structures there will be tlnCon-
nected bonds. For consistency of representation I connect these bonds to "\vil<lcard"
atoms. Tllese represent any kind of atom. I denote a vrildcard atom by an *.
Bond lists are formed for both the substructure aUld molecule. These are shown in
l'able 9.2.
The present form of the representation does not account for chirality. rrhe two
substructures shown in Figure 9.3 have the same bond list. Thus, even though the
substructures are different in three dimensional space, they are represented identically.
At this time I have not examined whether or not this representation can represent
chirality. I believe it can. Chirality is simply an ordering of the bonds in three di-
mensional space. One way of representing this. ordering is to order the bonds in the
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Table 9.2: Example Bond Lists
Bond Lists
Substructure Molecule
(double * a C e)
(single H bed)
(single H c C d)
(single C d H g)
(single CdC e)
(single C e * f)
(double Ole 6)
(single H 2 C 5)
(single H 3 C 7)
(single H 4 C 5)
(single C 5 H 10)
(single C 5 C 6)
(single C 6 C 7)
(single C 7 H 11)
(single C 7 S 8)
(single S 8 H 9)
Table 9.3: Two Substructures in Fisher Projections
(single FIe 3)
(single CI 2 C 3)
(sillgle C 3 * 4)
(single Br 5 C 3)
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Table 9.4: !vfolecule - Substructure rvlatching Pair
0 1 *a
H2 II H3 Hb II
H4 C5 C6 C7 S8 H£ He Cd Ce - *1
HIO HIt H9
Molecule F Substructure A
bond list. This necessitates being able to d.istinguish between bonds of similar type.
The representation \VOU Id then be extended to the number of atoms and bonds in a
structure. Each element of the bond list would then be of the form:
(bond-type bond-identifier atom-l ato1d-l-identifier atom-2 atom-2-identifier).
9.4 Substructure Identification Procedure
The identification procedure proceeds in a hierarchical fashion in a manner similar to
Sussenguth's[121]. There are four steps to the matching procedure:
1. ~1atch atom and bond types.
2. Match atoms and bonds.
3. Match individual atom-bond connections.
4. ~Iatch all atom-bond connections.
Each step of the matching procedure requires more information than the previous one.
Proceeding in a hierarchical manner should thus minimize the effort needed in finding
a match. The fouf steps of the procedure are demonstrated using the molecule and
substructure of Figure 9.4.
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9.4.1 Stage 1: Matching AtOlTI and Bond Types
For a substructure to be present in a molecule the molecule must contain the same
types of atoms and bonds as the substructure. Substructure A contains two types of
atoms:
and t,\~O types of bonds:
c
Single
H
Double.
The "wildcard" atoms *a and *1 are not considered as atolIlS in this listing.
~101ecule F contains four types of atoms:
c
and two types of bonds:
Single
H o
Double.
s
Since both the atom set and bond set of Substructure A are subsets of the atom set
and bond set of ?vlolecule F they are considered to match at this stage of the procedure.
9.4s2 Stage 2: Matching Atoms and Bonds
Once the types of atoms and bonds match, the next step is to ensure there are a
suffif;ient number of them. The matched atoms and bonds of Stage 1 are counted in
both Substrtlcture A and ~lolecule F. Table 9.5 shows the results of this counting.
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Table 9.5: Atom and Bond COllIlts
Substructure A !vfolecule F
Atom Type Atom Count Atom Count
C 2 3
H 3 6
0 0 1
S 0 1
Bond Type Bond Count Bond Count
Single 5 9
Double 1 1
For eac!! atom and bond type the number of occurrences in the substructure must
be less tllan or equal to the number of occurrences in the molecule. The occurrences
of all the atom and bond types in Substructure A are less than in Molecule F. The
substructure and molecule thus match at this stage.
9.4.3 Stage 3: ~1atch Individual AtolTI-Bond Connections
The next stage of the matching procedure checks that individual atom-bond connec-
tions match in both the substructure and molecule. In essence this check is done
between the bond lists of the substructure and molecule. Ignoring atom identifiers,
each element of the bond list of the substructure should match each element of the
bond list of the molecule. This matching procedure is simply done by "subtracting"
each element of the bond list of the substructure from the bond list of the molecule. If a
subtractiOtJ cau. not be performed, there is no matching bond element in th.e molecule's
bond list, then the substructure is not included in the molecule.
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For a bond element to match at this stage only the bond types and atoms must
match. For the bond lists in Table 9.2 we have the following subtraction:
(double * a C e) -+ (double 0 1 C 6)
(single H bed) -+ (single H 2 C 5)
(single H c C d) ~ (single H 3 C 7)
(single C d H g) -+ (single H 4 C 5)
(single C 5 H 10)
(single CdC e) -+ (single C 5 C 6)
(single C e * f) -+ (single C 6 C 7)
(single C 7 H 11)
(single C 7 S 8)
(single S 8 H 9)
Since all the bond elements of Substructure A's bond list could be subtracted from the
bond list of Molecule F, Substructure A is considered to be included in Molecule F at
this stage.
In the above subtraction we matched the bond element:
(single H c C d)
of the substructure with the bond element:
(single H 3 C 7)
of the molecule. Referring to Table 9.4 we see that these two bonds do not actually
correspond to each other. However, since we are ignoring the atom identifiers at this
stage this match is allowed. The final stage of the matching procedure is when the
atom identifiers are considered.
9.4.4 Stage 4: Match All AtolTI-Bond Connections
In this final stage all atom-bond connections are matched. In Stage 3 we did not ac-
count for the atom identifiers. l'his allowed us to match bonds which were inconsistent.
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A carbon atom connected to three hydrogen atoms could be matched with any three
carbon-hydrogen bond elements. In this stage all the bond matchings must form a
consistent set.
The procedure at this stage begins by simply checking all possible assignments to
each of the atom-identifiers in the substructure until a match is found. We begin with
one of the bond elements in Substructure A:
(single H bed).
Each of the hond elements of Molecule F is checked for a match with the bond type
and the atoms types. Bond element:
(single H 2 C 5)
of Molecule F matches the bond element of Substructure A. The atom identifiers of
Substructure A are now assigned the values from Molecule F:
b -4 2
d ~ 5
These assignments are propagated throu.gh the remaining bond elements of Sub-
structure A'8 bond list. The updated bond list of Substructure A is:
(double * a C e)
(single H 2 C 5)
(single H c C 5)
(single C 5 H g)
(single C 5 C e)
(single C e * f)
A new bond element is now chosen to be resolved with the a bond element in Molecule
F.
The bond element chosen is:
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(double * a C e).
This can be resolved with only one bond element of Molecule F's bond list:
(double Ole 6)~
The assignments made to the atom identifiers are:
a ---+> 1
e --+ 6.
Propagating these assignments Substructure A's bond list becomes:
(double * 1 C 6)
(single H 2 C 5)
(single H c C 5)
(single C 5 H g)
(single C 5 C 6)
(single C 6 * f)
The two assignments have completed the resolution for another bond element:
(single C 5 C 6).
This bond element of Substructure A is checked against the bond elements of Molecule
F. Molecule F contains a matching bond element and the procedure continues. Another
bond element is chosen from Substructure A's bond list and is resolved against a bond
element of Molecule F. When a match for all the atom identifiers in a substructure is
found the substructure is included in the molecule. If all possible assignments were
tried without success then the substructure is not includede
The detailed procedure for searching through all the possibilities has not been con-
structed. Many questions need to be answered.. Ho\vever, I believe the bond list
represeIltation serves as a good basis for beginning this research.
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The idea of this procedure comes from the process of resolution in predicate calcu-
lus I believe investigation into the implementation of resolution theorem provers will
provide insigllt into improving the performance of this algorithm.
9.5 Group Formation
Besides its use in the application of chemical constraints, a procedure for tIle matching
of substructures would be useful in the development of group contribution estimation
techniques. One of the major difficulties in the formation of the multiple regressions
used in deveiopment of such techniques is the identification of the occurrences of groups
within the data set of molecules.
The typical procedu~e used is to pick a set of groups and then enter the occurrences
of these groups in the rnol'~cules by hand. This process has the limitation that it is
very difficult to vary the groups used in the regression analysis. A change in the groups
would mean the occurrence data would have to be recoded.
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Chapter 10
Molecule Evaluation
It is sometimes necessary to modify estimation techniques for use in the generate and
test procedures. Often this modification is done to remove steps in the estimation
technique" which require knowledge of global molecular structure. Using groups as my
design basis I only know local structure dllring the design. However, once the candidate
molecules are enumerated and screened, global molecular structure is known and more
accurate estimation techniques can be used to further prune the candidates.
Van Krevelen[127] developed an group contribution estimation technique for Tg •
The contributions for several groups contained correction terms accounting for their
"environment". For example, the -COO-group's COlltribution was:
8000 +12000 Ix
I;c is an interaction factor representing the "linear concentration" of polar groups within
a flexible chain c,f methylene beads. I,;~ is defined as the number of main chain atoms
in the polar group, X, divided by the number of chain atoms of this group plus those
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of the directly connected methylene chains. For the configuration:
in which the characteristic group X contains nx chain atoms, the formula of Ix is:
(10.1)
The knowledge required to compute Ix is not available at the time of design. The
corrections for polar groups was not made. After the candidate molecules have been
designed and enumerated there is global knowledge about the molecular structure to
use the unmodified estimation technique.
In this final step of the methodology the most rigorous estimation techniques are
used to evaluate and possibly prune the candidate molecules. R~igorous estimation
techniques include molecular modeling.
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Chapter 11
Refrigerant Design
~1any current refrigerants deplete the Earth's protective ozone layer. Automotive air
conditioners are a major source of refrigerant emissions. In this case study I examined
the design of replacement refrigerants for automotive air conditioners. Thermodynamic
analysis of the refrigeration process identified important physical property constraints.
Using these constraints I performed both interactive and automatic designs. Molecules
designed by both methods are presented.
11.1 Refrigeratioll
Refrigeration is the process of transferring heat from a low temperature to a high
temperature at the expense of work. The principle methods of refrigeration available
are:
1. Vapor recompression
2. Vapor absorption
3. Air cycle
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Expansion
Valve
Condenser
Evaporator
Reciprocating
Compressor
4. Thermo-electric
Figure 11.1; Basic Refrigeration System
Automotive air-conditioners use the vapor recompression principle.
Figttre 11.1 shows a schematic of a basic vapor recompression refrigeration system.
The thermodynamic processes which occ.ur within the system are best depicted on a
Pressure-Enthalpy diagram. A hypothetical P-H diagram is sllown in Figure 11.2.
In the evaporator the refrigerant at low temperature contacts the process stream
needing cooling. The refrigerant is saturated liquid at this point and is denoted by state
F on Figure 11.2. As the liquid absorbs heat it evaporates changing to a saturated vapor
at state A. This vapor exits the evaporator and enters the compressor. Theoretically
this compression is performed adiabatically resulting in a hot vapor at state B. Tllis
vapor is cooled isobarically to state C and then condensed to a saturated liquid at
state D. The heat rejected by the refrigerant is absorbed by some sink usually co()ling
water or air. The cooled, high pressure, saturated liquid is now flashed isenthalpically
through an expansion valve resulting in a cold mixture of vapor and liquid at state E.
The refrigerant separates illtO a liquid phase at state F and a vapor phl~se at state A.
The liquid at state F begins the cycle again.
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Enthalpy
Fi/~ure 11.2: Hypothetical Refrigeration Cycle
11.2 Current Refrigerants
Refrigerant~1 fall into three general categories [1 13]:
1. Saturated and unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons, e.g., propane and propylene.
2. Aliphatic halogenated hydrocarbons, e.g., dichlorodifluofomethane.
3. Inorganic gases, e.g., air, CO2 , 802 , NH3 , and C12 •
The major class of compounds which have found use as refrigerants are the halogenated
h:ydrocarbons specifically chlofofluorocarbons(CFC 's).
For the saturated and unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons and aliphatic halogenated
hydrocarbons, a numerical coding system describes the refrigerant's molecular strl1C-
ture. The general formula is:
R-WXYZ
in which:
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W = the number of double bonds.
X = (the number of carbon atoms) - 1.
Y = (the number of hydrogen atoms) + 1.
Z = the number of fluorine atoms.
Thus dichlorodifluoromethane is denoted by R-12. Inorganic refrigerants are assigned
three-digit numbers, the first of which is 7 with the following two numbers being the
compound's molecular weight. Thus, NHa, \vhich has a molecula.r weight of 17, is
denoted by R-717.
Table 11.1 lists a number of fluids having properties which render them suitable for
use as refrigerants.
11 ..3 Problems with Chlorofluorocarbons
Chlorofluorocarbons(CFC's) deplete the Earth's ozone layer. CFC's decompose releas-
ing chlorine atoms. In the stratosphere chlorine atoms react with OZOIle to form CIO.
Chlorine monoxide reacts with atomic oxygen to regenerate the chlorine atom, thereby
completing a catalytic cycle which destroys ozone[134]. This catalytic degradation of
ozone is shown in the following reactions[116]:
Cl+03 ~ CIO+02
CIO + 0 -t- Cl +O2
Net: 0 +0 3 ~ 202
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(11.1)
(11.2)
(11.3)
Table 11.1: Current Refrigerants
ASRE
Standard Boiling
Refrigerant Chemical :rvlol~cular Point
Designation Chemical Name Formula vVeight °C
10 Carbon Tetrachloride CC14 153.8 76.8
11 Trichloromonofluoromethane CCl3F 137.4 26.0
12 Dichlorodifluoromethane CC12F2 120.9 29.8
13 Monochlorotrifluoromethane CCIF3 104.5 -81.4
13Bl Monobromotrifluoromethane CBrF3 148.9 -57.8
14 Carbontetrafluoride CF4 88.0 -128.0
20 Chloroform CHCl3 119.4 61.0
21 Dichloromonofluoromethane CHC12 F 102.9 8.9
22 Monochlorodifluoromethane CHCIF2 86.5 -40.8
23 Trifluoromethane CHF3 70.0 -84.4
30 Methylene Chloride CH2Cl2 84.9 40.7
31 Monochloromonofluoromethane CH2CIF 68.5 8.9
32 Methylene Fluoride CH2F2 52.0 -51.9
40 Methyl Chloride CH3CI 50.5 -23.8
41 Methyl Fluoride CH3 F 34.0 -78.3
50 Methane CH4 16.0 -161.7
110 Hexachloroethane CCl3 CCl3 236.8 185.0
111 Pentachloromonofluoroethane CC13 CC12F 220.3 137.0
112 Tetrachlorodifluoroethane CC12FCC12F 203.8 92.8
112a Tetrachlorodifluoroethane CC13 CCIF2 203.8 91.0
113 Trichlorotrifluoroethane CC12FCCIF2 187.4 47.6
113a Trichlorotrifluoroethane CCl3CF3 187.4 45.7
114 Dichlorotetrafluoroethane CCIF2CCIF2 170.9 3.6
114a Dichlorotetrafiuoroethane CC12FCF3 170.9 3.6
114B2 Dibromotetrafluoroethane CBrF2CBrF2 259.9 47.6
115 Monochloropentafltloroethane CCIF2CF3 154.5 -38.7
116 Hexafluoroethane CFaCF3 138.0 -78.2
120 Pentachloroethane CHC12CCla 202.3 162.2
123 Dichlorotrifluoroethane CHC12CF3 153.0 28.7
124 Monochlorotetrafluoroethane CHCIFCFa 136.5 -12.0
124a Monochlorotetrafluoroethane CHF2CCIF2 136.5 -10.0
125 Pentafluoroethane CHF2CFa 120.0 -48.3
133a Monochlorotrifluoroethane CH2CICF3 118.5 6.1
140a Trichloroethane CHaCC13 133.4 73.9
142b Monochlorodifluoroethane CH3CCIF2 100.5 --.11.0
143a Trifluoroethane CH3 CFa 84.0 -47.5
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Table 11.1 Continued: Current Refrigerants
ASRE
Standard Boiling
Refrigerant Chemical Molecular Point
Designation Chemical Name Formula Weight °C
150a Dichloroethane CH3CHC12 98.9 60.0
152a Difluoroethane CH3CHF2 66.0 -24.7
160 Ethyl Chloride CH3CH2CI 64.5 12.2
170 Ethane CH3CH3 30.0 -88.6
218 Octafluoropropane CF3CF2CF3 188.0 -38.0
290 Propane CH3CH2CH3 44.0 -42.3
717 Ammonia NH3 17.0 -33.3
718 Water H2O 18.0 100.0
729 Air 29.0 -194.4
744 Carbon Dioxide CO2 44.0 -78.3 subl.
744A Nitrous Oxide N20 44.0 -88.3
764 Sulfur Dioxide 802 64.0 -0.0
Bromine undergoes similar reaction in addition to a combined reaction with chlorine[86]:
BrO + CIO --4 Br + Cl + O2
(11.4)
(11.5)
(11.6)
(11.7)
Although many compounds possess chlorine as an atomic constituent, CFC's are
seen as a major problem because they are stable enough to reach the upper atmosphere.
Most other compounds decompose much lower in the atmosphere and thus pose no
direct threat to the ozone layer. The group contribution of the fluorine atom toward
~GJt298 is -247.19 kJ/mol[o2]. Thus although chlorine is the main component in tIle
reactive degradation of ozone, fluorine is also responsible because it greatly stabilizes
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the compound.
11.4 Problem: Automotive Air Conditioning
The specific refrigerant design problem I examined is the design of a refrigerant for
use in an automotive air conditioning cycle. The compressors used in automotive air
conditioning units are of the reciprocating type. The design temperatures for which
I design the refrigerant are a high temperature of 110°F and a low temperature of
11.5 Freon 12
The most commonly used refrigerant for automobile air conditioning is dichlorodiftu-
oromethane or Freon-12. The important properties of Freon-12 at the conditions of
interest are listed in Table 11.2.
11.6 Problem Formulation
I(lentifying the target is the first step in my methodology. Th~ following constraints
specify the desired physical properties of an automotive air conditioning refrigerant:
• Pvp(T = -1.1°C) > 1.4 bar
The lowest pressure in the cycle should be greater than atmospheric[28].. This
reduces the possibility of air and moisture leaking into the system. Douglas[29]
recommends a safety factor of 5 psig.
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Table 11.2: Physical Properties of Freon-12
Property
...,
.lb
Tc
Pc
w
/lHtJb
~Hf,298
LlGj,298
Value
120.914
115.4
243.4
385.0
40.7
0.176
4772.
-115.0
-105.7
Units
K
K
K
atm
cal/g-mol
kcalJg-mol
kcal/g-mol
Saturated Saturated
Property Vapor Liquid Units
Temperature = 30°F
Vapor Pressure 2.97 2.97 bar
Volume 6.94 8.63e-2 m3 /kg-mol
Enthalpy 2.262e+7 4.235e+6 J/kg-mol
Viscosity 9.54e-8 2.35e-6 kg-mol/m·sec
Thermal Conductivity 2.46e-3 2.4ge-2 J/m·K·sec
Heat Capacity 7.77e+4 1.12e+5 J /kg-mol·I(
Temperature = 110°F
Vapor Pressure 10.42 10.42 bar
Volume 2.02 9.76e-2 m3 /kg-mol
Enthalpy 2.47e+7 9.43e+6 J/kg-mol
Viscosity 1.13e-7 1.57e-6 kg-mol/m·sec
Thermal Conductivity 3.31e-3 1.93e-2 J/m·K·sec
Heat Capacity 9.72e+4 1.24e+5 J/kg-mol·K
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• PtlP(T = 43.3°C) < 14 bar
A high system pressllre increases the size, weight, and cost of eqllipment[28]. A
pressure ratio of 10 is considered to be the maximum for a refrigeration cycle.[94].
• ilHtJ(T = -I.lOC) > 18.4 kjig-mol
A iarge enthalpy of vaporization ·educes the amount of refrigerant needed. The
value for freon-12's enthalpy of vaporization at -I.loC is 18.4 kJ/g-mol[3].
• CPL(T = 21.1°C) < 32.2 cal/g-mol·K
It is desirable to have a low liquid heat capacity[28]. A low liquid heat capacity
reduces the amount of refrigerant which flashes upon passage through the expan-
sion valve. The heat capacity constraint is evaluated at an average temperature.
Freon-12's liquid heat capa.city at 21.1°C is 32.2 cal/g-mol·I<[3].
With these constraints elucidated the problem formulation step of the design pro-
cedure is now complete. The next step is to identify the estimation techniques which
~,re used to determine tile physical property values. This identification process is done
in the next step: target transformation.
11.7 Target 'lransformation
Estimation procedures are developed for each of the physical properties used in our
target constraints:
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I design refrigerants using both the interactive arId automatic procedures. Two trans-
formed targets are thus needed, one for each design procedure.
11.7.1 Transforlna:Lioll for Interactive Design
Estimation procedures were developed for interactive design in two dilnensions. 'rhese
estimation procedures are presented here. 1 2
Vapor Pressure Estimation Procedure: The vapor pressure is used in two con-
straints:
Pvp(T = ~-1.1°C) > 1.4 bar
Pvp(T = 43.3°C) < 14 bar.
(11.8)
(11.9)
The estimation procedure for the vapor pressure used in the interactive design follows:
1) Pvp = Pv:p(Tb, Tc' Pc) by Riedel-Plank-Miller EOT
2) Tb = Tb(F1 , F2 , Fa) by Tb Factor EOT
2) Tc = Tc(Ft , F2 , Fa) by Tc Factor EOT
2) Pc = Pc(Ft , F2 , Fa) by Pc Factor EOT
3) FI = FI(grOU}1s) by Joback FI GeT
3) F2 = 0 by F2 assumption
3) Fa = F3 (groups) by Joback F3 GeT
The resulting fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are FI and F3 •
1Appendix A describes the estimation techniques used.
2Appendix B evaluates the accuracy of estimation procedures.
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Ellthalpy of Vaporization: The enthalpy of vaporization is used in one constraint:
6.Hv (T = -I.IOC) > 18.4 kJ/g-mo]. (11.10)
The estimation procedure for the enthalpy of vaporization used in the interactive design
follows:
1) dHv = t1Hv (D.Hvb , Tb' Tc ) by Watson EDT
2) ~Hvb = 6.Hvb(F1 , F2 , F3 ) by D,.Hvb Factor EDT
2) Tb = Tb(F1, F2 , ~l;'3) by Tb Factor EDT
2) Tc = Tc(Ft , F2 , F3 ) by Tc Factor EOT
3) FI = F1(groups) by Joback F1 GeT
3) F2 = 0 by F2 assumption
3) F3 = F3 (groups) by Joback F3 GeT
The resulting fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are F I and F3 •
Liquid Heat Capacity: The liquid heat capacity is used in one constraint:
CpL(T = 21.1°C) < 32.2 cal/g-Inol·K. (11.11)
The estimation procedure for the liquid heat capacity used in the interactive design
follows:
1) CpL = CpL(w, c;, Tc ) by Rowlinson EDT
2) w = w(Tbr , Pc) by Lee-Kesler EOT
2) c; ~ C;(298K) by Cp approximation
3) Tbr = Tbr(Tc, Tb) by definition
4) C;(298K) = C;(F1 , F2 , F3 } by C; Factor EOT
4) Tc = Tc(F1 , F2 , F3 ) by Tc Factor EOT
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Table 11.3: Consistent Groups for Refrigerant Design
-CH3 -CH2- >CH- >C< =CH2
=CH2 =CH< =c= =CH =c-
-F -CI -Br -I -OH
-0- >C=O O=CH- -COOl! =0
-NH2 >NH >N- -eN -N02
-SH -8-
4) Tb = Tb(FI , F2 , F3 ) by Tb Factor EDT
5) F1 = F1(gronps) by Joback F1 GeT
5) F2 = 0 hy F2 assumption
5) F3 = F3 (groups) by Johack F3 GCT
c; is approximated by the heat capacit:y at 298K, C;(29SK). This is to relate the heat
capacity to the three factors. The two resulting fundamental properties are F I and F3 •
11.7.2 Resulting Properties and Groups
The resulting fundamental properties of the estimation prctcedure are F I and F3 • Ta-
hie 11.3 displays the consistent groups for the group contribution techniques for F I and
11.7.3 TransforDlation for Autol11atic Design
The number of fundamental properties is not important when performing an alltomatic
design. Estimation procedures are developed which yield the greatest accuracy. I
de\~eloped the following estimation procedures for automatic design.
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Vapor Pressure Estimation Procedure: The vapor pressure is used in two con-
stra-ints:
Pvp(T = -I.IOC) > 1.4 bar
Pvp(T = 43.3°C) < 14 bar.
(11.12)
(11.13)
The estimation procedure for the vapor pressure used in the automatic design follows:
1) Pup = Pup{Tb, Tbr , Pc) by Riedel-Plank-Miller EOT
2) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GeT
2) Tbr = Tbr(groups) by Joback Tbr GeT
2) Pc = Pc(groups) by Joback Pc GeT
The resulting fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are Tb, Tbr-, and Pc.
Enthalpy of Vaporization: The enthalpy of vaporization is used in one constraint:
ilHv(T = -I.IOC) > 18.4 kJ/g-mol. (11.14)
The estimation procedure for the enthalpy of vaporization used in the automatic design
follows:
1) D..Hv = D-.Hv(tlHvb, Tb, Tbr ) by Watson EDT
2) flHvb = flHvb(groups) by Joback D.Hvb GeT
2) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GeT
2) Tbr = Tbr(groups) by Joback Tbr GeT
The resulting fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are Tb, Tbr , alld ~Hvb.
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Liquid Heat Capacity: The -liquid heat capacity is used in one constraint:
CpL(T = 21.1 0 C) < 32.2 cal/g-mol·!(. (11.15)
The estimation pr('cedl1re for tIle liquid heat capacity used in the alltomatic design
follows:
I) CpL = CpL(w, C;, Te ) by R01Nlinson EDT
2) w = w(Tbr , Pc) by Lee-Kesler EOT
2) Tc = Tc(Tb' Tbr) by definition
2) C; = C;(C;,<1' C;,b' C;,c' C;,d) by C; cubic fit
3) Tor = Tbr(groups) by Joback Tbr GeT
3) Tb = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GCT
3) C;,a = C;,a(groups) by Joback C;.a GCT
3) C;.b = C;.b(groups) by Joback C;,b GCT
3) C;,c = C;,c(groups) by Joback C:.c GeT
3) C;,d = C:.d(groups) by Joback C;,d GeT
The variation of C; with temperature is typically modeled by a cubic in temperature:
(11.16)
The constants of Equation 11.16 are modeled by group contribution estimation tech-
niques. The seven fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are Tbr , Tb, Pc,
C;,a' C;,b' C;,c, and C;,d·
11.7.4 Resulting Properties and Groups
The estimation procedures used in the automatic design result in 7 fundamental phys-
ical propert.ies:
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Table 11.4~ Consistent Groups for Automatic Refrigerant Design
-CH3 >CI-I2 >CH- >C<
=CH2 =CH- =c< =C=
r
=CH =c- r-CH2r >CH-r r
r r r r
>CH- >C< >C< >C<
r r r r r r r
r r
=CH- =c< =c< =c<r r r r r r r
-F -CI -Br -I
-OH -0- -0- >COr r
r
>CO -CHO -COOH -COO-
r
r
=0 -NH2 >NH >NH
r
>N- =N- =N- -eNr r
-N02 -SH -8- -s-r r
Table 11.4 displays the consistent groups for the group contribution techniques for these
properties.
11.8 Interactive Design
The estimation procedures developed in Section 11.7.1 for interactive design enable us
to design in a two dimensional physical property space. The axes of the space are PI
and F3 • Each physical property constraint, being a function of PI and F3 through use
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of these estimation procedures, is plotted in this space. This two dimensional physical
property space with our physical property constraints is shown in Figure 11.3.
The graphical represelltation used in the interactive design procedure provides in-
sight into our problem. The first insight is that the constraints we chose yield a feasible
solution space. Although I justified each of the physical property constraints there was
nothing to indicate that these would result in a feasible space. Additionally, we see
that for a major portion of the design space the Pup High constraint is redtlndant. It
is superseded by the Hv Large constraint.
Figure 11.4 shows the group vectors for Freon-12. The group vectors indicate that
Freon-12 has a high vapor preSS'lre near the constraint. Deviations from the Cpl Small
and Hv Large constraints which were set from Freon-12's values are due to inaccuracies
in the estimation procedures.
11.8.1 Interactive Results
Table 11.5 shows 19 molecules designed interactively. TIle comments follo,ving each
of the compounds were made at the time of the design. These comments refer to the
group vectors' satisfaction of the physical property constraints. Figure 11.5 shows the
group vectors for one of these designed molecules.
Table 11.6 shows estimated values for the physical properties used in the constraints
for the designed refrigerants. Estimates were obtained using the more accurate estilna-
tion procedures developed for automatic design. Estimates for fluorinated compounds
have greater errors. Table 11.7 shows literature values for some of the designed refrig-
erants.
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Table 11.5: Designed Refrigerants
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
Compound
CH3-CH3
CH3-CI
CH3-NH2
CH3-CH2-CH2-F
CH3-O-O-O-O-F
CH2=CH-CH3
CH2=CH-Cl
CH2=CH-O-CH3
F-CH2-CH2-CH2-F
F-CH=CH-CH2-F
CCl2F2
CBrCIF2
CHBrF2
CH(COOH)F2
CH(HCO)F2
NH2-NH2
CH=C-Cl
CH=C-CH3
CH=C-NH2
Design Remarks
Near Hv Large, Near Pvp High
Near Pvp Low
Center
Near Cpl Small
Near Hv Large
Near Hv Large, Near Pvp High
Near Pvp Low
Center
Near Pvp High, Outside Hv Large
Near Hv Large
Near Pvp High, Outside Hv Large
Near Pvp Low
Center
Near Pvp Low
Center
Near Pvp Low
Outside Pvp Low
Center
Near Pvp Low
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Table 11.6: Estimated Property Values for Designed Refrigerants
Compound Pup Pvp D.Hv CPL
272.05K 316.4K 272.05K 294.3K
1) CH3-CH3 2.710 9.486 18c67 22.49
2) CH3-Cl 1.590 6.193 21.58 19.99
3) CH3-NH2 0.375 2.152 29.78 23.50
4) CH3-CH2-CH2-F 1.195 5.013 21.21 31.10
5) CH3-O-O-O-O-F 0.478 2.708 25.21 32.88
6) CH2=CH-CH3 1.310 5.195 21.24 25.33
7) CH2 =CH-Cl 0.750 3.340 24.14 23.01
8) CH2=CH-O-CH3 0.543 2.648 24.83 29.83
9) F-CH2-CH2-CH2-F 1.236 5.330 20.34 34.03
10) F-CH=CH-CH2-F 1.045 4.573 20.54 29.89
11) CCl2F2 0.440 2.213 24.70 27.87
12) CBrCIF2 0.122 0.837 28.10 29.02
13) CHBrF2 0.538 2.855 22.96 26.04I
14) CH(COOH)F2 0.002 0.041 42.56 37.58
15) CH(HCO)F2 0.417 2.421 25.91 30.42
16) NH2-NH2 0.027 0.311 41.41 26.03
17) CH=C-CI 0.968 4.084 24.33 21.72
18) CH=C-CH3 1.670 6.297 21.44 24.06
19) CH=C-NH2 0.214 1.353 32.56 25.42
Table 11.7: Literature Values for some Designed Refrigerants
Compound Pvp Pvp D.Hv CPL
272.05K 316.4K 272.05I( 294.3K
1) CH3-CH3 14.758 27.559 10.81 29.85
2) CH3-Cl 1.257 3.128 20.20 19.26
6) CH2=CH-CH3 3.197 6.920 17.01 23.74
11) CC12F2 1.586 3.705 19.43 28.00
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11.8.2 Replacing Chlorine
Removing chlorine from current refrigerants would seem to eliminatE the hazard of
ozone depletion. The interacti~Jedesig!l procedure is well suited for searching for group
replacements .. The group vector for the chlorine group is shown in Figure 11.6. Our
target is to find one or more groups contributing similarly to chlorine.
Beginning our search for single group replacements we first restrict the possible
groups to those with one single free bond. These groups are then sorted with respect
to distance. The three closest groups
-CHO -Br
are displayed in the design space shown in Figure 11.7.
Again the graphical representation used by the interactive design enables us to eval-
uate the effect of any substitution. Replacing -CI by -Br would result in a compound
having reduced vapor pressure, an increased enthalpy of vaporization, and little chaIlge
in liquid heat capacity. These alterations of physical properties are derived from the
relative positions of the group vectors and the locations of the constraints.
11.9 Automatic Design
The estimation proced ures developed in Section 11.7.3 for the au tomatic design give
us 44 groups with which to search for new refrigerants. Design results indicated that
the contributions for the =0 group made it very desirable for inclusion in candidate
molecules. This is unfortunate for two reasons. First, the =0 group is suggested to be
used only when the groups:
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-CH=O -COGH -COO- -CO-
are not appropriate. Thus, =O's contribution was derived more from compounds
like ketene than ketones and acids. Estimating an aldehyde from a combination of
-CH=and =0 is likely to be inaccurate.
This problem of "group overlap" is common in the automatic design. Because
the exact combination of groups is not known until late in the design, restrictions on
combinations would be ineffective. The only solution to this problem I see at this time
is to use a "prime" set of groups. This ensures that no groups can be formed by a.
combination of others.
The second reason why the desirability of =0 groups is unfortunate is because it
is unlikel)' that any compound which has several =0 groups will be stable. For these
two reasons, I restricted the occurrence of the =0 group to a maximum of one in any
molecule.
11.9.1 AutoInatic Results
44 groups were used in the automatic design. Molecules containing betv/een 2 and 7
groups were searched. I limited the number of group occurrences to 7 accounting for
the fact that most refrigerants are of emaIl molecular weight. Strtlctural constraints
requiring knowledge of bond class or bond valence were not llsed in the design. These
structural constraints were used when the resulting molecules were pruned by hand
after the design was completed. 47 molecules were designed which satisfy our four
physical property constraints. Table 11.8 shows these 47 molecules with values for Pup,
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LlHv , and CPL.
rvlolecules 46 and 47 are of particular interest. These are two ringed compounds
which possess physical properties which satisfy our constraints. Although tIle chemical
stability of these compounds still needs to be verified I consider it a success that the
automatic design was able to design such nonobvious compounds.
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Table 11.8: Refrigerant Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Pvp(272.05) Pvp (316.45) Hv (272.05) CPL (294.35)
1) 1(-CH3 ) l(-CI) 1.59 6.20 21.58 20.00
2) 2(-CH3 ) 2.71 9.50 18.67 22.50
3) l(-F) l(-SH) 1.51 6.26 21.03 18.61
4) 1(=0) l(-CI) l(=CH-) 2.43 10.0~1 26.42 22.28
5) 2(-F) l(>NH) 2.69 10.96 19.06 22.26
6) l(-CI) l(-F) 1(-CH2-) 1.65 6.61 20.71 22.89
7) l(-CI) 1(-F) 1(-0-) 1.71 7.06 20.87 21.46
8) 2(=CH2 ) 1(=C=) 1.53 5.93 20.85 24.92
9) l(=CH) 1(-CH3 ) l(=C-) 1.67 6.30 21.44 24.06
10) 1(=0) l(-F) l(=CH-) l(>NH) 1.53 7.75 28.46 27.53
11) 1(=0) l(-CHa) 1(-CH2-) l(=CH-) 1.71 7.45 27.05 30.46
12) 1(=0) 1(-CH3 ) 1(-0-) 1(=CH-) 1.77 7.99 27.20 29.07
13) 1(=0) 1(-CHa) l(=CH-) l(=C=) 1.49 6.62 27.77 28.76
14) 1(=0) 1(=CH2 ) 2(=CH-) 1.96 8.25 26.17 27.59
15) 1(=0) 1(=CH2 ) 2(=C=) 1.78 7.67 27.32 28.34
16) 1(=0) l(=CH) 1(=CH-) 1(=C-) 2.55 10.20 26.26 26.31
17) 2(-F) 2(=C-) 2.09 7.87 19.61 21.97
18) l(=CH) l(-F) 1(-CH2-) 1(=C-) 1.74 6.72 20.56 26.95
19) l(=CH) l(-F) 1(-0-) l(=C-) 1.80 7.18 20.72 25.51
20) 1(=0) l(-CI) l(-F) l(=C<) 2.54 10.55 25.59 24.86
Table 11.8 Continued: Refrigerant Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Pvp (272.05) PtlP(316.45) Hl1 (272.05) GPL (294.35)
21) 1(=0) 2(-CHa) l(=C<) 1.71 7.29 27.14 30.06
22) l(-Cl) 2(-F) l(>N-) 2.65 10.41 19.04 24.83
23) 1(-CI) 2(-F) l(>CH-) 1.74 6.96 19.45 25.28
24) 2(-CH3 ) 1(-F) 1(>N-) 1.81 7.29 20.42 30.04
25) 1(=0) 1(-F) 1(-0-) 1(-CH2-) l(=CH-) 1.86 8.56 26.29 32.08
26) 1(=0) l(-F) 2(-0-) l(=CH-) 1.93 9.23 26.43 30.73
27) 1(=0) 1(-F) 1(-CH2-) l(=CH-) l(=C=) 1.56 7.07 26.88 31.71
28) 1(=0) l(-F) 1(-0-) l(=CH-) 1(=C=) 1.61 7.59 27.03 30.34
29) 1(=0) l(-F) 3(=CH-) 1.50 G.78 26.47 29.26
30) 1(=0) 2(-F) 1(>NH) 1(=C<) 1.59 8.12 27.64 30.11
31) 1(=0) 1(-Cl) l(-F) l(=CH-) l(>N-) 1.53 7.42 28.43 30.03
32) 1(=0) 1(-CH3 ) l(-F) l(=CH-) l(>N-) 2.83 12.04 25.08 32.54
33) 1(=0) l(-CHa) l(-F) 1(-0-) 1(=C<) 1.85 8.37 26.38 31.65
34) 1(=0) 1(-CHa) l(-F) 1(=C=) l(=C<) 1.55 6.93 26.96 31.30
35) 1(=0) l(=CH) l(-F) l(=C-) 1(=C<) 2.66 10.69 25.43 28.88
36) 3(-F) l(>NH) 1(>N-) 1.70 8.12 20.88 29.98
37) 1(-CHa) 2(-F) 1(-0-) l(>N-) 1.96 8.35 19.70 31.60
38) 1(=CH2 ) 2(-F) l(=CH-) l(>N-) 2.15 8.61 18.73 30.15
39) 1(=CH2 ) 2(-F) 1(-CH2-) l(=C<) 1.41 5.78 19.59 30.78
40) 1(=CH2 ) 2(-F) 1(-0-) 1(=C<) 1.45 6.13 19.75 29.34
Table 11.8 Continued: Refrigerant Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Pvp(272.05) Pvp (316.45) Hv (272.05) CPL (294.35)
41) 1(=CH2 ) 2(-F) l(=CH-) 1(>CH-) 1.42 5.82 19.12 30.62
42) l(=CH) 2(-F) l(=C-) l(>N-) 2.77 10.54 18.90 28.88
43) l(=CH) 2(-F) l(=C-) l(>CH-) 1.83 7.07 19.31 29.34
44) 1(=0) 2(-F) 2(=CH-) l(=C<) 1.56 7.10 25.66 31.83
45) 3(-F) 2(=CH-) l(>N-) 1.66 7.13 18.92 31.79
r r
46) 2(>CH-) l(=C<) 1(=0) 2(-F) 1.53 7.11 26.08 31.93
r r
r
47) 3(>CH-) 3(-F) 1.40 5.80 18.67 31.11
r
Chapter 12
PolYlller Design
A common problem in polymer science is finding a polymer which meets a number of
physical property constraints[26]. In this case study I demonstrate the applicability
of my design methodology to the design of polymers with eiesired properties. I design
polymers for use as integrated circuit(IC) encapsulants.
I begin the case study by describing the encapsulant problem. Polymers currently
used as encapsulants are described along with their important physical property values.
These physical property values are used in the formulation of the problem. Estimation
techniques from Van Krevelen[127] and Salame[llO] transform the physical property
target into a set of constraints on fundanlental properties. The automatic design pro-
cedure suggests candidate encapsulants. These suggested compounds are discussed.
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12.1 Ie Packaging
Electronic packages are sealed to prevent gross contamination, handling damage, and
the entry of corrosive gases[87]. Polymeric coatings are widely used in the electronics
industry because of their good physical properties and low cost[45]. Polymers used
for semiconductor encapsulation must protect against moisture, chemical agents, wide
temperature variations, and mechanical shock. The polymeric material must be able
to do this with minimum effect on device parameters over an extended period of time,
and be relatively inexpensive and easy to process.
Ie packaging or encapsulation is the process of surrounding a microelectronic device
in a thick coat of protective polymer or ceramic. To package microelectronic circuitry
so that it is useful and functions properly under various environmental conditions, it is
essential tJ) select the correct packaging material[37]. Some of the important physical
properties of packaging material are[27):
1. Permeability to water vapor and oxygen at high temperatures.
2. Thermal conductivity.
3. Outgassing in plastics at elevated temperatures and the resulting impact on water
vapor permeability.
4. Thermal expansion coefficient and mismatch between expansion coefficients of
package and chip interconnect.
5. Resistivity must be high since the package will interconnect leads.
12.2 Current Encapsulants
Polyimides have been used in the fa.brication of integrated circuit devices for many years
because of their ability to form pinhole and crack-free film, excellent thermal stability,
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Table 12.1: Some Physical Properties of Polyimides
Physical Property
Dielectric Constant
Dissipation Factor
Dielectric Strength
Volume Resisti\tity
Thermal Decomposition Temperature
Glass Transition Temperature
Thermal Coefficient of Expansion
Thermal Conductivity at 25°C
Tensile Strength
Tensile lvlodulus
Value
2.8-4.0
0.002
>100
1014-1016
405-650
200-400
10-6-10-4
0.16
90-300
1.3-6.2
Units/Notes
at 1 kHz
at 1 kHz
kV/mln
ohm-em
°C
°C
cm/cm.oC
w/m·I<
MPa
GPa
chemical resistance and dielectric properties[17]. A large variety of polyilnides are
available. Table 12.1 show some of the important physical properties of polyimides
used for microelectronic packaging material[17].
12.3 Problem Formulation
Tile first step in my methodology is to identify the target. The follo\ving constraints
specify what is des:red in a good encapsulant:
The glass transition temperature must be greater than 400°C. The encapsu-
lant must keep it structural integrity during use. The high temperatures which
microelectronic circuits can operate at place a restriction on Tg •
• R > 1016 ohm·cm
The volume resistivity of the solid polymer must be greater than 1016 ohm-em.
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Since packaging material makes contact with the metal leads of the microelec-
tronic device it is essential that the compound have a high \tolume resistivity.
• A > 0.16 \v/m·K
The thermal cOllductivity of the solid polymer is desired to be greater tllarl the
thermal conductivity of the currently used polyimide. A high thermal condilctiv-
ity is desirable allowing the microelectronic circuitry to cool more effecti'l/cly.
• P(02) < 1.0 cc-mil/IOOin2 /dayJatm
Diffusion of oxygen and water through the polymer to the microelectronic cir-
cuitry could cause corrosion and is thus undesirable. To establish a value for this
physical property constraint I examined polymers used as barriers. Table 12.2
shows the permeability to oxygen for a number of polymers. Polymers with a
permeability to oxygen of 1.0 cc-mil/lOOin2/day/atrn or less are considered high
barrier materials.
\Vith these constraints enumerated the problem formulation step of the design pro-
cedure is now complete. The next step is to identify the estimation techniques which
are used to determine physical property values_ This identification process is done in
the next step: target transformation.
12.4 Target Transformation
Four physical properties are used in our polymer design target:
1. Glass Transition Temperature, T'l.
2. Permeability to Oxygen, P(O2 ).
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Table 12.2: Barrier Polymers
Polymer
1 Polybutadiene
2 Polyethylene
3 Polycarbonate
4 Polystyrene
5 Tyril880
6 Polyethylene terephtha1ate
7 Dow Nitrile resin
8 Polymethyl methacrylate
9 Polyvinyl chloride
10 Dow Nitrile resin
11 High barrier Saran
12 Po!ymethacrylonitrile
13 Polyacrylonitrile
3. Thermal Conductivity, A.
4. Volume Resistivity, R.
P02 at 25°C
cc-mil/l00in2/day/atm
3200.
3000.
300.
350.
72.
24.
12.
17.
7.
1.5
1.3
0.15
0.025
I design polymers using only the automatic procedure. Only one transformed target is
needed. In the target transformation step of the methodology it is necessary to identify
estimation procedures for each of these physical properties. Estimation techniques from
van Krevelen[127] and Salame[110] are used to establish these procedures.
12.4.1 Transforl11.ation for AutoDlatic Design
The number of fundamental properties is not important when performing an automatic
design. Estimation procedures are developed which yield the greatest accuracy. I
developed the following estimation procedures for automatic design. 1
lSee Appendix A for a description of the estimation techniques used.
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Thermal Conductivity: The thermal conductivity is used in one constraint:
A > O.16w/m·K.
The estimation procedure for the thermal conductivity follows:
1) A(298K) = ,x(C;, V, [T) - van Krevelen EOT
2) C; = C;(groups) - vall Krevelen GeT
2) v = V(gronps) by modified van Krevelen GeT
2) U = U(groups) by van Krevelen GeT
(12.1 )
The resulting fundainental properties of the estimation procedure are C;, V, and U.
Electrical Resistivity: The electrical resistivity is used in one constraint:
R > 1016 ohm-em.
The estimation procedure for the volume resistivity follows:
1) R = R(PLL, V) - van Krevelen EOT
2) PLL = PLL(groups) - van Krevelen GeT
2) v = V(groups) - modified van Krevelen GeT
(12.2)
Tile resulting fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are PLL and V.
Glass Transition Temperature: The glac;s transition temperature is used in one
constraint:
Tile estimation procedure for the glass transition temperature £0110\vs:
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1) Tg = Tg(~, ~f) by van Krevelen EaT
2) ~ = ~(groups) by van Krevelen GCT
2) At[ = kf(groups) by van Krevelen GeT
The resulting fundameIltal properties of the estimation procedure are: Y; and .At/.
Permeability: The permeability to oxygen is used in one consl;faint:
P(02) < 1.Occ-miI/lOOin2/day/atm.
The estimation procedure for the permeability to oxygen follo\vs:
1) P = P(A, S, 1r) by Salame EDT
2) A = 8850 cc-mil/lOOin2 ·day.atm for ox)tgen permeant
2) S = 0.112 for oxygen permeant
2) 1r = 1r(1ri' Nb) by Salame EDT
3) 1ri = 1r;(groups) by Salame (jeT
3) Nb = Nb(grollps) by Salame GeT
(12.3)
The resulting fundamental properties of the estimation procedure are lri and Nb•
12.4.2 Consistent Groups
The developed estimation procedures require the seven fundamental physical properties:
v u M 1r.
The group contribution estimation techniques for each of these fundamental properties
has it own set of groups. To perform design it is necessary to find a set of groups
consistent with each of these group sets. Table 12.3 shows th.e 21 consistent groups.
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Table 12.3: Consistent Groups for Polymer Design
-0-
-O-COO-
-O-CO-NH-
-CF2-
-CCI2-
-CFCI-
-CH(CH3 )-
-C(CH3)2-
-@-
-CH2-@-CH2-
-coo-
-CO-NH-
-CHF-
-CHCl-
-CH=CCI-
Table 12.3 shows good examples of the concept of group inclusion. van J<revelen's
grollp set for ~ contains the group:
-CFCl-
Salame's group set for 1r does not contain this group. However, it does corltain the
groups:
-F -Cl >c<.
Thus \,'an Krevelen's group is included in Salame's group and is usable.
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12.5 Automatic Results
The 21 groups of Table 12.3 were used in searching for new polymers satisfying our
four physical property constraints. I design polymers having between one and six group
occurrences. The design produced a large number of candidate molecules, over 18,000.
Table 12.4 shows 50 polymers randomly· selected from this candidate set along with
estimated values for their important physical properties.
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Table 12.4: Polymer Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Tg R L Pi
1) 1(-@-@-) 506.0 20.0 0.167 1.2ge-02
2) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 479.5 20.1 0.164 2.40e-03
3) 1(-OCONH-) 423.5 122.6 0.214 3.25e-15
4) 1(-CHCl-) 1(-@-@-) 483.4 19.9 0.160 2.52e-02
5) 1(-COO-) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 417.2 19.8 0.171 1.52e-02
6) 1(-0-) 1(-@-@-) 481.6 20.0 0.161 2.12e-Ol
7) 1(-CONH-) 2(-C(CH3 )(C6Hs)-) 445.7 19.6 0.172 6.42e-02
8) 1(-CONH-) 1(-C(CH3 )(C6Hs)-) 1(-CH(C6 Hs)-) 408.8 19.4 0.181 1.74e-02
9) 1(-0-) 1(-CH2-@-) 1(-@-@-) 429.0 20.1 0.161 4.47e-Ol
10) 1(-CH2-) 2(-@-@-) 492.2 20.1 0.165 6.4ge-Ol
Table 12.4 Continued: Polymer Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Tg R L Pi
11) 1(-CH2-) 1(-@-@-) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 479.5 20.1 0.163 3.71e-Ol
12) 1(-CH2-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 467.9 20.2 0.162 2.12e-Ol
13) 1(-0-) 2(-@-@-) 493.2 20.0 0.164 8.33e-02
14) 1(-0-) 1(-@-@-) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 480.6 20.1 0.162 4.76e-02
15) 1(-0-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 469.0 20.1 0.161 2.72e-02
i~y 1(-CHF-) 2(-@-@-) 490.5 20.1 0.163 4.76e-02
17) 1(-CH(CH3)-) 1(-CF2-) 1(-CONH-) 1(-@-@-) 402.5 19.5 0.160 1.23c-03
18) 1(-CH(CH3)-) l(-CCIF-) l(-CONH-) 1(-@-@-) 414.2 19.3 0.161 6.44e-04
19) 1(-CH(CH3)-) l(-CONH-) 1(-CH(C6Hs)-) 2(-@-@-) 448.9 19.7 0.173 1.20e-02
20) l(-CHCI-) l(-CONH-) 2(-CH2-@-CH2-) 1(-@-@-) 406.7 19.7 0.165 9.37e-04
Table 12.4 Continued: Polymer Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Tg R L Pi
21) l(-CHCI-) 1(-CONH-) 1(-CH2-@-) 1(-CH2-@-CH2-) 1(-@-@-) 402.3 19.6 0.167 1.31e-03
22) l(-CHCI-) 1(-CONH-) 2(-CH2-@-CH2-) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 400.2 19.7 0.163 6.70e-04
23) 1(-CHCI-) l(-CONH-) 1(-CH2-@-CH2-) 2(-@-@-) 446.8 19.6 0.168 4.7ge-04
24) 1(-CH2-) l(-CHF-) 1(-CH2-@-) 2(-@-@-) 448.3 20.2 0.161 8.12e-O!
25) 1(-0-) 1(-CHF-) 1(-CH2-@-) 2(-@-@-) 449.3 20.1 0.160 2.37e-Ol
26) 1(-CH2-) 1(-CHF-) 3(-@-@-) 486.9 20.1 0.163 2.96e-Ol
27) 1(-CH2-) 1(-CHF-) 2(-@-@-) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 478.9 20.2 0.162 2.12e-Ol
28) 1(-CH2-) 1(-CHF-) 1(-@-@-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 471.3 20.2 0.161 1.51e-O!
29) 1(-CH2-) l(-CHF-) 3(-@-CH2-@-) 464.1 20.2 0.160 1.08e-OI
30) 1(-0-) l(-CHF-) 3(-@-@-) 487.6 20.1 0.162 8.65e-02
Table 12.4 Continued: Polymer Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Tg R L Pi
31) 1(-0-) 1(-CHF-) 2(-@-@-) 1(-@-CH2-@-) 479.6 20.1 0.161 6.18e-02
32) 1(-0-) 1(-CHF-) 1(-@-@-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 472.0 20.1 0.160 4.42e-02
33) 1(-CH2-) l(-CHF-) 1(-CH2-@-CH2-) 1(-@-@-) 1(-OCONH-) 423.6 19.6 0.163 1.75e-03
34) 1(-0-) 1(-CHF-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 1(-OCONH-) 453.7 19.6 0.163 1.33e-04
35) 1(-CH2-) 1(-CHF-) 1(-C(CH3)(C6Hs)-) 1(-@-@-) 1(-OCONH-) 458.5 19.7 0.164 1.20e-02
36) 1(-CH2-) l(-CHF-) 2(-C(CH3 )(C6 Hs)-) l(-OCONH-) 442.6 19.8 0.161 1.62e-Ol
37) 3(-CH2-) 1(-CONH-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 429.9 19.8 0.166 7.73e-02
38) 2(-0-) 1(-CH2-) 1(-CONH-) 2(-@-CH2-@-) 432.0 19.6 0.165 9.92e-03
39) 1(-0-) 2(-CH2-) 1(-CONH-) 1(-C(CH3)(C6Hs)-) 1(-@-@-) 432.1 19.6 0.166 4.23e-Ol
40) 1(-0-) 1(-CH(CH3)-) 4(-@-@-) 490.2 20.1 0.163 2.33e-Ol
Table 12.4 Continued: Polymer Design - Automatic Results
Molecule Tg R L Pi
41) 1(-0-) 1(-CH(CH3)-) 4(-@-CH2-@-) 466.6 20.2 0.160 7.5ge-02
42) 1(-CH2-) 1(-CHCl-) 2(-CH2-@-) 2(-@-@-) 431.9 20.1 0.161 6.14e-Ol
43) 2(-C(CH3)(C6Hs)-) 3(-@-@-) l(-OCONH-) 491.8 19ft9 0.168 7.78e-03
44) 2(-C(CH3)(C6Hs)-) 2(-CH(C6Hs)-) 1(-@-@-) 1(-OCONH-) 453.5 19.9 0.171 1.60e-Ol
45) 2(-C(CH3)(C6Hs)-) 3(-@-) l(-OCONH-) 445.9 19.8 0.168 2.24e-OI
46) 1(-C(CH3)(C6Hs)-) 2(-CH(C6Hs)-) 2(-@-) l(-OCONH-) 421.7 19.8 0.174 1.73e-Ol
47) 1(-CH2-@-Cli2-) 3(-@-CH2-@-) 2(-OCONH-) 453.0 19.5 0.168 6.15e-07
48) 3(-CH(CaHs)-) 1{-@-@-) 2(-OCONH-) 429.2 19.2 0.182 7.60e-05
49) · 3(-CH(CaHs)-) 1(-<Q)-CH2-@-) 2(-OCONH-) 423.2 19.3 0.180 5.74e-05
50) 2(-C(CH3 )(C6Hs)-) 2(-CH(C6Hs)-) 2(-OCONH-) 434.3 19.4 0.176 1.27e-03
Chapter 13
Solvent Design
Liquid-liquid extraction is a technique for separating a solution's components by un-
equal distribution between two insoluble liquid phases. Liquid extraction is useful
when[126]:
• Direct separation methods (e.g., distillation) are more expensive. Separating
liquids with poor relative volatilities or requiring high vacuum favors liquid ex-
traction over distillation.
• Direct separation methods are net applicable. Heat sensitive substances and
azeotropes can not be separated by distillation.
The success of a liquid-liquid extraction process depends on selecting the most appro-
priate solvent[77]. In this case study I examine designing a solvent for the extraction
Qf acetic acid from water. I adapted Lo, et.al. '5[77] procedure for solvent selection for
use in my interactive design procedure.
13.1 Th.e Problem
Recovering acetic acid from aqueous mixtures is an economically important problem
in cellulose acetate manufacture, semichemical pulping, RDX manufacture, and other
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industries which utilize acetic acid as a raw material or solvent for reaction[77]. Vari-
aus manufacturing methods for acetic acid involve separation from \vater. Present-day
routes to acetic acid are carbonylation of methanol, liquid-phase oxidation of hydrocar-
bons such as butane, and oxidation of acetaldehyde. Recently, there has been renewed
effort to develop inexpensive routes to acetic acid as a chemical feedstock, based on
fermentation of biomass and/or wastes. These also lead to dilute aqueous solutions.
Several important fluid separation processes were initially developed in the context
of recovering acetic acid from water. These include liquid-liquid extraction, azeotropic
distillation, and extractive distillation. Simple distillation is disadvantageous for two
reasons:
1. the relative volatility between water and acetic acid is close to 1.0 and becomes
poorest for dilute solutions of acetic acid in water.
2. water is the more volatile component, meaning that for dilute solutions, all the
water must be vaporized overhead, leading to a large energy cost per unit of acetic
acid recovered.
Brown[15] contrasted liquid extraction with various solvents, azeotropic distillation
with benzene or diethyl ketone, and simple distillation. He found extraction most
favorable for feeds below 80 weight per cent acetic acid. Eaglesfield[31] concluded that
extraction was preferable for feeds below 35 weight per cent acetic acid. Although
the thresholds differ both investigations indicate that liquid extraction is tIle preferred
method for separating dilute solutions of acetic acid in water.
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13.2 Current Solvents
The equilibrium distribution coefficient, !(D, is one of the most important solvent
properties. I express !(D as the weight fraction of acetic acid in the solvent phase
divided by the weight fraction of acetic acid in the aqueous phaqe at equilibrium.
Values of [(D for several solvents are given in Table 13.1[32].
Table 13.2 summarizes high dilution !(D data for fOUf homologous series. !(D
undergoes a continual transition between the extreme values shown. In each case the
lowest-molecular weight member has the highest value of [(D. Alcohols 11ave high [(n '8
but tend to esterify with acetic acid and hence are seldom used. Ketones have the next
highest [(D '8 but have poor volatility characteristics for solvent recovery by distillation.
Acetates and ethers are the more commonly used solvents. For acetates one must guard
against loss of solvent due to acid hydrolysis of the ester, but this can usually be avoided
with proper precautions.
Eaglesfield et.al.[31] recommends extracting with ethyl acetate for feeds belo\v 16%
w/w acetic acid. A mixed solvent composed of ethyl acetate and benzene is recommend
for feeds between 16 and 25% w/w acetic acid. The benzene is added to the solvent to
suppress coextraction of water, and the amount needed in the solvent mixture increases
more or less linearly from zero for the 16% feed to 25% w/w for a 25% feed. Isopropyl
acetate has capacity and selectivity properties tllat offset its lower !(D. It could be
considered as an alternative to ethyl acetate-benzene for feeds above 16% acetic acid.
It is the preferred solvent for feeds containing over 25% acetic acid. Bro\vn[15] reached
similar conclusions favoring extraction with ethyl acetate and benzene.
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Table 13.1: Acetic Acid Distribution Coefficients in Variol1s Solvents
Organic Solvent
Benzene
Toluene
p-Cymeme
Diethyl benzene
Diisopropyl benzene
Petroleum ether
Kerosene
Dekalin
Tetralin
0-Dichlorobenzene
Ethylene dichloride
Diethyl ether
Diisopropyl ether
Di-n-butyl ether
Diamyl ether
Benzyl ethyl ether
Aniline
Phenol
Cresol
Cyclohexanol
Paraldehyde
Ethyl acetate
Propyl acetate
Butyl acetate
Amyl acetate
Hexyl acetate
Isooctyl acetate
Ethyl aceto-acetate
Phenyl acetate
Benzyl acetate
Cyclohexyl acetate
Methyl cyclohexyl acetate
Etllyl butyrate
Amyl butyrate
Acetophenone
Methyl propyl ketone
Methyl isobutyl ketone
Cyclohexanone
Methyl cyclohexanone
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25
25
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
23
23
15
15
15
15
15
15
18
18
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
22
15
15
!(D
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.016
0.01
0.0001
0.003
0.015
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.50
0.26
0.10
0.05
0.31
0.51
1.40
0.96
0.92
0.31
0.89
0.42
0.36
0.32
0.36
0.15
0.85
0.29
0.25
0.47
0.48
0.33
0.20
0.43
0.91
0.56
1.18
0.88
Table 13.2: !(D for Several Homologous Series
13.3
Family
n-Alcohols (C4-CS)
Ketones (C4-C10)
Acetates (C4-C10 )
Ethers (C4-CS )
Problem Formulation
Range of !(D
1.68-0.64
1.20-0.61
0.89-0.17
0.63-0.14
'fhe physical properties of the solvent used to facilitate separation in liquid-liquid ex-
t.raction have major impact on process performance. Two important physical properties
are: 1) solvent selectivity for the solute; 2) the solute's partition coefficient between
the solvent and parent liquor.
Figure 13.1 shows a simple ternary system representing a liquid-liqllid extraction
process. S is the solvent used to facilitate separation, A is the parent liquor, and B is
the solute which partitions between the solvent and the parent liquor. The partition
coefficient for solute B between S and A is given by:
XBS
mB = --.
XBA
The selectivity of S for solute B is given by:
f3 = XBS/XBA.
XAS/XAA
(13.1)
(13.2)
At equilibrium the activities of each component is equal in both liquid phases:
Using the relation:
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ass = aSA (13.3)
(13.4)
sA
Figure 13.1: Schematic of Solvent Extraction
we express the distribution coefficient and selectivity as:
lBA
mB=-
/BS
f3 = iASiBA.
/BS"/AA
(13.5)
Assuming that 1'AA is 1.0 the selectivity is simplified to:
f3 = iASiBA.
,BS
13.4 Target Transformation
(13.6)
Lo, et. al.[17] used the three component solubility parameter to graphically identify
solvents for liquid extraction. The activity coefficient is related to the three ~omponent
solubility parameter by the equation[77]:
- ( Vi)In ii = In lti - In V + 1 -
+~ {(bD,i - ~D)2 +~ [(bp,i - ~p)2 + (bH,i - ~H )2]} (13.7)
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where
Vi - molar volume of component i.
v - mole fraction average molar volume.
DD,i - dispersive component of the solubility parameter for component i.
-SD - mole fraction averaged molar volume average of the dispersive com-
ponent of the solubility parameter.
6p,i - dispersive component of the solubility parameter for component i.
6p - mole fraction averaged molar volume average of the polar component
of the solubility parameter.
6H,i - hydrogen bonding component of the solubility parameter for corn-
ponent i.
6H - mole fraction averaged molar volume average of the hydrogen bond-
ing component of the solubility parameter.
Ai = weighting factor.
To evaluate the partition coefficient and selectivity we require the three activity
coefficients: ,AS, ,85, lBA. 1'he equations for these activity coefficients follow. The
superscripts denote either the A or S liquid phases.
-5 ( VB)In "IBS - In VB - In V + 1 - VS
VB { -s 2 [ -s 2 -5 2]}+RT (OD,B - 0D) +AB (Op,B - Op) + (8H,8 - 8H )
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(13.8)
(13.9)
-A ( VB)In IBA - In VB - In V + 1 - VA
VB { -A 2 [ -A 2 -A 2]}+RT (t5D ,B-6D ) +AA (61',B-61' ) +(6H ,B-61/) (13.10)
In systems where mutual solubilities are small, good estimates of distributions
rnay be made by using infinite dilution activity coefficients[77]. Equations 13.8, 13.9,
and 13.10 are changed to infinite dilution expressions by Sllbstituting the following:
VA
- VA
VB
-
VS
6A 6A
65 _. D5·
For most liquid systems the difference between the dispersive components of the
solubility parameter are much smaller than the differences between the polar and hy-
drogen bonding components[77]. Thus this difference is frequently ignored.
Since components A and B are miscible, their solubility parameters are likely to be
nearer to each other than to those of the solvent. Hence[77]:
(13.11)
(13.12)
Using the above assumptions, equations 13.8, 13.9, and 13.10 are simplified to:
In I AS - In VA - In Vs + (1 - ~;)
+;~ {AA [(61',A - 61',S)2 + (6H ,A - 6H ,s?])
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(13.13)
In"YBS - In VB -In Vs + (1 - ~)
+~~ {AB [(bp,B - bp,s? + (bH,B - bH,S)2]}
In "'fBA In VB -In VA + (1 - ~)
+~~ {AB [(bp,B - bp,A)2 + (bH,B - DH,A)2]}
(13.14)
(13.15)
La, et.al. separated equations 13.13, 13.9, and 13.10 into two parts. The first con-
tained the solubility parameter terms and the other the molar volume terms. ExaminiIlg
the solubility parameter terms we obtain:
(13.16)
(13.17)
Figure 13.2 shows a plot of the polar and hydrogen bonding components of the
solubility parameters with components A, B, and S displayed in the space. In this
6p /6H plane, Equations 13.16 and 13.17 represent distances between points on the
plane:
-2
ex: rB,S
f3B ex: (rA,S) 2
rB,S
where Ti,; is the distance between points i and j as shown in Figure 13.3"
(13.18)
(13.19)
Equation 13.19 shows that the maximum selectivity is obtained with the maximum
distance between components A and S and the minimurn distance between components
Band S. The best solvent thus lies on a line connecting components B and A closer
to component B than to component A. The target region for our design would be
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•
A
•
Figure 13.2: Example 6p vs. 6H Parameter Space
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Figure 13.3: Example Sp VB .. bH Parameter Space
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Figure 13.4: bp vs. 6H Design Space
the portion of a line connecting components A and B on the side of B opposite of A.
Figure 13.4 shows a design space with the target portion of the line dashed.
13.4.1 Group Contributions
The approach to solvent selection taken by Lo et.al. is perfectly suited for interactive
design. We still need group contributiorl estimation techniques for op and bHe The
published group contribution estimation techniques [6] do not estimate bp or fJH but
estimate V cp and V 6H where V is the molar volume of the solvent. In addition,
although the estimation technique for VSp is linear, the estimation technique for VSH
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is not.
Using solubility parameter data[6] I developed linear group contribution estimation
techniques for both ~p and 6H - These are presented in Appendix A. The estimation
techniqt\es were derived from 77 compounds yielding contributions for 15 groups. The
avera.ge absolute error of the bp regression was 0.573 with a standard deviation of 0.607.
The average absolute error of the £JH regression was 1.08 with a standard deviation of
1.074. Table A.24 shows 6p estimates for 25 compounds not used in the regression.
Table A.26 shows fJH estimates for 24 compounds not used in the regression.
The developed estimation techniques show considerable error at times_ I believe
that more effort would result in improved estimation techniques. However, I consider
the developed estimation techniques sufficiently accurate for design purposes and more
than adequate to illustrate my solvent design procedure.
13.5 Interactive Design
The objective of our interactive design is to design a solvent located on a line passing
through the solute and the mother liquor which is close to the solute but far from the
mother liquor. The solute in Ollr problem is acetic acid and the mother liquor is water.
Table 13.3 shows the polar and hydrogen bonding solubility parameters for acetic acid
and water[6].
Figure 13.5 shows our design space. Our target area is the lo\ver left hand portion
of the acetic acid-water line. Figure 13.6 shows the group vectors for acetone near
our target region. Table 13.4 shows several solvents which were interactively designed
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Table 13.3: Acetic Acid and Water Solubility Parameters
Water
22.8
40.4
along with their estimated solubility parameters.
13.5.1 Horaologous Series
Acetic Acid
12.2
18.9
Tile -CH2- group has a bp contribution of -0.328 and a by contribution of -0.512.
The slope of -CH2-'s group vector in our interactive design space is 0.64. This is very
close to the acetic acid-water target line's slope of 0.49. Adding several -CH2-'s to
any of the solvents shown in Table 13.4 thus results in an acceptable new solvent. The
direction of the -CH2- group vector is toward lower bp and fJH values. This reduces the
distribution coefficient with increasing -CH2- occurrences. This result is in accordance
with the observation reported by Lo et.al.[77] presented in Table 13.2.
13.5.2 Solvent Mixtures
Linear mixing rules for solubility parameters enable us to design solvent mixtures. In
our cp-6H design space a binary mixture's solubility parameters lie on a straight line
joining the components' solubility parameters. Figure 13.7 shows t\VO solvent pairs,
81-82 and 53-54, which can be mixed to give good solvent characteristics.
Figure 13.7 shows the solvent pair 53-:;4 produces a mixed solvent with appropriate
solubility parameters. However, 8 4 will be selectively extracted from the mixture by
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Table 13.4: Liquid-Liquid Extraction Sol\rents
Solvent bp bH
CH3-Cl 7.2 6.2
CH2=CH-CH3 4.7 4.0
CH2=CH-CI 9.2 6.3
CH3-O-CH3 3.8 5.7
CH3-CO-CH3 7.5 9.5
CH2=C(CH3 )2 4.6 4.1
C(CH3)4 0.5 1.2
CCI2 (CH3 )2 9.5 5.8
/
81 S3 /
6p /
/
/
/ 84 S2
Figure 13.7: Solvent Mixtures
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C(CH3)4
6p - 0.5
8H - 1.2
x 0.773
Table 13.5: Solvent Mixtures
Component A Component B
CH3-CH(OH)-CH3 CH3-(CH2)s-CH3
6p - 9.7 bp - 0.1
6H - -4.9 6H - -0.2
x
-
0.225 x
-
0.775
6p,miz = 2.3
6H ,miz = -1.3
CH3-CfJ(COOH)-CH3
bp - 10.6
6H - -5.2
x - 0.227
Sp,mix = 2.8
6H ,mix = -0.3
the A-B mixture. The solvent pair St-S2 is better since demixing is less likely. Solvent
pairs used in mixtures should be equidistant from the solute-parent liquor solubility
parameters. Table 13.5 lists two solvent pairs designed for extracting acetic acid from
\vater. The estimated solubility parameters of the pure components, mixture, and
composition of the mixture are shown. ;rhe negative solubility parameters indicate the
error in the estimation techniques.
Figure 13.8 shows the group vectors for the
solvent pair.
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Figure 13.8: Interactive Design of Solvent Mixtures
Table 13.6: UNIFAC Groups
-CH3
CH2=CH-
-CH2-OH
-CH2--CN
-CH2-
-CH=CH-
-CH(OH)-
>CH-
-CH=C<
CH3-CO-
>c<
CH2=C<
-CH2~CO-
13.6 Automatic Design using UNIFAC
UNIFAC is a group contribution technique for estimating activity coefficients. It is
highly nonlinear and incorporates group interactions. I believe that the UNIFAC model
can be used in an automatic design.
Table 13.6 shows a set of 16 groups for which UNIFAC group contributions are
available. Table 13.7 shows the interaction paranleters for classes of groups[80].
An automatic design would begin by collecting the groups into a single meta-group.
The Rand Q UNIFAC parameters would be calculated for this meta-group as any meta-
contribution. The interaction parameters would need to be collected for all possible
main group interactions. The interval of these values wOllld produce the interaction
parameter for the meta-grOtlp. For the four meta-groups:
Table 13.7: Some UNIFAC Interaction Parameters
CH2 C=C 011 CH2CO CCN
CH2 0 74.54 644.6 472.6 696.8
C=C 292.3 0 724.4 343.7 405.9
OH 328.2 470.7 0 67.07 -189.3
CH2CO 66.56 306.1 216.0 0 430.6
CCN 29.08 34.78 2011.0 -349.2 0
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Meta-Group 1:
-CH(OH)- -CH=CH-
l\feta-Group 2:
-CH2-CO- CH2=C<
Meta-Group 3: { >CH- -CH=C< }
Meta-Group 4: {>C<}
the interaction parameters would be:
MG-l MG-2 MG-3 rv1G-4
MG-I [-349.2 2011.0] [-348.2 2011.0] [0 470.7] [0 328.2]
MG-2 [-189.3 724.4]
MG-3 [0 724.4]
[0 470.7] [0 328.2]
[0 292.3] [0 292.3]
~1G-4 [0 696.8]
[0 724.4]
[0 724.4]
[0 644.6] [0 74.54] [0 0]
The one additional parameter must be entered before we are able to calculate the
activity coefficient .. This parameter is the mole fraction. Since the actual mole fraction
is not a t}'pical design parameter I believe that it should be entered as an interval.
Allowing the concentration to vary over the entire [0 1] range might result in an
infinite number of possible solutions. I believe that any design should be done in steps,
examining a narrow range of the mole fraction.
The complexity of the UNIFAC model could pose a problem to interval evaluation.
The numerous occurrences of mole fractions and group parameters could rQntribute tc..
excess interval width. Interval tightening techniques such as monotonicity identification
will need to be examined.
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Chapter 14
Drug Design
The QSARI approach to drug design takes a two step approach to the correlation of
biological activity with structure. The first step correlates a measure of biological activ-
ity, usually the reciprocal concentration having a 50% effect, with a number of pllysical
properties. This correlation yields a model which is used to determine the optimal
value of the physical properties giving the maximum potency. These physical prop-
erties are determined by group contribution estimation techniques. The second step
of the approach is to identify group substitutions which lead to structures possessing
these optimal physical property values.
In this chapter I discuss the QSAR approach to drug design. I present an example
taken from work done by Cramer et.al.[19,22] demonstrating how the interactive design
procedure assists in the second step of the QSAR approach to drug design..
lQuantitative Structure Activity Relationship
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14.1 Steps in Drug Design
There are primarily five steps in drug design[84]:
1. Identification of targeted biological properties.
2. Identification of a "lead" compound.
3. Synthesis and testing of a set of "analogs" .
4. Constructio':l of a quantitative structure activity relationship.
5. Generation of compounds which possess physical property values which optimize
drug potency.
I briefly describe each of these steps.
14.1.1 Target BiolcJical Properties
Step 1 in drug de5ign is to identify the target properties. It is customary in pllarma-
cological experiments to define biological response, lV, as the magnitude of the change
in a measurable biological parameter after administration of a drug (e.g. muscle con-
traction, change in blood pressure, etc.) and to investigate this quanti ty as a function
of drllg concentration (dose)[39]. The biological activities of drugs are cornpared by
considering the concentration (dose), C, which just produces a giyen response. In
tllis way variables such as EDx (dose producing x% of maximal activity), LDx (lethal
dose for x% of test objects) and Ix (dose causing all x% inhibition of a ftlnction) are
obtained[39]. The biological activity is then simply defined as the reciprocal of that
dose.
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14.1.2 Identification of "Lead" COl11pounds
Step 2 in drug design is identifying a "lead" structure[84]. This is usually a molecllle
\vith demonstrable but weak activity. The search for new lead compounds proceeds in
several ways[120]:
1. Isolation, purification, and identification of compounds from nattlral products,
including plallt sources, animal sources, and microorganisnls. Examples of drugs
found in this ,yay include antibiotics, alkaloids, steroids, and cardiac glycosides.
2. Following up leads generated by therapeutic folklore or folk nledicine.
3. Testing of metabolites or molecular modifications of meta.bolites of known drug
compounds.
4. Fundamental studies of biochemical systems.
5. The investigation of side effects of experimental or clinically used drugs.
6. ~Iass screening of chemical compounds for possible biological activity.
7. Organic synthesis aimed at the production of bioactive compounds.
14.1.3 Analog Synthesis and Model DeveloplTIent
Steps 2 and 4 in drug design attempt to develop an understanding of the manner
in which a compound's physical properties affect its biological activity. The physical
properties used in most QSAR based drug designs attempt to represent electronic,
hydropllobic, and steric effects.
Electronic Effects
IIammett[49] studied the effect sterically remote substituents had on the equilibrium or
rate constants of organic reactions. Substituent effects in such reactions are electronic
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in nature[84]. Hammett found that the rates of a substituted compound were linearly
related to the rates of the parent compound by:
log k - log ko = pu (14.1)
in which k refers to the rate or equilibrium constant for the reaction of the substituted
compound, ko the rate or equilibrium constant for the parent compound, p is a propor-
tionality constant dependent upon the specific reaction and reaction conditions, and (J'
is a parameter dependent only upon the substituent. a is called the Hammett constant.
Substituents \vith positive a values are electron withdrawing and those with negative
q values are electron donating. Reactions characterized by positive p values are aided
by electron-withdrawing substituents on the benzene ring, and reactions with negative
p values are aided by electron-donating substituents[120].
Hydrophobic Effects
Hansch[50] modeled the hydrophobic properties using the logarithm of the partition
coefficient, P, between a lipid model system, normally n-octanol, and water[120]. The
partitiorl coefficient is used to develop an index, 1r, that expresses the difference between
a substituted compound and the parent compound. 1r is defined by:
1r = log Px - log Po (14.2)
where P:c is the partition coefficient for the substituted compound and Po is the partition
coefficient for the parent compound.
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Steric Effects
Steric effects of substituents on reaction rates are most widely characterized by the
Taft[122] parameter, E.,[120]. Of all the effects for which one must select parameter
values, those for steric effects present the most problem[84]. The reason for this is
that steric interactions are not easily translated from one compound ur reaction type
to another, and that it is not always clear which aspect of steric effects might be
important.
E3 is defined as the logarithm of the relative rate, under identical conditions of
solvent, temperature and acidity, of the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the substituted
methyl ester compared to that of methyl acetate:
(14.3)
where kXCO'2CH: is t.he substituted ester's rate constant for hydrolysis and kCH3C02CH3
is the rate constant for hydrolysis of methyl acetate.
Models
The relationship between biological activity and the physical parameters representing
electronic, hydrophobic, and steric effects is often modeled by:
(14.4)
At times it is necessary to include higher order terms in 1r. Equation 14.4 thus becomes:
(14.5)
In numerous QSAR studies the steric parameter, E." is not included.
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The coefficients of Equation 14.5, "'1, k2 , k3 , and p, are determined by regression
analysis on a set of known compounds.
Selection of Analogs
To identify values for the coefficients of Equatioll 14.5 it is necessary to develop a set
of data on which to perform regression. The data consists of a set of compounds for
which biological activity is measuredc The physical parameters used in the regression
are then calculated for each compound. A multiple regression is performed on this data
yielding the final model.
To ensure a pOVv~erful predictive regression model it is necessary to analyze a set of
analogs which have a wide distribution of values for each of the physical parameters
used in Equation 14.5. It is not easy to hypothesize in an a priori QSAR analysis which
properties will be important for biological activity. A good strategy to apply in such
cases is always to start with pilot studies of small sets of compounds in an attempt to
derive a very simple model(39). l'he variance of the coefficients for each of the terms
in the regression model is then analyzed. Those terms whose coefficients ~'.ave high
variance are analyzed to see if a sufficient sampling of values was inr:orporated into the
data.
14.1.4 OptiIDization of Drug Potency
With the model of biological activity developed in step four, the final step in drug design
is to determine the values of tIle physical parameters which give an optimal value of drug
potency. Thus, if the coefficient for u in the developed model was negative compounds
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Figure 14.1: Existing Antiallergic Sodium Chromoglycate
'::vith large negative values for 0' would have greater potency. Once the desired values for
1I, 1r, and E tl are identified the process is one of selecting the appropriate substituents
which give these values.
This is the step at which the current drug design metllodology ends. Procedures for
selecting the appropriate substituents have not been incorporated into the methodology.
Hansch[52] has suggested the use of cluster analysis to reduce the large nurnber of
possible substituents to a more manageable number. However, \vith the inclusion of
more than one substituent, this approa~ch is still overwhelmed by the combinatorics.
The interact~vedesign is a very effective tool for assisting in the selection of appro-
priate substituents. I demonstrate this in the following sections.
14.2 The Problem
Sodium chromoglycate, Figure 14.1, is effective at warding off asthmatic attacks. How-
ever, it must be administered by inhalation. CranIer et.al.[19,22] performed a QSAR
study to find a more potent pharmaceutical which could be administered orally.
Searchjng through a database of approximately one thousand compounds they se-
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Figure 14.2: "Lead" Compound for Drug Design
lected the pyranenarnines, Figure 14.2, as their lead compound. The pyranenarnines
have biological properties promising enough to merit a synthetic search for structurally
related compounds having improved properties. The task \vas to develop highly active
compounds by varying phenyl ring substituents.
14.3 Problem Formulation
To relate p/so to molecular structure Cramer, et.al. followed the two step QSAR ap-
proach. Nineteen compounds were synthesized with varying substituents. p/so was
measured for each analog. Values for 7r and 0' were computed for each of the sub-
stituent sets. Table 14.1 shows the data gathered[19].
This data was regressed to develop a relationship between pIso and the biochemical
parameters 1r and u. The model developed was:
(14.6)
Table 14.2 compares model and experimental results for 10 highly active compounds
as reported by Cramer. The model shows considerable error but does follow a general
trend.
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Table 14.. 1: Data for Initial 19 Analogs
Substituents pIso E7r (E 0-)2
H -0..7 0..00 0.00
2-Cl -1.2 0.71 0.15
3-Cl -0.7 0.71 0.12
4-Cl -0.6 0.71 0.07
4-F -1.0 0.14 0.01
4-t~02 -2.0 0.37 0.69
4-COOCHa -1.7 -0.01 0.23
4-CH3 -1.2 0.56 0.03
2-0H -0.4 -0.60 0.04
3-0H -0.2 -0.60 0.00
4-0H -0.1 -0.60 0.12
4-0CHa -0.9 -0.06 0.06
2-NH2 -1.4 ":"1.23 0.32
4-N(CH3)2 -2.0 0.18 0.67
3-Cl,4-CI -2.0 1.42 0.37
3-(CF3)2 -1.1 1.96 0.77
2-CI,6-CI -2.0 1.42 0.58
2-0H,6-0H -0.7 -1.34 0.15
4-pyridyl -0.9 -0.54 0.52
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Table 14.2: Comparison of Experimental and Model Activities
pIso
Substituents 7T' (J'M Model Experimental
1) 3-NHCO(CHOH)2H -3.812 0.064 -0.19 3.0
5-NHCO(CHOH)2H
2) 3-NHCOCH2CH3 -0.964 0.269 -0.68 2.5
5-NHCOCH2CH3
3) 3-NHCOCH3 -1.552 0.391 -0.71 1.9
5-NHCOCH3
4) 3-NHCOCH3 -1.763 0.301 -0.60 1.7
5-0H
5) 3-NHCOCOOCH2CH3 -1.890 0.838 -1.40 1.7
5-NHCOCOOCH2CH3
6) 3-NHCOCH2CH2CI13 -0.376 0.147 -0.70 1.3
5-NHCOCH2CH2CH3
7) 3-NHCO(CHOH)2H -1.906 0.032 -0.45 1.3
8) 3-NHCOCH3 -1.653 0.157 -0.49 1.0
5-NH2
9) 3-NHCOCH2CH3 -0.482 0.134 -0.68 0.7
10) 3-NHCOCH3 -0.776 0.196 -0.66 0.7
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].4.4, r arr-et Transformation
Hansch[53] has tabulated 1(' and (j values for many substituents. (J' values are dependent
upon the substituent's location in the ring. Tabular values are predominantly for para
and meta locations.
I developed group contribution estimation techniques for 1I", O'AI, and Up. The
contributions were obtained by re-regressing the substituent constants tabulated by
Hansch[53]. This procedure is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 5. However, my
main objective was to obtain additive group contributions not group consistency.
1r values for 68 5ubstituents were regressed yielding contributions for 24 groups.
The average absolute error was 0.225. The average absolute value for 1r values is 0.738.
UAt values for 86 substituents were regressed yielding contributions for 29 groups. The
average absolute error was 0.063. The average absolute O'M value is 0.236. Up values
for 93 substituents were regressed yielding contributions for 29 groups. TIle average
absolute error was 0.121. The average absolute Up value is 0.275. The developed
techniques are presented in Appendix A.
Overall the estimation techniques have considerable error. I use them only to
demonstrate the interactive design's applicability to another type of target. The non-
additive nature of Up and GAl were previously noted[75]. Further investigation should
concentrate on regressing original data to obtain additive group contributions and com-
pare these to the accuracy obtained by the current group substituents.
Equation 14.6 shows that to perform all interactive design we would use a two
dilnensional U V8. 1r physical property design space. Cramer et.al. used an average
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Table 14.3: Consistent Groups for Drug Design
-CH3 -CH2- >CH- >C< =CH2 =CH'~
=c< -F -Cl -Br -I -OH
-0- >C=O -CH=O -COOH -COO- -NH2
-NH- >N- =N- -eN -N02 -s-
value for u. I use only values for (J'M. This restricts me to design analogs \vith only
meta substitutions. The consistent set of groups to be used in the design is shown in
Table 14.3.
14.5 Interactive Design
Figure 14.3 shows our two dimensional t7M VS. 1r design space. The contOtlrS represent
solutions of Equation 14.6 with pIso equal to -1.0, -0.5, and 0.0. The direction of
maximum activity is thus near (jAf equal to zero and 1r large and negative. Figure 14.4
SllOWS a pair of meta substituents in Ollf target direction.
These meta substituents correspond to entry 1 of Table 14.2. This analog had a
thousand times more activity over the original unsubstituted curnpound[22].
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Chapter 15
Conclusions
I hav'e developed a systelnatic methodology for designing molecules possessing desired
physical properties. Kno\vledge and information from a variety of fields were required
in development. This requirement of diverse information is characteristic of many of
the problems addressed in the field of artificial intelligence which attempt to capture
"commonsense reasoning." As more and more "real world" problems are addressed by
the paradigms of AI more and more information will have to be systelnatized.
I have the following conclusions:
1. The design of molecules possessing desired physical properties is achievable by an
efficient and informed methodology.
2. The generate and test paradigm is extremely useful for design problems. It pro-
vides a candidate solution ,vhich can be evaluated using a variety of knowledge
sources.
3. Intervals are a powerful representation for design problems. Althougll I inves-
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tigated interval arithmetic's representational po\ver primarily from the context
of molecular design, I believe it provides an excellent representation for many
application.s. Interval a.nalysis has been cornmonly used in the field artificial
intelligence[23,I09]. It will become more commonly used in chemical engineering
in the near future.
My methodology represents an initial attempt in systematizing those tasks needed
in molecular design. As future research continues in the molecular design area I believe
the generate and test paradigm and interval representation will continue to play an
important role. I also believe that they will find usefulness in the more traditional
chemical engineering design areas.
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Chapter 16
RecoITlITlendations
I have several recommendations for improving and extending my methodology. These
recommendations are in five areas:
• Add structural constraints. Search for a systematic "\vay in which structural con-
straints can be checked for sufficiency.
• Investigate the performance of different meta-group division strategies.
• Investigate cooperation between interactive and automatic design methodologies.
• Development new, specific, design oriented estimatioIl techniques.
• Investigate ways in which molecular structure can be displayed on the computer
preferably in a two dimensional representation.
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16.1 Structural Constraints
The structl1ral constraints I used came from basic graph theoretic analysis of molecular
structures. Additional structural constraints probably exist. Performing an automatic
design and then examining the cand.idate molecules for structural infeasibility should
be the first step in identifying new constraints. I believe more constraints involving
mixed groups and bond types ca,n be found.
The hope is that a theoretical approach to the molecule formation problem can be
found. This would determine whether a given set of structural constraints is sufficient
to generate structurally feasible molecules.
16.2 Meta-Group Strategies
After performing several automatic designs for a given problem one begins to identify
which meta-group division strategies work better than others. Investigating this relative
performance is an interesting issue. However, the specificity of the problem which must
be addressed could possible preclude the value of any finding. A meta-group strategy
is dependent upon constraints, estimation procedures, meta-molecules, groups, and
fundamental property selected.
16.3 Design Methodology Cooperation
The interactive and automatic design methodologies can cooperate in several ways.
Two ways are:
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1. Use automatic design to complete a molecule partially designed interactively. TIle
interactive design could be initiated througll an evolutionary desire. An existin,g
molecule is brought into the design space. Non-desired groups are rem()ved frOITl
the molecule. 1~he automatic design searches for rept~cements to these removed
groups.
2. Use the interact.ive design rnethodolog:y to ide.ntify wa:ys in \vhich autonlatically
designed molecu~'.es could be modified without effectin!~ the desirability of their
physical properties. The objective of the modification COllld be to create ffi()lecules
more available or more easily synthesized.
16.4 Specific Estimation Techniques
Most estimation techniques are developed for applicability over a large range of com-
pounds. To design refrigerants it is only necessary to have estimation techniques specific
to CI-C5 compounds. Additionally, if one of our constraints requires the estimation of
Pup at 29SK, then we should develop an estimation technique specific to refrigerants
and specific to the temperature in question.
16.5 Molecular Display
The two dimensional display of molecular structure would benefit the evaluation of
designed molecules. The major difficulty encountered in evaluating tIle enumeration
and screening steps of the methodology was due to the inability to easily examine
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molecular structure.
Three dimensional models are not as satisfactory as two dimensional for quick vi-
sualization of a molecular structure. However, three dimensional display is easier to
do.
"
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Appendix A
Estilllation Techniques
~fost design procedures are based on models. Group contribution and equation oriented
estimation techniques are the models of my molecular design procedure. In this ap-
pendix I present the pl1ysical property estimation techniques I used in my tllesis work.
Table A.I lists the physical properties estimated by the techniques in this appendix.
A.1 Normal Boiling Point
The normal boiling point, Tb, for a pure compound is the temperature at which the
compound's vapor pressure equals 1 atmosphere. Two estimation techniques \vere used
to estimate Th• The first is a group contribution estimation techniqtle the second is an
equation oriented estimation technique.
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Section
Table A.I: Estimated Physical Properties
Properties
A.I
A.5
A.7
A.8
A.I!
A.6
A.3
A.4
A.2
A.10
A.9
A.9
A.9
A.12
A~13
A.14
A.15
A.16
A.I?
A.IS
A.19
A.20
A.21
A.21
Tb
Pvp
~Hvb
~Hv
CPL
w
Tc
Pc
Tbr
C;v
F1
F2
F3
Tg
1r
R
PLL
V
Mw
A
Cps
U
6'1'
6h
Normal Boiling Point
Vapor Pressure
Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb
Enthalpy of Vaporization
Liquid Heat Capacity
Acentric Factor
Critical Temperature
Critical Pressure
Reduced Boiling Point
Ideal Heat Capacity
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Glass Transition Temperature
Permachor
Volume Resistivity
Molar Polarization
Molar Volume
Molecular Weight
Thermal Conductivity
Solid Heat Capacity
Rao Function
Solubility Parameter Polar Component
Solubility Parameter Hydrogen Component
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A.l.I Group Contribution Techniql1e
Joback[62] developed a group contribution estimation technique for Tb• The model for
the technique is given by:
Tb(I() = 198.18 + 2: ni ~i,Tb
aU
group~
The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.2.
Example: Estimation of the normal boiling point of tripropyl amine:
Group Occurrences c Contribution Total
-CH3 3 23.58 70.74
-CH2- 6 22.88 137.28
>N- 1 11.74 11.74
Total Contributions: 219.76
Tb = 198.18 + 219.76 = 417.941(.
(A.I)
(A.2)
The literature value is reported as 428I{[61]. Joback[61] reported average estimation
errors of 15K.
A.l.2 Equation Oriented Technique
In a factor analytic study of physical properties Tb was found to be related to three
factors[61]:
Tb = 358.39 - 25.26F1 + 1.20F2 - 64.94F3
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(A.3)
Table A.2: Tb Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increments
-CH3
-CH2-
>CII-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
=c=
=CH
=c-
Ring Increments
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH-
=c<
Halogen Increments
-F
-Cl
-Br
-I
Oxygen Increments
-OH (alcohol)
-OH (phenol)
-0- (nonring)
-0- (ring)
>CO (nonring)
>CO (ring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
=0 (except for above)
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Con.tribution
23.58
22.88
21.74
18.25
18.18
24.96
24.14
26.15
9.20
27.38
27.15
21.78
21.32
26.73
31.01
-0.03
38.13
66.86
93.84
92.88
76.34
22.42
31.22
76.75
94.97
72.24
169.09
81.10
-10.50
Table A.~~ Continued: Tb Group Contributions
Nitrogel1 Increments
-NH2
>NH (n,)nring)
>NH (ring)
>N- (nonring)
=N- (nonting)
=N- (ring)
-eN
-N02
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-s- (nonri~ng)
-S- (ring)
Contribution
72.23
50.17
52.82
11.74
74.60
83.08
125.66
152.54
63.56
68.78
52.10
Each of the three factors are estimctted by group contribution techniques described in
Section A.9.
A.2 Redneed Boiling Point
The reduced boiling point for a pure cornpound is defined by:
(A.4)
Estimating Tbr enables one to estimate Tc provided Tb is known. Additionally Tbr is
wi<lely used in other equation oriented estimation techniques. A group contribution
estimation technique was used in my thesis to estimate Tbra
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A.2.1 Group Contribution Technique
Joback[62] developed a group contribution estimation technique for Tbr • The model for
the technique, a modification of Lydersen '8[78], is given by:
Tbr = 0.584 + 0.965 L ni ~itTbr - ( L ni ~itTbr) 2
all all
group. group'
The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.3.
Example: Estimation of the reduced boiling point of chiorotrifllloroethene:
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
=c< 2 1.17x10-2 2.34x10-2
-CI 1 1.05x10-2 1.05xlO-2
-F 3 1.11xlO-2 3.33xlO-2
Total Contributions: 6.72xIO-2
(A.5)
Tbr = 0.584 +0.965(6.72 x 10-2 ) - (6.72 X 10-2 )2 = 0.644. (A.B)
Tile literature value is 0.647[102].
A.3 Critical Temperature
Using the definition of Tbr :
(A.7)
we can estimate Tc providirlg we know values for Tbr and Tb• Additionally I used an
equation oriented technique.
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Table A.3: Tbr Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increments
-CH3
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
=c=
=CH
=c-
Ring Increments
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH-
=c<
Halogen Increments
-F
-CI
--Br
-I
Oxygen Increments
-OH (alcohol)
-OH (phenol)
-0- (nonring)
-0- (ring)
>CO (nonring)
>CO (ring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
=0 (except for above)
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Contribution xl02
1.41
1.89
1.64
0.67
1.13
1.29
1.17
0.26
0.27
0.20
1.00
1.22
0.42
0.82
1.43
1.11
1.05
1.33
0.68
7.41
2.40
1.68
0.98
3.80
2.84
3.79
7.91
4.81
1.43
Table A.3 Continued: Tbr Group Contributions
Groups Contribution x 102
Nitrogen Increlnents
-NH2
>NH (nonring)
>NH (ring)
>N- (nonring)
=N- (nanring)
=N-- (ring)
-eN
-N02
2.43
2.95
1.30
1.69
2.55
0.85
4.96
4.37
\
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-S- (nonring)
-S- (ring)
0.31
1.19
0.19
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
Equation Oriented TechniqueA.3.1
\
i
\
\
I
In a factor analytic study it was found that Tc was related to three factors[61):
j
Tc = 545.96 - 24.65F. + 11.99F2 - 87.92F3 • (A.8)
I
I
Each of the three factors are estimated by group contribution techniques desdribed in
Section A.9.
A.4 Critical Pressure
The critical pressure of a pure compound is defined as the vapor pressure of the com-
pound at its criticdl temperature. T,vo techniques were used to estimate Pce The first
is a group contribution estimation technique and the second is an equation oriented
estimation technique.
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A.4.1 Group Contribution Technique
Joback[62] developed a group ~ontjjbutionestimation technique for Pc. T~1e model for
the technique is given by:
1/ fPc =0.113 + L ni 6.i ,Pc
aU
group..
(A.9)
Pc has units of bar. The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.4.
EXRlnple: Estimation of the critical pressure of isobutyl acetate:
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH3 4 14.0 X 10-3 56.0 X 10-3
>C< 1 -1.1 x 10-3 -1.1 X 10-3
-COO- l 9.1 X 10-3 9.1 X 10-3
Total Contributions: 6.4xlO-3
Pc = (0.113 +6.4 x 10-3)-2 = 31.9 (A.IO)
The literature value is 30.2 bar[102]. Joback[61] reported an average error of 2.1 bar.
A.4.2 Equation Oriented Technique
In a factor analytic study of physical properties Pc was found to be related to three
factoTs[61]:
Pc = (0.1572 - O.0193F1 +G.000678F2 - O.000330F3 )-2 (A.II)
Each of the three factors are esti.oated by group contribution techlliqlles described in
Section A.9.
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Table A.4: Pc Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Incremellts
-CH3
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
=c=
=CH
=c-
Ring Increments
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH-
=c<
Halogerl IIlcrements
-F
-CI
-Br
-1
Oxygen Increments
-OH (alcohol)
-0H (phenol)
-0- (nonring)
-0- (ring)
>CO (nonring)
>CO (ring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
=0 (except for above)
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Contribution
0.014
0.0096
0.0044
-0.0011
0.0124
0.007
0.0021
0.0004
0.0072
0.0016
0.0071
0.006
-0.0029
0.00,53
0.0024
0.0089
0.0081
-0.0025
0.0066
-0.0048
-0.012
0.0017
-0.0016
0.0033
0.0036
0.0066
0.0051
0.0091
-0.0069
Table A.4 Continued: Pc Group Contributions
A.5
Groups
Nitrogen Increments
-Nlf2
>NH (nollring)
>NH (ring)
>N- (nonring)
=N- (nonring)
=N- (ring)
-eN
-N02
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-g- (nonring)
-S- (ring)
Vapor Pressure
Contribution
-0.0045
-0.0013
-0.005
-0.0042
0.0131
-0.0044
0.0165
0.0032
-0.002
-0.0017
-0.0019
The pressure exerted by the vapor phase of a pure liquid in equilibrium with its liquid
phase is defined as the vapor pressure of the compound. At equilil)rium the equality
of chemical potential, temperature, and pressure in both phases leads to the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation:
dPvp ~Hv
dT=TLlVv •
(A.12)
l\fost vapor pressure estimation and correlation equations stem from an integration of
Equation A.12. An equation oriented estimation technique was used in rny thesis.
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A.5.1 Equation Oriented Technique
In my thesis I estimated vapor pressure using the Riedel-Plank- Miller eqllation oriented
estimation techniqlie. The equation oriented technique models vapor pressure as a
function of the critical pressure, reduced boiling point, and the normal boiling point.
This model is given by the following four equations:
G = 0.4835 +0.4605 h
k = h/ G - (1 + Tb,.) 2
(3 + Jrbr) (1 -Jrbr)
h = 1'1 In(Pc/1.01325)
b.. I-n..
Tb and Tc have units of K. Pc has units of bar.
Example: Estimating the vapor pressure of isopropanol at 450I{:
(A.13)
(A.I5)
(A.16)
Values for the required properties are: Tb = 355.4 K, Tc = 508.3 1<, and Pc = 47.6
bar.
Tr = 0.885
355.4
n.. = 508.3 = 0.699
h = 0.6991n(47.6/1.01325) = 8 94
1 - 0.699 ·
9 = 0.4835 +0.4605(8.94) = 4.60
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k = 8.94/4.60 - (1 +0.699) = 07?9
(3 + 0.699)(1 - 0.699)2 · '-
TIle estimated vapor prE:3SUre at 450K is 15.09 bar. The literature vallIe is 16.16
bar[102].
Acelltric Factor
The acentric factor was originally proposed to represent the acentricity or nonsphericity
of a molecule. For monotonic gases, w is essentially zero. For methane it is still very
small. However, for higher molecular \veight hydrocarbons, w increases and often rises
with polarity[lOl).
The acentric factor is defined by:
W = - (log PVPr )at Tr =O.7 - 1.000
In my thesjs w was estimated using an equation oriented estimation technique.
A.6.1 Equation Oriented Technique
(A.17)
In my thesis I estimated the acentric factor using the Lee and Kesler's eqtlation oriented
estimation technique. The equation oriented technique models the acentric factor as a
function of the critical pressure and reduced boiling point. This model is given by the
follo\...ing equation:
-In Pc - 5.92714 +6.09648/Tbr +1.288621n Tbr - 0.169347T:W= r
15.2518 - 15.6875/Tbr - 13.47211n Tbr + O.43577Tt
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(A.I8)
Example: Estimating the acentric factor for perfluorohexane:
Values for the reqllired properties are: Tb = 329.8 K, Tc = 448.8 1<:, and Pc = 18.7
bar.
329.8
nr = 448.8 = 0.735
'fhe estimated value for w is 0.525. The literature value is 0.514[101].
A.7 Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb
The enthalpy of vaporization is the difference between the enthalpy of the saturated
vapor and the enthalpy of the saturated liquid at the same temperature. Two techniques
for estimating dHvb were used in my thesis. The first is a group contribution estimation
technique the second is an equation oriented estimation technique.
A.7.1 Group Contribution Technique
Joback[62] developed a group contribution estimation technique for ilHvb • The model
for the technique is given by:
ilHvb = 15.30 + L nj ll i ,AHv b·
aU
groups
(A.19)
~Hvb has units of kJ /g-mol. The values for the group contributions is given in Ta-
hIe A.5.
Example: Estimating the enthalpy of vaporization at Tb of isobutyric acid:
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Table A.5: ~H1Jb Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increments
-CH3
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=C<
=c=
=CH
=c-
Ring Increments
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH-
=c<
Halogen Increments
-F
-Cl
-Br
-I
Oxygen Increments
-OH (alcohol)
-OH (phenol)
-0- (nonring)
-0- (ring)
>CO (nonring)
>CO (ring)
-eRO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
=0 (except for above)
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Contribution
2.373
2.226
1.691
0.636
1.724
2.205
2.138
2.661
1.155
3.302
2.398
1.942
0.644
2.544
3.059
-0.670
4.532
6.582
9.520
16.826
12.499
2.410
4.682
8.972
6.645
9.093
19.537
9.633
5.909
Table A.5 Continued: ~HtJb Group Contributions
Groups
Nitrogen Increments
-NH2
>NH (nonring)
>NH (ring)
>N- (nonring)
=N- (nonring)
=N- (ring)
=NII
-eN
-N02
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-8- (noncing)
-g- (ring)
Contribution
10.788
6.436
6.930
1.896
3.335
6.528
12.169
12.851
16.738
6.884
6.817
5.984
Group Occurrences Contribution
-CH3 2 2.373
>CH- 1 1.691
-COOH 1 19.537
Total
4.746
1.691
19.537
Total Contributions: 25.974
D-.Hvb (kJ/mol) = 15.30 + 25.974 = 41.27 (A.20)
The literature value is reported as 41.12 kJ/mol[101]. Joback[61] reported average
estimation errors of 2.1%.
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A.7.2 Equation Oriented Technique
In a factor analytic study of physical properties ~Hvb was found to be related to three
factors[61]:
~Hvb (kJ/g -- mol) = 32.171 -1.810Ft -1.068F2 - 6.7.57F3 (A.21)
Each of the three factors are estimated by group contribution techniques described in
Section A.9.
A.8 Enthalpy of Vaporization
The enthalpy of vaporization decreases with temperature and is zero at the critical
point. Section A.7 discussed the techniques I use for estimating b.Hvb • To estimate
D./lv at temperatures other than the normal boiling point I use an equation oriented
technique.
A.8.l Equation Oriented Technique
The Watson relation[131] is a widely used correlation between ~Hv and temperature.
I(nowing the enthalpy of vaporization at one temperature, the \Vatson relation enables
you to compute the enthalpy of vaporization at another temperature knowing only the
compound's critical temperature. I use 6.Hvb as the original enthalpy of vaporizatioll.
The estimation model then becomes:
(A.22)
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A.9 Factors
The statistical technique of factor analysis and the various applications of it involving
ph:ysical properties are described in Appendix E. In one factor analytic study Joback[61]
found that the nine physical properties:
1/vrrc
~GJ,298
C;,298
~H;,298
could all be linearly related to three factors. Group contribution estimation techniques
were <leveloped for each of these three factors.
A.9.l F I Group Contribution Technique
Joba.ck[61] proposed a group contribution technique for estim~lting F t .. I modified this
technique to include some additional groups. The model for the techniqtle is given by:
FI = -1.4545 + L ni ~i,Fl·
all
9rouP'
The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.6.
Example: Estimating F I for 2,2-dimethylpentane:
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CHs 4 1.240 4.96
-CH2- 2 -0.537 -1.074
>C< 1 -4.410 -4.410
Total Contributions: -0.524
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(A.23)
Table A.6: F1 Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increment:;
-CH3
>CH2
>CH-
>c<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
=c=
=CH
=c-
Halogen Increments
-F
-CI
-Br
-I
Oxygen Increments
-0H (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)·
-CRO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
=0 (except for above)
Nitrogen Increments
-NH2
>NH (nonring)
>N- (nonring)
-eN
-N02
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-S- (nonring)
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Contribution
1.240
-40.537
-2.394
-4.410
1.307
-0.350
-2.100
-0.206
1.394
-0.137
1.502
1.692
1.903
1.933
2.173
-0.259
-0.208
1.446
1.278
1.832
1.202
-0.644
-2.521
1.485
1.224
-0.044
1.455
F I = -1.4.545 - 0.524 = -1.9785.
The literature value is reported as -1.7662[611.
A.9.2 F2 Group Contribution Technique
(A.24)
Joback[61] proposed a group contribtltion technique for estimating F2 • I modified this
techniqlle to include some additional groups. The model for the technique is given by:
F2 = -2.000 + L ni ~itF2·
aU
group.
The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.7.
Example: Estimating F2 for 2,2...dimethylpelltane:
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH3 4 0.974 3~896
-CH2- 2 -0.057 -0.114
>C< 1 -2.111 -2.111
Total Contributions: 1.671
(A.25)
F2 = -2.000 + 1.671 = -0.329. (A.26)
'fhe literature value is reported as -0.420[61].
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Table A.7: F2 Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increments
-CH3
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
=c=
=CH
=c-
Halogen Increments
-F
-CI
-Br
-I
Oxygen Increments
-OH (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
=0 (except for above)
Nitrogen Increments
-NH2
>NH (nonring)
>N- (nonring)
-eN
-N02
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-8- (nonring)
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Contribution
0.974
-0.057
-1.117
-2.111
1.371
0.284
-0.806
-0.966
1.932
0.773
-0.255
0.902
1.094
1.473
-0.007
-0.854
-1.076
0.297
-1.453
-0.39.5
1.383
0.487
-0.421
1.970
1.150
1.248
0.2':;5
A.9.3 F2 ASSlllllption
Joback's[61] factor analytic study found that the nine physical properties:
1/vlTc
~GJ,298
C;.298
flH;,298
AHvb
\\'ere related to three factors. These nine physical properties were \veighted differently
on each of the three factors. ~, 1/,JP;, C;,29S' and nA were all heavily \veighted on
factor 1. AGi,298 and AH1,298 were heavily weighted on factor 2. Tb, Tc' and D.Hvb
"..ere heavily weighted on factor 3. For many physical properties, e.g., Pvp, Hv, w, the
influence of factor 2 is least important. I assume an average value for factor 2 at times.
The factor analysis technique used produced factors with zero means. The asstlmption
I make is:
A.9.4 F3 Group Contribution Technique
(A.27)
Joback[61) proposed a group contribution technique for estimating F3 • I modified this
technique to include some additional groups. The model for the technique is gi\'en by:
F3 = -1.067 + L: ni 8i,F3"
aU
group.
The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.B.
Example: Estimating F3 for 2,2-dimethylpentane:
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(A.28)
Table A.8: F3 Group Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increments
-CH3
>CH2
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
=c=
=CH
=C-
Halogen Increnlents
-F
-CI
-Br
-I
Oxygen Increments
-OR (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-CliO (aldehyde)
--COOH (acid)
=0 (except for above)
Nitrogen Increments
-NH2
>NH (nonring)
>N- (nonring)
-eN
-N02
Sulfur Increments
-SH
-S- (nonring)
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Contribution
1.247
-0.226
-1.481
-2.296
1.;46
-0.348
-1.848
-0.784
1.506
-0.489
1.807
0.734
0.223
-0.381
-0.454
-0.074
-1.154
0.398
0.196
1.178
1.094
-0.120
-1.224
-0.115
-0.057
0.269
-1.097
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH3 4 1.247 4.988
-CH2- 2 -0.226 -0.452
>C< 1 -2.296 -2.296
Total Contributions: 2.24
F3 = --1.067 + 2.24 = 1.173.
The literature value is reported as 0.823[61].
A.10 Ideal Gas Heat Capacity
(A.29)
Typically ideal gas heat capacity is modeled as a polynomial in temperature. In my
thesis I used a group contribution technique based on such a polynomial fit and an
equation oriented technique derived flom a factor analytic study of physical properties
to estimate C;v at 298K. The equation oriented technique did not account for variations
in temperature.
A.tO.1 Group COlltribution Technique
The ideal gas heat capacity is modeled as a cubic in temperature:
(A.30)
Each of the coefficients of the polynomial is estimated by group contributions_ C:v
has units of J/g-mol-!(. Cp,a, Cp,b, Cp,c, and Cp,d have units J/g-mal-K, Jjg-mol·K2,
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J/g-mol.!(3, and J/g-mol·K4 respectively. Table A.9 presents the group contribution
values.
Example: Estimating C;v for 2-nitrobutane at 298 and 800 K:
Contributions
Group Occurrences Cp,a Cp,b Cp,c Cp,d
-CH3 2 1.95e+l -8.08e-3 1.53e-4 -9.67e-8
-CH2- 1 -9.0ge-l 9.50e-2 -5.44e-5 1.1ge-8
>CH- 1 -2.30e+1 2.04e-l -2.65e-4 1.20e-7
-N02 1 2.5ge+l -3.74e-3 1.2ge-4 -8.88e-8
Totals: 4.10e+l 2.7ge-l 1.16e-4 -1.50e-7
C;v = 4.10e+l + 2.7ge-l T + 1.16e-4 T 2 - 1.50e-7 T3 (A.31)
The estimated value for C;tJ at 298 K is 130.5 J/g-rnol·K. The literature value is 123.55
J/g-mol·K[102]. The estimated value for C;v at 800 K is 261.6 J/g-mol·K. The literature
value is 248.86 J/g-mol·!<[102].
A.I0.2 Equation Oriented Technique
In a· factor analytic study of physical properties C;V,298 was found to be related to three
factors [61]:
C;V,298 = 25.70 - 8.72F1 - O.34F2 - 2.44F3 • (A.32)
Each of the three factors are estimated by group contribution techniques described in
Section A.9.
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Table A.9: C;" Group Contributions
Contributions
Group Cp,a Cp,b ep,c Cp,d
Acyclic Increments
-CH3 1.95e+l -8.08e-3 1.53e-4 -9.67e-8
>CH2 -9.0ge-l 9.50e-2 -5.44e-5 1.1ge-8
>CH- -2.30e+l 2.04e-l -2.65e-4 1.20e-7
>C< -6.62e+l 4.27e-l -6.41e-4 3.0Ie-7
=CH2 2.36e+l -3.81e-2 1.72e-4 -1.03e-7
=CH- -8.00e+O 1.05e-l -9.63e-5 3.56e-8
=c< -2.81e+l 2.08e-l -3.06e-4 1.46e-7
-c- 2.74e+l -5.57e-2 1.01e-4 -5.02e-8
=CH 2.45e+l -2.71e-2 1.11e-4 -6.'78e-8
=c- 7.87e+O 2.01e-2 -8.33e-6 1.3ge-9
Ring Increments
>CH2 -6.03e+O 8.54e-2 -8.00e-6 -1.80e---8
>CH- -2.05e+l 1.62-e-l -1.60e-4 6.24e-8
>C< -9.0ge+l 5.57e-l -9.00e-4 4.6ge-7
=CH- -2.14e+O 5.74e-2 -1.64e-6 -1.5ge-8
=c< -8.25e+O 1.Ole-l -1.42e-4 6.78e-8
Halogen Increments
-F 2.65f' J-l -9.13e-2 1.91e-4 -1.03e-7
-CI 3.33e+l -9.63e-2 1.87e-4 -9.96e-8
-Br 2.86e+l -6.4ge-2 1.36e-4 -7.45e-8
-I 3.21e+l -6u41e-2 1.26e-4 -6.87e-8
Oxygen Increments
-OH (alcohol) 2.57e+l -6.91e-2 1.77e-4 -9.88e-8
-0- (nonring) 2.55e+l -6.32e-2 1.11e-4 -5.48e-8
-0- (ring) 1.22e+l -1.26e-2 6.03e-5 -3.86e-8
>CO (nonring) 6.45e+O 6.70e-2 -3.57e-5 2.86e-9
>CO (ring) 3.04e-t-l -8.2ge-2 2.36e-4 -1.31e---7
-CHO (aldehyde) 3.0ge+l -3.36e-2 1.60e-4 -9.88e-8
-COOH (acid) 2.41e+l 4.27e-2 8.04e-5 -6.87e-8
-COO- (ester) 2.45e+l 4.02e-2 4.02e-5 -4.52e-8
=0 (except for above) 6.82e+O 1.96e-2 J..27e-5 -1.78e-8
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A.11
Table A.9 Continued: C;y Group Contributions
Contributions
Group Cp,a Cp,b Cp,c Gp,d
Nitrogen Increments
-NH2 2.6ge+l -4.12e-2 1.64e-4 -9.76e-8
>NH (nonring) -1.21e+O 7.62e-2 -4.86e-5 1.05e-8
>NH (ring) 1.18e+l -2.30e-2 1.07e-4 -6.28e-8
>N- (nonring) -3.11e+l 2.27e-l -3.20e-4 1.46e-7
=N- (ring) 8.83e+O -3.84e-3 4.35e-5 -2.60e-8
=NH 5.6ge+O -4.12e-3 1.28e-4 -8.88e-8
-eN 3.65e+l -7.33e-2 1~84e-4 -1.03e-7
-N02 2.5ge+l -3.74e-3 1.2ge-4 -8.88e-8
Sulfur IIlcrements
-SH 3.53e+l -7.58e-2 1.85e-4 -1.03e-7
-S- (nonring) 1.96e+l -5.61e-3 4.02e-5 -2.76e-8
-8- (ring) 1.67e+l 4.81e-3 2.77e-5 -2.11e-8
Liquid Heat Capacity
'There are three liquid heat capacities in comrrlon use, CPL1 CUL1 and CsatL[IOl]. CPL
represents the change in enthalpy with temperature at constant pressure. GUL repre-
sellts the change in enthalpy of a saturated liquid with temperature. CSatL represents
the energy required to effect a temperature change while maintaining the liquid in a
saturated state. The three heat capacities are related as follows:
C~L - CPL+[V~L-T(~)J(~~)~L
- C3atL +VUL (~;) ~L
In my thesis I use an equation oriented technique to estimate CPL.
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(A.33)
(A.34)
A.l1.l Equation Oriented Technique
Ro\vlinson[IOS] proposed an equation oriented estimation technique for CPL \vhich was
later modified by Bondi[12]. The equation oriented technique models CPL as a function
of C;\f' w, and Te • The model is given by:
- 2.56 +0.436(1 - Tr )-1
(A.35)
Example: Estimating the liquid heat capacity for acetone at 180, 209, and 297 K:
Values for the required properties are: Tc = 508.1 K, w = 0.309. I estimated the
values for C;v at the three temperatures using the equation[lOl]:
The estimates and literature values are:
(A.36)
Temperature
180
209
297
11.77
13.25
17.48
Estimate
26.68
27.26
30.23
Literature
28.0
28.2
29.8
Temperature is in !(. Heat capacities are in cal/g-mol·K.
A.12 Glass Transition Temperature
If a polymeric glass is heated it will begin to soften in the neighborhood of the glass
transition temperature. On further heating the elastic behavior diminishes, but it is
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only at temperatures more than 50° above Tg that a shear stress will cause viscous flo\\11
to predominate over elastic deformation[127]. I use a group contribution technique to
estimate Tg •
A.12.1 Group Contribution Technique
Van Krevelen and Hoftyzer[128] developed a group contribution technique to estimate
Tg • The technique defined a molar glass transition junction, Y;:
(A.37)
wllere Nf is the molecular weight of the polymeric repeat unit. ~ is estimated from
group contributions using the model:
~= L ~i-
aU
groupa
(A.38)
Van !(l'evelen and Hoftyzer's estimation technique uses several correction terms for
polar groups[127]. The interaction of polar groups is accounted for by means of an
intemction factor, Ix- Ix represents the "linear concentration" of polar groups within
a flexible chain of methylene beads_ Ix is defined as the number of main chain atoms
in the polar group, X, divided by the number of chain atoms of this group plus those
of the directly connected methylene chains. For the configuration:
in Wllich the characteristic group X contains nx chain atoms, the formula of Ix is:
(A.39)
Ix is used to adjust the group contribution for the polar groups:
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-coo- -OCOO- -CONH- -NH-CO-NH-
Their group contributions are:
~(-COO-)
-
8000 + 12000 Ix (A.40)
~(-OCOO-)
- 16000 + 10000 Ix (A.41)
~(-CONH-)
- 12000 +1800 1;1 +2 X 106 ~; (A.42)
~(-NH-CO-NH-)
-
20000 +2100 1;1 (A.43)
The manner in which Ix adjusts the contribution is thus dependent upon the particular
polar group. My design procedures can not use these correction terms. I do not include
them. Table ~~.10 shows the group contributions used in my thesis.
Van Krevelen[127] reported that in estimates of Tg for 600 polymers 80% of the
errors were less than 20o K. This was for the unmodified group contribution technique.
The modified estimation technique should have similar errors except for polymers con-
taining:
o
II
-C-O-
o
II
-C-NH-
o
II
-O-C-O-
o
II
-NH-C-NII-
For polymers containing these groups the errors will be greater.
Example: Estimating the glass transition temperature for poly(ethylene terephthal-
ate)[127]:
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Table A.IO: ~ Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2-
-CH(CH3)-
-CH(C6 Hs)-
-C(CH3)2-
-C(CH3 )(C6 Hs)-
-@-
@
'@
CH3
4 H3
-@-CH2-
-CH2-@-CH2-
-@-CH2-@-
o 0
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Contribution X 10-3
2.7
8.0
35.0
15.0
50.0
32.0
28.0
7.0
55.0
35.0
29.8
37.4
79.7
77.0
Table A.10 Continued: ~ Group Contributions
Groups Contribution x 10-3
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups
-0-
-CO-
-COO-
-O-COO-
-CO-O-CO-
-CH(OH)-
-O-CH2-O-
4.0
27.0
8.0
16.0
20.0
13.0
10.7
Bifunctional Nitrogen and Oxygen Groups
-CO-NH-
-O-CO-NH-
-NH-CQ-NH-
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CHF-
-CF2-
-CHCI-
-CCI2-
-CFCI-
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12.0
25.0
20.0
11.0
13.0
20.0
25.0
23.0
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH2- 2 2700 5400
-@- 1 32000 32000
-COO- 2 8000 16000
Total Contributions: 53400.
The molecular weight of the polymeric repeat unit is 192.17 yielding a Tg of 278K. :'.:(h~
literature value ranges from 342 to 3.S0K[127].
A.13 Gas Permeability
The permeability relationship for non-swelling gases and non-interacting liquids is:
P=Dk (A.44)
where P = permeability, D =diffusion, and k =solubility of permeant in polymer. Two
techniques are available for the estimation of gas permeability through a polymer[110,
74]~ I used Salame's group contribution technique[110] in my thesi.,.
A.13.1 Group Contribution Technique
Salame[110] defines a parameter 1r, called permachor, which is related to the perme-
ability of a polynler by:
P = Ae-S1r (A.45)
A and S are constants for the gas permeant. The values for A and S for the three
permeants oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide are shown in Table A.II.
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Table A J1· A and S parametPTS for permachot EstimatioD
Permeant
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
8850
3000
55100
s
0.112
0.121
0.122
t Th · r. A ( cc-mil ) S· d· · 1e UOltS lor are: 2 . 15 ImenSlon ess.
100 in -day-Atm
1r is estimated by a group contribution technique. The model for the technique is:
(A.46)
where N is the number of groups in the backbone repeat unit. The group contributions
for 1r are given in Table A.12.
Example: Estimating the permeability of oxygen through polycarbonate at 25°C.
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH3 2 15 30
>C< 1 -50 -50
-@- 2 60 120
0
II
-C-O- 1 24 24
Total Contributions: 124.
1r = 124/4 = 31
The estimated permeability is thus:
P = 8850e(-O.112) (31) = 275 cc-mil/lOO in2-day-Atm.
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(A.47)
(A.48)
Table A.12: 7r Group Contributions
Groups
Backbone Segments
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
-CH=CH-
-@-
-0-
-COO-
-O-COO-
-CO-NH-
Side Chain Substituents
-eH3
-CH2CH(CH3)-
@
-CI
-OH
-CH2CI
-eN
-F
t Dry value used.
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Contribution
15
o
-50
-]2
60
-74
70
102
24
309t
15
-1
39
108
255t
50
205
85
Table A.13: Gas Permeability Estimates
Polymer
P02 at 25°C
(cc-mil/lOOin2-day..,atm)
Estimate Literature
Polybutadiene
Polyethylene
Polycarbonate
Pol)tstyrene
Polyethylene terephthalate
Polymethyl methacrylate
Polyvinyl chloride
Polyacrylonitrile
4.52e+3
1.65e-t-3
2.75e+2
4.30e+2
1.1ge+l
2.36e+2
9.50e+O
3.90e-2
3.2e+3
3.0e+3t
3.0e+2
3.5e+2
2.4e+l t
1.7e+l
7.0e+O
2.5e-2
t Original data was on partially crystalline polymers. The data was adjusted to account for
cryst.allinity.
Tile literature value is 300 cc-mil/lOO in2-day-Atm[74]. Table A.13 SllO\VS comparisons
between estimates and literature values of the permeability of oxygen for additional
polymers.
A.14 Volume Resistivity
The electrical resistance of most polymers is very high and conductivity probably results
from the presence of iOllic impurity, whose mobility is limited by the very high viscosity
of the medium. The conductivity and the activation energy of conduction appeal' to
be practically insensitive to crystallinity[127]. I use an equation oriented technique to
estimate the volume resistance~ R.
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A.14.1 Equation Oriented Technique
Van I<r~velen[127] identified a linear relationship between the log of R and the dielectric
constant, f. The model of this relationship is given by:
log R = 23 - 2f.
The llnits of Rare n·cm. The model was developed from data taken at 2981(.
(A.49)
A.15 Molar Polarization
Applying an electric field to a material may cause charge to flow \vithin tIle material
or may produce finite changes in the relative positions of the electric charges in the
material. If charge flows upon application of an electric field the material is a conductor.
If electric charges are displaced the material is a diel~ctric. All common polymers are
dielectrics[127] .
The dielectric constant, f, of insulating materials is the ratio of the capacities of
a parallel plate condenser measured witll and without the dielectric material placed
between the plates. The difference is due to the polarization of the dielectric. The
molar polarization of ~ dielectric is defined. as:
(A.50)
,vhere V is the molar voiume. I estimate PLL using a group contribution technique.
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A.I5.1 Group Contribution Technique
Van Krevelen[127] developed a group contribution technique to estimate PLL . The
model for the technique is given by:
PLL = L ni D..i,PLL ·
aU
groupa
The values for the group contributions are given in Table A.14.
Example: Estimating the molar polarization of polycarbonate:
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH3 2 5.64 11.28
>C< 1 2.58 2.58
-@- 2 25.0 50.0
0
II
-O-C-O- 1 22 22
Total Contributions: 85.86
(A.51)
The estimated value of PLL is 85.86 cm3 /g-mol. The molar volume at 298I( is 215
cm3/mol. We estimate the dielectric constant to be 3.0. This is in adequate agreement
with the literature value of 2.6-3.0[127].
A.16 Molar Volume
Molar volume is regarded as one of the most important polymer physical properties[127].
tvlolar volume is useful in characterizing polymers and is used in numerous physical
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Table A.14: PLL Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2-
-CH(CH3 )-
-CH(C6 Hs)-
-C(CH3)2-
-C(CH3 )(C6 Hs)-
-@-
-@-CH2-
-CH2-@-CH2-
-@-CH2-@-
o 0
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups
-0-
-CO-
-COO-
-O-COO-
-CO-O-CO-
-CH(OH)-
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Contribution
4.65
9.26
29.12
13.86
33.72
25.0
29.65
34.3
54.65
50.0
5.2
10.0
15.0
22.0
25.0
10.0
Table A.14 Continued: PLL Group Contributions
Groups Contrib\ltion
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups continued
-@-COO- 40.0
-O-CH2-O- 15.05
Bifunctional Nitrogen Groups
-NH-
Bifunctional Nitrogen and Oxygen Groups
-CO-NH-
-@-CO-NH-
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CHF-
-CF2-
-CHCI-
-CCI2-
-CFCI-
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14.6
30.0
55.0
5.42
6.25
13.7
17.7
13.9
property correlations. I use a group contribl1tion technique to estimate the molar vol-
ume.
A.l6.! Group Contribution Technique
Group contribution estimation tecllniques are available for both the molar volume of
rubbery amorphous polymers and glassy amorphous polymers[127]. The models for
both these techniques are:
1: ni Lli,Vg
aU
group.
1: ni Lli,vr •
aU
group"
These contributions are presented in Table A.15.
(A.52)
(A.53)
Table A.16 compares estimated molar volumes for rubbery polymers against litera-
ture values[127]. In general the estimates are quite good. The a\Terage deviation from
literature values for 40 estimates was 1.5%[127].
Table A.17 compares estimated molar volumes for glassy polymers against literature
values[127]. In general the estimates are quite good. The average percent error for 67
estimates was 1.2%[127].
Averaged Contributions
Examining the contributions for any group toward v;. and ~ in l'able A.15 we see that
the difference between the contributions is small. Since in the design of molecules we do
not know ahead of time whether the final molecule designed will be rubbery or glassy I
averaged these group contributions to yield a set of molar volume contributions. These
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Table A_15: Molar \lolume Group Contributions
Groups Vg Contribution Vr Contribution
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2- 15.85 16.45
-CH(CH3 )- 33.35 32.65
-CH(C6H11)- 100.15
-CH(C6Hs)- 82.15 74.5
-C(CH3 )2- 52.4 50.35
-C(CH3)(C61Is)- 100.20 92.2
-CH=CH- 27.75
-CH=C(CH3 )- 42.8
-@- 65.5 61.4
CH3
104.1
CH3
@-H3
83.4
-@-CH2- 81.35 77.85
-CH2-@-CH2- 97.20 94.30
-@-CH2-@- 146.85 139.25
0 0 131.0 122.8
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Table A.I5 Continued: Molar Volume Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Oxygen Grollps
-0-
-CO-
-COO-
-O-COO-
-CH(OH)-
-@-coo-
-O-CH2-O-
v9 Contribution
10.0
13.4
20.63
31.4
19.15
88.5
35.85
Vr Contribution
8.5
22.8
86.0
33.45
Bifunctional Nitrogen Grollps
-CH(CN)- 28.95
Bifunctional Nitrogen and Oxygen Groups
-CO-NH- 24.9
-@-CO-NH- 90.4
Bifunctional Sulfur Groups
-8- 17.8 15.0
-8-8- 35.6 30.0
-S-CH2-S- Jl.45 46.45
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CHF- 20.35 19.85
-CF2- 26.4 24.75
-CHCl- 29.35 28.25
-CC12- 44.4 41.55
-CH=CCI- 38.4
-CFCl- 35.4 33.15
-CHBr- 39.0
- CBr2- 46.0
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Table A.16: Molar Volumes of Rubbery Amorphous Polymers at 25°C
Polymer
~ cm3 /mol
Literature Experimental
polyethylene
polypropylene
polybutene
poly(tetrafll1oroethylene)
poly(methyl methacrylate)
polybutadiene
polyacetaldehyde
poly(propylene oxide)
32.8
49.5
65.2
50.0
70.6
60.7
41.2
58.1
32.9
49.1
65.8
49.5
70.1
60.7
41.2
57.6
Table A.17: Molar Volumes of Glassy Amorphous Polymers at 25°C
Polymer
~ cm3/mol
Literature Experimental
polystyrene
poly(vinyl chloride)
poly(vinyl alcohol)
poly(vinyl acetate)
poly(methyl methacrylate)
polyacrylonitrile
poly(ethylene terephthalate)
nylon 6
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100.2
45.1
35.0
72.4
85.6
44.8
144.5
104.4
98.4
45.2
35.0
72.2
86.5
44.8
143.2
104.2
contributions are show in Table .A.18. Some groups had contributions for only ~ or
\1;.. In these cases I chose the available contribution to represent the molar volume
contribution.
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Table A.IS: Molar Volume Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2-
-CH(CH3)-
-CH(CsH11 )-
-CH(CaHs)-
-C(CH3)2-
-C(CH3 )(C6Hs)-
-CH=CH-
-CH=C(CH3)-
-@-
CH3
4 H3
-@-CH2-
-CH2-@-CH2-
-@-CH2-@-
o 0
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Contribution
16.15
33.00
100.15
78.32
51.38
96.20
27.75
42.80
63.45
104.10
83.40
79.60
95.75
143.05
126.90
Example: Estimating the molar volume of poly(ethylene terephthalate):
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH2- 2 16.15 32.3
-@- 1 63.45 63.45
0
II
-O-C- 2 21.72 43.44
Total Contributions: 139.19
The estimated value of V is 139.19 cm3/g-mol. The literature value for ~ is 144.5
crn3 / g-mol.
A.17 Molecular Weight
~foleclllar weight is the single physical property for which group COlltributions give
an exact value. Table A.19 lists the molecular weight contributions for a number of
polymer groups[127].
A.18 Polymer Thermal Conductivity
No adequate theory exists which may be used to predict the thermal conductivity of
polymeric melts or solids[127]. Most of the theoretical or semi-theoretical expressions
proposed are based on Debye's[24] treatment of heat conductivity which lead to:
A = AcvpuL
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(A.54)
Table A.IS Continued: Molar Volume Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups
-0-
-CO-
-COO-
-O-COO-
-CH(OH)-
@-COO-
-O-CH2-O-
Bifunctional Nitrogen Groups
-CH(CN)-
Contribution
9.25
13.40
21.72
31.40
19.15
87.25
34.65
28.95
Bifunctional Nitrogen and Oxygen GrOtlpS
-CO-NH-
@-CO-NH-
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CHF-
-CF2-
-CHCI-
-CC12-
-CH=CCI-
-CFCl-
-CHBr-
- CBr2-
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24.9
90.4
16.4
25.58
28.8
42.98
38.4
34.28
39.0
46.0
Table A.19: Mw Group Contributions
Groups Contribution
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2-
-CH(CH3)-
-CH(C6Hs)-
-C(CH3)2-
-C(CH3 )(CsHs)-
-@-
@
@
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups
-0-
-CO-
-CH(OH)-
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14.03
28.05
90.12
42.08
104.14
76.09
76.09
76.09
104.14
90.12
16.00
28.01
30.03
Table A.19 Continu.ed: Mw Group Contributions
Groups Contribution
Bifunctional Nitrogen Grollps
-NH- 15.02
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CHF-
-CF2-
-CHCI-
-CC12-
-CFCI-
32.02
50.01
48.48
82.92
66.47
where Cv is the specific heat capacity, p is density, u is the velocity of sound, L is
average free path length, and A is a constant. I use an equation oriented technique
based on Equation A.54 to estimate thermal conductivity.
A.IS.1 Equatioll Oriented Technique
Van Krevelen[127] developed an equation oriented technique to estimate the thermal
conductivity of amorphous polymers and polymer melts. A is modeled as a function of
tile solid heat capacity, the molar volume, and the Rao functioll which is a function of
the velocity of sound. The model is given by:
where L ~ 5 X 10-11 ffi. A has units of (J/s·m·K).
(A.55)
The three required properties, Cp , V, and U, are all fundamental I)roperties. The
estimation (Jf Cp is described in Section A.19, V in Section A.16, and U in Section A.20.
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Table A.20: Thermal Conductivities of Amorphous Polymers
Polymer
Polypropylene (at.)
Polyisobutylene
Polystyren~
Poly(vinyl chloride)
Poly(methyl methacrylate)
Poly(ethylene oxide)
Poly(ethylene terephthalate)
A (J/s·m·!()
Estimated Literatllre
0.147 0.172
0.161 0.130
0.140 0.142
0.112 0.168
0.156 0.193
0.193 0.205
0.152 0.218
Example: Estimating the thermal conductivity of amorphous poly(methyl methacry-
late) at 2981([127]:
Values for the required properties are: Cps = 1.381xl05 J/kg-mol·!{, V = 0.0856
m3/kg-mol, U = 1.073 mlO/3/s1/3.kg-mol. U was estimated by the grOtlp contribution
technique discussed in Section A.20.
The estimated value for A is 0.159 J /s·m·K. The literature value is 0.193 J /s·m·I<[127].
Table A.20 presents a comparison of estimates and literature values for 7 amorphous
polymers[127].
A.19 Solid Molar Heat CapacIty
The specific heat capacity is equal to tIle quantity of heat needed to raise one kilogram
of a compound lK. Data for the molar heat capacity of polymers in the solid state is
limit-eel. I use a group contribution technique to estimate Cps in my thesis.
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A.19.1 Group Contribution Technique
Satoh[111] developed a group contribution technique to estimate Cps. Van I{re\relen [127]
added group contributions for:
-F
-coo-
-eN
-CONH-
-COOH
The model for the technique is gi\ren by:
CPS = L ni~i.cps·
aU
group.
The group contributions are for Cps are given in Table A.21.
Example: Estimating the solid heat capacity of poly(viilyl alcollol):
Group Occurrences Contribution Total
>CH- 1 15.6 15.6
-CH2- 1 25.35 25.35
-OR 1 17.0 17.0
Total Contributions: 57.95
(A.56)
The estimated value of Cps is 57.95 J/kg-mol·K. The literature value is reported as
57J /kg-mol·K[127].
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Table A.21: Cps Group Contributions
Groups Contribution
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2-
-CH(CH3)-
-CH(CsHg )-
-CH(C6H11)-
-CH(C6Hs)-
-C(CH3)2-
-C(CH3 )(C6 Hs)-
-CH=CH-
-CH=C(CH3 )-
-@-
@r
'@
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25.35
46.5
110.8
121.2
101.2
68.0
122.7
37.3
60.05
78.8
78.8
78.8
126.8
102.75
104.15
Table A.21 Continlled: Cps Group Contributions
Groups Contribution
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups continued
-CH2-@CH2- 129.5
-@CH2-@ 182.95
o 0 157.6
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups
-0-
-CO-
-COO-
-CH(OH)-
-CH(COOH)-
-@COO-
-O-CH2-O-
Bifunctional Nitrogen-Oxygen Groups
-CO-NH-
-CH(N02)-
-@CO-NH-
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CI-IF-
-CF2-
-CHCl-
-CCI2-
-CFCl-
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16.8
23.05
46.0
32.6
65.6
124.8
58.95
46.0
57.5
124.8
37.0
49.0
42.7
60.4
54.7
A.20 Rao Function
Rao[97] demonstrated that for organic liquids the ratio u1/ 3 / p is practically independent
of temperature and that the combination:
U = VU1/ 3 (A.57)
is an additive molar quantity. u is the velocity of sound through the material. U is
called the Rao function or molar sound velocity Junction[127]. Schuyer[112] showed
that the generalized Rao function is:
u = V u1/ 3 [ 1 + v ].
3(1 -v) (A.58)
The Rao function is used in equation oriented techniques for estimating Poisson '8 ratio
and the thermal conductivity. I use a group contribution technique to estimate U.
A.20.1 Group Contribution Technique
Van Krevelen[127] presented a grOtlp contribution technique to estimate U. The model
for the technique is:
U = I: ni ~i,U'
aU
group.
The group contributions are givcll in Table A.22.
Example: Estimating the Rao function for polycarbonate:
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(A.59)
Table A.22: U Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Hydrocarbon Groups
-CH2-
-CH(CH3)-
-CH(C6Hs)-
-C(CH3)2-
-C(CH3 )(C6 Hs)-
-@-
CHa
CH3
-@-CH2-
-
CH2-@-CH2-
-@-CH2-@-
o 0
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Contribution X 10-3
0.880
1.850
5.100
2.850
6.100
4.100
6.150
4.980
5.860
9.080
8.200
Table A.22 Continued: U Group Contributions
Groups
Bifunctional Oxygen Groups
-0-
-CO-
-COO-
-O-COo-
-CO-O-CO-
-CH(OH)-
-@-coo-
-O-CH2-O-
Contribution x 10-3
0.400
0.900
1.250
1.600
2.150
1.050
5.350
1.680
Bifunctional Nitrogen and Oxygen Groups
-CO-NH- 1.700
-O-CO-NH- 2.100
-@-CO-NH- 5.800
Bifunctional Halogen Groups
-CHF- 0.950
-CF2- 1.050
-CHCI- 1.600
-CC12- 2.350
-CH=CCl- 1.900
-CFCI- 1.700
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Group Occurrences Contribution Total
-CH3 2 1400 2800
>C< 1 50 50
-@- 2 4100 8200
0
II
-O-C-O- 1 1600 1600
Total Contributions: 12650
Tile estimated value of U is 12650 cmlO/3/s1/3·g-mol.
A.21 Solubility Parameters
Hildebrand and Scott[57] assuIIled regular solution theory to relate a solute's activity
to the pure component solubility pa.rameters of the solution's components. Regular
solution theory is not widely a.pplicable being accurate for certain systems involving
h~ydrocarbons and fluorocarbons(77). Applicability is dependent upon the absel1ce of
permanent dipole-dipole interactions and hydrogen bonding. The solubility param-
eter was divided into three parameters to account for such il!teractions. The three
parameters are:
bd: the dispersive forces solubility parameter.
bp : the polar forces solubility parameter.
bh: the hydrogen-bonding solubility parameter.
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In my solvent design case study it was necessary to estirilate ~p and bh. (~roup
contribution estimation techniques are available for these physical properties[115]. Un-
fortllnately these techniques are nonlinear and are not capable of being linearized. I
thus developed my own group contribution estimation techniques. A major effort was
not given to make the estimation techniques highly accurate. The estimation tech-
niques developed are considered sufficiently accurate to present the concepts of the
case study.
A.21.1 Sp Group Contribution Technique
Polar solubility parameter values for 77 compollnds were used in the development of
the group contribution estimation technique. The data was taken from Barton[6].
Adequate dc:.ta was available to determine contributions for 15 acyclic groups. The
contributions for these groups are shown in Figure A.23.
The intercept of the multiple regression is -26.7. The model for the group contri-
bution technique is thus:
~p = L nj D.i,op - 26.7
aU
group.
(A.60)
The avera.ge absolute error of the regression is 0.57. The maximum absolute error
was 2.37 associated with the estimation of I-decene. Table A.24 shows the estimates
and errors for 25 compounds not included in the regression. The average absolute
error is 1.61. The maximum absolute error is 10.24 associated with the estimation of
glycerol. Not accounting for the estimation of glycerol the average absolute error of the
remaining 24 compounds is 1.33.
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Table A..23: 6p Group Contributions
Groups
-CH3
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
-Cl
-OH (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
-eN
Contribution
1.47e+l
-3.28e -1
-1.60e+l
-3.16e+l
1.61e+l
5.73e - 1
-1.42e+l
1.92e+l
2.30e+l
1.11e+O
4.80e+O
2.21e+l
2.3ge+l
6.17e+O
2.32e+l
A.21.2 6h Group Contribution Technique
Hydrogen solubility parameter values for 77 compounds were used in the development
of the group contrillution estimation technique. The data was taken from Barton[6].
Adequate data was available to determine contributions for 15 acyclic groups. TI1e
contributions for these groups are shown in Figure A.25.
The intercept of the multiple regression is 29.1. l'he model for the group contribu-
tiO~l technique is tbus:
Dh = L ni ~it6h +29.1
aU
group.
(A.61)
The average absolute error of the regression is 1.08. The maximum absolute error
was 5.42 associated with the estimation of methanol. Table A.26 shows the estimates
and errors for 25 compounds not included in the regression. The average absolute
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Solvent
Table A.24: Example 6p Estimation Errors
6p Literature 6p Estimate Errort
Butyl Ether
2,3-Dichlorpropanol
3,3-Diethylpentane
2-Ethylhexyl Chloride
Ethyl Propionate
Ethyl Isopropyl Ether
Ethyl Butyrate
Ethylene Glycol
2-Chloroethanol
3-Ethylheptane
Isobutyl Acetate
Isobutyraldehyde
Isobutyric Acid
Isobutyl Heptyl Ketone
Isopropyl Acetate
Isobutyronitrile
3-Methyl-l-Pentene
2-~ethylpropene
~fethyl Propyl Ketolle
2-0ctene,cis
3-Ethyl-2,2-Dimethylpentane
Valerie Acid
Hexanoic Acid
Hexaldehyde
Glycerol
tError = Estimate - Literature.
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4.30
13.60
0.00
5.40
8.10
5.10
7.60
15.10
13.30
0.00
7.80
9.00
9.90
6.00
8.40
10.60
3.70
4.20
8.80
3.20
0.00
9.70
9.20
7.90
15.40
1.84
17.40
-0.81
4.26
8.21
2.18
7.89
18.64
14.20
-0.24
7.24
8.80
10.60
3.90
7.57
9.90
3.05
4.60
6.84
2.53
-1.46
10.92
10.59
8.79
25.64
-2.46
3.80
-0.81
-1.14
0.11
-2.92
0.29
3.54
0.90
-0.24
-0.56
-0.20
0.70
-2.10
-0.83
-0.70
-0.66
0.40
-1.96
-0.67
-1.46
1.22
1.39
0.89
10.24
Table A.25: 6h Group Contributions
Groups
-CH3
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
-CI
-OH (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOlI (acid)
-COO-- (ester)
-eN
Contribution
-12.60
-0.512
-10.90
22.50
-12.60
0.0974
12.80
-10.30
2.08
1.82
5.61
-4.81
1.83
4.36
-1.22
error is 2.16. The maximum absolute error is 13.82 associated with tile estimation of
glycerol. Not accounting for the estimation of glycerol the average absolute error of the
remaining 24 compounds is 1.30.
A.22 Drug Design
Ilansch and Leo[53] tabulated substituent constants for a large number of groups. For
interactive design I needed group contributions for 7r and (jM. The constants provided
were not for an additive group contribution model. I took the values for their sub-
stituents and regressed them onto a set of groups assuming a linear group contribution
model.
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Solvent
Table A.26: Example 6h Estimation Errors
6h Literature 6h Estimate Errort
Butyl Ether
2,3-Dichlorpropanol
3,3-Diethylpentane
2-Ethylhexyl Chloride
Ethyl Propionate
Ethyl Isopropyl Ether
Ethyl Butyrate
Ethylene Glycol
2-Chloroethanol
3-Ethytheptane
Isobutyl Acetate
Isobutyraldehyde
Isobutyric Acid
Isobutyl Heptyl Ketone
Isopropyl Acetate
Isobutyronitrile
3-Methyl-l-Pentene
2-Methylpropene
Methyl Propyl Ketone
2-0ctene,cis
3-Ethyl-2~2-Dimethylpentane
Valerie Acid
Hexanoic Acid
Hexaldehyde
Glycerol
tError =Estimate - Literature.
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4.50
16.40
0.00
2.40
7.80
6.20
6.40
29.80
19.60
0.00
5.10
8.40
16.20
3.60
5.70
10.60
2.90
3.00
7.00
0.00
0.00
14.30
13.80
16.90
31.40
2.65
19.78
-0.85
1.94
7.24
3.51
6.72
32.24
19.18
-0.36
6.05
9.99
16.63
4.23
6.56
13.58
1.79
4.10
8.49
2.05
-1.52
16.79
16.28
9.64
45.22
-1.85
3.38
-0.85
-0.46
-0.56
-2.69
0.32
2.44
-0.42
-0.36
0.95
1.59
0.43
0.63
0.86
2.98
-1.11
1.10
1.49
2.05
-1.52
2.49
2.48
-7.26
13.82
A.22.1 (jM
Constants for 87 substituents were regressed into contributions for 29 groups. The in-
tercept of the regression was set to zero. The model of the group contribution technique
is thus:
(jAI = L ni ~itCTM
aU
group.
(A.62)
The regression had an R2 value of 0.81. The average absolute error of the regression
was 0.063. The 5ubstituents had an average (jM value of 0.236. Table A.27 sho\vs the
contributions.
A.22.2 7r
Constants for 68 substituents were regressed into contributions for 24 grOtlps. The in-
tercept of the regression was set to zero. Tre model of the group contribution technique
is thus:
1(' = L ni L.\i t 1f'
aU
group.
(A.63)
The regressioll had an R2 value of 0.90. The average absolute error of the regression
was 0.225. The substituents had an average 1C' value of 0.738. Table A.28 shows the
contributions.
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Table A.27: O'Af Group Contributions
Groups
-CH3
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
-c-
=CH
=c-
-F
-CI
-Br
-I
-0H (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-eHO (aldehyde)
-COGH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
=0 (except for above)
-NH2
-NH-
>N-
=N-
-eN
-N02
-8-
=8
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Contribution
8.85e-2
-6.10e-2
-2.26e-l
-4.14e-l
1.1ge-l
-6.91e··2
-4.3ge-l
-5.80e-l
1.53e-l
5r73e-2
2r36e-l
2.33e-l
2.41e-l
2.56e-l
1.06e-l
1.15e-l
2.78e-1
3.63e~1
2.47e-l
2.88e-l
6.67e-l
-3.77e-2
-1.71e-l
-2.5ge-l
1.83e-l
3.80e-l
5.84e-l
5.1ge-2
8.77e-l
Table A.28: 1r Group Contributions
Groups
-CH3
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CH-
=c<
-F
-CI
-Br
-I
-OH (alcohol)
-0- (nonring)
>CO (nonring)
-CHO (aldehyde)
-COOH (acid)
-COO- (ester)
-NH2
-NH-
>N-
=N-
-CN
-N02
-8-
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Contribution
3.27e-l
2.94e-l
8.77e-l
8.38e-l
5.30e-l
2.83e-l
-2.8ge-l
6.22e-2
1.38e-l
6.78e-l
1.12e+O
-9.87e-l
-1.6ge-l
-9.00e-1
-7.13e-l
-7.55e-l
-4.63e-l
-8.5ge-l
-2.03e-l
-8.36e~1
3.73e-l
-5.73e-l
-3.68e-l
5.34e-l
Appendix B
Estilllation Procedures
Estimation techniques are combined into estimation procedures in both the interactive
and automatic design procedures. The potential error of an estimation procedure is
thus greater than the error of any of the component estimation techniques. In this
appendix I evaluate the accuracy of the estimation procedures used in my thesis work.
B.1 Pvp Estimation Procedures
Refrigerant design required estimating the vapor pressure at the evaporator and con..
denser temperatures. Different estimation procedures were developed for the interactive
and atltomatic design procedures.
B.I.l Interactive Estimation Procedure
The interactive design's estimation procedure used factor analytic relationships to re-
duce the desigIl space to two dimensions. Riedel-Plank-Miller's Pup technique, factor
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relat.ionships for Tb, Tbr , and Pc, and group contribution techniques for F1 , F2 , and F3
were combined into the following estimation procedure:
1) Pvp = Pvp(Tb, Tc' Pc) - Riedel-Plank-Miller
2) Tb = Tb(Ft , F2 , F3 ) - Tb Factor Model
2) Tc = Tc(F1 , F2 , F3 ) - Tc Factor Model
2) Pc = Pc(Ft , F2 , F3 ) - Pc Factor Model
3) F1 = F1(groups) - Joback F1
3) F2 = 0 - F2 Assumption
3) F3 = F3 (groups) - Joback Fa
Table B.1 shows the estimation errors for 25 compounds. Pup was estimated at
two temperatures for 40 compounds. The average absolute error was 5.717 bar with
a standard deviation of 9.74. The average absolute percent error is 3068% with a
standard deviation of 6327.
B.1.2 Autorrlatic EstilTIation Procedure
The estimation procedure for the vapor pressure used in the automatic design follows:
1) Pup = Pvp(Tb, Tbr , Pc) - Riedel-Plank-Miller EOT
2) Tb = Tb(grollps) - Joback Tb GCT 4
2) Tbr = Tbr(groups) - Joback Tbr GeT
2) Pc = Pc(groups) - Joback Pc GeT
Table B.2 shows the estimation errors for 25 compounds. Pup was estimated ~or
40 compounds at two temperatures. The average absolute error is 0.221 bar with
a standard deviation of 0.289. The avei·age absolute percent error is 48 ..54% with a
standard deviation of 48.01.
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Table B.l: Pvp Estimation Procedure Errors - IIlteracti,re
Compound T{K) Literature abs{Error) abs{% Error)
trifluorobromomethane 214.79 0.992 0.965 97.2
trichlorofluoromethane 275.50 0.446 0.860 192.7
carbon tetrach~~ride 313.15 0.285 7.160 2516.3
dichloromonofluoromethane 264.39 0.402 2.230 554.7
chloroform 270.54 0.070 5.852 8399.3
methyl bromide 270.85 0.802 22.203 2767.4
methyl iodide 272.36 0.179 25.682 14330.7
nitromethane 328.86 0.199 14.095 7075.8
1,2-dichloroethane 273.22 0.028 1.916 6843.1
acetic acid 302.95 0.027 8.891 33350.2
ethyl chloride 271.27 0.576 1.836 318.6
ethanol 292.77 0.057 18.434 32192.8
dimethyl sulfide 273.25 0.224 0.210 93.5
acrylonitrile 313.15 0.280 9.073 3240.6
propionitrile 270.20 0.013 1.132 8400.6
acetone 271.76 0.087 1.5:36 1767.2
propionic acid 328.26 0.029 3.905 13508.1
methyl ethyl ketone 314.61 0.252 1.022 406.3
l-chlorobutane 273.95 0.039 0.012 30.1
2-butanol 322.88 0.106 1.496 1410.0
ethyl ether 273.16 0.248 0.224 90.3
diethyl sulfide 319.07 0.199 0.196 98.3
diethyl ainine 304.60 0.400 0.369 92.3
1,4-penta.diene 275.60 0~406 0.336 82.7
triethylamine 323.15 0.260 0.259 99.6
Error = Estimate - Literature.
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Table B.2: Pup Estimation Procedure Errors - Automatic
Compound T(K) Literature abs(Error) abs(% Error)
trifluorobromomethan.e 214.79 0.992 0.979 98.7
trichlorofluoromethane 275.50 0.446 0.383 85.8
dichloromonofluoromethane 264.39 0.402 0.199 49.6
chloroform 270.54 0.070 0.029 41.0
methyl iodide 272.36 0.179 0.026 14.7
nitromethane 328.86 0.199 0.022 10.9
1,2-dichloroethane 273.22 0.O~8 0.068 244.3
acetic acid 302.95 0.027 0.011 40.4
ethyl bromide 316.71 1.208 0.023 1.9
ethanol 292.77 0.057 0.058 100.6
dimethyl sulfide 273.25 0.224 0.060 26.7
acrylonitrile 313.15 0.280 0.197 70.4
propionitrile 270.20 0.013 0.010 74.7
1,2-dichloropropane 288.15 0.044 0.026 58a9
acetone 271.76 0.087 0.001 0.9
propionic acid 328.26 0.029 0.009 30.7
isopropyl chloride 273.15 0.256 0.038 14.8
I-buty~e 271r59 0.684 0.023 3.3
1,3-butadiene 262.75 0.800 0.450 56.3
methyl ethyl ketone 314.61 0.252 0.016 6.4
l-chlorobutane 273.95 0.039 0.018 45.2
2-butanol 322.88 0.106 0.050 47.4
ethyl ether 273.16 0.248 0.116 46.6
dicthyl sulfide 319.07 0.199 0.019 9.5
triethylamine 323.15 0.260 0.047 18.2
Error =Estimate - Literature.
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B.2 H v Estimation Procedures
Refrigerant design required estimating t~le enthalpy of vaporization at the evaporator
temperature. Different estimation procedures were developed for the interactive and
automatic design procedures.
B.2.1 Interactive EstilTIation Procedure
The estimation procedure for the enthalpy of val·orization used in the interactive design
follov/s:
1) ti.Hv = ~Hv(~Hvb, Tb, Tc) - vVatson EOT
2) LlHvb = IlHvb(F1 , F2 , F3 ) - ~Hvb Factor EOT
2) Tb= Tb(F1 , F2 , F3 ) - Tb Factor EOT
2) Tc = Tc(F1 , F2 , F3 ) - Tc Factor EDT
3) F I = F1(groups) - Jol)ack F2 GCT
3) F2 = 0 - F2 assumption
3) F3 = F3 (groups) - .Joback F3 GeT
Table B.3 shows the estimation errors for 25 compounds. I estimated Hv for 52
compounds. The average absolute error was 13.59 kJ / g-mol with a standard <leviation
of 7.50 kJ/g-mol. The average a,bsolute percent error was 46.18% with a standard
deviation of 27.15%..
B.2.2 Automatic EstilTlation Procedure
The estimation procedure for the ent.halpy of vaporization used in the alltomatic design
follows:
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Table B.3: H" Estimation Procedure Errors - Interactive
Compound T(K) Literature abs(Error) abs{% Error)
carbon tetrachloride 298.2 32.43 13.31 41.1
chloroform 298.2 31.34 16.72 53.3
dichloromethane 298.2 28.85 16.58 57.5
methyl bromide 276.7 23.91 14.12 59.1
nitromethane 318.3 37.17 20.96 56.4
acetonitrile 298.2 32.94 18.92 57.4
1,2-dichloroethane 298.2 35.15 15.37 43.7
acetic acid 298.2 23.36 6.45 27.6
ethyl bromide 304.6 27.55 12.33 44.8
ethane 289.0 7.04 11.00 156.2
dimethyl ether 248.3 21.51 2.31 10.7
ethanol 298.2 42.30 30.45 72.0
dimethyl sulfide 275.9 28.78 10.09 35.1
dimcthylamine 278.9 26.48 0.93 3.5
acetone 300.4 30.84 10.68 34.6
propionaldehyde 286.2 30.28 7.56 25.0
propionic acid 298.2 31.14 6.83 21.9
I-propanol 298.2 47.49 28.11 59.2
methyl etllyl sulfide 301.7 31.64 13.51 112.7
n-propyl amine 298.2 31.26 1.59 5.1
trimethyl amine 276.0 22.94 13.47 58.7
l-chlorobutane 298.2 33.52 0.01 0.0
ethyl ether 280.7 28.15 8.75 31.1
diethyl sulfide 324.7 34.25 17.42 50.9
n-butyl amine 298.2 35.71 4.73 13.2
Error = Estimate - Literature.
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1) 6.Hu = tlHv(~Hvb, Tb , Tbr ) - Watson EOT
2) ~Hvb = ~Hvb(groups) - Joback ~Hvb GeT
2) Tb = Tb(groups) - Joback Tb GeT
2) Tbr = Tbr(groups) - Joback Tbr GCT
Table B.4 shows the estimation errors for 25 compounds. I estimated Hv for 53
compounds. The average absolute error was 2.75 kJ/mol with a standard deviation of
3.60 kJ/mol. The average absolute percent error was 11.98% with a standard deviation
of 23.95%.
B.3 CPL Estimation Procedures
Refrigerant design required estimating the liquid heat capacity at the average of the
evaporator and condenser temperatures. Different estimation procedures were devel-
oped for the interactive and automatic design procedures.
B.3.1 Interactive Design Procedure
The estimation procedure for the liquid heat capacity used in the interactive design
follows:
1) CpL = CpL(w, C;, Tc } - Rowlinson EDT
2) w =w(Tbr , Pc) - Lee-I<esler EDT
2) c; ~ C;(298I() - Cp approximation
3) Tbr = Tbr(Tc , 1b) - definition
4) C;(298K) = C;(Ft , F2 , F3 ) - C; Factor EOT
4) Tc = Tc(F1 , F2 , F3 ) - Tc Factor EOT
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Table B.4: H" Estimation Procedure Errors - Automatic
Compound T(K) Literature abs(Error) abs(% Error)
carbon tetrachloride 298.20 32.43 5.47 16.9
chloroform 298.20 31.34 1.26 4.0
methyl bronlide 276.70 23.91 0.93 3.9
nitromethane 318.30 37.17 0.42 1.1
methanol 298.20 37.43 1.63 4.4
acetaldehyde 294.20 25.71 1.05 4.1
acetic acid 298.20 23.36 19.73 84.5
etllyl bromide 304.60 27.55 0.70 2.5
(~thane 289,00 7.04 10.67 151.5
dimethyl ether 248.30 21.51 0.92 4.3
propionitrile 298.20 36.12 0.82 2.3
acetone 300.40 30.84 0.53 1.7
propionaldehyde 286.20 30.28 0.57 1.9
propane 277.60 16.28 5.49 33.7
I-propanol 298.20 47.49 3.42 7.2
isopropyl alcohol 298.20 45.23 1.74 3.8
Dlethyl etllyl sulfide 301.70 31.64 0.62 2.0
trimethyl amine 276.00 22.94 1.64 7.2
1,2-butadiene 273.30 24.62 0.54 2.2
ethyl ether 280.70 28.15 0.41 1.4
diethyl sulfide 324.70 34.25 0.86 2.5
n-butyl amine 298.20 35.71 3.78 10.6
2,2-dimethlypropane 270.30 23.45 4.08 17.4
I-pentanol 298.20 56.94 4.23 7.4
n-octane 298.20 41.48 2.35 5.7
Error = Estimate - Literature.
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4) Tb = Tb(Ft , F2 , F3 ) - Tb Factor EOT
4) Pc = Pc(Ft , F2 • F3 ) - Pc Factor EOT
5) F1 = F1(groups) - Joback F1 GeT
5) F2 = 0 - F2 assumption
5) }3 = F3 (groups) - Joback F3 GeT
Table B.5 shows the estimation errors for 24 compounds. I estimated CPL for 30
compounds. The average absolute error was 49.71 J/mol·K with a standard deviation
of 127.. 10 J/mol·K. The average absolute percent error was 47.50% with a standard
deviation of 160.69%. rvlethanol was one of the compounds. Its CPL estimate of 794.5
was extremel)' deviant from the literature value of 80.03. Excluding this value the
average absolute ~rror for the remaining 29 compounds was 26.78 J/mol·K with a
standard deviation of 20.12 J/mol·K. The average absolute percent error was 18.35%
with a standard deviation of 18.63%.
B.3.2 AutolTIatic Design Procedure
The estimation procedure for the liquid heat capacity used in the automatic design
follows:
1) CpL = CpL(w, C;, Tc ) by Rowlinson EDT
2) w = w(Tbr , Pc) by Lee-Kesler EOT
2) Tc = Tc(Tb, Tbr ) by definition
2) C; = C;(C;,a' C;,b' C;,c' C;,d) by C; cubic fit
3) Tbr = Tbr(groups) by Joback Tbr GCT
3) T~ = Tb(groups) by Joback Tb GeT
3) Pc = Pc(groups) by Joback Pc GeT
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Table B.5": CPL Estimation Procedure Errors - Interactive
Compound T(K) Literature abs(Error) abs(% Error)
methyl chloride 293.16 80.69 1.88 2.3
methyl mercaptan 280.00 89.03 79.91 89.8
ethyl cllioride 290.00 103.31 0.18 0.2
ethane 265.25 93.86 3.00 3.2
ethanol 294.31 109.87 25.72 23.4
ethyl mercaptan 293.48 117.30 81~O8 69.1
acrylonitrile 290.00 107.94 7.15 6.6
propene 299.77 99.33 14.64 14.7
acetone 296.99 124.68 14.74 11.8
propane 299.77 113.36 13.94 12.3
I-propanol 290.00 139.30 33.32 23.9
I-butene 294.22 128.69 13.94 10.8
methyl etllyl ketone 290.00 157.60 19.12 12.1
n-butane 270.00 132.41 24.98 18.9
isobutane 294.22 136.99 24.17 17.6
n-butanol 303.16 179.79 44.83 24.9
ethyl ether 290.00 170.70 0.59 0.3
I-pentene 294.22 154.37 18.11 11.7
metllyl n-propyl ketone 290.00 182.70 14.26 7.8
n-pentane 280.00 161.55 25.87 16.0
I-pentanol 290.00 202.01 37.32 18.5
n-hexane 288.50 190.02 26.85 14.1
2,2-dimethyl butane 280.00 182.13 53.14 29.2
2,3-dimethyl butane 280.00 182.00 44~47 24.4
I-hexanol 290.01 232.46 37.72 16.2
diisopropyl ether 290.00 213.10 26.73 12.5
n-heptane 270.00 214.81 33.57 15.6
2-methylhexane 292.40 219.27 31.13 14.2
n-octane 290.00 250.96 24.36 9.7
Error = Estimate - Literature.
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3) C;,a = C;,a(groups) by Joback C;,a GeT
3) C;,b = C;,b(groups) by Joback C;,b GeT
3) C;,c = C;,c(groups) by Joback C;,c GCT
3) C;,d = C;,d(groups) by Joback C;tC1 GCT
Table B.6 shows the estimation errors for 25 compounds. I estimated CPL for 30
compounds. The average absolute error was 22.05 J/mol·I{ a standard devia-
tion 10.71 J/mol·K. The average absolute percent error was 14.78% with a standard
deviation of 7.39%.
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Table B.6: CPT Estimation Procedure Errors - Automatic
Compound T(K) Literatllre abs(Error) abs(% Error)
methyl chloride 293.16 80.69 11.25 13.9
methanol 290.10 80.03 28.11 35.1
methyl mercaptan 280.00· 89.03 1.70 1.9
ethyl chloride ~90.00 ItJ3.31 16.69 16.2
ethane 265.25 93.86 2.67 2.8
ethanol 294.31 109.87 29.90 27.2
ethyl mercaptan 293.48 117.30 3.67 3.1
aerylonitrile 290.00 107.94 30.93 28.7
propene 299.77 99.33 19.48 19.6
acetone 296.99 124.68 12.64 10.1
propane 299.77 113.36 18.20 16.1
I-propanol 290.00 139.30 32.56 23.4
I-butene 294.22 128.69 17.85 13.9
methyl ethyl ketone 290.00 157.60 9.96 6.3
n-butane 270.00 132.41 20.79 15.7
isollutane 294.22 136.99 19.13 14.0
n-butanol 303.16 179.79 27.65 15.4
ethyl ether 290.00 170.70 8.60 5.0
methyl n-propyl ketone 290.00 182.70 17.33 9.5
I-pentanol 290.00 202.01 38.28 18.9
2,2-dimethyl butane 280.00 182.13 23.57 12.9
2,3-dimethyl butane 280.00 182.00 2'"{.64 15.2
I-hexanol 290.01 232.46 43.73 18.8
n-heptane 270.00 214.81 32.19 15,,0
n-octane 290.00 250.96 37.03 14.8
Error = Estimate - Literature.
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Appendix C
Physical Property Ranges
Numerous times during the methodology it is necessary to know typical ranges for
physical property values. Trlis is especially true when determining monotonicity using
derivative inspection. I examined a set of compounds which corresponds closely to
those listed in the data-bank of Reid, et.al.[lOl]. In this appendix I present t)'pical
ranges for the important physical properties in my research.
C.l Critical Temperature
Table C.llists the critical temperature for 31 compounds. The compounds were taken
from a sorted list of 453. Compounds with the 14 smallest and 17 largest Tc's are
shown.
Table e.l shows that Tc ranges from 5.2K to 9261(. The majority of the low Tc
compounds are gases. I chose t.he lower limit of Tc to be 225K. Tllis corresponds
to a value slightly lower than that of carbon tetrafluoride. Tc genera.lly increases with
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Table C.I: Tc High and Low Sample Values
Formula Name Tc(K)
He Helium-4 5.2
H2 Hydrogen 33.0
D2 Deuterium 38.2
Ne Neon 44.4
N~ Nitrogen 126.2
F2 Fluorine 144.3
Ar Argon 150.8
O2 Oxygen 154.6
NO Nitric Oxide 180.0
CH4 Methane 190.6
Kr Krypton 209.4
CF4 Carbon Tetrafluoride 227.6
F3N Nitrogen Trifluoride 234.0
F4Si Silicon Tetrafluoride 259.0
C12H1OO Diphenyl Ether 766.0
C2oH42 n-Eicosane 767.0
C2oH42O 1-Eicosanol 770.0
C13H12 Diphenylrnethane 770.0
C19H38 n-Tetradecylcylopentane 772.0
C11H12 1-Methylnaphthalene 772.0
C2oH40 n-Pentadecylcyclopentane 780.0
C12H1O Diphenyl 789.0
C2H60 2 Ethylene Glycol 790.0
C21H42 n-Hexadecylcyclopentane 791.0
CSH403 Phthalic Anhydride 810.0
12 Iodine 819.0
C14H1O Anthracene 869.3
C14H1O Phenanthrene 873.0
C1sH14 0-Terphenyl 891.0
C1sH14 m-Terphenyl 924.9
C1sH14 p-Terphenyl 926.0
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increasing molecular weight. Althotlgh the rate of increase decreases at 11igher molecular
weigllt there is no natural upper limit. I chose an upper limit of 9501(. TIle typical
range of Tc was thus chosen to be [225 950] K.
C.2 Critical Pressure
Table C.2 lists the critical pressure for 26 compounds. The compounds \vere taken from
a sorted list of 430. Compounds with the 12 smallest and 14 largest Pc's are shown.
From the data shown in Table C.2, I chose the typical range of Pc to be [5.0 150.0].
This range excludes Helium-4, Deuterium Oxide, and Water. The extreme values for
these observations were not considered typical of organic compounds.
C.3 Reduced Boiling Point
Table C.3 lists the reduced boiling point for 25 compounds. 'rhe compollnds were takerl
from a sorted list of 450. Compounds are arranged with the 14 smallest first, 6 large
second, and the 5 largest Tbr '8 third.
The physical range of Tbr is [0 1]. Table C.3 shows the typical rallge of Tbr to be
[0.558 0.818].
C.4 Normal Boiling Point
Table C.4 lists the normal boiling point for 24 compounds. Tlle compounds were taken
from a sorted list of 478. Compounds with the 15 smallest and the 9 largest Tb's are
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Table C.2: Pc High and Low Sample Values
Formula Name Pc (bar)
He Helium-4 2.3
C21 H42 n-Hexadecylcyclopentane 9.7
C2oH40 n-Pentadecylcyclopentane 10.2
C2oH42 n-Eicosane 11.1
C19H40 n-Nonadecane 11.1
C19H38 n-Tetradecylcylopentane 11.2
C18H36 1-0ctadecene 11.3
C1sH38 Octadecane 12.1
C1sH36 n-Tridecylcyclopentane 12.1
C2oH42O 1-Eicosanol 12.2
C17H34 n-DodecylcyclopentaI'~e 13.0
H2 Hydrogen 13.0
CH6N2 Methyl Hydrazine 82.4
HI Hydrogen Iodide 83.1
Hel Hydrogen Chloride 83.1
HBr Hydrogen Bromide 85.5
CH3Br Methyl Bromide 86.1
H2S Hydrogen Sulfide 89.4
CINO Nitrosyl Chloride 91.2
N02 Nitrogen Dioxide 101.3
Br2 Bromine 103.4
H3N Ammonia 112.8
12 Iodine 116.5
H4N2 Hydrazine 146.9
D20 Deuterium Oxide 216.6
H2O Water 220.5
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Table C.3: Tbr High and Low Sample Values
Formula Name Tbr
12 Iodine 0.558
HI Hydrogen Iodide 0.560
Br2 Bromine 0.564
HBr Hydrogen Bromide 0.569
Xe Xenon 0.569
H2S Hydrogen Sulfide 0.572
Kr Krypton 0.572
C12 Chlorine 0.573
H2O Water 0.576
Ar Argon 0.578
Hel Hydrogen Chloride 0.579
D20 Deuterium Oxide 0.581
O2 Oxygen 0.583
CH4 Methane 0.585
C4H1OO3 Diethylene Glycol 0.762
C1sH30 n-Decylcyclopentane 0.763
C1sH32 n-Pentadecane 0.769
C1sH30 1-Pentadecene 0.769
C3Hs03 Glycerol 0.775
C16H34 Hexadecane 0.775
C21 H42 n-Hexadecylcyclopentane 0.805
C17H36O Heptadecanol 0.811
C1sH3SO 1-0ctadecanol 0.813
C2oH42O 1-Eicosanol 0.816
He Helium-4 0.818
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Table C.4: Tb High and Low Sample Values
Formula Name Tb(K)
He Helium-4 4.25
H2 Hydrogen 20.30
D2 Deuterium 23.70
Ne Neon 27.10
N2 Nitrogen 77.40
F2 Fluorine 85.00
Ar Argon 87.30
O2 Oxygen 90.20
CH4 Methane 111.60
!(r I(rypton 119.90
NO Nitric Oxide 121.40
F3N Nitrogen Trifluoride 144.40
CF4 Ca.rbon Tetrafluoride 145.10
Xe Xenon 165.00
C2H4 Ethylene 169.38
C1sH3SO 1-Octadecanol 608.00
C14H1O Phenanthrene 612.60
C14H1O Anthracene 613.10
C2oH42 n-Eicosane 617.00
C2oH40 n-Pentadecylcyclopentane 625.00
C2oH42O 1-Eicosanol 629.00
C21 H42 n-Hexadecylcyclopentane 637.00
C1sH14 m-Terphenyl 638.00
C1s1114 p-Terphenyl 649.00
shown.
Table C.4 sho\vs the typical range of Tb for small molecular \veight organic COIT1-
pounds to be [140 650].
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Appendix D
Monotonicity Identification
If F is monotonic in x over the interval X = [X X] then the interval value for F is
given by:
[min (F(X), F(X)) max (F(X), F(X))] . (D.l)
Only the elld points are needed to determine the interval extension. Since point values
are used in all the calculations, excess width does not occur regardless of the function's
algebraic complexity. To provide tighter bounds on the interval extensions of physical
property relationships, I examined relationships used identifying major terms in the
equations which were monotonic over some range of the depeIldent variables.
Identification of monotonicity was done primarily through derivative inspection. A
similar approach was used by Sacks[109] in his BOUNDER program. The derivative
of the equation or equation part being examined is checked for a consistent sign for
all possible values of the dependent variables. If a consistent sign is found then the
equation or equation part is monotonic. Interestingly, examining a.ll vallIes of the
variables is best accomplished through the use of intervals. I present the derivatives
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a.nd results for a number of physical property relationships.
D.l Acentric Factor
The acentric fa,ctor is defined by
w = -loglo PVPr (at Tr = 0.7) - 1.000 (D.2)
Using the Lee-Kesler vapor pressure relationship[72] we obtain the follo\ving correlation
for w:
w = -In Pc - 5.92714 +6.09648/Tb.. + 1.28862ln n.. - 0.169347Tt (D.3)
15.2518 - 15.6875/Tbr - 13.472110 Tbr + O.435771b~
Tdble D.I shows the values for the acentric factor as a function of Tbr and Pc.
Figure 0.1 shows this data plotted for a range of Tbr a.nd Pc values. Both the table
and figure show that w is not monotonic. However, further investigation will show that
the both the numerator and denominator of Equation D.3 are monotonic. I define two
terms for the numerator and denominator:
W num - -In Pc - 5.92714 + 6.09648/Tbr + 1.28862 In T br
-0.169347T~
(D.4)
Wden - 15.2518 - 15.6875/Tbr - 13.4721 In Tbr + O.43577Tb: (D.5)
1"he numerator term, Wnum , can be shown to be monotonic in T br by analyzing its
derivative. The derivative of W num \vith respect to T br is given by:
(D.6)
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Table D.l: Acentric Factor
Tbr Pc = 5 Pc = 10 Pc = 25 Pc = 7,5
0.20 -0.503 -0.487 -0.464 -0.438
0.25 -0.523 -0.499 -0.467 -0.429
0.30 -0.540 -0.507 -0.463 -0.410
0.35 -0.554 -0.509 -0.449 -0.378
0.40 -0.562 -0.503 -0.424 -0.329
0.45 -0.564 -0.486 -0.383 -0.258
0.50 -0.557 -0.454 -0.319 -0.157
0.55 -0.535 -0.402 -0.226 -0.015
0.60 -0.494 -0.320 -0.091 0.185
0.65 -0.423 -0.195 0.106 0.466
0.70 -0.307 -0.006 0.392 0.869
0.75 -0.119 0.286 0.821 1.463
0.80 0.190 0.750 1.491 2.379
0.85 0.734 1.550 2.627 3.919
0.90 1.848 3.162 4.898 6.979
0.95 5.187 7.959 11.624 16.019
0.0
.Q.1
..
..Q.2 Pc (bars)0
... 5u II:,
• 10a -0.3
~ • 25..c 758 ..Q.4 •
c(
.0.5
-0.6
0.2 0.4 0.6
Tbr
Figure D.l: £J\centric Factor as a Function of Tbr and Pc
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Beginning with the requirement that
simple algebraic manipulation yields
1 1
1'J2 > 11"br br
Noting that
6.09648 > 1.28862
we conclude
6.09648
1'J2 >
br
1.28862
Tb r
(D.7)
Equation D.7 implies that the first term of Equation D.6, which is negative, is always
greater than the second term, thus producing a negative result \vhich is added to the
negative third term. The derivative is always negative. W num is thus monotonic.
Wden is shown to be monotonic by a similar argument. The derivative of tIle denom-
inator with respect to Tbr is:
(D.S)
The first term of Equation D.B, which is positive, is always greater than the second
term. Their difference is then always positive which is added to the positive tllird term.
The derivative is always positive. Wden is thus monotonic.
The following sample calculation sho\vs the effect taking advantage of monotonicity
has on the dependency width of an interval. I determine the value of the acentric facto,r
gIven
Tbr = [0.7 0.9][( and Pc = [25 40]atm.
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First calculating W num and Wden using their simple 111terval extensions we obtain:
W num [-3.392 -0.592] (D.9)
Wden = [-5.688 2.858]. (D.IO)
Taking advantage of the rnonotonicity of W num and Wden we can compute the tighter
intervals:
W num [-3.068 -0.916]
Wden = [-2.302 -0.528].
(D.l1)
(D.12)
Besides the reduced width of the monotonically derived intervals as compared to
the na.ively evaluated intervals it is important to note that the simple interval extension
of Wden gives an interval which contains zero. Since Wden is the denominator of Equa-
tion 0.3, the interval value we get for w is [-00 00]. Using tigllter intervals values
"he acentric factor is computed to be [0.602 5.811].
D.2 Vapor Pressure
I spent considerable time investigating the monotonicity of the lliedel-Plank-Miller
vapor pressure estimation technique. The estimate for Pvp is given by four equations:
G [ 2 3]In PVPr = - T
r
1 - Tr + k (3 + Tr )(1 - Tr )
k = h/ G - (1 + nr ) 2
(3 + Tbr ) (1 - Tbr )
G = 0.4835 +O.4605h
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(D.13)
(D.14)
(D.15)
(D.16)
The independent variables in the equations \vere taken to be Tbr '1 Pc, and Tb. A typical .
set of values such as:
Tb r = [0.7 0.8] Pc = [25 50] Tb = [300 500J
gIves
Pup = [0 00] at 272.05K.
If we assume Pup is monotonic in these properties then the resulting interval is:
Pup = [0 0.311] at 272.05K.
TIle large reduction in interval width indicates that investigating monotonicity is worth-
\vhile.
I used the derivative inspection method to investigate monotonicity. Due to the
algebraic complexity of Eqs. D.13 through 0.16 monotonicity was sometimes investi-
gated for only part of the equations. I discuss a monotonicity investigation in each of
tile following sections_
D.2.1 Pvp Monotonicity
Inspection of Pvp's derivatives with respect to Tb and Pc identified monotonicity. Inspec-
tion of Pvp's derivative with respect to Tbr yielded inconcltlsive results. Subexpressions
were analyzed for monotonicity with respect to Tb r -
The derivative of Pup with respect to Tb is given by:
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(D.17)
o = -~ [1 - T; + k(3 + Tr )(l - Tr )3]
aTr TTbr
an --rT
Equation D.17 shows the sign of a:;."e is determined by the sign of the term:.
I in\9estigated this term for sign consistency.
(D.18)
(D.19)
(D.20)
I divided interval values for Tb, Tbr , and Pc into subintervals and used a united
extension to evaillate term. The interval for Tb, [140 650], was divided into a total of
20 sulJinter\rals. The interval for Tbr , [0.5 0.9], was divided into a total of 20 intervals.
The interval for Pc, [5 150], was di,'ided into 10 subintervals. The united extension
of the investigated expression is [0.36 189.4] at 272.05I( and [0.35 82.0] at 316.4K.
PVP is thus monotonic with respect to Tb.
The derivative of Pup with respect to Pc is given by:
o [1 _Pe (1 _T2 1.05 (3 + Tr )(l - Tr )3
- e Tr r + G (3 +nr ) (1 - nr )2
3) 8g ]+k(3 + Tr )(1 - Tr ) aPe
o = -~ [1 - T; + k(3 + Tr )(l - Tr )3]
8g _ 0.4605 Tbr
aPe - Pe (1 - Tbr )
The sign of a~: is determined by:
(D.21 )
(0.22)
(D.23)
The exponential term in Equation D.21 does not affect the sign of a:Pcp •
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I originall:' determined that Pup ,vas monotonic \vith respect to Pc. Repeating the
investigation I question that finding. The estimatioll technique used for Pvp did aSSllme
monotonicit), in Pc.
D.2.2 h MOllotonicity
Equation D.16 shoy;s h is a function of Tbr and Pc. Tbr and Pc are always positive.
Tbr ranges from 0 to 1. Since Pc occurs only once in Equation D.16 monotonicitjP \\·ith
reSIlect to Pc is not in\'estigated. Tbr occurs t\vice. The derivative of h with respect to
Tbr is given by:
8h In Pc
8Tbr - (1 - Tbr )2· (D.25)
For all practical values of Pc and nr , a~~ is positive. Therefore h is monotonic with
D.2.3 G Monotonicity
Equation D.15 shows G is a function of h and thus indirectly a function of Tbr and
Pc. I do not investigate monotonicity with respect to Pc since there is only a single
occurrence. The derivative of G with respect to Tbr equals:
89 8h
81'J = 0.4605 81~ ·
br br
(D.26)
Section D.2.2 showed a~~r was positive for all practical values of Pc and nr. Therefore
:::r is always positive. G is thus monotonic with respect to nr •
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D.2.4 k MOllotonicity
Eqtlation D.14 shows k is a fUllction of h, G, and Tbr . k is thus indirectly a ftinction of
Tbr and Pc. The derivative of k with respect to Tbr is given by:
ak (3 + Tbr )(l - nr ) [~ -1] + [~ - (1 + Tbr )] (5 + 3nr )
___ br
oTbr (3 + Tbr )2(1 - Tbr )3
8h/G 0.4835 In Pc
an
r
= G2 (1 - Tbr )2
(D.27)
(D.28)
I divided interval values for Tbr and Pc into subintervals and used a united extension
to evaluate a?f . The interval for Tbr ' [0.1 0.9], was divided into 1000 subintervals.br
The interval for Pc, [5 150], was divided into 200 subintervals. The united extension
of 8~~ is [0.11 102.2]. k is thus monotonic with respect to nr •
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Appendix E
Factor Analysis
Factor analysis and principal component analysis are two statistical techniques for
analyzing covariance structure. The goal of each technique is to explain, if possible, the
covariance relationships among many variables in terlns of a few underlying qtlantities.
These ne\v quantities are called factors in factor analysis or principal components in
principal cODlponent analysis. Factors and principal components are new variables
formed from linear combinations of the original observed variables.
In my molecular design procedure factor analysis plays an important role in being
able to reduce the dimensionality of a design space. Interactive design in a space of
dimension greater than three is not possible. Interactive design in a three dimensional
space is possible but difficult. It is therefore desirable to reduce the dimension of the
space to two.
I present in this appendix both statistical techniques of factor analysis and principal
component analysis. I first present the mathematical basis of the techniques. I then
describe some of the work done in analyzing physical properties using factor analysis.
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I do not desc.ribe the two techniques in detail. Both are common statistical techniques
described in many books on multivariate statistical a,nalysis[63,82].
E.l Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis looks for a few linear combinations which can be used
to stlmmarize a set of data, losing in the process as little information as possible. The
definition of principal components follows[82]:
If x is a random vector with mean JL and covariance matrix b, ther! the
principal component transformation is the transformation:
x --+ y = r'(x - p), (E.l)
where r is orthogonal, f'Ef = A is diagonal, and Al > A2 > ... > Ap > o.
The strict positivity of the eigenvalues, Ai, is guaranteed if E is positive
definite. This representation of ~ follows from the spectral decomposition
theorem. The ith principal component of x may be defined as the ith
element of the vector y:
Yi = f(i)(X - p.).
Here I(i) is the ith column of r.
(E.2)
Geometrical])', principal components represent the selection of a new coordinate
sj"stem obtained by rotating the original system with Xl' X 2 , ••• ,Xn as the coordinate
axes. The ne\v axes, Y1, Y2, . .. , Yn , represent the directions witll maximum variability.
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E.2 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is similar to principal component analysis. The major difference is that
factor analysis attempts separate the variation in a variable int.o a common and specific
part. The definition of factor analysis follows[82]:
Let x(p x 1) be a random vector with mean Jl and covariance matrix ~.
The k-factor model holds for x if x can be written in the form
x = AI +u + J.l (E.3)
where A(p x k) is a matrix of constants and f(k x 1) and u(p x 1) are random
vectors. The elements of f are called common factors. The elements of u
are called specific or unique factors. Additional restrictions on tIle model
follow:
E(f) = 0 (E.4)
V(f) = I (E.5)
E(u) = 0 (E.6)
C(Uj,Uj) =0, i#j (E.7)
C(j, u) = o. (E.8)
E.3 Factor Analytic Studies
Factor analysis is becoming widely used in the development of physical property -
Inolecular structure relationships. In the chemical field, Malinowski and Howery[81]
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used factor analysis to analyze mass spectroscopy data, chromatography data, and
much more. Numerous books on drug design describe its applicability[39,84]. I am pri-
ma.rily interested in the dimensional reduction which is accomplished in factor analytic
studies. Three studies have looked at the interrelationships between physical properties
which could be of value to my molecular design technique.
E.3.1 CralTIer
Cramer(20] used factor analysis to test the hypothesis that internlolecular interactions
in the liquid state were of two types. The first type of interaction was associated witl}
the "bulk" of the molecules involved. The second type of interaction was associated
v;ith the "cohesiveness" of the molecules involved.
Cramer examined 114 pure component liquids in his factor analytic study. Several
combinations of properties were examined in the study. The results of a six property
- five factor analysis were used to develop regression equations for 15 other proper-
ties. The factor relationships for the original six properties and the additional fifteen
properties are shown in Table E.l. Summary statistics for these equations are shown
in Table E.2. For many of the 21 properties the statistics show good fits.
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Table E.l: Physical Properties as Functions of BC(DEF) Factors
1 Activity Coefficient: log(CH20 / cga3 )
-
1.241 + 5.09B + 13~54C + 3.36D + 6.83E + 7.39F
2 log(Partition Coefficient): (caetanol/CH20)
- 1.604 + 3.65B - 7.66C - 5.74D - O.31E + 5.09F
3 Molar Refractivity
-
22.94 + 52.89B 21.58C + 4.21D + 83.6E - 12.02F
4 BoiliIlg Point
-
66.39 + 532.50B + 223.6C - 365.4D - 250.8E - 794.6F
5 Molar Volume
- 90.02 + 139.9B 90.12C + 245.6D - lO8.5E - 3.1F
6 IIeat of Vaporization
-
8.197 + 14.92B + 9.615C - 8.07D - 12.8E + 14.5F
7 Magnetic Susceptibility
-
54.58 + 111.4B - 51.8e - 16.1D + 42.9E + 13.0F
8 Critical Temperature
-
248.6 + 770.4B + 343.1C 927D 68E - 1810F
9 (van cler Waals A)1/2
-
4.144 + 6.93B O.23C - O.03D + 1.2E - 10.6F
10 van cler Walls B
-
0.121 + O.225B - 0.07C + 0.15D + D.IIE - O.12F
11 log(Dielectric Constant)
- 0.728 + 0.57B + 2.60C - 1.97D - 5.IE - 2.3F
12 solubility parameter
- 8.97 + 5.22B + 12.1C - 15.0D - 12.9E - 7.7F
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Table E.1 Continued: Physical Properties as Functions of BC(DEF) Factors
13 critical pressure
- 46.3-
14 surface tension
7.1B + 56.2C - 243D - 51E - 230F
23.5 + 36.8B + 22.2C - lOID + 58E - 174F
15 thermal conductivity
- 3.17 + 3.19B + 4.5C + 2.1D - 13.2E - 14.5F
16 log(viscosity)
= --0.23 + 2.44B + I.26C - 0.94D - 8.lE + 5.06F
17 isothermal compressibility
- 11.6 - 22.6B - IO.BC + 57.6D + lIE + 22F
18 ET
-
38.4 + 9.4B + 47.9C - 41.7D - 147E + 63F
19 Dipole Moment
-
1.33 + 1.5B + 5.0e - 1.5D - IDE - 20.4F
20 Melting Point
-
77.2 + 295B + 194C - 443D + 339E - 406F
21 Molecular Weight
-
87.8 + 149.6B - 78.3C - 239D + 20E - 386F
E.3.2 Klillce\Vicz
I(lincewicz[67] performed a factor analytic study on the thirteen variables shown in
Table E.3. Studies were done using 2, 3, and 4 factor models. The percentage variance
explained by each factor in each study is shown in Table E.4. The contribution of
the fourth factor to the total variance is not substantial. The three factor model is
considered significant.
The factor loadings for the three factor model are displayed in Table E.6. To empha-
size patterns within the fC'.,ctors, Klincewicz replaced loadings with absolute values less
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Table E.2: Statistics for BC(DEF) Factors - Physical Property Relationships
Property Units r 2 Std Error
1 Activity Coefficient 0.998 0.14
log(CH20 / cga5 )
2 log(Partition Coefficient) 0.998 0.08
(Codt'nol/ CH2 O)
3 Molar Refractivity crn3 /mol 0.999 0.51
4 Boiling Point °C 0.999 3.31
5 Molar Volume cm3Jmol 0.999 1.27
6 Heat of Vaporization kcaI/rnol 0.997 0.22
7 Magnetic Susceptibility egs molar 0.963 6.31
8 Critical Temperature °C 0.992 20.71
9 (van cler Waals A)l/'1. 1·atm1/'1./mol 0.991 0.19
10 van der Walls B llmol 0.975 0.01
11 log(Dielectric Constant) 0.883 0.23
12 solubility parameter cal/cm3 0.912 0.80
13 critical pressure atm 0.769 9.75
14 surface tension dyn/cm 0.953 2.55
15 thermal conductivity cal/sec-cm2 0.808 0.43
16 log(viscosity) 0.920 0.19
17 isothermal compressibility m2/molxlOlo 0.935 1.19
18 ET 0.980 1.73
19 Dipole Moment d 0.733 0.77
20 Melting Point °C 0.851 39.6
21 Molecular Weight g/mol 0.779 25.8
Table E.3: Physical Properties in Klincewicz's Factor Analytic Study
klR Mw p bm
Tc Pc ~ Tb
~Gj,298 llHj,298 nA C;,298
Tm
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Table E.4: Percentage Variance Explained by Klincewicz's Factors
Factor
1
2
3
4
Total
Number of Factors
234
76.65 69.07 70.74
16.33 14.37 14.22
14.20 12.29
1.84
92.98 97.64 99.09
than 0.25 with zero. The means and standard deviations for the observations on the
thirteen variables are shown in Table E.5. From this information it ShOl1ld be possible
to generate pllysical property - factor relations using the equation:
where:
STD = standard deviation of the data on the physical property.
Li = loading of the ith factor.
At!ean = average value of the data on the physical property.
The relationships I developed did not accurately reproduce the study's data. I believe
tIle substituted zeros caused the large errors.
E.3.3 Joback
Joback[61] performed a factor analytic study on the nine physical properties shown in
Table E.7. Two, three, and fOllf factor models were investigated for 98 compounds.
The total percentage variance explained by each of these models is shown in Table E.8.
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Table E.5: Klincewicz's Factor Ana.lys~) Data Summary Statistics
Physical Standard
Property 1v1eaJl Deviation
kfw 88.40'7 93.719
Tc 54t5.7~:t5 553.496
Tb 360.04:~) 365.367
Tm 201.9~~,(, 210.t.\69
Vc 30~~.2CO 317.5t56
p O.86~~ 0.894
MR 2f>.420 28.225
l/Pc ().25~~ 0.260
C;,298 26.56a 28.203
~H;,298 -2H.63t; 46.394
LlGJ,298 -~1.37E» 33.299
am 0.351 0.473
nA 15.027' 16.141
Table E.6: Loadil1gs for Klince"ricz~!) Three Fac~_o_r_l\_1o_d_e_l _
Physical
Property
v::
nA
C;,2913
MR
l/Pc
Mw
Tb
Tc
Tm
p
6m
~GJ,298
~Hi,298
~Factor 1
O~970
0.969
0.968
0.967
0.950
0.929
0.904
0.898
0.849
0.825
0.,110
o
-0.4·96
L()adint~S
F'actor 2
o
o
o
o
o
0.319
0.402
0.416
0.4\50
0.493
0.858
o
o
Factor 3
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0.975
0.857
To emphasize patterns within the factors, Klincewicz replaced loadings with a~bsolute values less
than 0..25 with zeros.
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Table E.7: Physical Properties in Joback·'s Factor .J\nalytic Study
~ 1/vPc C;,298
nA LlGf,298 6.Hf,298
Tb Tc D.Hvb
The three factor model was considered the best. Table E.g shows the nine equations
relating the factors to the original physical properties [61].
E.4 Dimensionc\l Reduction
It is desirable to design in a two dimensional design space when using the interactive
design procedure. Many of th(~ equation oriented estimation techniques used in target
transformation yield transform,ed constraints which are dependent on more than two
fundamental properties. The resuits of the factor analytic studies show that factor
analysis is a po\verful procedure for reducing the dimensionality of physical property
(iata.
It is especially interesting to note the variance explained by two factors in the above
st\ldies. Table E.I0 shows the variance explained by two factors in each of these studies.
Table E.8: Total Variance Explained in Joback's Factor Models
Number of Factors
2
3
4
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% Variance Explained
74.78
96.15
97.24
Table E.g: Physical Property - Factor Relationships
1/JT{ - 0.157 O.019Fl -t- O.OOlF2
~ - 296.1 89.66F1 -t IO.41F2 36.68F3
nA 14.50 .5.35F1 O.27F2 1.18F3
C;,298 25.70 8.72Fl O.29F2 2.44F3
~Gf,298 - 1.41 6.93F1 + 31.80F2 O.51F3
6.1fj,298 -22.64 + 5.42F1 + 36.94F2 + O.50}3
Tc - 545.9 24.65F1 + 11.99F2 87.92F::~
Tb - 358.4 25.26F] + 1.20F2 64.94F3
t:J.Hvb - 7686.6 432.3F1 255.2F2 1614.3F3
Cramer reported results for factorizations of four, six, and ten physical property data
sets. Each of these is shown in Table E.I0. Even though the variance explained reported
by Joback is low, all studies ShO\Vll that t~..o factors explain a considerable amount of
the physical property data.
As discussed in Section 16 the factor analytic studies performed used a data set con-
sisting of a wide variety of compounds. Targetin,g the data set for a pa.rticular chemical
product should produce results of greater accura,cy. In the refrigerant case study pre-
sented in Chapter 11 the factor analytic reiationships used to reduce the dimensionality
of the design space sh.ould be derived using data from current refrigerants.
E.5 Group Contributions
Cramer[21] and Joback[61] developed group contribution estimation techniques for the
factor scores derived in their studies. Cramer reported good accuracy for his estimation
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Table E.IO: Percentage Variance Explained by 2 Factors
Study
CramerB
4 Properties
6 Properties
10 Properties
Klincewicz
Jobackb
Factors
1 2
55.8 41.7
64.4 31.3
75.3 21.4
76.7 16.3
Total
97.5
95.7
96.7
93.0
74.78
(J The percentage variance explained was taken from the first two factors of a five factor study
(Four factors in the 4 property study).
b Only the total variance was reported.
techniques with an rms difference between predicted and experimental values for 749
compounds being 6%. Joback's estimation techniques were not as accurate.
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Abstract
This volume describes the computer implementation of some of the metll0dologies
present.ed in Volume 1. Implementation was done on a Symbolics LISP Machine using
the Genera development environment. I used flavors, commands, constraint frames,
generic functions, and presentations to implement my molecular design environment.
The sections of the methodology described in Volume 1 were incorporated into separate
sections of the implementation. I devote a chapter to each of t}lese sections. In de-
scribin6 each section I emphasize the screeIl layout, objects created, important instance
\1ariables, generic functions, and commands.
The purpose of this voltlme is to describe my system in sufficient detail to allow easy use
of the system, provide information for maintenance, and provide guidance in extending
the s)·stem. Throughout the volume I discuss the concepts learned about organizing
and implementing a large complex computer environment. I believe this makes the
vo}unle useful to individuals ¥-,ho do not know LISP, have not programmed a LISP
machine, and may never have the opportunity to use the system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
M~1 molec\llar design system consists of approximately 20,000 lines of LISP code with
an additional 17,000 line databank. I implemented the system in Symbolics Common
LISP on a Symbolics LISP Machine. In this volume I describe the implementation in
sufficient detail to enable use, maintenance, and ~xtension of the system.
1.1 SYlnbolics Environment
A.fy implementation is based on Symbolics' Genera 7.1 development environment. Un-
derstanding Genera is needed for maintaining and extending the system. Appendix B
provides an outline for beroming familiar with LISP and the Symbolics environment.
1.2 System Organization
The system is divided into eight sections corresponding closely to the parts of the
methodology described in Volume 1. Each section is composed of one or two subsections
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called configurations. Sections are conceptual entities associated with a stage of the
methodology. The configuration (actually referring to a configuration of ,vindows) is
the a.ctual display you see on the screen. Flgure 1.1 shows an example configuration.
The system divides the screen into several window panes. These panes are arranged
in a tile format. This means that individual window panes are not rneant to be rear-
ranged or modified in size or shape. The naIne of a window pane is displayed in a black
rectangle at the top of the pane. Not all panes have names.
Three irnportant types of panes occur in every' configuration:
Title Pane: The Title Pane is displayed along the top of the configuration. It displays
the name of the current configuration. The Title Pane in Figure 1.1 displays the name:
Data Base Section: Plot Configuration.
Comlnands Menu: The Commands Menu displays commands applicable to the cur-
rent configllration. Commands are displayed in alphabetical order. Each configuration
has its own commands menu. Figure 1.1 shows the Plot Configuration'8 Commands
l\1enu in the lo\ver right corner of the screen. Command Menus' names are not dis-
played.
Interaction Pane: Ther~ is one Interaction Pane for the system. All configurations
share the same pane. The Interaction Pane accepts input a,nd displays outrJut. The
s)'stem prompts for input by displaying the MD Command: prompt.
The eight sections of the system are shown in Table 1.1 with their associated con-
figurations. Each section is designed to focus on the accomplishrrlent of a fe\\' specific
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Enter the order of tha polynomial: 2 D;splay Statistics
Fit Line To Points
The Equation or the Polynomial Is:
V • 156.66432 + 2.575144· X + -0.0037434546· X~2
MD Command: I
fit polynomraflOPOffffSJ
Mark Data Points
Remove All Functions from Graph
Figure 1.1: Example Configuration: Plot Configuration
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Table 1.1: Sections of the Molecular Design System
Login Section
Login Section Configuration
Problem Formulation Section
Problenl Formulation Section Constraints Configuration
Data Base Section
Data Base Section Plot Configuration
Data Base Section Data Configuration
'l-'arget Transformation Section
Target Transformation Section Configuration
Interactive Design Section
Interactive Design Section Design Configuration
Interactive Design Section Preparation Configuration
Automatic Design Section
Automatic Design Section Meta Molecules Configuration
Automatic Design Section Meta Groups Configuration
Molecule Evaluation Section
Molecule Evaluation Section Specification Configuration
Molecule Evaluation Section Configuration
Group Contribution Section
Group Contribution Section Model Entry Configuration
Group Contribution Section Editing Configuration
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tasks. The major tasks throughout all sections are summarized into three classes:
1. Creation/Deletion of objects.
2. Storage of information into objects or retrieval of information from objects.
3. Coercion or transformation of an object of one type into an object of another
type.
These three tasks involve the two classes of code vlhich compose most of the system:
objects and commands.
1.3 Objects
Objects have three important characteristics:
1. Slots or instance variables for information storagec
2. Presentations which specify how an object is displayed and accepted by the user.
3. Methods \vhich are functions specific to each object. The interface to these meth-
ods is primarily through commands.
The graph, data points, and functions displayed in Figure 1.1 are all represented in
the computer as objects. Data points have instance variables which store their x and y
coordinates and associated molecule. A data point is presented either as a filled circle,
., or a cross, x. Data points have methods for drawing and describing themselves. The
graph and function objects have sirniiar methods. However, whereas the description
method for a data point returns it x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and associated molecule,
the description method for a graph returns its x-axis, y-axis, and number of data points.
Appl)'ing the same method to different objects can yield very different results.
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1.4 Commands
Commands manipulate objects and the information they contain. The Fit Poly-
nomial To Points command highlighted in Figure 1.1 prompts the designer for a
2-d-active-graph and the order of the polynomial. The command then extracts all
the unmarked data points of the graph and regresses a polynomial of the given order.
This polynomial is then presented in the graph as a function-object.
Commands provide the interface between the designer and the LISP code imple-
menting the system. The designer activates commands by mousing on their displayed
name or typing their name into the interaction pane.
1.5 Structure
Chapters describing sections of the implementation are divided into six parts:
1. Section Layout: Describes the layout of windows composing the section. The
purpose of each window is described.
2. Section Operation: Briefly describes the tasks accomplished by the section.
This is done at an abstract level. A detailed example is given in Example Usage.
3. Section Objects: Describes the major objects used in the section. Important
instance variables and methods for some of these objects are described.
4. Section Commands: Describes each of the commands relevant to the section.
5. Section Discussion: Discusses the concepts used in the section '8 implementa-
tion. I typically present reCOfllt9Jlendations for improvement.
6. Example Usage: Presents a detailed example of the section's use. The goal is
to provide step-by-step instruction requiring no prior experience vlith the system.
Designing refrigerants is used to demonstrate many of the sections.
6
Chapter 2
Systelll Basics
Tllis chapter overviews basic operations of the Symbolics environment. I introduce
some of the terminology and commands used in following chapters. The description
gi,'en here is sufficient to run the system. Understanding LISP and the Symbolics
environment is necessary to maintain and extend the system. Appendix B provides an
olltline for learning LISP and the Symbolics environment.
2.1 Keyboard
The 88 keys on the Symbolics keyboard are classified into three groups: 1) character
keys; 2) function keys; 3) modifier keys. Function keys, e.g., TAB, RUBOUT, and
character keys, e.g., a, b, c, are designated by white labels. When a function key is
depressed some action occurs, e.g., a tab is inserted or the character to the left of the
cursor is deleted. When a character key is depressed a character is inserted at the
current location.
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Modifier keys are intended to be held down while a function or character key is
typed. Modifier keys "modify" the behavior of function and character keys. The most
commonly used modifier key is the shift key which causes a capital letter to be typed
when held down in conjunction with a ch3,racter key. Modifier keys are denoted by black
labels. Six modifier keys are commonly used. These have the following abbreviations:
c - control
h - hyper
m- meta
s - super
sh - shift
sy - symbol
Thus c-m-a means wllile holding down both the control and meta modifier keys de-
press tIle character key a.
~1odifier keys are often used in conjunction with mouse gestures. Mouse gestures
are discussed next.
2.2 Mouse
Symbolics uses a three button monse. The mouse buttons are designated as left,
middle, and right. Clicking a mouse button generates a "mouse gesture". The verb
"nlousing" is often used to denote the clicking action. The system developer associates
LISP f'aDctions with a particular mouse gesture. Thus instead of calling a particular
system function to display the system menu, you can mouse right twice.
Symbolics' presentation system makes objects displayed on the screen mouse sensi-
tive. Mouse sensitivity means that the system recognizes the object or objects currently
under the mouse cursor. A typical term used throughout my thesis is to mouse "on"
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an object. This means to move the mouse cursor over the displayed object and click
one of the mouse buttons.
Modifier keys also effect mouse gestures. Mouse h-sh-left means to hold down
both the hyper and shift keys while clicking the left mouse button. The mouse doc-
umentation line displays the currently applicable mouse gestures. The documentation
line is located at the bottom of the screen just above the status line.
2.3 Non-Displayed Commands
A number of commands in rn)r molecular design system are available only through mouse
gestures or keyboard entry. This provides the convenience of access but necessitates
describing the commands to ensure the user is aware of them.
The action a mouse gesture takes depends on the type of object the mouse is over.
Thus for each of the commands listed below, I specify the object types for which the
gesture is applicable. For example, to change to another configuration of the system
:you could type the command
Select Section
or pla.ce the mouse so it is not over any object and click the right mouse button.
Select Section: This command is activated by moving the mouse cursor to an empty
area. of the screen and mousing right. A menu is exposed listing all the configurations
of the molecular design system. Choosing a configuration exposes it.
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Previous Section: This command is activated only through keyboard entry. The
previous configuration is exposed.
Input Values: This command is activated by moving the mouse cursor over any
molecular design system object and mousing h-sh-right. A menu is exposed dis-
pla}ring tIle values for some of the object's instance variables. The instance variables
displayed are object dependent. These values can be modified.
This facility is rarely used and I suggest removing it. The input of values for instance
variables requires a more developed interface than a simple menu.
Redisplay Pane: This command is activated by moving the mouse cursor to an
empty area of a windo\v pane and mousing h-sh-right. The window pane the mouse
cursor is over is redisplayed. Each window pane of my molecular design system has its
own redisplay function. The redisplay action is thus window pane dependent.
Delete Self: This command is activated by mo\ring the mouse cursor over any molec-
ular design system object and mousing h-right. The o'bject is deleted from the window
pane. Some objects are not deleteable. Attempting to delete a non-deleteable object
does nothing.
Move Object: This command is activated by moving the mouse cursor over any
graphic-based-object and mousing h-left. The mouse "picks up" the object. In
actuality the object is deleted from its window pane and the mouse cursor is changed,
to resemble its display. The designer repositions the object by moving the mouse.
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~fousing left deposits the object at the repositioned mouse location. This comnland is
primarily used for moving atoms, groups, and graphs.
Displace froIl"! Keyboard: This command is activated by moving the mouse cursor
over any graphit.:-based-obj ect and mousing h-s-right. This command is analogous
to the Move Ob\ject command. However, repositioning is done through keyboard
commands not with the monse. This command is used when accurate positioning of
objects is required. f\ccurate positioning with the mouse is difficult. The fOUf keyboard
cOlnmands used are:
c-F moves the graphic object forward to the right
c-B mo"es the graphic object backward to the left
c-P moves the graphic object up
c-N moves the graphic object down
The unit of movement is 1 pixel. This command is primarily used for repositioning
atoms.
The following two commands select and deselect objects. Selection is a programming
concept made popular by the Macintosh interface[3]. The input for certain commands
is taken from a list of selected objects. Symbolics's paradigm would be to prompt for
a sequence of objects. I believe this is the better choice except when the list is long
or objects choice is based on some complex criteria. The selected object is graphically
altered to denote it has been selected. This is usually done by displaying the object in
in\'erse video. Selection is one way to "mark" one or more objects so functions apply
only to them.
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Select/Deselect Object: This command is activated by moving the mouse cursor
over any molecular design s:ystem object and ID')using h-s-left. The object typically
is redispla)1ed in inverse video. If the object is already selected then it is deselected.
Window Select/Deselect: This command enables the designer to select more than
one object at a time. The mouse cursor is used to form a box around those objects the
designer wishes to select. The command is activated b)1 moving the mouse cursor to
an empty area of the window pane containing the objects to be selected and rnousing
h-s-left. The mouse cursor changes to an upper left corner. Mousing left places
this upper left corner at the current mouse location. The mouse cursor then changes
to a lower right corner. A "rubber banding box" connects the two corners. Mousing
left places this lower right corner at the current mouse location. All objects whose
centers are within the box are selected.
2.3.1 Syll1bolics' COlTIDlands
I added the following Symbolics system commands to the molecular design system's
comnland table:
• Clear Output History
• Copy Output History into Editor
• Hardcopy File
• I,oad File
• Compile File.
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Chapter 3
Login Section
The Login Section is the first configuration the designer sees when the system begins
operating. The Login Section provides documentation for all of the s)rstem's sections
a,nd configurations. It is intended to be a location the designer can retreat to if he
or she gets lost. The Login Section is thus analogous to the Home Card in Apple's
IIyperCard[5]. However, since an)' configuration of the system is reachable from an,y
other configuration, the Login Section does not serve as a central exchange. There is
no requirement to return to the Login Section "on the way" to another configuration.
The Login Section consists of a single configuration. The main task of this config-
uration is to provide documentation on the system, sections, and configurations.
3.1 Section Layout
The screen layout of the Login Section is shown in Figure 3.1 The screen real estate is
used by five panes:
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Molecular Design Login Sect;ion
Login Section
Login Section Configuration
Problem Formulation Section
Problem Formulation Section Constraints Con
Data Base Section
Oats Base Section Plot Configuration
Data Base Section Data Configuration
Target Transformation Section
Target Transformation Section Configuration
Interactive Design Section
Interactive Design Section Design Conflguratl
Interactive Design Section Preparation Conflg
Automatic Design Section
Automatic Design Section Meta Molecules Co
Automatic Design Section Meta Groups Confl
Molecu;e Evaluation Section
Molecule Evaluation Section Specification Co
~1olecule Evaluation Section Configuration
Group Contribution Section
(I
MO Command:
MD Command: I
Figure 3.1: Login Sect.ion Screen
Change Configuration
Clear Description Pane
Describe Configuration
Describe Section
Describe System
Login Section Title Pane: Displays the title of the Login Section.
System Sections Pane: Displays all the sections and configurations of the system.
The display is arranged by section. Each section is composed of one or two configu-
rations. Sections are displayed in bold v/ith their one or two configurations displayed
beneath them.
Description Pane: This pane displays the requested documentation. Ne\v docu-
mentation is appended to the end of the pane.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for acceptiIlg commands
and input.
Login Section Commands Menu: The command menu displaying commands rel-
evant to the Login Section.
3.2 Section Operation
The primary task of the Login Section is to provide a central location for system
<locumentation. Documentation can be viewed for a section, configuration, or the
system in general. The Describe System command displays brief documentation
about the molecular design system. The Describe Section command prompts for a
section. A choice can be made by mousing on one of the sections displayed in the System
Sections Pane or typing the section's [lame. The chosen section'8 documentation is
displa.yed in the Description Pane. The Describe Configuration command operates
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analogously. Figure 3.2 shows the Login Section after the Problem Formulation Section
\"as documented.
New documentation is appended to the bottom of the Description Pane. ~lhen the
djsplayed documentation becomes excessive the Clear Description Pane command
clears all displayed documentation.
The Change Configuration command prompts the designer ior a new configura-
tion. A choice can be made by mousing on one of the configurations displayed in the
System Sections Pane. The system changes to the chosen configuration.
3.3 Section Objects
The t,vo major objects used in the Login Section are:
1. Section
2. Configuration
Table 3.1 lists all the sections and configurations known to the system. These objects
and associated functions are defined in the file:
molecular-design:login-section;objects.lisp.
The section object has two instance variables inherited from the basic flavor:
text-based-obj ect. These are:
1. pretty-name
2.. documentation-obj ect
The pretty-name instance variable contains the name of the section. This is tIle
name displayed in the Systems Sections Pane. The documentation-object contains a
16
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Login Section
Login Section Configuration
Problem Formulation Section
Problem Formulation Section Constraints COrl]
Ii
Data Base Section
Oats Base Section Plot Configuration
Oats Base Section Data Configuration
Target Transformation Section
Target Transformation Section Configuration
interactive Design Section
Interactive Design Section Design Conffguratl
Ir;teractlve Design Section Preparation Conflg
Automatic Design Section
Automatic Design Section Meta Molecules Co
Automatic Design SectIon Meta. Groups Confl
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Molecular Design System Description
The Molecular DesIgn System Is Intended to pr<Jvlde facilities for the
design of molecules possessIng desIred physical properties. These
facilities Involve the analysis of data for developing molecular-structure-
physical property relationships and the ability to Input existing
relationships. These relationships define the physical propert:as which
the system knows about. These properties are used to develop the
constraints which compose the target of our molecular design.
Problem Formulation Section Constraints Configuration Description
The Problem FormulatIon Section Constraints Configuration Is a
configuration of the Problem Formulation Section.
The Problem Formulation Section Constraints Configuration provides
three basic facilities:
1) Creation of Constraints
2) Crf:atlon of New Properties
3) Creation of New Property Classes•
The basic goal of the section Is to develop physical property
constraints. If these constraints are on properties known to the system
then you can simply click on Create Constraint and enter values for
the constraint label and the constraint value. After completing this entry,
clicking on (181) will create a new constraint which will be displayed In
the Constraints pane.
MD Command:
MD C.:>mmand: Describe System
MD Command: Describe Configuration
Enter a Configuration to be Described: Problem Formulation Section Constraints
Configuration
MD Command: I
Change Configuration
Clear Description Pane
Describe Configuration
Describe SectIon
Describe System
Figure 3.2: Login Section Documentation Facility
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Table 3.1: System Sections and Configurations
Login Section
Login Section Configuration
Problem Fo~mulationSection
Problem Formulation Section Constraints Configuration
Data Base Section
Data Base Section Plot Configuration
Data Base Section Data Configuration
Target Transformation Section
Target Transformation Section Configuration
Interactive Design Section
Interactive Design Section Design Configuration
Interactive Design Section Preparation Configuration
Automatic Design Section
Automatic Design Section Meta Molecules Configuration
Automatic Design Section Meta Groups Configuration
Molecule Evaluation Section
Molecule Evaluation Section Specification Configuration
Molecule Evaluation Section Configuration
Group Contribution Section
Group Contribution Sectic.n Model Entry Configuration
Group Contribution Section Editing Configuration
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documentation string. The Document Section command displays this string in the
Description Pane.
The configuration object has four important instance variables:
1. Program-Name
2. Section
3. Pretty-=Name
4. Documentation-Object
Program-name stores the name of the configuration used by the program. This is
typically the pretty-name of the configuration with spaces replaced by hyphens. This
name is used in the program frame's : se't-conf igurat ion method. The section
instance variable stores this configuration '8 associated section. This is used to categorize
configurations for display in the System Sections Pane. The prettyo.name instance
variable stores the name of the configllration. The documentation-object instance
variable stores a documentation string describing the purpose of the configuration.
3.4 Sectioll Commands
The follo\\ring commands are listed in the command menu of the Login Section. The
cOlnmands' definitions are in the file:
molecular-design:login-section;commands.lisp.
Change Configuration: Prompts the designer for a configuration. This configura-
tion can be entered by typing the name appearing in the System Sections Pane or by
mousing on the displayed name. The Login Section Configuration is deexposed and
the chosen configuration is exposed.
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Clear Description Pane: Removes all the displayed documentation from the De-
scription Pane. Clearing the Description Pane is useful when a great deal of documen-
tation has been displayed.
Describe Configuration: Prompts the designer for a configuration to be described.
The configuration's name can be typed or its displayed name can be nloused on. The
documentation for the chosen configuration is displayed in the Description Pane.
Describe Section: Prompts the designer for a section to be described. The sectioll '8
name can be entered or its displayed name can be moused on. The documentation for
tIle chosen section is displayed in the Description Pane.
Describe System: Displays documentation about the overall system in the Descrip-
tion Pane.
3.5 Section Discussioll
The documentation facility provided by the Login Section is fully functional. The
documentation available for the sections and configurations is meager \\rhen present.
?\1ore documentation must be added.
Examples of the system operating provide greater assistance to the designer than
any written documentation could. Session "recordings" could be replayed to demon-
strate a.ctual mouse motions, command executions, and object creation and display.
Implementation of such a recording facility requires intercepting commands, tracking
20
mouse motions, and detecting mouse gestures. I did not work on these ideas in anJ'
depth but am quite sure all are possible. Symbolics' user interface pa.radigm provides
a good basis for such a recording s)'stern.
3.6 Example Usage
The system exposes the Login Section when started. The purpose of the Login Section
is to provide documentation on the system, sections, and configurations.
Action 3.1 Alouse left on the Descr-ibe System command.
Some extremel)r brief documentation on the Molecular Design System is displayed in
the Description Pane.
The System Sections Pane displays the system's sections and configurations. Each
is documented.
Action 3.2 Mouse left on the Describe Configuration command.
TIle system prompts for a configuration:
Enter a Configuration to be Described:
Action 3.3 Mouse left on the P7~oblem Formulation Section Constraints Configura-
tion.
The documentation for tIle configuration is appended to the end of the Description
Pane.
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Cllapter 4
Problem Forlllulation Section
The first step of any design is to establish the target. In molecular design our tar-
get consists of constraints on structural, physical, and chemical properties important
to the performance of the de~;-ed chemical product. The main purpose of the Prob-
lem Formulation Section is to l..Jrovide an interface with which the designer can enter
physical property constraints. The Problem Formulation Section consists of a single
configuratioIl.
4.1 Section Layout
The screen layout of the Problem Formulation Section is shown in Figure 4.1. The
screen real estate is used by five panes:
Property List Pane: Displays all the physical properties known to the system. The
physical properties are arranged by property class.
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Critical Properties
Crit1ct.l Volume
Critical Pressure
Critical Temperature
Problem Formulation Section
Constraint
Label: Pvp Low
VAlue: (> (PVP 272.05) 1.1)
l")
~
Enthalples
Gibbs Energy of Formation
Enthalpy of Formation
Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb
Enthalpy of Vaporization LP
Factors
Factor 3
Factor 2
Factor 1
Heat Capacities
Ideal Gas Heat Capacity at 298
Liquid Heat Capacity
I &&&li1iS II
MO Command: Create Constraint
Constraint's label: PVnHighConstraint'. Value: r<Pvp 316.4)14\
<!B!r> aborts, <B> uses these values
Create Constraint
Create Property
Create Property Class
Deselect All Constraints
Document Property
Edit Property Documentation
Figure 4.1: Problem Formulation Section Screen
Constraints Pane: Displays the constraints created by the designer. COllstraints
displayed in tllis window can be edited, selected, and deleted.
Problem Formulation Section Title Pane: Displays the title of the Problem
Formlilation Configuration.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Problem Formulation Section Commands Menu: The command menu contain-
ing the commands relevant to the Problem Formulation Section.
4.2 Section Operation
TIle major task of the Problem Formulation Section is to provide an interface through
\vllich the designer enters physical property constraints. Two subtasks of the section
enable expansion of the system's knowledge of physical properties and physical property
classes.
4.2.1 Creating Constraints
Physical property constraints are collections of mathematical operations and physical
properties Constraints evaluate to either true or false when values are specified for tIle
physical properties. The designer enters a constraint using 'the Create Constraint
command. Activating tllis command exposes a menu in the l\1olecular Design Interac-
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tion Pane prompting for the two items of information needed to create a constraint:
]. Constraint Label
2. Constraint Value
The constraint label is a short string which identifies the constraint. A constraint '5
label often conve~ys the intent of the constraint. Thus a constraint ,vhich is looking for
high va.lues for the normal boiling point might be named "Tb Large".
The constraint value is the actual equation which is evaluated to test constraint
satisfaction. Any function of physical properties is allowed to be used as a constraint
value. The two restrictions are that the system must know all the physical properties
used in the value and the value must return either t or nil. Knowledge of physical
properties means that the symbols used in the constraint value must be understood
by the system to represent physical property values. The system defines t\\~O or three
symbols which represent each ph)'sical property. These are the symbols \\Thich must be
llsed when entering a constraint value. The documentation for any physical property
states what these symbols are. The Document Property command displays the
documentation for a chosen physical property.
After entering the label and value the system creates a constraint object adding it
to the Constraints Pane. Constraints displayed in the constraint pane can be edited,
selected, and deleted.
The Verify Constraints and Transform Constraints commands check and pre-
pare the entered constraints for furtl1er processing. The designer is free to enter any
expression for the value of a constraint. However, the system must be able to parse
tllis expression into a valid LISP form. The Verify Constraints command parses each
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of the selected constraints checking that each of the symbols used is either a number,
ftlnction, or physical property symbol. Once all constraints are verified the Transform
Constraints command coerces each of the property constraints into a transformed con-
straint object, adds these objects to the Transformed Constraints Pane of the Target
Transformation Section, and exposes that section.
4.2.2 Creating Properties
If the entered constraint contains a symbol which is not recognized as a ftlnction or a
physical property symbol, the constraint is not allowed to be further processed. Thus
to use new properties in a constraint the system must first be informed about the new
property.
Ent.ering a new property begins \vith identifying whether or not the property belongs
to one of the existing property classes. If an appropriate class does not exis: then it
must be created first. The creation of property classes is discussed in the next section.
Once an appropriate property class is present the new property can be entered. A
property object contains a variety of information about the property. TIle importallt
insta,nce variables are:
lA pretty-name
2. short-name
3. variable-dependancies
4. default-minimum
5. default-maximum
6. property-class
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Tile Create Property command prompts for values for each of these variables, creates
a property object, and adds this object to the Property List Pane.
The entry of a new property necessitates entering one or more estimation techniques
to estimate the property. The system can currently use either group contribution or
eql1ation oriented estimation techniques. The Create Estimation Techllique com-
mand prompts for a physical property and cllanges to the Group Contribution Section:
~Iodel Entry Configuration. The Group Contribution Section provides facilities for the
entry of both equation oriented and group contribution techniques. These facilities are
detailed in Chapter 6.
4.2.3 Creating Property Classes
\Vhen a new class of physical properties are to be entered it is necessary to first create
a new property class. Property classes are used to organize the display of physical
properties. The display of physical properties in the Property List Pane of Figure 4.1
is organized by property class. l"'he Create Property Class command prompts for
the class's label-string, cre~tes the property-class object and adds the object to the
Property List Pane.
4.3 Section Objects
The three major objects used in the Problem Formulation Section are:
1. property
2. property-class
3. constraint
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Table 4.1: Property Object Instance Variables t
Instance Variable
Pretty-Name
Short-Name
Argument-Symhal
Character
Variable-Dependencies
Default-Minimum
Default-Maximum
Property-Class
Documentation
Example Value
"Critical Temperature"
"Te"
Tc
"11'""
nil
200
1000
"Critical Properties"
"The default minimum of ...."
t Critical temperature property instance.
I discuss the important instaIlce variables and methods for each of these objects.
4.3.1 Property Object
The property-object stores information about a physical property. The important
instance variables of the property object are shown in Table 4.1 with example values.
I briefly describe the purpose of each of these instance variables.
Properties are used in the expressions composing a constraint's value. To facilitate
entry a short name is acceptable for input. This short name is a string stored in
tile short-name instance variable. To write a constraint that the critical temperature
should be greater than 400 K, one uses the short name for the critical temperature, Tc,
and writes
(> Tc 400).
The character instance variable is used exactly like the short name. Please note
tllat the name, "Character", is deceiving. A string is required, not a character. Origi-
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nally I constructed a special font which contained many of the physical property sym-
bols. This was not a simple procedure and I no longer recommend it. Thus instead of
constructing a symbol which looks like Tc ' I use Te.
The variable-dependencies instance variable stores a list of the state variables
U[Jon \Vllicll this property is dependent. The state variables are Temperature or Pressure
or both.
The default-minimum and default-maximum illstance variatJles store lower and
upper limits for this property. The limits ar~ used for determining the limits on the
axes in an interactive design.
Every property belongs to a property class. The property-class instance variable
stores the name of this class. Property classes are used to present the properties in an
organized manner in the Property List Pane.
The pre ;lerty flavor definition and its associated function definitions are in the file:
molecular-design:problem-formulation-section;objects.lisp.
Table 4.2 displays all the properties currently known to the system. The definitions for
these instances are in the file:
molecular-design:properties;property-instances.lisp.
4.3.2 Property Class Object
The property class object is used to organize the properties known to the system.
Each property instance has a property class instance stored in its property-cla~s
instance variable. When presented to the user the properties are grollped by property
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Table 4.2: All Properties
Critical Temperature
Critical Volume
Acentric Factor
Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb
Gibbs Energy of Formation
Normal ~1elting Point
Liquid Heat Capacity
Factor 1
Factor 3
Permachor
Molar Pclarization
Molecular \Veight
Solid Heat Capacity
Polar Solubility Parameter
Critical Pressure
Vapor Pressure
Enthalpy of Vaporization Low Pressure
Enthalpy of Formation
Normal Boiling Point
Reduced Boiling Point
Ideal Gas Heat Capacity at 298
Factor 2
Glass Transition Temperature
Volume Resistivity
Molar Volume
Thermal Conductivity
Rao Function
Hydrogen Solubility Parameter
class. Properties which have no value for their property-class instance variable are
assigned to the Unspecified Properties property class.
Property class objects have a single important instance variable: label-string.
TIle label-string is the text which is displayed when a property class object is pre-
sented. The property-class flavor definition and its associated function definitions
are in the file:
molecular-design:problem-formulation-section;objects.lisp.
Table 4.3 shows all the property classes currently known to the system. rfhe definitions
for these instances are in the file:
molecular-design:properties;property-class-instances.lisp.
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Table 4.3: All Property Classes
Critical Properties Class
Enthalpies Class
Temperatures Class
Factors Class
4.3.3 Constraint Object
Pressures Class
Voll\mes Class
Heat Capacities Class
Auxiliary Class
The Constraint Object holds the physical property constraints which will be used in
the design procedures. The important instance variables of tIle constraint object are
sho\vn in Table 4.4. The constraint flavor definition and associated functions are in the
file:
molecular-design:problem-formulation-section;objects.lisp.
rrhe fouf slots:
1. Label-Style
2. Value-Style
3. Label-Indent
4. Value-Indent
Table 4.4: Constraint Object Instance Variables
Instance Variable
label-string
value
label-style
value-style
label-indent
value-indent
Default
Swiss.Roman.Large
Property.Roman.Large
2
2
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store information used to present a constraint instance. The label-style and val-
ue-style instance variables contain the character-styles used to display the text. The
label-indent and value-indent instance variables contain the number of spaces this
displayed text will be indented. A presentation of a typical constraint is shown in the
Constraints Pane of Figure 4.1.
The value instance variable holds the actual IIISP code which describes the con-
straint. The interactive design procedure uses this code to identify the feasible region.
In the automatic desigrl procedure this code is evaluated for each meta-molecule to
identify those meta-molecules which should be retained or pruned.
The label-string instance variable stores a string used to identify the constraint.
This is used in labeling the constraint when it appears thronghollt the system. A
label-string sholtld denote meaning of the constraint. Thus the constraint shown in
tIle Consti"aints Pane of Figure 4.1 is a requirement that the vapor pressure at 272.05I(
must be greater than 1*4 bar. This constraint refers to the desire to have the lowest
pressure in a refrigeration cycle be greater than 5 psig and is thus appropriately named
Pvp Low.
4.4 Section Commands
The follo\ving commands are listed in the Command Menu of the Problem Formulatioll
Section. The definitions of these commands are in the file:
molecular-design:problem-formulation-section;commands.lisp.
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Create Constraint: Prompts for the label and value of a property constraint, creates
tile constraint object, and adds this object to the Constraints Pane.
Create Property: Prompts for the following variable ,ralues:
1. Pretty Name
2. Short Name
3. Variable Dependencies
4. Default Minimum
5. Default Maximum
6. Property Class
The system uses the entered values to create a property object. This added to the
Property List Pane. The pane is redisplayed to show the newly created property.
Create Property Class: Prompts for the name of the new class, creates the property
class object, and adds this object to the Property List Pane. The pane is redisplayed
to show the newly created property class.
Deselect All Constraints: Deselects all the COllstrail1ts displayed in the Constraints
Pane. Constrajnts are selected for verification and transformation.
Document Property: All propert)T objects inherit an instance variable Wllicll stores
documentation. This command prompts for a property object, extracts the documen-
tation from that object, and displays the documentation on a window reSOllrce exposed
over the Constraints Pane. One of the most important pieces of documentation is the
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symbols known by the system to represent the physical property. For example, the sys-
tem recognizes vapor-pressure as a variable for the vapor pressure physical property.
Ho\vever, to simplify entry the system also recognizes Pvp.
Edit Property Documentation: Enables the designer to enter or edit a property's
documentation. Entering documentation should be done after creating a new property.
Documentation is entered using an editor resource. The command prompts for a
property object whose documentation is to be edited. The editor reSOllrce is exposed
over the Constraints Pane. The current documentation is extracted from the object
and inserted into the editor. The default documentation for all objects is the string
"No Documentation Available".
Pressing the <END> key at the completion of editing causes the edited string to
be extracted from the editor and stored back into the property object. I did not
implement code to save this new documentation to file. Permanent changes still must
be done through the ZMACS editor.
Ente:r Estimation Technique: After creating a ne\v property it is necessary to en-
ter one or more estimation techniques for it. The Group Contribution Section provides
facilities for entering equation oriented or group contribution techniqtles. This com-
mand prompts for a property and then changes to the Model Entry Configuration of
the Group Contribl1tion Section.
Redisplay Panes: Causes the Property List Pane, Constraint Pane, and tile Problem
Formulation Section Commands Menu to be redisplayed.
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Remove All Constraints: Deletes all the property constraints displayed ill the Con-
straints Pane. Once constraints are deleted there is no way to retrieve them.
Restore Properties: Most objects can be deleted by mousing h-right on. the object.
S()metimes to reduce the number of possibilities to consider, it may be helpful to delete
s')me of the properti'L'S displayed in the Property List Pane. Deletion of a property
removes it only from the pane not from the system. This command adds all tIle
properties known to the system back into the Property List Pane.
Save Property to File: Once a new property has been created. it must be saved
into a file if it is to be kept for future use. This command prompts for the property
object to be saved and then writes a macro to the file:
molecular-design:properties;property-instances
TIle macro expands into several definitions when loaded defining the necessary infor-
mation for recreating the property object.
Select All Constraints: Selects all constraints displayed in the Constraints Panea
Constraints are selected for verification and transformation.
Transform Constraints: This command collects all the selected constraints from
the Constraints Pane, coerces each constraint object into a transforrlled constraint ob-
ject, adds these transformed constraints to the Transformed Constraints Pane of the
Target Transformation Section, and changes configurations to the Target Transforma-
tion Section. Tllis command is one of a number of commands which uses the idea of
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olJjcct coercion.
Verify Constraints: Checks each of the selected constraints to ensure the elements
of its value are either numbers, LISP functions, or properties. If a constraint is not
verified, it is deselected and its label is presented in a message to the designer.
4.5 Section Discussion
TIle Problem Formulation Section provides a very simple interface for entering physical
property constraints. Representing problem specific knowledge and physical property
symllols are issues which should be considered in future work.
4.5.1 Kllowledge Representation
Specifying constraints in a molecular design is a difficult task. A great deal of problem
specific knowledge is required to identify the irnportant physical properties. J(nowledge
of existing compound's physical properties is needed to form reasonable constraints.
The Data Base Section provides assistance in identifying the physical property values
of existing compounds. I did not find a representation for problem specific knowledge.
4.5.2 Property Symbols
The display of physical property sylnbols is a difficult problem. l\1any physical proper-
ties stich as:
~Hf,298
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are v'ery difficult to enter through the keyboard. I created a special font in which each
of tile characters corresponded to a physical property symbol. This character is stored
in the character instance variable of the property object.
Creating special characters is a cumbersome procedure. In addition the characters
created are only for screen display. Hardcopying a file with these characters results in
the system substituting a different font.
I do not have any recommendations on how to solve this problem. Some simple
\vord processors still in lIse today have the same difficulty. The chara,cter style facilities
provided in Genera may be able to address some of the problem. Creating larger and
smaller characters is possible. However, to make entry easy it would be necessary
to have facilities for entering superscripts and subscripts. Such facilities are not yet
a,-ailable.
4.6 Exalnple Usage
These instructions detail a step-by-step exam}:~~ usage of the Problem Formulation
Section. \Ve accomplish the following tasks:
1. Entering constraints for designing refrigerants.
2. Creating a new property class.
3. Entering a new pllysical property.
Entering Constraints
The Problem Formlilation Section provides the interface for entering constra.ints used
in both interactive and automatic designs. Constraints are entered as LISP functions
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of ph)"sical properties. All the physical properties used in a constraint ffillst l)e known
by the system. TIle only restriction on the constraint function is that it must return t
or nil when physical property values are inserted.
The Document Property command provi(les a list of symbols which are used to
represent a particular ph)tsical property. For exarnple, our first constraint is a constraint
on vapor pressure.
Actian 4.1 k[ouse left on ike Document Property command.
The system prompts for a physical property:
Enter a physical property:
Action 4.2 l~[ouse left on Vapor Pressure displayed in the Property List Pane.
Documentation for vapor pressure is displayed in a window resource exposed over the
constraints pane. Part of the documentation states that the variables which the system
recognizes as vapor pressure are:
1. vapor-pressure
2. Pvp
The second variable, Pvp, is preferred. Type any character to remove the exposed
window resource.
Action 4.3 Press the space bar once.
The \"ariable names for all the physical properties known to the system are found in a
similar manner.
\Ve enter the fOUf constraints tlsed in the refrigerant design case study discussed in
Volume 1.
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Action 4.4 Mouse left on the Create Constraint command.
The system displays an accepting-values menu:
Constraint's Label: some value
Constraint's Value: some value
IABORT Iaborts, IEND] uses these values
The actual values displayed after the prompts are not important when the menu is
initially displayed.
Action 4.5 J.\{ouse left on the phrnse displayed after the Constraint's Label:
prompt. The phmse is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.6 Type in the label of our first con;;traint: Pvp Loti. Press the return key
when you complete the entry.
Action 4.7 Alouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Value:
prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.8 Type in the value of our first constraint: (> (Pvp 272.05) 1.4). Press
tile return key when you complete the entry.
\\'hcn both entries are made the constraint is created and added to the Constraints
Pane.
Action 4.9 Press the end key.
We now enter the second constraint.
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Action 4.10 flIlotise left on the Create Constraint command.
The s}'stem displays an accepting-values menu:
Constraint's Label: a constraint '8 label
Constraint's Value: a constraint '8 value
IABORTIaborts, IENDIuses these values
The actual values displayed after the prompts are not important when the menu is
initially displayed.
Action 4.11 Afouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Label:
prompt. 1'ihe phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.12 Type in the label of our second constraint: Pvp High. Press the return
key tL'hen you complete the entry.
Action 4.13 !vlouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Value:
prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.14 Type in the value of our second constraint: « (Pvp 316.4) 14) .. Press
the return key when you complete the entry.
\\ihen both entries are made the constraint is created and added to the Constraints
Pane.
Action 4.15 Press the end key.
"'e now enter our third constraint.
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Action 4.16 Mouse left on the Create Constraint command.
The system displa:ys an accepting-values menu:
Constraint '8 Labe!: a constmint '5 label
Constraint's Value: a constraint's value
IABORT Iaborts, IEND] uses these values
The actual values displayed after the prompts are not important when the menu is
initially displayed.
Action 4.17 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Label:
prompt. The pl1rase is rep/aced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.18 Type in the label of our third constrai11t: Hv Large. Press the return key
«,hen. you complete the entry.
Action 4.19 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Value:
prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Actioll 4.20 Type in the value of our third constraint: (> (Hv 272.05) 18.4). Press
tIle return key when you complete the entry.
When both entries are made the constraint is created and added to the Constraints
Pane.
Action 4.21 Press the end key.
We now enter the value for our fourth and final constraint.
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Action 4.22 A·louse left on the Create Constraint command.
The system displa}"s an accepting-values menu:
Constraint '8 Label: a constra.int's label
Constraint's Value: a constraint's value
IABORT Iaborts, IEND Iuses these values
The actual values displayed after the prompts are not important when the menu is
initially displayed.
Action 4.23 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Label:
prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.24 Type in the label of our fourth constraint: Cpl Small. Press the return
key when you complete the entry.
Action 4.25 "louse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Value:
prompt. The phmse is replaced by a blinking CtlTSOT.
Action 4.26 Type in the value of our final constraint. « (Cpl 294. 2) 32. 2). Press
the return key when you complete the entry.
\\then both entries are made the constraint is created and added to the Constraints
Pane.
Action 4.27 Press the end key_
\Ve now have fouf physical property constraints displayed in the Constraints Pane.
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Creating Property Classes
The physical properties displayed in the Property List Pane are arranged by property
class. All physical properties known to the system are assigned to c~ property class. If
a new property is of a different class then it is first necessary to create this property
class.
Action 4.28 ~fouse left on the Create Property Class command.
The system prompts for the name of the new class·
Enter the name of the nev class:
At this prompt you should type in the new property class's name.
Action 4.29 Type in the name: Environmental Properties. Press the return key
wilen done.
The system creates a new property-class object and adds it to the PropertJ' List
Pane.
The system next prompts as to whether or not the new property class should be
sa\-ed to a file.
Do you vish to save this class to file?
You should note that the system provides no facilities for removing property classes
once saved. Removing a property class necessitates editing the file:
molecular-design:properties;property-class-instances.lisp.
Tile structure of the file is very simple and. easily edited.
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Action 4.30 Enter No in response to the prompt. Press the return key once the entry
is complete.
Creating New Properties
Entering new physical properties typically involves creating a new property object in
tIle system and then entering one or more estimation techniques for this ne\v property.
The Problem Formulation Section provides a facility for creating the new property
object and saving it in a file.
Action 4.31 Mouse left on the Create Property command.
The system exposes a menu prompting for information needed to construct a ne\v
property:
Pretty Name: some value
Short Name: some value
Variable Dependencies: Temperature Pressure
Default Minimum: some va/1te
Default Maximum: some value
Property Class: some valtte
(ABORT] aborts. IEND I uses these values.
The initial values displayed after the prompts are not important.
As an example we enter the values for the polar solubility parameter physical prop-
erty.
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Action 4.32 },;[ouse left on the phrase displayed after the Pretty Name: prompt.
The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.33 Type in the pretty name of our new physical property: Polar
Solubility Parameter.
Action 4.34 ~[ouse left on the phrase displayed after the Sllort Name: prompt.
The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.35 Type in the short name of our new physical property: bP.
The fJ symbol is entered by typing sy-d. The polar solubility parameter is considered
illdependent of temperature and pressure. No variable dependencies are specified.
Action 4.36 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the Default Minimum:
prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.37 Type in the default minimum value of our new physical property: o.
Action 4.38 Nlouse left on the phrase displayed after the Default Maximum:
prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 4.39 Type in the default maximum value of our new physical property: 50.
Action 4.40 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the Property Class: prompt.
The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor~
Action 4.41 Mouse left on the Environmental Properties class displayed in the
Prope:rty List Pane.
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When all entries are complete the system creates the new property object and adds
it to the property list pane.
Action 4.42 Press the <END> key.
Transforming Constraints
Once physical property constraints are entered into the Constraints Pane they are
ready for further processing. The next steps in their processing are to verify their con-
straint values and coerce them into transformed-constraint objects. The required
conlmands operate only on the selected constraints displayed in the Constraints Pane.
Action 4.43 It/ouse left on the Select all Constraints conlmand.
Action 4.44 Mouse left on the Verify Constraints command.
TIle s)'stem checks each constraint's value to ensure all symbols are known. The systelTI
displa)Ts a message that all constraints were verified.
All constraints were verified.
Action 4.45 kfotlSe left on the Transform Constraints command.
The s)l'stem collects the selected constraints of the Constraints Pane, coerces each into
a transformed-constraint object, adds them to the Transformed Constraints Pane
of the Target Transformation Sec~ion, and then changes configurations to the Target
Transformation Section.
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Chapter 5
Data Base Section
The Data Base Section provides facilities for manipulating and displaying physical prop-
erty data. Tile need to examine physical property data for existing compollnds occurs
in several of the system's sections. In the Problem Formulation Section constraints are
often formulated in an evolutionary manner. For example, designing a refrigerant with
better property values than Freon-12 requires knowledge of the properties of Freon-12.
The Molecule Evaluation Section can evaluate the accuracy of entered estimation tech-
nIques. Results from estimations can be conlpared to values obtained from the data
bank.
TIle heart of the section is a data-bank containing physical property data on 485
compounds. Properties stored in the data bank are shown in Table 5.1. Units,
reference, and temperature dependence are specified for each physical property data
\falue.
The section is divided into t\VQ configurations: 1) Data Configuration; 2) Plot
Configuration. This division is along the lines of numerical display of data a.nd graphical
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Table 5.1: Data-Bank Physical Properties
Tc Pc ~
Zc w nA
bp C;,v TIL
~Hm ~GJ,298 6.H/,298
~Hvb Tm Tb
display of data. The Data Configuration displays data in a tabular format. The Plot
Configuration displays data in a graphical format.
5.1 Data Configuration Layout
The screen layout of the Data Configuration is shov-'l in Figure 5.1. The screen real
estate is used by six panes:
Data Base Section Data Configuration Title Pane: Displays the title of the
Data Configuration.
Compounds Pane: Displays all data base molecules known to the system. There
are currently 485 molecules.
Keywords Pane: Displays data-base-keywords and keyword functions. Selection
of these keywords specifies which properties are accessed from the selected data base
molecules.
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Argon
Boron Trichloride
Boron Trifluoride
Bromine
Nitrosyl Chloride
Chlorine
Phosphorus Trichloride
Silicon Tetrachloride
Deuterium
Deut~rlum Oxide
Fluorine
Nitrogen Trifluoride
I - n
~
co
Formula
Molecular Weight
Critical Temperature
Critical Pressure
Critical Volume
Critical Compressibility
Acentric Factor
I »WW"TFi === Tn]
MD Command: I Clear Data Display Pane
Compound String Search
Create Histogram
Create Keyword Function
Deselect All Compounds
Figure 5.1: Data Base Section Data Configuration Screen
Data Display Pane: Displays physical· property values for any of the stored com-
poun<ls in a tabular format. Two tabular forms are used: data display objects and
correlation matrices.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and inputs.
Data Base Section Data Configuration Commands Menu: The command
menu contairling commands relevant to the Data Configuration.
5.2 Plot Configuration Layout
The physical layout of the Plot Configuration is shown in Figure 5.2. The screen real
estate is used by six panes:
Data-Base Section Plot Configuration Title Pane: Displays the title of the Plot
Configuration.
Description Pane: Data points displayed in active graphs and histogram bars dis-
played in histograms are all "active". This means that they are actual objects and
call be described. The description of (t, data point or histogram bar is displayed in this
pane. A typical use of the description facility is to describe outliers in an x-y plot.
Plot Pane: The plot pane displays 2D active graphs and histograms. Objects dis-
pla)red in this pane are graphic objects capable of being moved and resized.
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Unmark All Data Points
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Figure 5.2: Data Base Section Plot Configuration Screen
l\.1olecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Data-Base Section Plot Configuration Commands Menu: The command
menu containing cotrmands releva'ot to the Plot Configuration.
5.3 Section Operation
'fhe examination of physical property data typically begins in the Data Config1.1ration.
Physical property data is displayed for a number of molecules. This data can then be
displa-)red graphically in the Plot Configuration.
To display physical property data we need to select some molecules and some key-
\vords. Molecules are displayed in the Compounds Pane. J<eywords are displaypd ill
the Keywords Pane. Selecting molecules for display is done in four ways:
1. Selecting all the compounds. This is done using the Select All Compounds
command.
2. Selecting individual compounds. This is done by the standard selection process.
~Iousing h-s-left on a compound toggles its selection.
3. Selecting several compounds. This is done using the standard "mass" selection
process. Mousing h-s-left when the mouse is not over any compound puts
the system in selection mode. The mouse cursor changes into an upper left
corner. ~fousing left places the upper left corner of the selection box at the
current mouse location. The mouse cursor now changes into a lo,ver right corner.
~ilousing left places the lower right corner of the selection })OX at tIle current
mouse location. Any COITlpO\lnd whose display center falls within this box has its
selection toggled.
4. Select compounds containing a particular substring. The Compound String
Search command prompts the designer for a string. Any conlpound wrlose name
contains this string is selected.
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Selecting keywords is done by any of the first three methods described for selecting
compounds.
The Display Selected Choices command creates a table containing values for
each of the selected keywords for e\·ery selected compound. This table is displayed in
tile Data Display Pane. The Create Correlation Matrix command creates a simple
correlation matrix between the selected ke~rwords and displays it in the Data Display
Pane. Both the table and correlation matrix are objects acceptable by otller commands.
TIle Create Function commands allow fl1nctions of physical properties to be used
as keywords. For example, we might wish to examine the linearity of Tc - Tb with
!lfw. We need to create a keyword \vhich accesses the value Tc - Tb- The Create
Function prompts for a name and value for a new keyword function. The system
creates a keyvord-function object which is added to the Keyword~ Pane. Tllis ne\v
keyword is accessible in the same manner as any other keyword.
The Plot Data command displays two COIUIIlIIS of a data. display object in a 2D
acti\'e graph. The data points plotted on 2D active graphs are objects themselves.
This is an extremely desirable feature because this allows them to contain data and
be accessed. The Describe Data Point and Describe Data Points commands
enable the designer to describe any of the points displayed in a 2D active graph. The
Describe Bar command enables the designer to list the compounds contained in any
of the bars of a histogram. The Description Pane displays the results of accessing the
information stored in these objects.
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5.4 Data LJonfignration Objects
The seven major objects used in the Data Configuration are:
1. data-base-molecule
2. data-obj ect
3. data-base-keyvord
4. keyvord-function
5. data-point
6. data-display-object
7. correlation-matrix
The definitions for these objects and their as:5o·ciated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:data-base;objects.lisp.
I discuss the important instance variables and functionality of each of these objects.
5.4.1 Data Base Molecule Object
Tile data base molecule object is the main data structure for storing physical property
data. The important instance varial>les of the data base molecule object are shown in
Ta.l)le 5.2 with values for an example instance.
485 data base molecules are currently known to the system. Tllese have all been
defined using the def ine-compound macro. These definitions are in the file:
molecular-design:data-base;physical-property-data.lisp.
1'llC values for the instance variables in Table 5~2 are enclosed in brackets, < ... >,
to denote that these are not the actual values stnred. \Vhat is actually storc<l in each
va.riable is another object which contains t}lese \ l.ues. This object is described next.
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Table 5.2: Data. Rase Molecule Instance Variablest
Instance Variable
Formula
Molecular Weight
Critical Temperature
Critical Pressure
Critical Volume
Critical Compressibility
Acentric Factor
Dipole Moment
St.andard Gibbs Energy of Formation
Standard Enthalpy of Formation
Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb
Normal Freezing Point
Normal Boiling Point
Number of Atoms
Enthalpy of Fusion at Tm
!(leal Gas Heat Capacity
Liquid Viscosity
Factor 1
Factor 2
Fact.or 3
Example VallIe
"CCI4"
< 153.823 ((g).(g-mol)) reid77 >
< 556.4 ((K)) ambrose80 >
< 45.0 ((atrn}) ambrose80 >
< 276.0 ((cc).(g-mol)) ambrose80 >
< 0.272 ambrose80 >
< 0.193 ambrose80 >
< 0.0 ((debye)) ambrose80 >
< -13.92 ((kcal).(g-mol)) reid77 >
< -24.0 ((kcal).(g-mol)) reid77 >
< 7170.0 ((cal).(g-mol)) reid77 >
< 250.0 ((K)) reid77 >
< 349.9 ((K)) ambrose80 >
<5>
< 601.0 ((cal).(g-mol)) stul169 >
< 298.0 20.02 ((cal).(g-mol I()) stul169 >
< 300.0 20.08 ((cal).(g-mol I()) stul169 >
< 400.0 22.04 ((cal).(g-mol K)) stul169 >
< 273.15 1.349 ((cp)) orrick73 >
< 273.75 1.332 ((cp)) orrick73 >
< 288.04 1.048 ((cp)) orrick73 >
t Values from carbon tetrachloride data base molecule instance.
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Table 5.3: Data Object Instance Variables t
Instance Variable
Temperature
Pressure
Value
Units
Reference
t Values from molecular weight data object.
5.4.2 Data Object
Example Value
153.823
((g).(g-rnol) )
reid77
A data base molecule's instance varia,hIes need to contain more information than just
the pllysical property's value. Additional information such as temperature and pressure
arc needed to fully specify the data point. This information is store(l using a data object.
Table 5.3 sho\vs example values for the important instance variables of the data object.
These values were taken from the molecular weight data object in Table 5.2.
All instance variables of a data base molecule store a list of data values. This enable~
temperature dependent properties like the ideal gas heat capacity and liqtlid viscosity
to have tllcir multiple values stored,. Even if a physical property is not temperature or
l>reSSllre dependent it is useful to be able to store several values frorn different references.
Thus the normal boiling point instance variable of a data base molecule coulel contain
several data object instances which differed in value and reference.
Each unit is represented by a collection of symbols using its standard na.mes e.g.,
cal, BTU, K, F. The representation for a unit is a list of two lists. The first sublist
contains all tile unit symbols used in the numerator and the second sublist contains all
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Table 5.4: Data Base References
Data Base
ambrose80
mcclellan63
orrick73
reid77
stul169
Bibliograph:y
[1,2]
[9]
[13]
[14]
[17]
tIle units used in the denominator.. Thus the representation of
cal
g-moZ· !(
IS
((cal) (g-moII()).
(5.1 )
(5.2)
There are currently five references used in the data base. These are listecl in Ta-
hIe 5.-1 with their bibliographic references.
5.4.3 Data Base Key-word
The data-base-keyword object provides facilities to access the valtles of data object
inst.a.nces stored in data base molecllles instance variables. It also provides tIle interface
to the tISer for choosing which physical properties of a data base molecule are displayed.
The data base keyword object has tllree important instance variables. These a,re shown
in Table 5.5 for an example instance.
TIle variable-symbol instance varial>le stores tne symbol to be llsed in accessing
the data object instances from the data base molecule. The pretty name is the string
\\'hich is presented to the user in the Keywords Pane. The short name is a string which
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Table 5.5: Data Base Keyword Instance Variables t
Instance Variable
Variable Symbol
Short Name
Pretty Name
t Molecular Weight Data Base Keyword
Example Value
molecular-weight
Mw
Molecular Weight
is tlsed for the labeling of table columns and axes.
5.4.4 Key\Vord Function Object
The ke~yword function object provides a facility for adding functions of data base key-
\vards. For example, the reduced boiling point is not stored as an instance variable in
a data base molecule. However, since the normal boiling point and the critical tem-
perature are, the reduced boiling point can be formed by· dividing the normal boiling
point by the critical temperature. The important instance variables for the keyword
function object are shown in Table 5.6 for an example instance.
The label instance variable stores the string which is presented to the user. As
each keyword function is created its label is added to the Keywords Pane.
The value instance variable stores the LISP code which defines the function to
Table 5.6: Key\vord Function Instance Variables: Tbr !(eyword Function
Instance Variable
La.bel
VallIe
Needed Keywords
S):mbol List
Example Value
"Tbr"
(/ normal-bailing-point critical-temperature)
(#<data-base-keyvord 1> #<data-base-keyword 2»
(norma~-boiling-pointcritical-temperature)
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compute the value. Any of the existing data base keywords t:an be tlsed in the creation
of these ftlnctions. Other keywords functions can not be used in new ftlnctions.
The function stored in the value slot is parsed for data base keywords. These
keyword instances are collected into a list and stored in the needed-keywords instance
variable. This information is necessary for constructing the code yivhich evaltlates tIle
function value.
TIle symbol-list instance variable stores a list of all the keyword symbols tlsed in
tIle function stored in the value instance variable. This list is used to identify the data
base keywords used to construct the code which evaluates the function value.
5.4.5 Data Display Object
The data display object is a two dimensional table displaying keyword and keyword
function values for data base molecules. The display object is formed using all the se-
lected data base IPolecules of the Compounds Pane, and all the selected data base key-
\vords and keyword functions of the Keywords Pane. After a display object is created it
is added to the top of the Data Display Pane. Figure 5.3 shows a data-display-obj ect
displayed in the Data Display Pane.
The data display object contains three important instance variables: 1) compounds;
2) keywords; 3) data-arra}-'. The compounds instance variable contains a list of all the
data base molecules used to form this object. The keywords instance varial)}e contaiI1S
a list of all the data base keywords and keyword functions used to form this object.
To simplify the code used to display the data display object, an array is formed \vhich
corresponds to the values retrieved by using the keywords to access values from the
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Molecules Formula Mw
Argon Ar 39.9t18
Boron Trichloride 8C13 117.169
Boron Trifluoride BF3 67.803
Bromine Br2 159.808
Nitrosyl Chloride C1NO 65.~59
Chlorine C12 70.906
Phosphorus Trichloride C13P 137.333
Silicon Tetrachloride Cl~Si l6-:J.898
Deuterium 02 &1.032
Deuterium Ox1de 020 20.031
Fluorine F2 37.997
Nitrogen Trifluoride F3N 71.002
S1~1con Tetrafluoride F~S1 10'1.08
Sulfur Hexafluoride F65 1'16.05
Hydrogen Bromide HBr 80.912
Hydrogen Chloride HCl 36.~61
0') II
---
III Hydrogen Fluoride HF 20.0060 Hydrogen Iodide HI 127.912Hydrogen H2 2.016
Water H2O 18.015
Hydrogen Sulfide H2S 34.08
Ammon1a H3N 17.031
Hydrazine HtlN2 32.0t15
Helium-&1 He 4.003
""'\c~n r.lc,. ~12 ,)1
I n .. I~ T7Z3e",w ::i'~~~~~~~~~~~~'~"%..~
Tc Pc
150.8 '18.1
455.0 38.2
263.8 &1g.2.
5&8.0 19
'1~0.0 gee
410.9 78.7
563.0
--S0S.l 35.5
38.2 16.3
6&1~.e 213.8
1'1'1.3 51.5
234.0 4~.7
259.0 36.7
318.7 37.1
363.2 Btl •.;
324.7 92.
'151.& 54.
424J.0 82.
33.6 12.9 ·
647.1 217.6
373.~ 88.2
'laS.S 11J.3··
653.0 1'1
5.19 2.24
-~---------- ---mn
MD Command: I I Q Display Data-Base Data Statistics
Display Functions
pisplay selected Choice\,
Form Correlation Matrix
Locate Compound
Figure 5.3: Display of Physical Property Data in Tabular Format
compounds. This array is 5t()red in the data-array instance variable. l"'he data array
is formed after the creation of the instance. Display of the data display object thllS
loops through the array presenting each element. This is much quicker than llaving to
access each of the molecules each time the display object is represented.
Data display objects are used as the iIlterface to the graphical display of physical
property data. The t\VQ graphical display objects, 2D active graphs and histograms,
both take input via a (iata display object.
5.4.6 Correlation Matrix Object
The correlation matrix object displays a matrix showing the correlations among the
selected data base keywords and keyword functions computed from the set of selected
data base molecules. After a correlation matrix object is created it is added to the
top of the Data Display Pane. Figure 5.4 shows a screen of tIle system displaying a
correlation matrix.
5.5 Data Configuration Commands
The following commands are listecI in the Data Configuration '8 Command Menu. TIle
definitions of these commands are in the file:
molecular-design:data-base;commands.lisp.
Clear Data Display: Removes all the data display objects and correlation matrices
from the Data Display Pane.
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Mw To Pc Va Zc Omeg
Mw 1.0 .66226 -.2988 .69151 -.077'18 .2'18'18
Tc C~~"",. 1.0 .ee583~5 .6'1992 -.3863 .53567._",,~D
Pc -.2988 .00583'15 1.0 -.5783 .028988 -.0099(J
Va .69151 .6'1992 -.5783 1.0 -.1518 .39682
Zc -.077'18 -.3863 .028988 -.1518 1.0 -.2351
Omega .2'1848 .53567 -.009985 .39882 -.2351 1 .
Dlpm -.08721 .29758 .2'1665 - .1779 -.3783 .32938
Dele Form .e2881~ .139~6 -.1328 .21964 .068'196 -.2ee7
DelH Form -.1517 -.05~59 .982822 - .1'172 .12782 -.3632
Hvb .57146 .93196 -.002123 .62735 -.3992 .69115
Tm .'19933 .77431 .227~6 .33346 -0.27 .'17663
Tb .670'13 .98281 -.1172 .74087 -.3934 .624'17
no .52329 .5809'1 -.5592 .95586 -.1919 .42179
I l~. I I Molecules Formula Mw Tc Pc
Argon Ar 39.9'18 150.8 48.1
Boron Trichloride BC13 117.169 455.0 38.2
0') III III Boron Trifluoride SF3 67.805 260.8 "{a2 1~ Bromine Br2 159.898 58B.9
Nitrosyl Chloride C1NO 65.';59 -i;0.0 90.
Chlorine C12 70.906 '116.9 78 .. 7
Phosphorus Trichloride C13P 137.333 563.0 --
Silicon Tetrachloride Cl"151 169.898 508.1 35.5
Deuterium 02 4.032 38.2 16.3
Deuterium Oxide 020 20.031 6'1'1.0 213.8
me 0
MD Command: Form Correlatlol' Matrix ~ Display Data-Base Data Statistics
MD Command: I Display Functions
Display Selected Choices
Eorm Correlation Matrl'
Locate Compound
Figure 5.4: Correlation Matrix Display
Compound String Searcll: Prompts for a substring to be searched for in a com-
pound's name. All compounds whose names contain this substring are selected in the
Compounds Pane.
Create Histogram: Creates a histogram of one of the variables displa,yed in a data
display object. This command prolnpts for a data displa:v array. The possible variables
for which a histogram can be formed are displayed for choice by the llser. Selectil1g
a variable creates a histogram, changes to the Data-Base Section: Plot Configuration,
ancl adds the histogram to the Plot Pane.
Create Keyword FUnction: Creates a function which is added to the key\vords
displa)'ed in the Keywords I)ane. This command prompts for the label which will be
displayed in the Keywords Pane and the function value used to generate the ne\v data
points. I did not implement code to save these functions to a file.
Deselect All Compounds: Deselects all the selected compounds displayed in the
Compounds Pane. Selected compollnds are used to form data-display and correla-
tion-matrix objects.
Deselect All Keywords: Deselects all the selected keywords displayed in the Key-
words Pane. Selected key\vords are used to form data-display and correlation-ma-
trix objects.
Display Data-Base Data Statistics: Uses a window resource exposed over the
Data. Dis!>}ay Pane to display information on the status of objects in tIle configllration.
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Statistics displayed are:
1. NUDlber of Compounds Present.
2. Number of Compounds Selected.
3. Number of Keywords Present.
4. Number of !(ey\vords Selected.
5. Number of Correlation Matrices Displayed.
6. Number of Data-Matrices Displayed.
Display Functions: Uses a window resource exposed over the Data Display Pane to
display the user defined keyword functions. The label and function value are (lispla)Ted
for all the keyword functions known to the system.
Display Selected Choices: This command creates a data display object. The se-
lected data base molecules of the Compounds Pane and the selected data base key\v'ords
a.nd keyword fllnctions of the Key\vords Pane are used to form the data display object.
After the object is created it is added to the beginning of the Data Display Pane.
Locate Compound: Prompts for a string which is searched for in a compound's
name. The Compounds Pane scrolls so that the first compound \vhose name contains
this string is displayed at the top of the window.
Plot Data: Creates a 2D active graph. The data to be plotted in this graph must
be contained in a displayed data display object. The command prompts for a data
display object. The keywords of the data display object are then presented in two lines
requesting selection of the x and y axes keywords. For example, the data display object
shown in Figure 5.3 has the keywords:
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Formula Mw Tc Pc omega Tb.
The prompt shown to the designer is:
X Data: Mw
Y Data: Mw
Tc Pc omega Tb
Tc Pc omega Tb
The designer then mouses on one keyword for the x data and one keyword for the y
data. Once these are chosen the data is ext.racted and the 2D active graph is formed.
Tllis new graph is added to the Plot Configuration's Plot Pane.
Select all Compounds: Selects all the UIlselected compounds displayed in the C01TI-
pounds Pane. Selected compounds are llsed to form data-display and correla-
tion-matrix objects.
Select all Keywords: Selects all the unselected keywords displayed in the I{ey\vorcis
Pa.ne. Selectea keywords are used to fOrITl elata-display and correlation-matrix
objects.
5.6 Plot Configuration Objects
The five major objects used in the Plot Configllration are:
1. 2d--active-graph
2. 2d-data-point
:3. function-graphic
4. histogram
The definitions of the 2D data point object and some of its associated functions are in
the file:
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molecular-design:data-base;objects.lisp.
The definitions of the other objects and their associated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:active-graphs;objects.lisp.
I discuss the important instance variables and functionality of each of these objects.
5.6.1 2D Active Graph Object
The 2D Active Graph object exemplifies the concepts of object oriented fJrogramming.
The task of a 2D Active Graph is to display data and functions Figure 5.5 shows a
screen of the configuration with a typical 2D active graph displayed in the Plot Pane.
The 2-D-active-graph object contains over 30 instance var~ables. The majority of
these store information needed to present the graph e.g., character styles, tick lengths,
and label and title stringsc; The names associated with most of these instance variables
is sufficient to describe their purpose. Two instance variables:
1. displayed-points
2. displayed-functions
require further explanation.
The displayed-points instance variable contains a list of data-points currently
displayed in the gra.ph. The disp12lyed-functions instance varial)le contains a list
of graphic-functions currently displayed in the graph. Both data-points and
graphic-functions are objects with, generic functions specifying their own display.
Whenever a 2-D-active-graph object .is presented the system loops through the lists in
tIle displayed-points and displayed-functions instance variables presenting each
of the objects.
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Figure 5.5: Plot Configuration with 2D Active Graph
5.6.2 2D Data Point Object
E'very data point contains the molecule object from which its x and y values were
obtained. This gives the possibility of answering queries about other properties not
Ctlrrently displaj·ed in the active graph. A 2-D-point object stores its coordinates in
the instance variables x-coordinate and y-coordinate.
The shape instance variable specifies the graphic image used to display the data
point. There are eight possible images:
Point
Filled Triangle
Circle
Square
Filled Circle
Filled Square
Triangle
Cross
The metric instance variable stores a number used to size the image. This corresponds
to the radius of a circle or the half-side length of a polygon.
5.6.3 Funct,ion Graphic Object
The function-graphic object is used to graphically display functions on 2-D-active-
graphs. The object can only display functions which are explicit in one of the variables.
The graph instance variable of the object stores the 2-D-active-graph object on which
the ftlnction is displayed. The system uses the upper and lower limits of this graph to
calculate a range of function values. These values are used to draw the function.
5.6.4 Histogram Object
Like t.he 2D Acti\re Graph, the histogram object displays data graphically. The his-
togram is constructed similarly to the 2D Active Graph in that a Data Display Object
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is first chosen. The designer is presented \vith the columns the Data Display Object
contains. Choosing a column causes the system to access all the data from that column
of the Data Displa)' Object and use it to form the histogram. Figure 5.6 sho\vs a screen
of the Plot Configuration with a histogram displayed.
Analogous to the 2D Active Graphs the objects contained within the graph are
objects themselves and thus contain information. The only object contained within
the histogram are bars. Each bar contains the list of data points used to determine is
size and location. The Describe Bar command displays the data points which compose
the bar in the Description Palle. Fig11re 5.6 shows the Description Pane displaying tIle
contents of the rightmost bar of the histogram.
Editing facilities provide for reassignment of the nl1mber of categories into which
the allocation is made.
5.7 Plot Configuration Commands
Tile following commands are listed in the Plot Configuration '8 Command wlenu. The
definitions of these commands are in the file:
molecular-design:data-base;commands.lisp.
Clear Description Pane: Removes all the descriptions displayed in the Description
Pane.
Clear Plot Pane: Removes all the 2-D-active-graphs and histograms from the
Plot Pane. Once these objects are <Ieleted they can not be retrieved.
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Datia Bese Sect;ion: Plot; Configuration
--I
o
HIstogram Bar Description:
t<eyword: Omega
Number 0' Points: 12
n-Hexadecylcyclopentane: 0.861
n-Elcosane: 0.907
n-Pentadecylcyclopentane: 0.833
n-Nonadecane: 0.827
n-Tetradecylcylopentane: 0.789
Octadecene: 0.79
n-Trldecylcyclopentane: 0.755
'-OCtadecene: 0.807
n-Heptadecane: 0.77
Acetic Anhydride: 0.908
Nitrogen Dioxide: 0.86
Silicon Tetrafluoride: 0.753
125
94
63
32
-.0
-.0
-.0
-.0
-.0 .01 .03 .04
.01 .03 .04 .06
Omega x 1/10
.07
.09
l -1. l..: I
MD Command: Describe Bar
Enter a ear or • Histogram: #(HISTOGRAM-BAR 41236471)
MO Command: I
Create 2-D Graph
Pest;rJbe Baij
Describe Data Point
Describe Data Points
Display Large Plot
Figure 5.6: Acentric Factor Histogram
Describe Bar: Prompts for a histogram bar. Displays the physical property value
in the Description Pane for each of the compounds contained in that bar.
Describe Data Point: Prompts the designer to mouse on a single data point. The
name of the compollnd and its values for the x and y physical prOT)erties are displayed
in the Description Pane.
Describe Data Points: Prompts the designer to enclose a set of data points using
the "rubber-banding box" procedure. The names and x and y physical property values
for each of the data points enclosed by the box are displayed in the Description Pane.
Figtlre 5.7 sho\vs an example of describing several data points.
Display Large Plot: This command displays a chosen 2D active graph in a windo\v
the size of the screen. The purpose of this large display was to improve the quality of
bitma.ps made of the system.
Display Statistics: Prompts for a Histogram. Various statistics for the chosen his-
togram are displayed in a window resource exposed over the Plot Pane. Figure 5.8
shows an example of this display. The median value is obviously incorrect.
Fit Line To Points: Prompts the designer for a 2D active graph. A line is regressed
through all the unmarked data points of the chosen graph. The line is displayed graph-
ically on the graph and its equation is displayed in the Molecular Design Interaction
Pane.
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MD Command: Describe Data Points 16 Clear Point Description Pane
Enclose Data-Points to be descrlb9d.1 I Create 2-D Graph
OescrIbe Bar
Describe Data Point
Describe Data Points
Figure 5.7: Describing Several Data Points Displayed in a 2D Active Graph
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Histogram Bar Description:
Keyword: Omega
Number of Points: 12
n-Hexadecylcyclopentane: 0.861
n-Elcosane: 0.907
n-PentadecyJcyclopentane: 0.833
n-Nonadecane: 0.827
n-Tetradecylcylopentane: 0.789
Octadecane: 0.79
n-Trldecylcyclopentane: 0.755
1-0ctadecene: 0.807
n-Heptadecane: 0.77
Acetic Anhydride: 0.908
Nitrogen Dioxide: 0.86
SIlicon Tetrafluoride: 0.753
Title: Histogram 1
Value Label: Omega
Summary Statistics:
Number of Points: 410
Minimum Value: -0.365
Maximum Value: 0.908
Mean Value: 0.3341531
Standard Deviation: 0.17112114
Median Value: -0. 137
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Enter a Bar of a Histogram: #(HISTOGRAM-BAR 41235471 >
MD Command: Display Statistics
Enter a Hlatogram: #(HISTOGAAM 41203714>
I
Describe Oats Point
Describe Data Points
Display Large Plot
Display Statistics
Fit Line To Points
Figure 5.8: Histogram Statistics Display
Fit Polynomial To Points: First prompts the designer for a 2D active graph. The
order of the polynomial is then prompted for. A polynomial is regressed throllgh all
tIle unmarked data points of the chosen graph. The polynomial is displayed graphically
on the graph and its equation is displayed in the Molecular Design Interaction Pane.
Mark Data Points: Prompts the designer to enclose a set of data points using the
"rubber-banding box'} procedure. The enclosed points are "marked". Their display
changes from a filled circle to a cross. Marked points are not included in linear or poly-
nomial fits. Marking points thus represent one way in which outliers can be excluded
from a regression.
Figure 5.9 shows the effect of marking points. Two quadratics were fit to Tb vs.
A{'U1 data. The first quadratic which decreases rapidly at high molecuiar weights was
regressed using all the data. The second quadratic was regressed with the fOlIr perflu-
orocarbons marked and thus excluded from the regression.
Remove All Functions from Graph: Prompts the designer for a 2D active graph.
All the graphic functions displayed in this graph are removed.
Remove Function From Graph: Prompts the designer for a displayed graphic
function. Graphic functions are created with either the Fit Line To Points or Fit
Polynomial To Points command. The chosen function is removed from the graph.
Resize Plot: Prompts the designer for a 2D active graph. The new size of this graph
is specified with the mouse via the "rubber-banding box" procedure.
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Enter the order or the polyn~mlal: 2
The Equation of the Polynomial Is:
V • 156.66432 + 2.575144·)( + -0.0037434546· X"'2
MD Command: I
Display Statistics
Fit Line To Points
Flf-Polynomlal TOPoli1fSt
Mark Data Points
Remove All Functions from Graph
Figure 5.9: Polynomial regressions. Using marked points to exclude data.
Unmark Ail Data Points: Prompts the designer for a 2D active graph. All the
marked data points in the chosen graph are unmarked.
Unmark Data Points: Prompts the designer to enclose a set of data points using
tile "rubber-banding box" procedure. The enclosed points are unmarked.
5.8 SectiOl1. Discussion
Besides storing data for use in problem fOfIDulation and estimation technique evaluation
the Data Base Section representB initial facilities for online development of estimation
techniques. New estimation techniques could be developed specifically tailored for the
design problem being addressed. Currently estimation techniques are developed for
general use. They attempt to estimate the ethane's property as well as dodecane's
property. If a designer was searching for new refrigerants then estimation techniques
which estimated CI-C5s would suffice. Restricting the scope of estimation techniques
would improve their accuracy.
The following facilities need to be added to the Data Base Section to develop new
estimation tcchniqlles:
1. Multiple regression analysis.
2. Principal component analysis.
3. Optilnization analysis.
4. Factor analysis.
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5.9 Example Usage
These instructions detail a step-by-step example usage of the Data Base Section. We
accomplish the following tasks using the facilities of both the Data Configuration and
Plot Configllration:
1. Display physical property data in a data-display-obj ect.
2. Create a correlation-matrix.
3. Display two columns of a data-display-object in a 2D-active-graph.
4. Create a histogram showing the distribution of physical property data.
5. Regress polynomial equations to data.
Move to the Data Configuration
If the current configuration is not the Data-Base Section: Data Configuration the first
task is to change configurations.
Action 5.1 Mouse right on an empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged by section.
Action 5.2 Mouse left on the Data-Base. Section Data Configuration.
The system changes to the Data Configllration.
Tabular Data Display
The Data ConfiguratioQ. is for the tabular display of physical property data. The major
object used in this tal>ular display is the data-display-object. ''''Ie form a data-dis-
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play-obj act by first selecting several compounds and keywords. In this example we
select all the displayed compounds. Six keywords are selected:
1) Formula 4) Critical Pressure
2) ~lolecular Weight 5) Acentric Factor
3) Critical Temperature 6) Normal Boiling Point
After these objects are selected the Display Selected Choices command creates and
displays the data-display-obj act in the Data Display Pane.
Action 5.3 i\fouse left on the Select All Compounds command.
Action 5.4 Mouse h-sh-left on the Formula keyword displayed zn the /(eywords
Pane.
Action 5.5 A-fouse h-sh-left on the Aialeeular Weight keyword displayed in the !(ey-
words Pane.
Action 5.6 Mouse h-sh-left on the Critical Temperature keyword displayed in tIle
[\..eywords Pane.
Action 5.7 J.\fouse h-sh-left on tIle Critical Pressure keyword displa.yed in the [(ey-
U?ords Pane.
Action 5.8 Mouse h-sh-left on the Acentric Factor keyword displayed in the [(ey-
words Pane.
Action 5.9 kfouse h-sh-left on the Normal Boiling Point keyword displayed in the
[{"cyll'ords Pane.
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Action 5.10 Afouse left on the Display Selected Choices command.
The display of physical property data for all 485 cOlnpounds may take several minutes.
The screen display should be similar to Figure 5.3.
Graphical Data Display
Displa)ring data in a tabular format is the first step in displaying physical property
data graphicall}·.
Action 5.11 Mouse left on the Plot Data command.
The system prompts for a data-display-object:
Enter a Data Display Array:
Action 5.12 klouse left on the data-display-obj ect currently displayed in the
Data Display Pane.
TIle keywords of the data table are displayed in the Molecular Design Interaction Pane:
X Data: ~Iw Tc Pc Omega Tb
Y Data: Mw Tc Pc Omega. Tb
IABORT Iaborts, IEND Iuses these values
Action 5.13 klouse left on Mw in the X Data: line.
Action 5.14 Mouse left on Tb in the Y Dat&: line.
Action 5.15 Press the <END> key.
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The system changes to the Plot Configuration. A 2D-active-graph is formed and
displayed in the Plot Pane. The plot defllults to a size which does not occupy the entire
pane. We resize the plot to make it easier to see.
Action 5.16 !J.fouse left on the Resize Plot command.
The system prompts for a plot to be resized:
Enter a plot to be resized:
Action 5.17 Mouse left on the 2D-active-graph displayed in the Plot Pane ..
The mOl1se cursor moves to the Plot Pane and changes into an upperleft corner ..
Action 5.18 Mouse left near the upper left corner of the Plot Pane ..
This positions the new upper left corner of the plot. The mouse cursor no\v appears
as a lo\ver right corner. As you move the nlouse a "rubber-banding box" is drawn
connecting the affixed upper left corner and the lower right corner mouse ctlfsor. This
box roughly shows the new size of the plot.
Action 5.19 Mouse left near the lower right corner of the Plot Pane ..
Describing Data Points
Each of the data points displayed in the 2D-active-graph is a data-point object.
Each data point is presented on the screen and is thus accessible..
Action 5.20 Alouse left on the Describe Data Points command.
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The mouse ,,:ursor changes to an upper left corner.
Action 5.21 Position the mouse cursor to the upper left of several points you wished
described. A{o~~e left when the cursor is in place.
The tIpper left corner is affixed to the mouse cursor location. The mouse Cllrsor then
changes to a lower right corner. This lower right corner is connected to the upper left
corner via a "rubber-banding box". The data points enclosed by this box are described.
Action 5.22 Enclose the data points to be described with the nLbber-banding box.
Nlouse left when the cursor is in position.
The compounds the data points represent and their exact X and Y coordinates are
displa.yed in the Data Description Pane.
Fitting Functions
The Data-Base Section provides linear and polynomial regressions.
Action 5.23 Mouse left on the Fit Polynomial To Points command.
The system prompts for the plot whose data is to be regressed:
Click on the Plot whose data is to be fitted.
Action 5.24 Mouse left on the 2D-active-graph displayed in the Plot Pane.
The system next prompts for the order of the polynomial fit:
Enter the order of the polynomial:
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Action 5.25 Enter the number 2 and press retunl.
The system collects all the data points and fits a second order polynomial to them.
The function is displayed on the plot and the equation is displayed in the Molecular
Design Interaction Pane:
The Equation of the Polynomial is:
Y = 131.16403 + 3.1156569 * X + -0.0061297873 * X A 2
The polynomial fit is greatly effected by the four outliers at lligh molecular ,,,eights
but moderate normal boiling points. Marking tllese data points removes them from
consideration when creating the polynomial.
Action 5.26 Afouse left on the Mark Data Points command.
Again the system l\SeS a "rubber-banding box" to choose the data points.
Action 5.27 Position the mouse cursor above and to the left of tlte four outliers.
Mouse left when the cursor is positioned.
The mouse cursor changes to a lower right corner connected to the affixed upper left
corner by a rubber-banding box.
Action 5.28 Position the mouse cursor below and to the right of the four outliers.
!/ouse left when the cursor is positioned.
The data points representing the four outliers change their present.ation from four
filled circles to four crosses. These "marked" data points are not incll\ded in further
regressions.
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Action 5.29 Afouse left on the Fit Polynomial To Points command.
The system prompts for the plot whose data is to be regressed:
Click on the Plot whose data is to be fitted.
Action 5.30 "'louse left on tht: 2D-active-graph displayed in the Plot Pane.
The system next prolnpts for the order of the polynomial:
Enter the order of the polynomial:
Action 5.31 Enter the number 2 and press return.
The system collects all the data points except the four marked outliers and fits
a second order polynomial to tllem. The function is displayed on the plot and the
equat.ion is displayed In the Molecular Design Interaction Pane:
The Equation of the Polynomial is:
Y = 156.66432 + 2.575144 * X + -0.0037434546 * X--2
The new polynomial better approximates the data at high molecular weight once out-
liers are removed.
Creating Histograms
The system provides facilities for creating and examining histograms of physical prop-
erty data,. Histograms are also displayed in the Plot Pane. Before creating a histogram
we clean up the Plot Configuration.
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Action 5.32 ~"fouse left on the Clear Plot Pane command.
Action 5.33 Mouse left on the Clear Point Description Pane com'mand.
\Ve now change configurations back to the Data Configuration.
Action 5.34 Type into the Molecular Design Interaction Pane the command: Previ-
ous Section.
The system changes to the Data Configuration. The data-display-object we previ-
ously created is still displayed. Changing configurations causes the Data Description
Pane to be redisplayed. Redisplaying the data-display-object takes about 3 minutes.
Once the Data Configuration is completely redisplayed we begin creating tile his-
togram.
Action 5.35 Afouse left on the Create Histogram command.
The system prompts for a data-display-obj ect:
Enter a Data Display Array:
Action 5.36 Mouse left on the data-display-object displayed in the Data Display
Pane.
The system displays keywords of the data-display-object.
Choose Column for Display: Mw Tc Pc Omega Tb
[ABORI'I aborts, IENDIuses these values
Action 5.37 Mouse left on the Omega keyword.
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Action 5.38 Press the <END> key.
The system changes to the Plot Configuration. A histogram is displayed in the Plot
Pane. \Ve resize the histogram for better appearance.
Action 5.39 Afouse left on the Resize Plot command.
Again the system uses the "rubber-banding box" to accept the new size. The system
prompts for a plot to be resized:
Enter a plot to be resized:
Action 5.40 Mouse left on the histogram displayed in the Plot Pane.
The mouse cursor moves to the Plot Pane and changes into an tlpperleft corner.
Action 5.41 Mouse left near the upper left corner of the Plot Pa1te.
Tllis positions the new upper left corner of the histogram. The IDouse cursor now
appears as a lower right corner. As you move the mouse a "rubber-banding box" is
drawn connecting the affixed upper left corn,~r and the lower right corner mouse cursor.
This box roughly shows the histogram's new size.
Action 5.42 Mouse left near the lower right corner of the Plot Pane.
Histogram Descriptions
Analogous to describing a data point in a plot, the bars of a histogram can also be
described.
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Action 5.43 !v[ouse left on the Describe Bar command.
The s)·stem prompts for the bar of a histogram:
Enter a Bar of a Histogram:
Action 5.44 Mouse left on the rightmost bar of the histogram displayed in the Plot
Pane.
TIle "contents" of the histogram bar are displayed il:. the Point Deecrlption Pane.
Summary statistics are available for histograms. Tllese statistics inclllde:
1. Number of Points
2. Minimum Value
3. Maximum Value
4. Mean Value
5. Standard Deviation
6. l\fedian Value
Action 5.45 Mouse left on the Display Statistics command.
The system prompts for a histogram:
Enter a Histogram:
Action 5.46 Mouse left on the di.splayed histogram.
Statistics are displayed in a window resource exposed over the Plot Pane. Figure 5.8
showed an example display.
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Correlation Matrix
The Data Configuration provides a facility for creating simple correlation matrices.
Action 5.47 Type into the Molecular Design Interaction Pane the command: Previ-
ous Section.
The system changes to the Data Configuration. We select additional keywords used to
form tile correlation matrix.
Action 5.48 k[ouse h-sh-left on the Critical Volume keyword.
Action 5.49 Afouse h-sh-left on the Critical Compressibility keyword.
Action 5.50 Mouse h-sh-l'aft on the Dipole Moment keyword.
Action 5.51 Afouse h-sh-left on. the Standard Gibbs Energy of Formation keyword.
Action 5.52 AtfOtlse h-sh-left on the Standard Enthalpy of Formation keyword.
Action 5.53 Mouse h-sh-left on. !he Enthalpy of Vaporization at Tb key·word.
Action 5.54 Mouse h-sh-left on the Normal Freezing Point keyword.
Action 5.55 Mouse h-sh-left on the Number of Atoms keyword.
Correlation matrices are displaye~ in the Data Display Pane. To speed redisplay of
the pane first remove the data-display-obj ect.
Action 5.56 Mouse left on the Clear Data Display Pane command.
Now create and display the correlation matrix.
Action 5.57 Mouse left on the Form Correlation Matrix command.
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Cllapter 6
Group Contribution Section
Physical property estimation procedures are the heart of my design procedures. The
Group Contribution Section provides facilities for entering group contribution and equa-
tion oriented techniques. Models in the form of LISP code are entered for both types
of estimation techniques. Additionally, groups and their contributions are specified for
group contribution techniques.
The section js divided into two configurations: 1) Editing Configuration; 2) Model
Entry Configuration. The editing configuration provides facilities for creating new
groups. The designer connects atoms with bonds to form new groups. The model entry
configuration provides facilities for entering contributions for these groups, models for
group contribution techniques, and models for equation oriented estimation techniques.
6.1 Editing Configuration Layout
The screen layout of the editing configuration is shown in Figure 6.1. The screen real
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Group Contribution Section: Editing Configuration
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Figure 6.1: Group Contribution Editing Configuration Screen
estat.e is used by six panes:
Group Contribution Section Editing Configuration Title Pane: Displays the
title of the Editing Configuration.
Structures Menu: Displays a list of all the groups known to the system. As new
grO\lpS are created they are added to this pane.
Bond Type Pane: This is an AVV-pane which displays the "current" bond type.
As atoms are connected with bonds the bond type used is determined from the value
in this pane.
Group Edit Pane: This pane is the major focus of the Editing Configuration. The
designer selects atoms which are entered into this pane. The pane acts as a canvas
on which the designer arranges and connects atoms together to form groups .. Groups
constructed in this pane can be saved to file and made available to all other sections of
tIle system.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Group Contribution Section Editing Configuration Commands Menu: The
command menu COl1taining comma.nds relevant to the Editing Configllration.
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6.2 Model Entry Configuration Layout
The screen layout of the ~Iodel Entry Configuration is shown in Figure 6.2. The screen
real estate is used by six panes:
Group Contribution Section Model Entry Configuration Title Pane: Dis-
pla.ys the title of the Model Entry Configuration.
CIlosen Groups Pane: Displays the groups which have had contributions specified.
\Vhen developing a group contribution estimation technique the designer chooses a
grollp and specifies its contribution. After specification each group is displayed in this
pane with its specified physical property.
All Groups Pane: Displays all the groups known to the system.
Technique Description Pane: This pane displays estimation technique objects.
Estimation technique objects contain much of the information needed to construct a
ne,v estimation technique.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Group Contribution Section Model Entry Configuration Commands Menu:
The command menu containing commands relevant to the Model Entry Configuration.
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Figure 6.2: Group Contribution Model Entry Configuration Screen
6.3 Section Operation
TIll' GrOtlp Contriblltion Section addresses the task of entering ne,\' estimation tech-
niCI\tCs into the system. This may necessitate creating new groups. Entering parameters
and models for estimation techniques is done in the Model Entry Configuration. Cre-
ating new groups is done in the Editing Configuration.
6.3.1 Creating Estil11ation Techniques
The Create Property command of the Problem Formulation Section and the Create
Estimation Technique command of the Model Entry Configuration initiate the de-
velopment of new estimation techniques. The technique-input-obj ect object stores
the description of the estimation technique while the designer inputs the necessary in-
formation. This information is prompted for by a menu when either of the Create
Property or Create Estimation Technique commands are activated. The menu
reqtlests the following information:
Type: Grottp Contribution or Equation Oriented.
N arne: A string the estimation technique is called.
Class: An estimation techniqlle class. Estimation techniques are typically
displa)·ed arranged by estimation technique class.
Estlmated Property: The physical property this technique estimates.
State Variables: A list containing Tempemture, Pressure, or both.
Required Properties: Applicable for equation oriented techniques only.
The physical properties required to determine the estimated property.
The input information is stored into a technique-input-object ,vllich is added to the
Technique Description Pane.
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~Iodels used to estimate the physical property must be entered for both group
contribution and equation oriented techniques. The Edit Estimation Model and
Enter Interval Model commands activate the Entry Pane editor. The Entry Pane is
a Zf\I,\CS style editor. The designer enters the models having access to most ZMACS
cOlnmands. Typing <END> stores the entered code in the technique-input-obj act.
Group contribution techniques require contributions for a set of groups. All the
groups known to the system are displayed in the All Groups Pane. TIle Choose
Grollp and Choose Groups commands both prompt the designer to choose a group
displayed in the All Groups Pane and then specify a contribution for it. The chosen
group is displayed in the Chosen Groups Pane with its associated contribution displayed
to the lower right. Figure 6.3 shows the Model Entry Configuration with a group
cOJltribution techniqlle being developed. The designer has specified the contributions
for several groups. These are displayed in the Chosen Groups Pane.
Once the input information, models, and group contributions are entered the tech-
nique is ready to be activated or saved. The Activate Technique conlmand takes the
iJlformation stored. in the technique-input-obj ect and creates a.n estimat.ion tech-
nique. Tllis technique is accessible to the system but is not ~:tored in a file. The Save
Technique command saves the information stored in the technique-input-obj act
into a file. This technique is accessible the next time the system is compiled.
6.3.2 Creating N elY Groups
New group contribution techniqtles may use groups which are not currently known to
tIle system. The primary task of t~Je Edit.ing Configuration is to create new groups.
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Group Contribution Seotion: Model Entry Configuration
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Technique Input Object 2
TeclYllque Type: Group ContrlbuUon
Name: Joback SP-P
Class: Unspecified Techniques
Estimated Property: Polar Solublllty Pilrameter
State Variables: NIL
Required Properties: unbound
Estimation Function:
(+ group-contrlbutlon-sum -2.67e+1)
Interval Function:
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(+ meta-group-contribut1on-sum -2.67e+l)
Remove All Chosen Groups
Save Technique
Specify Input Groups
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Figure 6.3: Entry of a Group Contributi~n Estimation Technique
The Input Atoms command prompts the designer for a seqllence of atoms. These
atoms are entered into the Group Edit Pane. The designer arranges these atoms into
an aesthetically pleasing configuration. The Connect Atoms command places the
designer into a loop in \vhich consec1.1tive mouse clicks on atoms connect them with a
bond. The type of this bond is specified by the current bond type displayed in the
Bond Type Pane.
The Group Objects commands collects all the selected atoms and bonds in the
Group Edit Pane and creates a new group. This group object is placed in the Structures
~Ienu. The Mass Select Atoms, Mass Select Bonds, Mass Deselect Atoms, and
Mass Deselect Bonds commands manipulate the selection of atoms and bonds. The
Hide Atoms command allow atoms to be hidden from view. Hiding atoms sometimes
prodtlCCS a more aesthetically pleasing group. Hiding hydrogens in cyclic hydrocarbons
is an example.
6.4 Editing Configuration Objects
TIle three major objects used in the editing configuration are:
1. md-atom
2. bond
3. group
TIle definitions of these objects and their associated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:group-contribution-section;objects.lisp.
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Groups are central to both the interactive and automatic design procedures. The
r~prN;~ntation chosen for storing, retrieving, and manipulating groups is thtlS impor-
tant.. There are several reviews of computer-compatible structure representations[S,
10,11,12]. The National Academy of Sciences classified representations into three
ca trgories[12]:
1. Linear Notations
2. Tabular and Graphic Representations
3. Fragment Codes
Linear notat'jons make entry of molecular structure via a keyboard very easy. They
are also particularly suitable in information retrieval systems involving large data bases
of chemical structures[6]. Wiswesser linear notation(\\i'LN)[15] is a popular linear 00-
tational system that represents strllctures with character strings. The notat.ion uses a
set of complex ad hoc rules to derive names for structures. Most chemists are incapable
of deriving structural diagrams from such names, and vice versa. Computer programs
for translation of structural diagrams into- names have been only partially successful,
primarily because of the complexity of the rules[6].
Connection matrices, tables, and atom-connecti,rity' lists provide the most valuable
repre::;entation for the vast majority of applications in chemical structure elucidation
and manipulation[6]. These methods capture topology in tabular form~ that directly
represent structural connectivity. In the simplest case a molecule is represented by the
connections between atoms. The connection table for:
0"
H6 II H1
H8 C1- C2- C3 - 55H9
HI0 HIt
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is gi,ten by the following matrix:
C t C2 C3 0 4 Ss H6 H~ Hs Hg H IO HIt,
Ct X S - - - S - S - S -
C2 S X S D - - - - - - -
C3 - S X - S - S - - - S
0 4 - D - X - - - - - - -
85 - - S - X - - - S - -
H6 S - - - - X - - - - -
H7 - - S - - - X - - - -
Hs S - - .. - - - X - - -
Hg - - - - S - - - X - -
H10 S - - - - - - - - X -
HIt - - S - .. - - - - - X
Fragment codes capture predefined grO\lpS of atoms and bonds. This is the repre-
sentation used in both the interactive and automatic design procedures. One major
Jirnitation typically expressed about fragment codes is that they do not provide infor-
mation about the components of the group - tIle atoms and bonds. I defined groups
to be objects giving access to this information.
6.4.1 Groups
GrOl1ps are objects which represent their molecular structure by a ~ist of atoms and
I)onds. Atoms and bonds are themselves objects. The relevant instance variables for
groupR, atoms, and hands are sho\vn in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: J\folecule Representation Objects
Object
group
md-atom
bond
Instance Variables
atoms-list, bonds-list, linear-name
atom-string, bond-list
connected-atom-l, connected-atom-2
Bond objects are the basis of my representation. Each bond is connected to two al1d
only two atoms. These connected atom objects are stored in the connected-atom-l
and connected-atom-2 instance varia.hIes. The atom-string instance varial)le of the
md-atom object stores a string denoting the type of atom. The string corresponds to the
cllemical symbols l.1sed for atoms. Table 6.2 shows all the atoms currently known to the
system. The bond-list of an md-atom object stores a list of all connected bonds. This
l)ond list is 11sOO to traverse a molecular structure finding connected atoms. Groups
keep lists of atoms and bonds.
Some of the bonds in a group are not connected to atoms. To facilitate manipulation
I created a "free" atom to which these bonds connect. This is to ensure that all bonds
a.re ~onnet:ted to exactly two atoms. Free atoms are stored in the group's atoms-list
illstance variable. They directly facilitate determilling the global valence of a grollp.
TIle number of free atoms corresponds to the global valence.
Table 6.2: All Atoms Currently Known to the System
Boron
Fluorine
Oxygen
Bromine
Hydrogen
Phosphorous
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Carbon
Iodine
Silicon
Chlorine
Nitrogen
Sulfur
6.5 Model Entry Configuration Objects
TIle six major objects used in the ~fodel Configuration are:
1. group-contribution-input-object
2. estimation-technique-class
3. estimation-technique
4. equation-oriented-estimation-technique
5. group-contribution-estimation-technique
6. technique-input-obj ect
The definitions of these objects and their associated functions are in the files:
molecular-design:group-contribution-section;objects.lisp
and
molecular-design:properties;estimation-techniques.lisp.
TIle technique-input-object is used to store information input by the designer.
Tllis information is used to create grou·p contribution and equation oriented estimation
techniques. Eight important instance variables store the required information:
1. Type
2. Name
3. Estimated-Property
4. State-Variables
5. Required-Properties
6. Class
7. Estimation-Function
8. Interval-Est imat ion-Function
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The type instance variable stores whether the estimation technique being devel-
oped is group contribution or equation oriented. 'rhe estimation technique is re-
ferred by name and estimates the property stored in the estimated-property instance
varin.hle. The class instance variable stores the estimation-technique-class to
\\~llich the estimation technique belongs. The class is used for categorizing estima-
tion techniques so they can be displayed orderly. The estimation-function and
interval-estiMation-function contain the LISP code used to calculate the physi-
cal property estimate. Equation oriented estimation techniques can also reqllire state
variables such as temperature aIld pressure and require additional ph)·sical properties
to estimate the estimated property. These values are stored in the state-variables
and required-properties instance variables.
Group contribution estimation techniques require a set of groups and values for their
contributions. The group-contribution-input-object stores and displa.ys the input
values for grollp contributions. The Choose Group and Choose Groups commands
prompt the designer for a group and its contribution. These are stored in two instance
variables of the group"'contribution-input-object:
1. group-object
2. value
Group-contribution-input-objects are displayed in the Chosen Groups Pane. The
group is displayed with the value for the contribution to its lower rigllt.
The estimation-technique-class is used to organize the presentation of esti-
mation techniques. The single important instance variable, label-string, stores the
name used for display.
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Group-contribution-estimation-technique and equation-ori~nted-estima­
tion-technique objects are both built on the estimaticn-technique object. This
flavor contains five nlajor instance variables:
1. estimated-property
2. required-properties
3. estimation-function
40 interval-estiMation-function
5. class
Tllese instance variables store the same information as their analogs in the technique-
input-object.
Equation-oriented-estimation-technique objects contain one additional instance
va.riablc: state-variables. This stores a list of the form (temperature), (pressure),
or (temperature pressure). Group-contribution-estimation-technique objects con-
tain t,vo additional instance variables:
1. group-data-vector
2. intercept
The group-data-vector contains an association list of groups an contribtltions. The
intercept instance variable contains the value for the intercept in the group contribu-
tion model. This is used by in the interactive design to establish the starting point.
6.6 Editing Configuration Commands
TIle following commands are listed in the Command Menu of the editing Configuration.
The definitions of these commands are in the file:
molecular-design:group-contribution-section;commands.lisp.
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Align to Grid: Repositions each of the atoms in the Group Edit Pane so that its
x-center and y-center coordinates are an integer multiple of the grid size.
Clear Editing Pane: Removes all objects from the Group Edit Pane.
Connect Atoms: Forms a bond between two atoms. The type of bond is that
currently designated in the Bond Type Pane. The connection begins by choosing the
first atom. After clicking on this atom a bond is tracked from the atom to the mouse.
Clicking on another atom causes the two atoms to be connected. Clicking elsewhere
causes the bond to be considered a free bond.
Middle clicking on the second choice repeats the connection procedure. In this
manner a number of atoms can be quickly connected.
Group Objects: This command collects the selected bonds and atoms of the Group
Edit Pane and forms them into a Molecular Structure object.
Hide Atoms: For many molecules it is desirable for appearance sake not to display
all t.he atoms in the molecule. Benzene is perhaps the most common example in which
tile carbon and hydrogen atoms are not displayed. This command hides all the selected
atoms. The atoms are still part of the group but are not displayed.
Input Atoms: This command prompts for a sequence of atom names. An rod-atom
object is created for each atom name entered. These atoms are added to the Group
Edit Pane.
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Mass Deselect Atoms: All atoms within a rectangular area specified by the mouse
are deselected. See the command Mass Select Atoms.
Mass Deselect Bonds: All bonds within a rectangular area specified by the mouse
are deselected. Sec the command ~fass Select Atoms.
Mass Select Atoms: Some commands, e.g. Hide Atoms, operate only on selected
atoms. This command lets the designer select all the atoms in all area of the screen
llsing the mouse. After activation of this command the mouse cursor turns into the
upper left hand corner of a rectangle. Clicking the mouse places this rectangle corner
at t.lle current mouse position. The mouse Cl1rsor then changes to a lower right h.and
corner. A "rubber-banding" box is displayed connecting the two corners. Clicking the
mouse again fixed the second corner thus specifying the area enclosed by the rectangle.
All atoms in this area are selected.
Mass Select Bonds: All bonds within a rectangtllar area specified by the mouse are
selected. See the command Mass Select Atoms.
Unh:de Atoms: Redisplays the atoms which were hidden using the Hide Atoms
command.
6.7 Model Entry Configuration Commands
The following commands are listed in the Command Menu of the Ivlodel Entry Config-
uration. The definitions of these commands are in the file:
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molecular-design:group-contribution-section;commands.lisp.
Activate Technique: Prompts the designer for a technique-input-object. The
conlmand collects all the information stored in the object and all the group-con-
tribution-input-objects from the Chosen Groups Pane and forms an estimatioll
technique. This technique is now available for use throughout the system.
Choose Group: This command is used to enter the contribution for a group. The
system prompts the designer to choose a group from the All Groups Pane. The system
next prompts for the contribution of this group. After entry the system displays the
ellosen grollp \vith its contribution in the Chosen Groups Pane.
Clloose Groups: This command is analogous to the Choose Group command.
However, the system enters a loop which reprompts the designer to enter another
group and its contribution.
Create Estimation Technique: Creates a new technique-obj ect, prompts for
initial information, and adds the object to the Technique Description Pane. The infor-
mation prompted for is:
1. Type
2. Name
3. Class
4. Estimated Property
5. State Variables
6. Required Properties
This information can be changed by using the Edit Technique command.
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Create Estimation Technique Class: Prompts the designer for the name of the
new class. This name is used to form a new estimation-technique-class object.
TIle command then prompts if the new class is to be saved to file. The file in which
classes should be stored is:
molecular-design:properties;technique-class-instances.lisp.
Delete Estimation Model: Removes the estimation model from a chosen technique
object. The command first prompts for a technique object. The estimation model is re-
moved from the chosen techniquE;. The Technique Description Pane is then redisplayed
sho\ving the value has been removed.
Delete Interval Model: Removes the interval model from a chosen technique object.
The command first prompts for a technique object. The interval model is removed from
the chosen technique. The Technique Description Pane is then redisplayed showing the
value has been removed.
Edit Documentation: Technique-input-objects contain documentation which
is stored in any estimation techniques created. This command first prompts for a
technique-input-obj ect. The current documentation for the chosen object is placed
into t.he Entry Pane editor. Pressing the <END> key at the completion of editing
causes the edited string to be extracted from the editor and stored back into the
technique-input-object.
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Edit Estilnation Model: This command activates the editor used to enter the tech-
nique's estimation model. The Entry Pane is a ZwlACS editor providing complete
editing facilities. Typing <END> exits the editor and stores the entered model in the
technique-abject's Estimation Model slot.
The group-sum special variable is used in an estimation model to represent the sum
of the group contributions for a particular molecule. The system automatically creates
tIle code necessary to assign the correct value to this variable. Documentation on the
group-sum special variable is presellted in a window resource exposed over both the
All Groups Pane and Chosen Grol1ps Pane while the editor is active.
Edit Input Object: Reprompts the designer with the menu used to originally create
the estimation-technique-object. The menu prompts for five valttes:
1. Type.
2. Name.
3. Estimated Property.
4. State Variables.
5. Required Properties.
The command first prompts for a technique object. A menu is exposed which
contains the current values for the chosen technique object available for editing. Once
tile designer has made his or her entries the object is updated and the Technique Display
Palle is redisplayed to show the new values.
Edit Interval Model: 1'his command activates the editor used to enter the tech-
nique's interval model. See the Edit Estimation Model command.
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Redisplay All Input Groups: Because of group specification or the deletion of
individual groups, the groups displayed in the All Groups Pane may not represent all
the groups known to the system. This command removes all the groups currently in the
All Groups Pane and adds back all the groups known to the system. 'The All Groups
Pa.nes is then redisplayed showing all these groups.
Redisplay Techniques Pane: Redisplays each of the seven panes of the Model
Entry Configuration.
Relnove All Chosen Groups: Removes all the groups whose contributions have
been specified. The Chosen Groups Pane is cleared. Removing all groups is neces-
sary when contributions are to be specified for a ne\v group contribution estimation
technique.
Save Technique: This command saves an estimation technique to file. The com-
mand prompts for a technique-object. The information stored in this object is used
to form an estimation technique which is stored to file. The file in which estimation
techniques should be stored is:
molecular-design:properties;technique-instances.lisp.
Show All Groups: Displays all groups known to the system in the All Groups Pane.
Use this command to see any newly created groups.
Specify Input Groups: Most group contribution estimation techniques do not spec-
jfy' contributions for all the grOltps known to the system. For exa,mple, the group
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contribution estimation techniqlles for the Polar and Hydrogen Solubility Parameters
contain no contributions for cyclic groups. This command facilitates the selection of
groups by allowing the designer to remove all cyclic groups from the All GrOtlpS Pane.
TIle Redisplay A.lllnput Groups command redisplays all the groups known to Lhe
5)·stem in the All Groups Pane.
Verify Technique Functions: This command simply checks if all the symbols in
tIle entered models are known to the system. Models can inclllde any LISP function,
the special variables: group-sum; meta-group-sum; check-interval-values, and any
phi'sical properties kno\\-n to the system.
The system first prompts for a technique object. The estimation techniqlle's mod-
els are checked. If both models are verified the system displays a message stating this.
If one or both models contain symbols which are not recognized by the system they are
collected and presented to the designer in a warning message.
6.8 Section Discussion
Tile current interface for entering groups and models is somewhat cumbersome. The
All Groups Pane of the Model Entry Configuration should be changed to a AVV format.
This necessitates using linear names when prompting for groups. A standard notation
for linear names needed.
Creating new groups is time consuming. Providing additional facilities for the
posit.ioning of atoms would redl1ce the time required.
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6.8.1 Estimation Techniques
The current necessity of entering two estimation models is cumbersome. Algebraic re-
arrallgement of the equations used in estimation can significantly reduce excess interval
\vi<lth. Thus it is necessary to have an estimation model specifically oriented toward
interval evaluation. However, interval arithmetic reduces to conv~ntional arithmetic
,.,\"hcn the intervals are of zero width, i.e., real numbers. The interval oriented estima-
tion models are perfectly satis~actory for use as estimation models. I thus recommend
that the models used in both group contribution and equation oriented estimation
techniques be replaced by a single interval oriented model.
The current collection of interval arithmetic functions should be rewritten. These
functions currently change all arguments to intervals before performing any interval
arithmetic manipulations. To ensure efficiency is not compromised when interval func-
tions are called with real arguments I recommend the arguments be checked and if found
to be real arguments then the default arithmetic functions be used. This checking of
argument types for function dispatch should be easily handled by generic functions.
An alternative method to the use of interval oriented models is to use standard
arithmetic models and use some of the algorithms for interval width reduction to tighten
interval bounds. The one disadvantage this has is that the interval tightening is done
at run time. Algebraic rearrangements are done before a run begins.
I recommend that research be done to investigate hO\J' equations can be rearranged
to reduce excess interval \vidth. Identification of monotonic terms within a function can
provide a large reduction in excess width. Creating unified extensions of nonmonotonic
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terms also leads to the reduction of excess width.
6.8.2 Molecule Representation
I believe that the representation I use for molecular structure is very good. It ;s simple
in structure yet quite expressive. I also believe that chiral structures can be represented.
The position of the atoms in the atoms-list of a group can be used to capture this
information.
Further research in representing complete molecules is needed. Investigating the
ability of the representation to capture chirality should be a priority.
6.9 Example Usage
In this example we create a new property, create new groups, and enter a group contri-
bution estimation technique. The Problem Formulation Section provides facilities for
property creation. The Group Editing and Model Entry configurations of the Group
Cont.ribution Section provide facilities for the creation of groups and entry of estimation
techniques.
Changing Configurations
New properties are created in the Problem Formulation Section. If the current configu-
ration is not the Problem Formulation Section the first task is to change configurations.
Action 6.1 Afouse right on an empty area of the screen.
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A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged by section.
Action 6.2 Afouse left on the Problem FOM71ulatir.,n Section.
The s}"stem changes configuration to the Problem Formulation Section Constraints
Configuration.
Creating a Property Class
If the new property does not belong to an existing class then a new property-clc-ss
01)ject Inust first be created.
Action 6.3 Mouse left on the Create Property Class command"
The system prompts for the name of t~fe new property class.
Enter the name of the new class:
Action 6.4 Type Magnetic Properties. Press return.
Tile system next qlleries if the designer wishes to save this new property class to a file.
Do you wish to save this new class to file?
Action 6.5 Type No. Press return.
The Property List Pane is redisplayed showing the new property class.
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Creating Properties
Now that we created a new property class we create the new property.
Action 6.6 !v[ouse left on the Create Property command.
The system prompts for the follo\ving information:
Pretty Name: some value
Short Name: some value
Variable Dependencies: Temperature Pressure
Default Minimum: some value
Default Maximum: some value
Property Class: some value
IABORT Iaborts, IEND Iuses these values
Action 6.7 Mouse left on the phrase after the Pretty Name: prompt. The phrase
is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.8 Type Molar Diamagnetic Susceptibility. Press return.
Action 6.9 Afouse left on the phrase after the Short Name: prom.pt. The phrase
is 1'eplaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.10 Type X. Press return.
Variable Dependencies denotes the state variables this propE rty is dependent upon.
At present. the possible state variables are Temperature and Pr~ssure. Our molar
diamagnetic susceptibility is not dependent upon either state variable.
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Action 6.11 Mouse left on the phrase after the Default Minimum: prompt. The
IJh"mse is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.12 Type o. Press return.
Action 6.13 Mouse left on the phrase afte1· the Default Maximum: prompf,. The
phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.11 Type 150. Press return.
Action 6.15 Mouse left on the phmse after the Property Class: prompt. The
phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.16 Mouse left on our newly created property class, Magnetic Properties,
displayed in the Property List Pane.
Action 6.17 Press the <END> key.
The new property is created and added to the Pro·perty List Pane under the Mag-
netic Properties property class. The Save Property To File command can be used
to save the new property to a file. This command prompts the designer for a file in
\vhich to save the property. The file which contains the system properties is:
molecular-design:propertiesiproperty-instances.
In this example we do not save the property.
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ICreating New Groups
Different group contribution estimation techniques require different groups. The Edit..
ing Configuration of the Group Contribution Section provides facilities for creating ne\v
grol1ps. The group contribution estimation technique for molar diamagnetic sllscepti-
llility does not require a.ny groups in addition to those already in the system. However,
I go through this example to detail the operation of the configuration.
Action 6.18 Mouse right on an empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged by section.
Action 6.19 Mouse left on the Group Contribution Section Editing Configuration.
The system changes configuration to the Editing Configuration of the Group Contri-
bution Section.
The Group Edit Pane is the canvas on which we connect and arrange atoms and
bonds. We construct the group -(C6H4)CH2CH2CH2-. We begin by entering the
necessary atoms.
Action 6.20 Afouse left on the Input Atoms command.
The system prompts for a sequence of atoms.
Please enter one or more Atoms:
Action 6.21 Type the following: Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
Carbon Carbon Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen
Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen. Press return.
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The system creates an md-atom object for each entry and adds it to the Group Edit
Pane. Figure 6.4 shows the Group Edit Pane with the input atoms.
The atoms are now arranged into an aesthetically pleasing yet chemically informa-
tive structure. Atom movement is accomplished by the following action.
Action 6.22 Mouse h-left on any atom.
The mouse cursor "picks up" the atom object underneath it. The location of this atom
object is changed by moving the mouse.
Action 6.23 Move the mouse to another location on the Group Edit Pane.
The mouse "puts down" the object at the current location.
Action 6.24 Mouse left.
In this manner rearrange the atoms into a structure similar to that shown in Figure 6.5.
To facilitate the alignment of atoms and bonds the Group Edit Pane maintains a
grid. The current size of the grid is displayed in the upper left corner of the pane.
l\1ousing left on the Align to Grid command repositions each of the atoms and bonds
so its center is at the nearest grid point.
Atoms are connected using the Connect Atoms command. The type of bond
used in the connection is specified by the Bond Type pane. The default, Single, is
satisfactory.
Actioll 6.25 Mouse left on the Connect Atoms command.
The command prompts for the first atom.
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Group Contribution Section: Editing Configuration
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Click on an Atom:
Action 6.26 Mouse left on the carbon atom in the lower left corner.
The system creates a single bond which has one end attached to the center of the atom
and the other end attached to the mouse. The system prompts for the atom to connect.
Click on another Atom or a Location:
Action 6.27 Afouse left on the hydrogen atom in the lower left corner.
The system connects tIle carbon and hydrogen atoms with a sillgle bond.
Mousing middle on the second atom, instead of mousing left, repeats the connec-
tion procedure. In this manner the designer can continue to connect atoms without
rcinvoking the Connect Atoms command.
Connect the atoms of our Group Edit Pane so they appear as displayed in Figure 6.6.
It is important to connect the carbons and hydrogens on the alkane branch. These
bonds are too short i:~o be drawn but still must be entered for the system to reason
about the group properly.
The bonds used in a ring are denoted differently than those used in acyclic struc-
tures. We connect the carbon atoms in our ring first by ring-single bonds.
Action 6.28 Mouse left on Ring-Sing!.! displayed in the Bond Type Pane.
The system denotes that Ring-Single is now the default bond type by redisplaying the
li~t of bond types with Ring-Single typed in bold. Connect the carbons atoms in our
ring as before. The resulting structure should look like Figure 6.7.
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Group Contribution Section: Editing Configuration
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Repeating the procedure one more time to connect ring-double bonds gives us the
structure shown in Figure 6.8.
For man}' molecular structures the detail of all the atoms, especially hydrogen
atoms, leads to a cluttered presentation. The Editing Configuration provides facili-
ties for "hiding" atoms. Although these atoms are still part of the molecular structure
they are not drawn when the structure is presented.
Action 6.29 Alouse left on the Mass Select Atoms command.
The command requires the designer to enclose a set of atoms using the "rubber-banding
box" procedure. Those atoms enclosed by the box are selected.
Action 6.30 Enclose all the aromatic carbons and their attached hydrogens by the
"robber-bandi""'9 box".
Action 6.31 Afouse left on the Hide Atoms command.
The selected atorm are now drawn with a dashed box around them.
\Ve now collect all the atoms into a new group.
Action 6.32 Mouse left on the Mass Select Atoms command.
Action 6.33 Enclose all the atoms within the "rubber-banding box".
Action 6.34 Mouse left on the Mass Select Bonds command.
Action 6.35 Enclose all the bonds within the "robber-banding box".
Action 6.36 Afouse left on the Group Objects command.
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Group Contribution Section: Editing Configuration
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All the atoms aDd bonds are collected into a new group object. This object is similar
to that displayed in Figure 6.9.
The Save Group command activates this group and optionally saves it to a file.
Action 6.37 "'louse left on the Save Group command.
The system prompts for a molecular structure:
Click on a group:
Action 6.38 }.follse left on the group displayed in the Group Edit Pane.
The system prompts for a linear name for this group:
Enter the Linear Name for this Group:
Action 6.39 Type -(C6H4)CH2CH2CH2-. Press ,~turn.
The system next prompts if you wish to save this group to a file.
Do you wish this group saved to a file?
Action 6.40 Type No. Press return.
The Structures Menu is redisplayed with our new group at the top.
Creating an Estimation Technique Class
We create a new estimation technique class for the estimation tec}lniques we will de-
velop. We first mo\'e to the Model Entry Configuration.
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Action 6.41 Alouse right on an empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of ttie system arranged by section.
Action 6.42 Mouse left on the Group Contribution Section Afodel Entry Configura-
lion.
The system changes configuration to the Group Contribution Section's Model Entry
Configuration.
Action 6.43 A{ouse left on the Create Estimation Technique Class command.
The system prompts for the name of the new estimation technique:
Enter the name of the new class:
Action 6.44 Type Magnetic Techniques into the interaction pane. Press return.
The system prompts if you wish to save the new class to a file:
Do you wish to save the new class to file?
Action 6.45 Type No. Press return.
The new estimation technique class is now available for input during the development
of new estimation techniques.
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Entering an Estimation Technique
Estimation techniques require models and group contributions. The Model Entry Con-
figllration of the Grollp Contribution Section provides the interface for entering new
techniques. The Model Entry Configuration uses a technique-input-object to store
the information needed to constru,:t a new estimation technique.
Action 6.46 !v[ouse left on the Create Estimation Technique cornman.d.
The system exposes a menu prompting for the following information:
Type: Group Contribution Equation Oriented
N arne: some value
Class: some value
Estimated Property: some value
State Variables: some value
Required Properties: some value
Action 6.47 Mouse left on Group Contribution followi11g the Type: prompt.
Action 6.48 Afouse left on the pltrase following the Name: prompt. The phrase is
replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.49 Type vanKrevelen X. Press return.
Action 6.50 Mouse left on the phrase following the Class prompt. The phrase is .
replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.51 Mouse right on an empty space within the menu.
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The system exposes a menu containing known estimation technique classes.
Action 6.52 Mouse left on Magnetic Techniques.
Action 6.53 Mouse left on the phrase following the Estimated Property prompt.
The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 6.54 kfouse right on an empty space within the menu.
The system exposes a menu containing known properties.
Actioll 6.55 flrfouse left on Molar Diamagnetic Susceptibility.
Our group contribution technique requires no additional properties and is not depen-
dellt upon temperature or pressure.
Action 6.56 Press the <end> key.
The system creates a technique-input-obj act displaying it in the Techniqtle Descrip-
tion Pane.
Since our new estimation technique is a group contribution technique we must enter
the group contributions.
Action 6.57 Afouse left on the Choose Groups command.
The system begins a loop prompting for groups and their contributions.
Click on a Group:
Action 6.58 Mouse left on the -CH3 displayed in the All Groups Pane.
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Enter the Contribution Value:
Action 6.59 Type 14.5. Press return.
TIle system queries if your wish to continue, end, or redisplay the Chosen Groups Pane.
Continue, End, or Redisplay:
The choice is made by entering C, E, or R.
Action 6.60 Type E. Press return.
Figl1re 6.10 shows the screen display after the entry of the group cOJltribution. Repeat
the above procedure for the group contributions shown in Table 6.3.
The second part of our group contribution estimation technique is the model.
Action 6.61 Mouse left on the Edit Estimation Model comm,and.
The system prompts for a technique-input-obj ect.
Enter a Technique Input Object:
Action 6.62 Mouse left on our newtechnique-input-object displayed in the Tech-
'nique Description Pane.
The ~ntry Pane is activated indicated by the blinking cursor. The Entry Pane is a
ZMACS-like editor. Editing is terminated by pressing the <END> key. Pressing the
<ABORT> key aborts the editing.
The system displays some dOCllmentation detailing the keyworqs which can be used
within models. Figure 6.11 shows a screen displaying the documentation.
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Group Cont;ribution Section: Model Ent;ry Configuration
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Table 6.3: Molar Magnetic Susceptibility Contributions
Groups
Acyclic Increments
-CH3
-CH2-
>CH-
>C<
=CH2
=CII-
=c<
=CH
=c-
Halogen Increments
-F
-Cl
-Br
-I
Contribution
14.5
11.35
9.0
7.0
9.0
6.6
4.5
9.0
7.0
6.6
18.5
27.5
43.0
Acyclic Oxygen Increments
-OH
-0-
>CO
-eRO
-COOH
-COO-
7.5
5.0
6.5
8.4
19.0
14.0
Acyclic Nitrogen Incrernents
-NH2 12.0
>NH 9.0
>N- 6.0
-eN 11.0
-N02 8.0
Acyclic Sulfur Increments
-SH
-S-
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Group Contiribuc;on Section:
The following functions and keywords are 8valable In the
construction of estimation models:
GROUP-CONTRIBUTION-SUM
This keyword specifies the value of the sum of the group
contributions for 8 given mo!ecule. Its use Is shown In the
following example used for calculating the model for the
critical pressure:
(expt (+ 0.113 group-contrlbutlon-sum) -2).
META-eROUP-CONTRIBUTION-SUM
This keyword specifies the value of the sum of the group
contributions for a given meta-molecule. Its use Is shown In
the following example used for calculating the model for the
crltlca' pressure:
(Im:expt (Im:+ O. 113 meta-group-contrlbutlon-sum)
-2).
CHECK-INTERVAL-VALUES
This function 'wraps around- calculated values within an
estimation function. The function tak'es four arguments: 1)
value, 2) property, 3) uppe:-lImlt-p, 4) lower-lImlt-p. The
function Is generally Intended to be used for the tightening of
Interval calculations.
MD Command: Edit E~tlmatlonModel
Enter a Technique Input Object: Technique Input Object 1
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Estimation Function:
unbound
Interval Function:
unbound
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Figure 6.11: Editing an Estimatioll Model
Action 6.63 Type (+ group-contribut ion-sum 0.0) into the E'ntry Pane.
Action 6.64 Press the <END> key.
The new model is stored in our technique-input-obj ect.
An interval estimation model is also entered.
Action 6.65 Mouse left on the Edit Interval Model command.
The system prompts for a technique-input-obj act.
Enter a Technique Input Object:
Action 6.66 Mouse left on our technique-input-obj ect displayed in the Tech-
nique Description Pane.
Action 6.67 Type (im: + meta-group-contribution-sum 0.0) into the Entry Pane.
Actioll 6.68 P,-ess the <END> key.
TIle ne\v interval model is stored in our technique-input-object.
Activating the Technique
The final step in entering a new estimation technique is to activate the technique.
Action 6.69 Mouse left on the Activate Technique' command.
The s)~stem prompts for a technique-input-obj ect.
Enter a Technique Input Object:
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Action 6.70 kfouse left on our technique input object.
The s)'stem creates the new estimation technique responding with:
x -+ () - vanKrevelen X - Group Contribution Technique has been acti-
vated.
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Chapter 7
Target TransfornIation Section
Once physical property constraints are entered in the Problem Formulation Section, it
is necessary to instruct the system how to estimate the properties contained in these
constraints. This involves the creation of estimation procedures for each of tile physical
properties used in the design constraints. The Target Transformation Section provides
facilities for collecting estimation techniques into estimation procedures.
7.1 Section Layout
The screen layout of the Target Transformation Section is shown in Figure 7.1. The
screen real estate is used by five panes:
Target 'lransformation Section Title Pane: Displays the title of the Target
Transformation Section.
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MD Command: I
Tar-get; Transformation Section
Acentric Factor Techniques
Acentric-Factor .. (Pc Tw ) - Lee Kesler Acentric Factor - Equation 0
Critical Properties Techniques
~ ~ (Fa F2 F3 ) - Joback Pc Factor - Equation Oriented Technique
Pc* ~ () - Joback Pc* - Group Contribution Technique
Pe ~ (Pe*) - Joback Pc Modification - Equation Oriented Technique
Vc ~ () - Joback Vc - Group C~ntribution Technique
Enthalpy Techniques
~H~gB • () - Joback Hf298 - Group Contribution Technique
~Hw ~ (Fa F2 F3 ) - Joback Hv~ Factor - Equation Oriented Technique
~H~ • () - Joback Hvb - Group Contribution Technique
AH", .. (AH~ Tc Tbr ) - Fish L1elmez9 - Equation Oriented Technique
AH.., .. (l1Hvb Tc Tb) - Watson Re lat 1on Tc 81 ased - EQuat 1on Ort ented
AHll# • (AHvb Tbr Tb ) - Watson Relation Tbr Biased - Equation Oriente
Factor Techniques
F2 • () - F2 Assumption - Equation Oriented Technique
F3 .. () - Joback F3 - Group Contribution Technique
r II
Apply Selected Techniques
Check Dimensionality
Check Fundamentallty
Deselect All Techniques
Deselect All Transformed Constraints
Figure 7.1: Target Transformation Section Screen
Transformed Constraints Pane: Displays transformed constraints. As estimation
techniques are chosen by the designer they are added to the selected transformed con-
straints in this pane.
Estimation Techniques Selection: Displays all the physical property estimation
techniques known to the system. The estimation techniques are arraIlged by physical
property class.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Target Transformation Section Commands Menu: The command menu con-
taining commands relevant to the Target Transformation Section.
7.2 Target Transformation Objects
The five major objects of the target transforrrlation section are:
1. transformed-constraint
2. estimation-technique-class
3. equation-oriented-estimation-technique
4. group-contribution-estimation-technique
Tran:;formed-constraints maintain information about the constraint value and
tIle ctlrrently allocated estimation techniques. Both the equation-oriented-esti-
mation-technique object and group-contribution-estimation-technique object
are lJuilt from the estimation-technique object. From this structuring they inllerit
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a number of instance variables which store information about the estimated prop-
erty, class, and estimation function. The equation-oriented-estimation-technique
flavor adds a state-variables instance variable. State-variables keeps a list of
state \rariables on which the estimated property is dependent. The system recognizes
temperature and pressure as state variables. Only temperature is used in the current
estimation techniques.
The group-contribution-estimation-technique flavor adds two instance vari-
ables:
1. group-data-vector
2. intercept
The group-data-vector is an association list of groups and their contributions~ The
intercept is the constant term in a linear group contribution model.
Table 7.1 shows all the estimation techniques currently known to the system ar-
ranged by estimation-technique-class. The name of an estimation technique ap-
pearing in the Estimation Techniques Selection Pane is of the form:
klapping - Technique Name - Technique Type
The mapping denotes the physical property being estimated and the required physical
properties. The mapping for the Watson Relation Tc Biased is:
(7.1)
means that the estimation "maps" a constraint on ~Hv into a constraint on ~Hvb, Tc'
and Tb. The techniques' names are shown in Table 7.1. The technique type is either
Equation Oriented Technique or Group Contribution Technique.
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Table 7.1: All Estimation Techniques
Acentric Factor Techniques
Lee Kesler Acentric Factor
Critical Properties Techniques
Joback Pc Modification
Joback pc·
Joback Pc Factor
Joback ~
Enthalpy Techniques
Joback 6.Hvb Factor
Joback IlHvb
f"ish Lielmezs
Watson R.elation Tc Biased
Watson Relation Tbr Biased
Joback ~HJf298
Factor Techniques
.1oback F1
Joback F2
Joback F3
F2 Assumption
Temperature Techniques
Joback Tc Factor
Tc Definition
Tbr Definition
Joback Tbr Modification
,Toback Tb*r
Joback Tm
Joback Tb Factor
Joback Tb
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Table 7.1 Continued: All Estimation Techniques
Heat Capacities Techniques
Cpv Cubic in Temperature
van Krevelen Cps
Joback Cpv,a
Joback Cpv,b
Joback Cpv,c
Joback Cpv •d
Joback Cpv.298 Factor
Rowlinson CPL
Polymer Techniques
van Krevelen R.ao Function
van Krevelen PLL
Salame Permachor
van Krevelen Tg
Vapor Pressure Techniques
Riedel Plank lvliller Tc Biased
Riedel Plank l\liller Tbr Biased
Volume Techniques
van Krevelen Vs
Unspecified Techniques
Joback Polar Solubility Parameter
Joback Hydrogen Bonding Solubility Parameter
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Tb, Te , and Tbr are related so that anyone is equal to the quotient of the other
two. Equation oriented estimation techniques whose names contain "bias" have had
either Tc or Tbr substituted. This was done to facilitate algebraic rearrangement of tile
estimation model. Such rearrangement is often useful in reducing the excess width in
interval evaluation.
7.3 Target Transformation Commands
The following commands are listed in the Command Menu of the Target Transformation
Section. The definitions of these commands are in the file:
molecular-design:target-transformation;commands.lisp.
Apply Selected Techniques: :£"or each of the selected transformed constraints this
command determines which ot the selected estimation techniques would be applicable
in forming the required estimation procedures. Those techniques which are found ap-
plicable are stored in the constraint object. Properties for which estimation techniques
are chosen are removed from the non-fundamental-prop~rtiesinstance variable of
the constraint object. The required properties of chosen equation oriented estimation
techniques are added to the non-fundamental-properties instance variable. Prop-
erties for which group contribution estimation techniques were chosen are added to
the fundamental-properties instance variable. All the selected constraints are ap-
plied one at a time. The Transformed Constraints Pane is redisplayed showing the
updated transformed-constraint objects after all techniques have been applied to
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all constraints.
Check Dimensionality: Checks the number of fundamental physical properties each
selected constraint in the Transformed Constraint Pane has. If the dimension is greater
than 3, this cOinmand presents the constraint's label to the designer. A constraint whose
dimension is greater than 3 can not be processed by the interactive design method.
Check Fundamentality: Each of the selected constraints of the Transformed Con-
straints Pane is checked for the absence of non-fundamental properties. A transformed
constraint can not be further processed until all properties have been reduced to funda-
mental properties. The transformed constraints which do no satisfy the fundamentality
criterion are reported to the designer.
Deselect all Techniques: Deselects all the selected techniques displayed in the Es-
timation Techniques Selection Pane.
Deselect all Transformed Constraints: Deselects all the selected constraints dis-
played in the Transformed Constraints Pane.
Display all Techniques: Some commands reduce the techniques display in the Esti-
Illation Techniques Selection Pane. This command redisplays ail the techrliques known
to the system.
Display Applicable Techniques: An applicable technique is defined as one whose
estimated property is a non-fundamental property of one or more selected transformed
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constraints. Each estimation technique is checked for applicability. When applicable it
is collected into a list. Finally the displayed estimation techniques are removed from
tIle Estimation Technique Selection Pane and the list of applicable techniques added.
Display Applied Techniques: Displays on a window resource exposed over the
Estimation Techniques Selection Pane each selected transformed constraint with the
estima.tion techniqtleS which have been applied. to it so far.
Document Estimation Technique: Prompts for an estimation technique and dis-
plays the technique's documentation in a window resource exposed over the Estimation
Techniques Selection Pane. Figure 7.2 shows documentation for the vVatson relation.
Make Automatic: This command prepares the transformed constraints for use in
an automatic design. The selected constraints of the Transformed Constraints Pane are
collected for preparation. Each constraint is checked for dependency only on fundamen-
tal properties. The valid constraints are then coerced into automatic design constraints
and added to the Automatic Design Section: Meta-Molecules Configuration's Property
Constraints Pane.
The system collects the group contribution estimation techniques used in all the
estimation procedures. The groups used in each of these techniques are intersected to
form a consistent group set. This group set is used to construct a meta-group node
object and a leaf group'., The meta-group node object is added to the Meta-Groups
Configuration's Meta-Groups Display Pane. The leaf group is added to Meta-Groups
Configuration's Leaf Groups Ftane.
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Target Transforrnat;ion Seotion
Transformed Constraint
Label: Cpl Small
Value: « (CPL· 291.3) 32.2)
Non-Fund: ( Cpt )
Fund: ( None )
Transformed Constraint
Label: Hv Large
Value: (> (HV 272.05) 18.1)
Non-Fund: ( AH.., )
Fund: ( None )
The Watson relation Is a widely used correlation between A~ and Temperature.
It Is typically used to estimate the enthalpy of vaporization at one temperature
when It Is known at another temperature. Here the known temperature I~ the
nc,rmal boiling point and the corresponding value of the enthalpy of vaporization
Is the enthalpy of vaporization at the normal bollln~ point. The exponent of the
equation has been found to vary from substance to substance. Reid et. al.
[Reld77] has suggested that the constant value of 0.38 be chosen. Below Tb ,
AH... Increases more rapidly with decreasing temperature than predicted with a
constant exponent.
Tj'pe any character to continue.
VD - ~roup lontr1butlon lecnnlQue
Fish Lielmez5 - Equation Oriented Technique
- Watson Relation Tc Biased - Equation Oriented
- Watson Relation Tbr Biased - Equation Oriente
f1H.., ~ (AHub
AH..... (AH\Ib
AH.., ~ (l1HIolb
I ,Transformed Constraint
Label: Pvp High
Value: « (PVP 316.1) 1~)
Non-Fund: ( p~ )
Fund: ( None )
~
H::h
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Transformed Constraint
Label: Pvp Low
Value: (> (PVP 272.05) 1.1)
Non-Fund: { P"I) )
Factor Techniques
F2 ~ () - F2 Assumption - Equation Oriented Technique
F3 .. () - Joback F3 - Group Contribution Technique
I IJ
MD Command: Document Estimation Technique
Enter an Estimation Technique: ~H.., • (AHvb Tbf" Tb) - Watson Relatl"n Tbr Biased
I
Display Applied Techniques
Document Estimation Technique
Make Automatic
Make Interactive
Redisplay' Target Transformation Panes
Figure 7.2: Estimation Technique Documentation
After the creation of the appropriate objects is complete the system changes to the
Automatic Design Section's Meta-Groups Configuratiol1.
Make Interactive: This command prepares the transformed constraints for use in
an interactive design. The selected constraints of the Transformed Constraints Pane
are collected for preparation. Each constraint is checked for dependency upon only
t\VQ fllndamental properties. The valid constraints are then coerced into interactive
constraints and added to tIle Interactive Design Section: Preparation Configuration's
Illteractive Constraints Pane. rrhe system then changes configuration to the Prepara-
tion Configuration.
Redisplay TargE:t 'l."ransformation Panes: Redisplays the Target Transformation
Section Title Pane, Transformed Constraints Pane, Estimation Techniques Selection
Pane, and the Target Transformation Section Command Menu.
Remove all Transformed Constraints: Deletes all trarlsformed constraints from
the Transformed Constraints Pane. Deleting the previous constraints before beginning
a nc\v design often avoids confusion.
Revert Constraints: Removes the technique application knowledge from each of
the selected transformed constraint. The constraint is thus reverted to it original form.
A single constraint is often transformed differently depending upon whether it is used
in a,n automatic design or an interactive design. Reverting the constraint after one
transformatjon eliminates the need to reenter it from the Problem Formulation Section.
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Select all Transformed Constraints: Select s each of the unselected constraint
displayed in the Transformed Constraints Pane.
7.4 Section Operation
The Target Transformation Section is difficult to understand. This is partially because
the representation used for the problem of estimation procedure creation es not the
best. It is also partially due to the fact that creating estimation procedures is not
a task typically done by the chemical engineer. Section 7.5 discusses some of the
recommendations I have for improving the section.
TIle section provides facilities for accomplishing one task: creating estimation pro-
cedures. The concept of an estimation procedure is 4iscussed in Volume 1. In brief an
estimation procedure for a physical property, P P, is a collection of equation oriented
and group contribution estimation techniques which allow P P to be estimated for a
molecule given only that molecule's molecular strllcture.
I explain this task further by showing some of the steps involved in creating an
estimation procedure for Pup. The initial state of the Target TraIlsformation Sec-
tion is shown in Figure 7.3. Ea.ch of the transformed-constraint objects contains
the property-constraint object entered in the Problem Form')~ation Section. The
transformed-constraint object displays fouf attributes:
1. Label
2. Value
3. Non-Funcl
4. Fund
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Transformed Constraint
Label: Cpl Small
Value: « (CPL 291.3) 32.2)
Non-Fund: ( Cpl )
Fund: ( None )
Transformed Constraint
Label: Hv Large
Value: (> (HV 272.05) 18.1)
Non-Fund: ( ~Hv )
Fund: ( None )
Transformed Constraint
Label: Pvp High
Value: « (PVP 316.1) 14)
Non-Fund: ( Pvp )
Fund: ( None )
Transformed Constraint
Label: Pvp Low
Value: (> (PVP 272.95) 1.1)
Non-Fund: ( Pyp )
MD Command: I
Acentric Factor Techniques
Acentric-Factor ~ (Pc Tbr ) - Lee KfJler Acentric Factor - Equation 0
Critical Properties Techniques
Pc ~ (~ F2 F3) - Joback Pc Factor - Equation Oriented Technique
Pc* ~ () - Joback Pc* - Group Contribution Technique
Pc ~ (Pc*) - Joback Pc Modification - Equation Oriented Technique
'.Ie ~ () - Joback Vc - Group Contri but ion Techn 1Que
Enthalpy Techniques
~H~98 ~ () - Joback Hf298 - Group Contribut1on Technique
~H\lb ~ (Fa F2 F3 ) - Joback Hvb Fae to r - EQuat1on Ori ented Techn 1Que
~H\lb ~ () - Joback Hvb - Group Contribution Technique
~Hv ~ (~H\Ib Te Ttr ) - Fish Lielmezs - Equation Oriented Technique
~Hv ~ (AH~ Te Tb ) - Watson Relation Tc Biased - Equation Oriented
AHv ~ (AH~ Ttr Tb) - Watson Re lat 1on Tbr Biased - Equation Ori ente
Factor Techniques
F2 ~ () - F2 Assumption - Equation Oriented Technique
F3 ~ () - Joback F3 - Group Contribution Technique
I n
Apply Selected Techniques
Check Dimensionality
Check Fundamentallty
Deselect All Techniques
Deselect All Transformed Constraints
Figure 7.3: I Initial State of Transformed Constraints
The Label and Value attributes display respectively the property-constraint' s
label and value instance variables values. The Non-Fund attribute displays those
required physical properties which are not estimated by any group contribution esti-
mation techniques stored in the transformed-constraint object. Required physical
properties are those occurring in either the constraint value or resulting from the use of
eql1ation oriented estimation techniques. Initially the transformed-constraint object
contains no estimation techniques so all the Non-Fund attributes of all the constraints
contain the physical properties occtlrring in their constraint values.
TIle designer selects estimation techniques which estimate one of the properties
occurring in the Non-Fund attribute of the transformed constraint. Figu.re 7.4 sho\vs the
transforined constraint Pvp High is selected. The Display Applicable Tecllniques
command displays all the estimation techniques which estimate any of the physical
properties in the Non-Fund attribute. In the case of the Pvp High constraint estimation
techniques which estimation Pup are displayed.
TIle designer selects and applies the Riedel-Plank-Miller Tc Biased Equation Ori-
ented Estimation Technique. Figure 7.5 shows the system after the technique was
applied. Figure 7.5 shows that the non-fundamental properties have changed from Pvp
to Tb, Tc , and Pc. This transformation corresponds to the mapping:
denoted by the estimation technique.
Reapplying the Display Applicable Techniques command now gives a new set
of applicable estimation techniques. Figure 7.6 sho,vs the applicable techniques. Se-
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Figure 7.4: Applicable Estimation Techniques for the Pvp High Transformed Constraint
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Figure 7.5: Applying the Riedel Plank 1\1iller Technique to Pvp High
lecting and applying Joback's Tb Group Contribution Technique cause Tb to become
a fundamental physical property - one estiulated by a group contribution estimation
technicll\. Figure 7.7 ;-ho\vs the updated constraint object. Tb was remo\red from the
Non-Fund: list and added to the Fund: list.
The selection and application of estimation techniques continue until all transformed
constraints can be estimated by group contribution techniques. This corresponds to all
constraints having no non-fundamental physical properties. Figure 7.8 shov~'s the result
of applying an appropriate set of estimation techniques. All transformed constraints
contain no non-fundamental physical properties.
7.5 Section Discussion
The current implementation of the Target Transformation Sectiorl poorly represents
the underlying problem of estimation procedure formatioll. The basic task being done
by the designer is the traversing of a decision tree choosing the estimation techniques
he or she desires for each of the required physical properties. Representing the process
as the traversing of a decision tree would make the section much easier to use.
TIle Evaluation Section'8 Specifications Configuration is what the next generation
of the Target Transformation should look like. The required physical properties ,vould
denote the top nodes of the decision tree. The estimation techniques kno\\'n to the
system \\·o·uld be denoted as the children of these property nodes. As the designer
selects the desired est.imation techniques the required physical properties are updated.
Group contribution estimation techniques have no required properties. Choosing stops
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Figure 7.6: Displaying Applicable Estimation Techniques
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Figure 7.7: Applying a Group Ccntribution Technique
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Figure 7.8: Complete Transformation to Factor Dependency
\vhcn estimation techniques have been specified for all the reqllired physical pro!)erties.
A further enhancement to the section would be the incorporation of "default" es-
timation techniques. By specifying that a particular physical property should be esti-
mated by technique A when used in an interactive design and technique B when used in
an aut.omatic design, the Target Transformation Sectio.n could be altogether eliminated.
Estimation procedures could still be created by designers who have differences with tIle
system's defaults or who enter ne\v physical properties or estimation techn~qtles.
I find the Target Transformation Section necessary but awkward as it is cllrrently
implemented. The two recommendations given above could relegate the section to the
background of the system not used l)y the typical designer. Some thougllt should be
given to the possibility of eliminating it entirely.
7.6 Example Usage
The goal of the Target Transformation Section is to provide facilities for the construc-
tion of estimation procedures for ea.ch of the physical properties occurring in the design
constraints. Estimation procedures are discussed in Volume 1. I demonstrate two
transformatioIls. The first transforms constraints for use in interactive design. Empha-
sis is placed on forming estimation procedures which require two fundamental physical
properties. The second transforms constraints for use in automatic design. Emphasis is
pla,ced on forming estimation procedures which are accurate regardless of the number
of fundamental physical properties required.
We begin with tile constraints entered in the Problem Formulation Section example
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usage.
Action 7.1 Afouse right on a empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged l)y section.
Action 7.2 Afouse left on the Problem Formulatio"n Section Constraints Configura-
tion.
The system changes configuration to the Problem FOf'Illulation Section.
Only the selected constraints are transformed.
Action 7.3 fl,fouse left on the Select All Constraints command.
All the constraints displayed in the Constraints PaTle are selected.
Action 7.4 Afouse left on the Transform Constraints command.
The system coerces each of the constraints into a transformed constraint. These trans-
formed constraints are added to tIle Target Transformation Section's Transformed Con-
straints Pane. The system changes to the Target Transformation Section.
Transformation for Interactive Design
Action 7.5 Mouse left on the Select All Transformed Constraints command.
All the transformed constraints displayed in the Transformed Constraints Pane are
selected.
Action 7.6 Afouse h-sh-left on the Acentric-Factor (Pc Tbr ) - Lee [{esler Acentric
Factor - Equation Oriented Techniqtte.
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Action 7.7 }.;[ouse h-sh-left Oil the Pc ---+ (F] F2 f 3) -- Jobo.ck Pc Factor - Equation
Oriented TechniqlLe.
Action 7.8 l\fouse h-sh-left !In the Hvo ---+ (f1l .f2 .F3j - Joback Hvb Factor - Equa-
tio'n Oriented Technique.
Action 7.9 Afouse h-sh-left on the Hv --+- (~Hvb Tc Tb) - Watson Relation Tc
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.10 Afouse h-sh-left on the F2 --+ () - F2 Assumption - Equation Oriented
Tech,nique.
Action 7.11 Afouse h-sh-left on the F3 --+ () - Joback F3 - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 7.12 Mouse h-sh-leit on the Fl --+ () - Joback {Ill - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 7.13 Mouse h-sh-left on the Cpl ~ (Cpu omega Tc) - Rowlinson Gfpl -
Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.14 Mouse h-sh-laft on the Cpv ~ (FI F2 F3 ) - Joback Cpv 298 Factor -
Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.15 Mouse h-sh-left on the 1'c ~ (FI F2 F3) - Joback Tc Factor - Equa-
tion Oriented Technique.
Action 7.16 Mo'use h-sh-left on the Tbr --+ (Tb Tc) - Tbr Definition - Equation
Orien.led Technique.
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Action 7.17 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tb -+ (F1 F2 F3) - Joback Tb Factor - Equa-
tion Oriented Technique.
Actio~l 7.18 fl,[ouse h-sh-left on the Pvp -+ (Tb Tc Pc) - Riedel Plank Aliller Tc
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.19 Mouse left on the Apply Selected Techniques command.
All transformed constraints contain only two fundamental physical properties and
no non-fundamental physical properties. Two commands assist in confirming these
observations.
Action 7.20 N[ouse left on the Check Fundamentality comm.and.
The system checks each of the selected constraints ensuring that each does not contain
any lIon-fundamental physical properties. The system reports that all constraints were
verified:
All Selected Constraints have been Reduced to Fundamental Prop-
erties.
Action 7.21 Mouse left on th.e Clleck Dimensionality command.
The system checks each of the selected constraints ensuring that the number of funda-
mental physical properties is less than or equal to three. l'he system reports that all
constraints were verified.
All Selected Constraints are of Dimension 3 or Less.
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Transf~rmation for Automatic Design
The estirnation procedures used in the automa.tic design procedure are developed with
an er11phasis on a.ccuracy. The dimensionality of the final constraints is not important.
\Ve first deselect all the previously selected estimation techniques.
Action 7.22 Afouse left on the Deselect All Techniques command.
The transformed constraints have all been reduced to fundamental properties using
the estimation procedures developed for interactive design. These constraints are all
reverted back to their original values.
Action 7.23 ~fouse left on the Select All Transformed Constraints command.
Action 7.24 Mouse left on the Revert Constraints command.
vVe are ready to begin developing new estimation procedures for automatic design.
Action 7.25 Mouse h-sh-left on the Acentric-Factor --.. (Pc Tbr) - Lee [(esler Acen-
tric Factor - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.26 Alouse h-sh-left on the Pc* --.. () - Joback Pc* - Group Contribution
TecJ~nique.
Action 7.27 Mouse h-sh-left on the Pc --+ (Pc*) - Joback Pc Afodijicalion - Equa-
tion Oriented Technique.
Action 7.28 Mouse h-sh-left on the Hvb -+ () - Joback Hvb - Group Contribution
Technique.
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Action 7.29 Mouse h-sh-left on the Hv --+ (Hvb Tbr Tb) - Watson Relation Tbr
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.30 Afouse h-sh-left on the C;v --+ (CpvA, CpvB, CpvC, CplJD) - Cpv
Cubic - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.31 Mouse h-sh-left on the CpvD --+ () - Joback Cp1JD - Group Contribu-
tion Technique.
Action 7.32 Afouse h-sh-left on the CpvC --+ () - Joback CpvC - Group Contribu-
tion Technique.
Action 7.33 Mouse h-sh-left on the CpvB --+ () - Joback CpvB - Group Contribu-
tion Technique.
Action 7.34 Mouse h-sh-·left on the CpvA --+ () - Joback CpvA - Group Contribu-
tio'n Technique.
Action 7.35 Afouse h-sh-left on the Cpl -+ (Cpv omega Tc) - Rowlinson Cpl -
Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.36 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tc --+ (Tb Tbr) - Tc Definition - Equation
Oriented Technique.
Action 7.37 kfouse h-sh-left on the Tbr* --+ () - JQback Tbr* - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 7.38 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tbr --+ (Tbr*) - Joback Tbr ll1odification -
Equation Oriented Technique.
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Action 7.39 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tb --Jo () - Joback Tb - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 7.40 Mouse h-sh-left on the Pvp --i- (Tb Tbr Pc) - Riedel Plank llfiller Tbr
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 7.41 Mouse left on the Apply Selected Techniques command.
Clleck that all transformed constraints are reduced to fundamental properties.
Action 7.42 ~[o1lse left on the Clleck Fundamentality command.
The system confirms that all constraints are verified.
All Selected Constraints have been Reduced to Fundamental Prop-
erties.
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IChapter 8
A utolTIatic Design E,ection
l"'he Automatic Design Section implements the automatic desil~n met:hodolog~y de-
scribed in Volume 1. The primary tasks of the section are to expand and divide nleta-
groups, form meta-molecules from these meta-grollps, and prune these meta-molecules
using structural and physical property constraint~:. These tasks are divided over two
configurations: the Meta-Groups Configuration an<l the Meta-Molecules Configuration.
8.1 Section Layout
The screen layout of the Meta-Groups Configuratio1n is shown in Figure 8.1,. The screen
real estate is used by five panes:
Automatic Design Section Meta-Groups Configuration Title Pane,: Displays
the title of the Meta-Groups Configuration.
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Automatio Design SeCtiion:
Meta-Group 1
-CH3 -CH2- >CH- >C< =CU2 =CH- aC< =C= -CH -C- -F -CL
-BR -I -OH -0- >c=o OaCH- -eaOH =0 -NH2 )NH >N- -eN
-6- -SH -N02
Meta-Group 1
# of Groups: 27
F1: [-4.41 2.173]
F2: [-2. 111 1.97]
F3: [-2.296 1.807]
Hvb: [-0.67 19.537]
Tb: [-10.5 169.09]
Tbr* : [0.002 0.0791]
Pc*: [-0.0069 0.0165]
Knowledge:
None
,
Deselect All Meta Groups
Divide Meta-(3roups • • •
Expand Meta-Groups •••
Redisplay Meta-Group Panes
Revert to Top Node
MD Command: Make Automatic
All Selected Constraints have been Reduced to Fundamental Properties.
MD Command: I
Figure 8.1: Meta-Groups Configuration Screen
Meta-Groups Display Pane: Displays all the meta-groups created by the system
in this design. The meta-groups are displayed in a tree structure showing the ancestry
of all the groups. Each node of the tree is a meta-group displayed as a box containing
tIle name of the meta-group and the set of groups it contains.
The origin of the tree is the top meta-group which contains all the consistent groups
used in the design. ~Ieta-group 1 in Figure 8.1 is a top meta-group. When a meta-
group is divided or expanded the tree is updated. The Meta-Groups Display Pane
in Figure 8.2 displays the l1pdate(} tree after meta-group 1 was expanded by global
valence.
Leaf Groups Pane: Displays the leaf nodes of the meta-group tree displayed in the
~Ieta-Grollps Displa)r Pane. These are the meta-groups currently used in any meta-
molecule. Each leaf group is displayed listing its name, [lumber of grollps, knowledge,
and interval values for each of the fundamental properties being used in the design.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Automatic Design Section Meta-Groups Configuration Commands Menu:
The command menu containing commands relevant to the Meta-Groups Configuration.
The screen layout of the Meta-Molecllles Configuration is shown in Figure 8.3. The
screen real estate is used by six panes:
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Autiomatic Design Section: Maca-Groups
.......
0')
CJ1
Meta-Group 1
:tIS -CH2- >Cri- >c< .CH2 .CH- .c< .c- -CH -c- -F -CL
8R -I -OH -0- >c=o OaCH- -eaOH -0 -NH2 >NH >N- -eN
-s- -SH -"02
Meta-Group 3
=c= -c- -0- >c=o
II II
Meta-Group 2
# of Groups: 15
F1: [-0.044 2.173]
F2: [-1.453 1.97]
F3: [-0.454 1.807]
Hvb: [-0.67 19.537]
Tb: [-10.5 169.09]
Tbr* : [0.0027 0.0791]
Pc*: [-0.0069 0.0165]
Knowledge:
Global Valence = 1
Meta-Group 3
# of Groups: 8
F1: [-1.455 -0.137]
F2: [-1.076 0.966]
F3: [-1.154 -0.074]
Hvb: [2.205 8.972]
Tb: [22.42 76.75]
Tbr* : [0.002 0.038]
Pc*: [-0.0017 0.0096]
Knowledge:
Deselect AB Meta Groups
Divide Meta-Groups •••
Expand Meta-Groups • • .\
Redisplay Meta-Group Panes
Revert to Top Node
MD Command: Expand Meta Groups
MD Command: I
Figure 8.2: Meta-Group 1 Expanded by Global Valence
~
0)
0')
Automatic Design Section: Maca-Molecules
Cpl Small
« (CPL 294.3) 32.2)
Hv Large
() (HV 212.05) 18.4)
Pvp High
« (PVP 316.4) 14)
Pvp Low
() (PVP 272.05) 1.4)
Global Valence Balance
Maximum Number of Acyclic Term
Minimum Number of Edges
MaxImum NLmber of Edges
Even Number of Free Bonds
2 Member Ring Requirement
I II
MO Command: I Apply Property Constraints
Apply Structural Constraints
Clear All Propert¥' Display Settings
Clear Some Property Dispiay Settings
Deselect All Property Constraints
Figure 8.3: Meta-Molecules Configuration Screen
Automatic Design Section Meta-Molecules Configuration Title Pane: Dis-
plays the title of the ~feta-~.loleculesConfiguratiorl.
Property Constraints Pane: Displays the Physical Property Constraints available
for pruning meta-molecules. The Target Transformation Section's Make Automatic
command coerced the selected transformed constraints into automatic constraints and
placed them in this pane.
Structural Constraints Pane: Displays the structural constraints available for
pruning meta-molecules. Eight strllctural constraints are currently kno'Nn to the sys-
tem:
1. Global Valence Balance
2. ~linimum Number of Edges
3. ?vfaximum Number of Edges
4. Even Number of Ring Bonds
5. 2 Member Ring Requirement
6. 3 ~Iember Ring Requirement
7. Necessity of Non-Mixed Grollps
8. Existence
These constraints are explained in Volume 1.
Meta Molecules Pane: Displays the meta-molecules involved in the current design.
~/Ieta-moleculesare presented as lists of their meta-group occurrences. Displaying many
meta-molecules takes considerable time. Whenever the number of mete..-molecules ex-
ceeds 250 the system prompts the desigrier for confirmation that he or she wants all
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the meta-molecules displayed. If the designer answers "No" a message is displayed in
tIle Meta Molecules Pane noting the number of meta-molecules present.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Automatic Design Section Meta-Molecules Configuration Commands Menu:
The command menu containing commands relevant to the Meta-Molecules Configura-
tion.
8 .. 2 Section Operation
The Automatic Design Section produces meta-molecules which are pruned by property
and structural constraints. The major component of a meta-molecule is a list of meta-
group occurrences. The occurrence list and the structural characteristics of each meta-
group is used by structural constraints to test for feasibility. The occurrence list and
the meta-contributions of each meta-group is used to calculate meta-properties for
eacll meta-molecule. These meta-properties are used to test for satisfaction of property
constraint3.
The Automatic Design Section is typically reached from the Target Transformation
Section. The Target Transformation Section's Make Automatic comma.nd finds a
consistent set of groups from the chosen group contribution techniques. Tllese groups
are llsed to form a meta-group which is added to the Meta-Groups Configuration's
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~'Ieta-Groups Display Pane. The selected transformed constraints are coerced into auto-
matic property constraints and added to the Meta-Molecules Configuration's Property
Constraints Pane. Finally the system changes to the Meta-Groups Configuration.
The designer begins an automatic design by entering an initial set of meta-molecules.
The Input Meta-Molecules command prompts for an upper and lo\ver bound on the
nUlnber of occurrences used to form ne\\' meta-molecules. This command then creates
all appropriate meta-molecules and adds them to the Meta-Molecules Pane. Figtlre 8.4
shows nine meta-molecules created by the Input Meta-Molecules command.
To use structural constraints the system must know the structural characteristics
of each meta-group. Knowledge of meta-group structure is identified whenever meta-
groups are expanded. TIle Expand Meta-Groups command displays a set of charac-
teristics which can be used to expand our top meta-group. Figure 8.5 shows the result
of expanding our top meta-group by the globai valence structural characteristic.
8.3 Meta-Groups Configuration Objects
l'he two major objects used in the Data Configuration are:
1. Meta-Group-Object
2. Leaf-Nade-Object
The definitions for these objects and theiJ.~ associated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:automatic-design-section;objects.lisp.
I discuss the instance variables and important functionality for both of these objects.
Meta-groups have three major instance variables:
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Aut:;ornat;ic Design Seo-cion:
t-'
-.:J
o
Cpl Small
« (CPL 294.3) 32.2)
Hv Large
(> (HV 272.05) 18.4)
Pvp High
« (PVP 316.4) 14)
Pvp Low
(> (PVP ~72.05) 1.4)
Global Valence Balance
Maximum Number of Acyclic Term
Minimum Number of Edges
Maximum Number of Edges
Even Number of Free Bonds
2 Member Ring Requirement
I FPWFZT TESS"" * 4Q4J# u D
MD Command: Input Meta Molecules
# or Groups Lower Bound: 2
# or Groups Upper Bound: 10
<!B!I> aborts, <Ilm> uses th6se values
MD Command: I
MM-1:
MM-2:
MM-3:
MM-4:
MM-5:
MM-6:
MM-7:
MM-8:
MM-9:
MG-1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Document Structural Constraint
Input a Single Meta-Molecule
Input Meta-Molecules
Redisplay Meta-Molecule Panes
Remove All Meta Molecules
Figure 8.4: Initial Set of Met.a-Molecules
Aut;ornstic Design Sect;ion:
Mete-Group 2
# of Groups: 15
F1: [-0.044 2.173]
F2: [-1.453 1.97]
F3: [-0.454 1.807]
Hvb: [-0.67 19.537]
Tb: [-10.5 169.09]
Tbr* : [0.0027 0.0791]
Pc*: [-0.0069 0.0165]
Knowledge:
Global Valence = 1
Meta-Group 1
:H3 -CH2- >CH- >C< =CH2 =CH- =C< =C= -CH -C- -F -CL
BR -1 -OH -0- >c=o O=CH- -COOH =0 -NH2 >NH >N- -CN
-s- -SH -N02
JI M"ta-Oroup 3
'OH -I -BR -CL -: ,-CH2- =CH- =C= -C- -0- )c=o
~
~
t-&
Meta-Group 3
# of Groups: 8
F1: [-1.455 -0.137]
F2: [-1.076 0.966] .
F3: [-1.154 -0.074]
Hvb: [2.205 8.972]
Tb: [22.42 76.75]
Tbr* : [0.002 0.038]
Pc*: [-0.0017 0.0096]
Knowledge:
rrH~--- Ll
Deselect All Meta Groups
Divide Meta-Groups • • •
Expand Meta-Groups .. <,
Redisplay Meta-Group Panes
Revert to Top Node
MD Command: Expand Meta Groups
MD Command: I
Figure 8.5: Expansion by the Global Valence Structural Characteristic
1. groups
2. knowledge-alist
3. meta-contributions
4. children
The major tasks of a meta-group are to keep track of groups and meta-contributions.
The groups instance variable contains the list of all the groups contained in the nleta-
group. Contributions and moleclliar knowledge are extracted from these groups. The
knowledge-alist instance variable keeps track of the information known about the
grol1ps. Knowledge is the global valence, bond type, ring class, etc. This knowledge
is used by the structural constraints to prune structurally infeasible meta-molecules.
\Vhenever a meta-group is formed a meta-contribution is formed for each of the fun-
damental physical properties required in the design. The meta-contributions instance
variable keeps a list of these meta-contributions. The children instance variable
keeps track of the parent-child relationships of the rneta-groups. These relationsllips
are used for display.
Leaf-groups are used to simplify the display of meta-groups. The Meta-Groups
Display Pane displays meta-groups in a tree originating from the initial meta-group.
This is a very pretty display but is limited in the amount of information it can present.
Leaf-groups display the information contained in meta-groups in a "tabl1Iar" format.
The number of groups a meta-group contains, the meta-contribution for each of the
funda.mental physical properties, and the knowledge contained are all displayed.
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8.4 Meta-Molecules Configuration Objects
TIle three major ol)jects of the meta-molecules configuration are:
1. Meta-Molecule-Object
2. Automatic-Constraint-Object
3. Structural-Constraint-Object
TIle (lefinitions for these objects and their associated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:automatic-design-section;objects.lisp.
The instance variables and important functionality for each of these objects is discussed.
Meta-molecules represent the major object in the automatic design section. Each
meta-molecule contains one major instance variable - the occurrences-list. The
occurrences-list contains the number of occurrences of each of the cu.rrent meta-
groups. Automatic-constraint objects use this information to estimate the interval
vailles for each of the fundamental properties and check each meta-molecule for satisfac-
tion of the property constraints. Structural-constraint objects use the occurrences
of meta-groups in a meta-molecule to check feasibility constraints.
8.5 Meta-Groups Configuration Commands
The following commands are listed in the Command Menu of the Automatic Design
Section. The definition for the Expand Meta-Groups ... command is in the file:
molecular-design:automatic-design-section;commands-expansion.lisp.
The definition for the Select Meta-Groups ... command is in the file:
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molecular-design:automatic-design-section;commands-selection.lisp.
The definitions of the remaining commands are in the file:
molecular-design:automatic-design-section;commands-meta-groups.lisp.
Deselect all Meta Groups: Leaf groups are selected for division. This command
deselects all the selected leaf-groups displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
Divide Meta-Groups ... : Dividing a meta-group creates two or more meta-groups
containing subsets of the divided meta-group's groups. Division is applied only to
selected leaf groups. Several methods of division are available:
Divide Manually: The groups contained in the selected meta-groups are
displayed. The designer can manually divide these groups into any two
subsets. The two subsets are used to form two new meta-groups.
Divide in Half: Divides the set of groups in half.
Divide in Half wrt Property: Divides the set of groups in half after
sorting with respect to the chosen property's contributions.
Divide in Half wrt Property Contributions: Divides the set of groups
based upon the midpoint of tIle chosen property's contributions.
Divide by Largest Gap wrt Property: The groups are first sorted with
respect to the chosen property's contriblltions. Tile largest gap in these
contributions is then found. The set of groups is divided into two subsets
at the location of the largest gap.
Divide by Largest % Gap wrt all Properties: Sorts the contributions
for each property and identifies the largest percentage gap. The property
Wllich has the largest percentage gap is used to sort and divide the groups
into two subsets.
Divide by Sign of Contributions wrt Property: Divides the set of
groups into two subsets each with a consistent sign for the contributions of
a chosen property.
Divide by Sign of Contributions wrt all Properties: Divides the set
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of groups into two or more subsets. Each group subset has a consistent sign
for the contributions for each of the fundamental properties.
Expand Meta-Groups ..... Expanding a meta-group creates two or more meta-
grOtlpS each with a consistent value for molecular knowledge. Expansion applies to all
meta-groups present. Several methods of expansion are available:
Global Valence: Allocates groups into subsets based upon the group's
global valence. The global valence of a group is the number of free bonds
it contains regardless of the bond's type.
Ring Class: Allocates groups into subsets based upon the group's ring
class. There are three ring classes: 1) cyclic; 2) acyclic; 3) mixed. The ring
class is determined by the type of free bonds a group contains ..
Bond Type: Allocates groups into subsets based upon a list of the group's
bond types. There are five bond types currently known to the system:
1. : single-bond
2. :double-bond
3. : triple-bond
4. :ring-single-bond
5. :ring-double-bond
Bond Valence: Allocates groups into subsets based upon a list containing
the number of each type of bond contained in the group.. The bond valence
of =CH- is ((:double-bond . l)(:single-bond .1)).
Fully: Divides the current meta-groups into new meta-groups each con-
taining only a single group.
Redisplay Meta-Groups Panes: Redisplays each of the five panes associated with
the meta-groups configuration.
Revert to Top Node: Restarts the automatic design. All meta-groups except for
the top meta-group are removed. All meta-molecules are removed.
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Select All Meta Groups: Selects all the leaf-groups displayed in the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Select Meta-Groups: Selects meta-groups using several methods:
Largest Number of Groups: Selects the leaf-group which contains tIle
largest number of groups.
Smallest Number of Groups: Selects the leaf-group which contains the
smallest number of groups.
Largest Spall: Prompts the designer for a fundamental physical property.
Selects the leaf group which has the widest meta-contribution toward this
property.
Smallest Span: Prompts the designer for a fundamental physical prop-
erty. Selects the leaf group which has the narrowest meta-contribution
toward this property.
Lower Limit on Number of Groups: Prompts the designer for a ntlffi-
her used to limit the number of groups a leaf-group can contain. Selects all
leaf-groups which contain more groups than this number.
Upper Limit on Number of Groups: Prompts the designer for a num-
ber used to limit the number of groups a leaf-group can contain. Selects all
leaf-groups which contain fewer groups than this number.
Different Signs of Property: Prompts the designer for a fundamental
physical property. Selects all leaf-groups whose meta-contributions span
zero.
Selection of meta-groups usually precedes meta-group division.
Show Meta-Contributions: Displays the meta-contributions for a chosen group on
a \vindow resource exposed over the Meta-Groups Display Pane.
SllOW Meta-Group Statistics: Displays various statistics about the meta-groups
configuration on a window resource exposed over the l\feta-Groups Display Pan.e. The
statistics shown are:
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1. Total r~umber of Groups.
2. Total Number of Meta-Groups.
3. Total Number of Leaf Meta-Groups.
4. Total Number of Selected Leaf Meta-Groups.
5. Total Number of Meta-Molecules.
Figure 8.6 shows a screen with the meta-group statistics displayed. Typing any char-
acter deactivates the window resource.
Sort Contributions: Prompts tIle designer for the meta-group, the property to sort
with respect to, and whether the sorting is to be done in ascending or descending
order. When examining meta-contributions for a point of division it is useful to sort
contributions. This facilitates identifying gaps in the contributions which could be a
good place to divide a meta-grollp in order to tighten meta-properties.
Zero Meta-Group Count: The system keeps track of each nleta-group created. A
name is given to a newly created meta-group which is the number of the meta-group
preceded by the string "Meta-Grollp". This number is often useful in keeping track
of the number of meta-groups created duril1g a design. After one design is finished,
zeroing the count prepares for the next design.
8.6 Meta..Molecules Configuration Commands
The following commands are listed in the command menu of the meta-molect.lles con-
figtlration. The definitions of the commands are in the files:
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Aut:;omatic Design Sectiion: Maca-Groups
......
-J
00
Total Number of Groups: 43
Total Number of Meta-Groups: 14
Total Number of Leaf Meta-Groups: 9
Total Number of Selected Leaf Meta-Groups: 0
Total Number of Meta-Molecules: 389
Type any ch.Jracter to continue.
Meta-Group 34 I I Meta-
-CH3 =CH2 .CH ··F -CL -BR -I -OH O=CH- -eaOH =0 -NH2-S- >NH -COo- >c=o
-SH -N02 -eN
( n
Meta-Group 34
# of Groups: 15
CpvA :[1.63 8.71]
CpvC : [3.04e-S 4.56e-S]
CpvD : [-2.47e-S -4.26e-9]
CpvB : [-0.023 0.0102]
Hvb: [-0.67 19.537]
T~: [-10.5 169.09]
Tbr* : [0.0027 0.0791]
Pc*: [-0.0069 0.016S]
Knowledge:
Global Valenc:e = 1
Ring Class = Acyclic
Meta-Group 36
# of Groups: 9
CpvA :[-1.91 6.55]
CpvC : [-2.3e-5 2.65e-S]
CpvD : [-1.31 e-S S.Se-g]
CpvB : [-0.0151 0.025]
Hvb: [2.205 9.633]
Tb: [22.42 81.1]
Revert to Top Node
Select All Meta Groups
Select Meta-Groups •••
Show Meta-Contributions
Show Meta-Group Statistics
MD Command: Show Meta Group Statistics
I
Figure 8.6: Meta-Group Statistics Display
molecular-design:automatic-design-section;commands-meta-molecules.lisp
and
molecular-design: automatic-design-section;constraints. 1isp.
Apply Property Constraints: Checks each of the meta-molecules displayed in the
Meta ~lolecules Pane for satisfaction of each of the selected property COI\straints dis-
pla)~ed in the Property Constraints Pane. Meta-molecules which do not satisfy a prop-
erty constraint are removed from the Meta Molecules Pane.
During the pruning process, the system displays pruning results on a window re-
source exposed over the Meta Molecules Pane. Figure 8.7 shows the system displaying
pruning results.
Apply Structural Constraints: Checks each of the meta-molecules displayed in
the Meta Molecules Pane for satisfaction of each of the selected structural constraints
displayed in the Structural Constraints Pane. Meta-molecules which do not satisfy a
structural constraint are removed from the Meta Molecules Pane.
Dllring the pruning process, the system displays pruning results on a window re-
source exposed of the Meta Molecules Pane. Figure 8.8 shows the results from applying
several structural constraints.
Deselect all Property Constraints: Deselects all the property constraint objects
displayed in the Property Constmints Pane.
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Automatic: Design Section:
..-.
00
o
---.
Global Valence Balance
Minimum Number of Edges
Maximum Number of Edges
Even Number ''If Free Bonds
2 Member Ring R~qulrement
3 Member Ring Requirement
MO Command: Apply Property Constraints
I
Applying Automatlo Constraint:
Label: Hv Large
Value: (> (HV 272.05) 18.4)
996 Meta-Molecules being checked•••• Done.
993 Meta-Molecules Kept.
3 Meta-Molecules Pruned.
Pruning Complete. Type any character to continue.
I 11 I
Apply Property Constraints
Apply Structural Constraints
Clear All Property Display Settings
Clear Some Property Display Settings
Deselect All Property Constraints
Figure 8.7: Property Constraints Pruning Results
Automatic Design Secuion:
....
00
.....
---
Global Valence Balance
'. :. "1 T·:· 1 j, ."r ';.',.: r t ~:. 1 ~.:'
• 1 1 t T: !': . 1I :" [ t· r - •~ ",t J ~ .-.
• t':; :' •• '! : :·r • ,), f· T t~·.. , :', ,r',,;,,
2 Member Ring Requirement
3 Member Ring Requirement
MD Command: Apply Structural Constraints
I
MInImum Number of Edges
Checking for Applicability: Applicable
993 Meta-Molecules being Tested.
898 Meta-Molecules Kept
95 Meta-Molecules Pruned
Maximum Number of Edges
Checking for Applicability: Applicable
898 Meta-Molecules being Tested.
872 Meta-Molecules Kept
26 Meta-Molecules Pruned
Even Number of Free Bonds
Checking for Applicability: Applicable
872 Meta-Molecules being Tested.
455 Meta-Molecules Kept
417 Meta-Molc,cules Pruned
Apply Property Constraints
Apply Structural CtJnstralnts
Clear All Property Display Settings
Clear Some Property Display Settings
Deselect All Property ConstrcJlnts
Figure 8.8: Structural Constraints Pruning Resulf s
Deselect all Structural Constraints: Deselects all the structllral constraint ob-
jects displayed in the Structural G'onslrai'lis Pane,
Document Structural Constraint: Prompts for a structural constraint. The cho-
sen structural constraint '8 documentation is shown in a windo\v resource exposed over
the ~'1eta Molecules Pane. The documentation usually states wllat knowledge is re-
quired for the constraint to be active.
Genel"ate Final Report: Writes the occurrences of meta-groups for each meta-
molecule to a file. A typical line in tile file would be:
rvIM-27933 l(-F) l(-CL) 1(-CII2-)
The command is intended to be used when an automatic design is completed.
Input a Single Meta-Molecule: Exposes a menu prompting for the occurrence of
eacll leaf group. Entering a single meta-molecule is useful when checking newly entered
structural constraints.
Input Meta-Molecules: This command creates and adds meta-molecules to the
l\1eta~MoleculesPane. The major task of this command is to generate the occurrence
lists for the new meta-molecules. The system prompts for upper and lower bounds on
tIle number of group occurrences. Th.e system generates occurrence lists equal in length
to the number of leaf groups with the total number of occurrences between these limits.
For example, if there are currently 4 leaf groups then occurrence lists of length 4 are
generated. With input limits of 2 to 3 the occurrence lists generated are:
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(2 0 0 0) (0 2 0 0) (0 0 2 0) (0 0 0 2) (1 1 0 0)
(1 0 1 0) (1 0 0 1) (0 1 1 0) (0 1 0 1) (0 0 1 1)
(3 0 0 0) (0 3 0 0) (0 0 3 0) (0 0 0 3)
(2 1 0 0) (2 0 1 0) (2 0 0 1) (0 2 1 0)
(020 1) (0 0 2 1) (1 2 0 0) (1 020)
(I 0 O~) (0 1 2 0) (0 1 0 2) (0 0 1 2)
(11 1 0) (1 1 0 1) (1 0 1 1) (0 1 1 1)
All occurrence lists are of length 4. The total number of occurrences in any OCCllrrence
list is between 2 and 3.
Linlit Group Occurrences: Enables the designer to place an upper limit on the
number of occurrences of each meta-group any meta-nloleculc can contain. The system
expos~s a limit prompting for a limit on each meta-group occurrence. Meta-molecules
\vhich have occurrences exceeding these limits are remo\red from the Meta Molecules
Pane.
Redisplay Meta-Molecules Panes: Redisplays the five panes of the meta-mole-
cules configuration. The Molecular Design Interaction Pane is not redisplayed.
Remove all Meta-Molecules: This command removes all the meta-molecules dis-
played in the Meta-~IoleculesPane. Once removed these meta-molecules are not re-
trieval>le.
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Report on Some Meta-MolecJlles: Writes information on current leaf-groups and
meta-molecules to a file for printing. The information contains the groups contained in
each leaf group, the name of each chosen meta-molecule, and the meta-molecule's occur-
rence list. Generating meta-molecule reports is useful when debugging ne\v structural
constraints. Since the system has no molecular display capabilities, the generation of
meta-molecule reports is the final result of an autoIi:latic design. The information pre-
sCJlted in the report is suffici~nt for the designer to reconstruct the molecules suggested
by tIle system.
TIle command prompts the designer for the number of meta-molecules to report on.
The designer then specifies the criteria for choosing meta-molecules. Meta-molecules
are either chosen in th~ order presented in the Meta-molecules Pane or randomly.
~F'inally the system prompts for the file in which to save the information.
Select all Property Constraints: Selects all the automatic constraint objects dis-
played in the Property Constmints Pane. Only selected property constraints are used
. .In prunIng.
Select all Structural Constraints: Selects all the structural constraint objects
displayed in the Structural Constraints Pane. Only selected structural constraints are
used in pruning.
Select Applicable Constraints: Selects those structural constraints for wllicll molec-
ular knowledge is available. For example, the Minimum Number of Edges structural
constraint would be selected if global valence is known. The command does not know
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\vhicll constraints have already been applied. It therefore would continue to select
the lvlinimllrn Number of Edges constraint even after it was applied and additional
kno\vledge was added.
Show Leaf Groups: The leaf groups of the Meta-Groups Configuration '8 Leaf Groups
Pane are displayed in a window resource exposed over both the Property Constraints
and Structural Constraints Pane. Examining the leaf groups along with their occur-
rence in meta-molecules provides insight intu meta-group expansions.
Show Meta-Molecule Statistics: Displays statistics about the Meta-ivlolecules
Configllration on a window resource exposed over the Meta-AJolecules Pane. The statis-
tics shown are:
1. rrotal Number of Molecules
2. Total Number of Leaf Groups
SI10W Occurrence Statistics: Displays the following information for each meta-
group in a window resource exposed over the Meta Molecl1les Pane:
1. The number of groups it contains.
2. The average occurrence in the meta-molecules displayed in the Meta Molecules
Pane.
3. The maximum occurrence in all of the meta-molecules displayed in the Meta
l\Iolecules Pane.
4. The minimum occurrence in all of the meta-molecules displayed In the Meta
Molecules Pane.
Show Some Meta-Molecules: Displays 10 meta-molecules in a window resource
exposed over the Meta Molecules Pane.
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Zero Meta-Molecule Count: The system keeps a count of all the meta-molecule
o»jecl.s created. This COllnt is used in the naming of meta-molecules. A meta-molecule
is named by a sting consisting of "rv{~1-" and its number.
Tilis number is often useful in keeping count of the number of metn-molcc~les
created during a design. After one design is finished, zeroing the count prepares for the
next design.
8.7 Section Discussion
The algorithm I developed demonstrated the feasibility and advantage of using an
abstracted generate and test for molecular design. The use of intervals~ meta-groups,
and structural constraints for the design of molecules still needs exploration. The
algorithm used in the automatic design can be improved.
8.7.1 Physical Property Pruning
The procedure for prllning meta-molecules with physical property constraints should be
significantly changed. Presently there is a great deal of repetitive estimation involved
in t.he pruning. If we applied the two vapor pressure constraints shown in the Property
Constraints Pane of Figure 8.4 the system would estimate, Tb' Tb*r' and pc· for the Pvp
High constraint and then reestimate them for the Pvp Low constraint. Caching some
estimated properties in each meta-molecule would speed pruning.
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8.7.2 .Meta-Molecule Inheritance
The total number of glOl4p occurrences in a typical design is 10 or less. The typical
nl11nber of groups is greater than 20. This implies that a large percentage of the
occurrences in a meta-molecule have the value zero. This zero OCCllrrence can be used
to eliminate the need to cxamirle many meta-molecules.
Let ~1M1 and M~12 be meta-molecules having occurrences:
MGl MG2 MG3 MG4 MG5 MG6
MMI
rvI1\t12
2
2
1
1
2
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
Expanding meta-group MG3 results in the four children rneta-molecules:
MGl MG2 MG31 MG32 MG4 MG5 MG6
MMl 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1
MM12 2 1 1 1 0 0 1
M~I13 2 1 0 2 0 0 1
MM21 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
Meta-molecule ~fMl creates three children. Meta-molecule ~lM2 creates a single child.
The physical properties of tIle three children of MMI are included in the physical
property intervals of MMI. However, the physical properties of the child of MM2 are
identical to the physical properties of MM2. If a meta-molecule contains no occurrences
of a meta-group then expanding that meta-group has no effect on the meta-molecule's
physical properties. Since the physical properties are the same tIleD the result of ap-
plying property constraints is also the same. If MM2 satisfies a physical property
constraint then ?vIM21 also satisfies that constraint.
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,\fter several expansions a meta-group may occur in only 10% of the meta-molecules
being tested. Avoiding retesting meta.. molecules which were formed from the expansion
of a zero occurrence could thus eliminate the need to test 90% of the meta-molecules
present.
Implementing tllis improvement would require a meta-molecule to keep a record
of which property constraints tested it. If the meta-molectl1e is expanded lly a zero
occurrence it should pass on to its child this record in addition to the pllysical properties
it possesses. Physical property constraints are only applied to those meta-molecules
\\'hich have not inherited positive test results from their parents.
8.8 Example Usage
An alltomatic design may take several days to complete. The following example sllould
be able to be completed in less than one day. Much of the time is spent waiting for
the system to examine meta-molecules checking to see if they satisfy the inptlt physical
property constraints.
Entering the Property Constraint
We use a single property constraint to demonstrate the automatic design. This con-
straillt is entered in the Problem Formulation Section.
Action 8.1 Mouse right on a empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged by section.
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Action 8.2 Afouse left on the Problem Formulation Section Constraints Configura-
tion.
The system changes configuration to the Problem Formulation Section.
'ATe ellter tIle constraint:
Pvp(272.05I() > 2.0 bar.
Action 8.3 Alouse left 011 the Create Conotraint command.
Tile system displays an accepting-values menu:
Constraint's Label: some value
Constraint's Value: some value
L!BORTIaborts, IEND Iuses these values.
The actual values displayed after the prompts are not important vlhen the menu is
initially displayed.
Action 8.4 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Label: prompt.
The ph,.-ase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 8.5 Type in the label of our constraint: Pvp LOll_ Press the return key when
you complete the entry.
Action 8.6 kfottse left on the phrase displayed after the Constraint's Value: prompt.
Tile phrase is f'eplaced by a blinkin,g cursor.
Action 8.7 Type in the value of our constmint: (> (Pvp 272 .. 05) 2).. Press the
return key when you complete the entry.
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\Vhen both entries are made the constraint is created and ad(ied La the Constraints
Pane.
Action 8.8 Press the end key.
Target Transformation
The criteria used when transforming property constraints for automatic design is that
of highest accuracy.
Action 8.9 Mouse left on the Deselect All Constraints command.
Select only the constraint we just entered.
Action 8.10 llfouse h-sh-left on the constraint we just entered. If the7"e is more
than one constmint in the Constraints Pane the constraint we just entered is the one
at the top.
Action 8.11 Mouse left on the Verify Constraints command.
The system reports that our constraint has been verified.
All constraints were verified.
Action 8.12 Mouse left on the Transform Constraints command.
The system coerces our constraint into a transformed constraint, adds it to the Target
Transformation Section'8 Transformed Constraints Pane, and changes configurations
to the Target Transformation Section.
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Action 8.13 Mouse left on tht::. Deselect All Transl0rmett Constraints com-
mand.
Action 8.14 Mouse left on the Deselect All Techniques command.
Our constraint is at the top of the Transformed Constra,ints Pane.
Action 8.15 Mouse h-sh-1eft on our new constraint. It is located at the top of the
Transformed Constraints Pane.
Appropriate estimation techniques are now selected.
Action 8.16 k/ouse h-sh-left on the Pc* -+ () - Joback Pc* - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 8.17 Mouse h-sh-left on the Pc ~ (Pc*) - Joback Pc Modification - Equa-
tion Oriented Technique.
Action 8.18 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tbr* -+ () - Joback Tbr* - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 8.19 !v[ouse h-sh-left on the Tbr -+ (Tbr*) - Joback Tbr Modification -
Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 8.20 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tb -+ () - Joback Tb - Group Contribution
Technique.
Action 8.21 Mouse left on the Apply Selected Techniques command.
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Action 8.22 Mouse h-sh-left on the Pvp -+ (Tb Tbr Pc) - Riedel Plank !~filler Tbr
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Our constraint is now dependent only on the thrtX fundamental physical properties:
Tb, T6r , alld P;.
Action 8.23 Mouse left on the Make Automatic command.
TIle system reports that our constraint has been reduced to fundamental properties.
All Selected Constraints have been Reduced to Fundamental Prop-
erties.
The system then changes to the Automatic Design Section's Meta-Groups Configura-
tion. Figure 8.9 shows the initial state of the configuration.
Entering Meta-Molecules
The Target Transformation Section's Make Automatic commalld changes changes to
the ~feta..Groups Configuration. The single meta-group containing all the consistent
groups is displayed in the Meta-Groups Display Pane. The initial set of meta-molecules
is no\v entered.
We first change to the Meta-Molecules Configuration.
Action 8.24 Afouse right on an empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed displaying the system's configurations.
Action 8.25 Mouse left on Automatic Design Section Meta Molecules Configuration.
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Aut;ornat;;c Design Section: Meta-Groups
~
to
c:..-:>
Meta-Group 1
-cH2- )CH- )C< -CH2 aCH- .ce aC. aCH aC- -,CH2-. :>CH-,
:>CH- :>C<; :)C<, :)C< .,CH-, .,C<: .,e<, IIC<: -F -CL -DR -1
-Ott -0- -,0-, >C.O :>CaO OaCH- -CDOH -Coo- -0 -tlH2 >ttH :>ttH
-,6-, -6- -SH -tt02 -Crt ·,tt=. -tta >tt-
Meta-Group 1
., of Groups: 44
Tb: [-10.5 169.09]
Tbr* : [0.0019 0.0791]
Pc·: [-0.0069 0.0165]
Knowledge:
None
Deselect All Meta Groups
Divide MeteS-Groups • • •
Expand Meta-Groups • • •
Redisplay Meta-Group Panes
Revert to Top Node
MD Command: I
Figure 8.9: Initial Meta-Group for Automatic Design
The configuration changes to the lvleta-Molecules Configuration. Our constraint is
displayed in the Property Constraints Pane.
\\'c input four meta-molecules having occurrences of our initial meta-grollp ranging
from 2 to 5.
Action 8.26 Mouse left on the Input Meta-Molecules command.
The system displays a menu prompting for the lower and upper limits on the number
of occurrences.
# of Groups Lower Bound: some value
# of Groups Upper Bound: some value
Ir\BORT Iaborts IEND Iuses these values.
The actual values displayed after the prompts are not important ..
Action 8.27 Mouse left on the phmse displayed after the # of Groups Lower
Bound: prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 8.28 Enter the number 2. Press the return key.
The process is repeated for the upper limit.
Action 8.29 Mouse left on the phrase displayed after the # of Groups Upper
Bound: prompt. The phrase is replaced by a blinking cursor.
Action 8.30 Enter the nU1nb~r 5. Press the return key.
Now that both entries ~re complete the system creates fouf meta-molecules Ilaving two
through five occurrences of our initial meta-group.
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Action 8.31 Preas the <END> key.
The four meta-molecules are added to the ~fetaMolecules Pane. Figure 8.10 sho\\ls the
four initial meta-molecules in the lvleta Molecules Pane.
We return to the Meta Groups Configuration. We begin separating our initial
meta-group into smaller children meta-groups.
Action 8.32 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
Action 8.33 Mouse left on the Expand Meta Grnups ... contmand.
A menu is exposed displaying possible expansion strategies.
Action 8.34 Mouse left on Ring Class.
Our initial meta-group is separated into three new meta-groups. Each meta-group
contains groups of a consistent ring class.
Our meta-molecules have also been expanded.
Action 8.35 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
,.'eturn.
Our initial set of 4 meta-molecules was expanded into 52 meta-molecules. A meta-
molecule represents the number of groups which must be chosen from a particular
meta-group. l l he meta-rnolecule (2) represented the set of all molecules which could
be formed by choosing any two groups from meta-group 1. Now that meta-group 1
was separated into three meta-grollps meta-molecule (2) is expanded into six meta-
molecules:
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Aut;ornat;io Design Section:
I-'
co
0')
Pvp Low
(> (PVP 272.05) 2)
Global Valence Balance
Minimum Number of Edges
Maximum Number of Edges
Even Number of Free Bonds
2 Member Ring Requirement
3 Member Ring Requirement
MD Command: Input Meta Molecules
# or Groupe Lower Bound: 2
# or Groups Upper Bound: 5
<!B!!> aborts, <181> uses these values
MD Command: I
MM-1:
MM-2:
MM-3:
MM-4:
MG-1
2
3
4
5
Apply Property Constraints
Apply Structural Constraints
Clear All Property Display Settings
Clear Some Property Display Settings
Deselect All Pruperty Constraints
Figure 8.10: Initial Meta-Mol~cules for Automatic Design
(2 0 0)
(1 1 0)
Applying Structural Constraints
(0 2 0)
(0 1 1)
(0 0 2)
(1 0 1)
Strtlctural constraints check each meta-molecule with rules derived from graph theory.
Each constraint has a relationship between the number of nodes (groups) and the nUln-
ber of edges(free bonds) which must be satisfied for a meta-molecule to be structu.rally
feasible. This rule can be examined for each structural constraint.
Action 8.36 kfouse left on the Document Structural Constraint command.
The system prompts for a structural constraint.
Enter a Structural Constraint:
Action 8.37 Mouse left on the 3 Member Ring Requirement structural constraint.
A window resource is exposed over the Meta-Molecules Display Pane. The rule used
by the structural constraint is displayed. The knowledge required for the constraint to
be applicable is also displayed. The 3 Member Ring Requirernent structural constraint
requires the ring class to be kno\vn. Having expanded by ring class we can use this
constraint.
Action 8.38 Press the space bar.
\Ve no'v use structural constraints to prune our meta-molecules. The Apply Struc-
tural Constraints command uses the selected constraints of the Structural Con-
straints Pane.
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Action 8.39 Mouse h-s-left on the 3 Member Ring Requirement structural con-
straint.
Action 8.40 Mouse h-s-left on the Necessity of Mixed Groups structural constraint.
Action 8.41 Nlouse h-s-left on the Necessity of Non-Mixed Groups structural con-
straint.
We now apply these constraints to our 52 meta-molecules.
Action 8.42 Mouse left on the Apply Structural Constraints command.
A \vindow resource is exposed over the Meta-Molecules Pane dispt~ying the results of
applying each constraint. The results are:
Molecules
Constraint Checked Kept Pruned
3 Member Ril1g Reqllirement 52 32 20
Necessity of Mixed Groups 32 29 3
Necessity of Non-Mixed Groups 29 26 3
The Meta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed showing the 26 remaInIng meta-
molecules. Figure 8.11 shows the 26 meta-molecules displayed in the Meta Molecules
Pane.
Action 8.43 Press the space bar.
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Automatic Design Section:
.....
(.0
c.o
Pvp Low
() (PVP 272.05) 2)
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. J.:'~ ..-: ~~: It." (I T. lJ -,n .... r•• 1~.. ~'J. (,1 ;:JI';: ..
Existence
MD Command: Apply Structural Constraints
MD Command: I
MG-4 MG-3 MG-2
MM-37: 4 1 0
MM-38: 3 2 0
MM-41: 0 5 0
MM-42: 4 0 1
MM-43: 3 1 1
MM-44: 2 2 1
MM-47: 3 0 2
MM-48: 2 1 2
MM-49: 1 2 2
MM-51: 2 0 3
MM-52: 1 1 3
MM-54: 1 0 4
MM-56: 0 0 5
MM-22: 3 1 0
MM-25: 0 4 0
MM-26: 3 0 1
MM-27: 2 1 1
MM-SO: 2 0 2
MM-31: 1 1 2
MM-33: 1 0 3
MG-4 MG-3 MG-2
MM-35: 0 a 4
MM-14: 0 3 0
f
Apply Property Constraints
Apply Structural Constraints
Clear All Property Display Settings
Clear Some Property Display Settings
Deselect All Property Constraints
Figure 8.11: Meta-Molecules Surviving Structural Pruning
Applying Property Constraints
Property constraints are the second type of constraints used to prune meta-molecules.
The Make Automatic command coerces each of the Target Transformation Section's
selected transformed-constraints into an automatic constraint and adds it to the Meta-
Molecules Configuration's Property Constraints Pane. The Apply Property Con-
straints command checks each meta-molecule for satisfaction of the selected property
constraints.
"\'e prune using the our Pvp Low property constraint.
Action 8.44 Afouse h-sh-left on the Pvp Low property constraint.
Action 8.45 Mouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The results of the pruning are displayed in a window resource exposed over the Meta-
Molecllles Display Pane. The results are:
Constraint
Molecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 26 10 16
The ~Ieta Molecules Pane is redisplayed showing the 10 surviving meta-molecules.
Action 8.46 Press the space bar.
Complete Design
The following actions complete the automatic design. The time required for this exam-
ple is about 2 hours. The current automatic design algorithm can still be sigllificantly
impro\red to shorten this time.
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\Ve separate the meta-grollps again.
Action 8.47 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pan,e. Press
return.
Action 8.48 Mouse left on the Expand Meta Groups ... command.
A m~nu is exposed displaying expansion strategies.
Action 8.49 Mouse left on Global Valence.
The rneta-groups are expanded into 9 new meta-groups. We return to the Meta··
Molecules Configuration for pruning.
Action 8.50 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
Our 10 meta-molecules were expanded into 471 ne\v meta-molecules. Whenever
the nl.lmber of meta-molecules exceeds 250 the system queries the designer if he or she
reall)' ','·ants all the meta-rnolecltles displayed.
There are 471 met~-molecules.Do you wish them displayed?
Action 8.51 Type No. Press return.
The expansion by Global Valence added knowledge to the system. Additional structural
constraints are now applicable.
Action 8.52 J..fouse left on the Deselect all Structural Constraints command.
Action 8.53 fl,[ollse h-sh-left on the Global Valence Balance structural constraint.
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Action 8.54 A,louse h-sh-left on the Minimum Number of Edges structural con-
straint.
Action 8.55 Afouse h-sh-left on the Maximum Number of Edges strnctural con-
straint.
Action 8.56 Mouse h-sh-left on the Even Number of Free Bonds structural con-
straint.
We now use these selected structural constraints to prune Oltr meta-molecules.
Action 8.57 fl,{ouse left on the Apply Structural Constraints command.
The results of the pruning are:
Molecules
Constraint Checked Kept Pruned
Global Valence Balance 471 357 114
Minimllffi Number of Edges 357 357 0
Maximum Number of Edges 357 310 47
Even Number of Free Bonds 310 165 145
The ?-.Ieta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.58 Press the space bar.
V\'e apply the Pvp Low property constraint again.
Action 8.59 Mouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
TIle result of the pruning is:
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Constraint
Molecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 165 32 133
The Meta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.60 Press the space bar.
We return to the Meta-Groups Configuration to further expand meta-groups.
Action 8.61 Type tile command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
Meta-group 7 contains a large number of groups and has a large meta-contribution
for Tb• The Show Meta Contributions command allo\vs us to examine its meta-
contributions.
Action 8.62 Afouse left on the Show Meta Contributions command.
The system prompts for a meta-group:
Enter a Meta-Group:
Action 8.63 Mouse left on ~[eta Group 7 displayed in the Leaf Grottps Pane.
The group contributions for each fundamental physical property is displayed in a win-
dow resource exposed over the Meta-Groups Display Pane. We see that the =0 group
has a large negative contribution toward Tb. =0 is also a group we do not want many
occurrences of. We concentrate on isolating =0.
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Action 8.64 Press the space bar.
Action 8.65 Jt,fouse h-sh-left on J..feta-Group 7 displayed in the Leaf Groups .Pane.
Action 8.66 Afouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
Tlle system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.67 klouse left on Divide Manually.
'The system displays the meta-contributions for Meta-Group 7 and prompts for a subset
of 15 groups it contains.
Action 8.68 k[ouse left on th.e =0 group displayed in the interaction pane.
rfhe =0 group becomes highlighted.
Action 8.69 Press the <END> key.
~leta-Group 7 is divided into two new rneta-groups: Meta-Group 14 and Meta-Grollp
1.5. ~feta-Group 14 contains the single group =0.
\Ve apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.70 Type the command Previous Section into the intemction pane.
The Meta Molecules Pane show& 88 meta-molecules.
Action 8.71 Afouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The result of the pruning is:
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Constraint
Molecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 88 70 18
The l\leta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.72 Press the space bar.
We return to the Meta-Groups Configuration to further expand metaoagroups.
Action 8.73 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
retUrTt.
Meta-Group 15 still hM a considerably large Tb contribution.
Action 8.74 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 15 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
Action 8.75 Mouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.76 Mouse left on Divide by Largest Gap wrt Property.
The s)'stem prompts for a property:
Enter the Property:
Action 8.77 Afouse right on a blank area within the interaction pane.
The system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in Meta-Group
15.
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Action 8~78 Afouse left on Normal Boiling Point.
Meta-Group 15 is divided into two ne\v meta-gro1 '.ps: Meta-Group 16 ar~d Meta-Group
17. ~1eta-Group 17 contains three groups, -COOH, -N02 , and -eN, which ha1ie
relatively large contributions toward Tb• Isolating these groups should llelp our pruning.
We apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.79 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The l\1eta Molecules Pane shows 133 meta-molecules.
Action 8.80 Mouse left 011 the Apply Property Constraints command.
The result of the pruning is:
Constraint
Molecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 133 70 63
The ?vleta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.81 Press the space bar.
Examining the occurren.ce statistics shows that Meta-Group 17 does not occur in
any of the meta-molecules.
Action 8.82 Mouse left on the Show Occurrence Statistics command.
Meta-Group 17'5 average occurrence is 0.0 indicating that it is absent from all meta-
molecules. This is very useful information because Meta-Group 17 still contains three
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grouIls and we possibly could have considered expanding it at some point. "\'e flO\V see
that fl1rther expansion is unnecessary.
~Ieta-Group 16 is seen to have a relatively large number of groups, 11, and a
relatively high average occurrence, 0.9. We examine further expansion of Meta-Group
16.
Action 8.83 Press the space bar.
Action 8.84 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
Meta-Group 16 has a large Tb meta-contribution.
Action 8.85 l~louseh-sh-left on Aleta-Group 16 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
Action 8.86 Mouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.87 Mouse left on Divide in Half wrt Property Contributions.
The system prompts for a property:
Enter a Property:
Action 8.88 Alouse right on a blank area within the interaction pane.
The system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in Meta-Group
16.
Action 8.89 Mouse left on Normal Boiling Point.
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Meta-Group 16 is divided into two new meta-groups: Meta-Group 18 and ~Ieta-Group
18. ~fcta-Group 18 contains five groups. Meta-Group 19 contains six grollps.
\Ve apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.90 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The Meta Molecules Pane shows 133 meta-molecules.
Action 8.91 Mouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
'The result of the pruning is:
Constraint
Molecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 133 64 69
The ~leta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.92 Press the space bar.
Examining the occurrence statistics shows that Meta-Group 18 has a fairly large
number of groups, 5, and a high average occurrence, 0.703125.
Action 8.93 Mouse left on the Show Occurrence Statistics command.
"Te return to the Meta-Groups Configuration to expand Meta-Group 18.
Action 8.94 Press the space bar.
Action 8.95 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
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\Ve first examine ~Ieta-Group 18's meta-contributions.
Action 8.96 klouse left on the Show Meta-Contributions command.
The system prompts for a meta-grou.p.
Enter a Meta-Group:
Action 8.97 ,At/ouse left on !vlela-Group 18 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
The meta-contributions are displayed on a window resource exposed over the Meta-
Groups Display Pane.
Examining the meta-contribution for Tb we see that the largest gap is between -CH3
and -CI. However, the second largest gap, between -F and =CH, also separates the
meta-contribution in positive and negative values. We divide Meta-Grollp 18 by t.he
sign of contributions.
Action 8.98 Press the space bar.
Action 8.99 klouSf h-sh-left nn Aleta-Group 18 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
Action 8.100 Afouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.101 Afouse left on Divide by Sign of Contributions wrt Property.
The system prompts for a property:
Enter a Property:
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Action 8.102 klouse right on a blank area within the interaction panefO
The s:ystem exposes a menu of the fundamental properties t:orltained in l\tleta-Group
18.
Action 8.103 Mouse left on Nonnal Boiling Point.
Meta-Group 18 is divided into two new meta-groups: Meta-CrOllp 20 and Meta-Group
21. ~1eta-G~~oup 21 contains the single group: -F.
V\'e apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.104 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The rvIeta Molecules Pane shows 109 meta-molecules.
Action 8.105 A-fouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The resllit of the pruning is:
Molecules
Constraint Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 109 93 16
The Meta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
.A ction 8.106 Press the space bar.
Examining the occurrence statistics shows that Meta-Group 8 has a large number
of groups, 10, and a high average occurrence., 0.333333.
Action 8.107 Mouse left on the Show Occurrence Statistics command.
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We return to the Meta-Groups Configuration to expand Meta-Group 8.
Action 8.108 Press the space bar.
Action 8.109 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
""e first examine Meta-Group 8's meta-contributions.
Action 8.110 Afouse left on the Show Meta-Contributions command.
The system prompts for a meta-group.
Enter a Meta-Group:
Action 8.111 Afouse left on Aleta-Group 8 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
The meta-contributions are displayed on a window resource exposed over the Meta-
Groups Display Pane. The contribtltions toward Tb seem to have a large gap between
27.38 and 50.17.
Action 8.112 Press the space bar.
Action 8.113 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 8 displayed in the Leaf Gro1lps Pane.
Action 8.114 Afouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.115 Afouse left on Divide by Largest Gap wrt Property.
The system prompts for a property:
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Enter the Property:
Action 8.116 Mouse right on a hlank area within the interaction pane.
The system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in Meta-Group 8.
Action 8.117 Mouse left on Normal Boiling Point.
Meta-Group 8 is divided into two new meta-groups: Meta-Group 22 and Meta-Group
23.
We apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.118 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The ~leta ?vlolecules Pane shows 124 meta-molecules.
Action 8.119 Mouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The result of the pruning is:
Molecules
Checked Kept PrunedConstraint
Pvp Low 124 104 20
The Meta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.120 Press the space bar.
Examining the occurrence statistics shows that Meta-Group 14 has a very high
average occurrence, 1.2211539. Yet it only has one group. In fact Meta-Group 14
contains only the =0 group.
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Action 8.121 Mouse left on the Show Occurrence Statistics command.
To confirm this we briefly return to the Meta-Groups Configuration.
Action 8.122 Press the space bar.
Action 8.123 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The i'vleta-Groups Display Pane shows that Meta-Group 14 contains only =0.
Action 8.124 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
Examining the OCCl1rrences in the Meta Molecules Pane we see that Meta-Group 14
occurs sometimes as many as fouf times in a single meta-molecule. This is a chemically
unlikely situation. We limit the occurrence of =0 to a maximum of 1.
Action 8.125 k[ouse left on the Limit Group Occurrences command~
The system exposes a menu displaying prompts for each of the current meta-groups.
The default value for each of the limits is nil indicating no limit.
Action 8.126 klouse left on the nil fol!owing the MG-14: prompt. The nil t8
replaced by a blinkin.g cursor.
Action 8.127 Type 1. Press return.
Action 8.128 Press the <END> key.
All meta-molecules which contained more than 1 occurrence of Meta-Group 14 are
removed from the Meta Molecules Pane. There are now 67 meta-molecules.
Vle return to the I\/Ieta-Groups Configuration.
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Action 8.129 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
l\1eta-Group 19 has large meta-contributions to both Tb and Tb*r. We divide it in half.
Action 8.130 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 19 displayed in the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.131 Mouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The systerrl exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.132 Mouse left on Divide in Half wrt Property Contributions.
The system prompts for a property:
Enter a Property:
Action 8.133 Afouse right on a blank area within the interaction pane.
The system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in ~Ieta-Group
19.
Action 8.134 Mouse left on Joback lWodified Reduced Boiling Point.
Meta-Group 19 is divided into two new meta-groups: Meta-Group 24 and Meta-Cjroup
25. Meta-Group 25 contains the single group: -OH.
Examining the meta-group statistics we see that the total nurnber of meta-molecules
increased only by 1.
Action 8.135 kfouse left on the Show Meta-Group Statistics command.
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The system exposes a window reSOllrce over the Meta-Groups Display Pane displaying
several statistics. The total number of meta-molecules is 68.
Action 8.136 Press the space bar.
We divide Meta-Gr01.1p 24.
Action 8.137 /t;[ouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 24 displayed In the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.138 Afotlse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.139 Afouse left on Divide in Half wrt Property Contributions.
The system prompts for a property:
Enter a Property:
Action 8.140 Afouse right on a blank area within the interaction pane.
TIle system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in Meta-Group
24.
Action 8.141 l\{ouse left on Normal Boiling Point.
~'1eta-Group 24 is divided into two new meta-groups: Meta-Group 26 and Meta-Group
27.
We continue to expand meta-groups.
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Action 8.142 lvlouse h-sh-left on l"feta-Group 20 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.143 Afouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
Action 8.144 Afouse left 01t Divide by Largest Gap wrt Property.
The s:ystcm prompts for a property:
Enter the Property:
Action 8.145 A{ouse right on a blank area within the interaction pane.
The system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in lVleta-Group
20.
Action 8.146 Afouse left on ~Vonnal Boiling Point.
Nleta-Group 20 is divided into t,vo new meta-groups: Meta-Group 28 and !vleta-Group
29.
We apply our Pvp Low constra,int again.
Action 8.147 Type tIle command Previous Section into th,e interaction pane.
The ~[eta ?\101ecules Pane shows 113 meta-molecules.
Action 8.148 fl,louse left on the Apply Property Constrail1ts command.
The result of the pruning is:
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Constraint
?vlolecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 113 76 37
The I\leta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.149 Press the space bar.
Examining the occurrence statistics shows that Meta-Groups 27, 25, and 17 all have
zero average occurrences.
Action 8.150 l.;[ouse left on the Show Occurrences Statistics clJmmand.
~Ieta-Group 22 has a high average occurrence of 0.3026316. Meta-Group 11 has a lower
average occurrence, 0.09210526, but a relatively large number of groups. We pursue
the expansion of Meta-Groups 22 and 11.
Action 8.151 Press th.e space bar.
Action 8.152 Type the command Pr("vious Section into the interaction pane.
Action 8.153 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 22 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.154 Atlouse h-sh-left on ..Meta-Group 11 displayed zn the Leaf Groupr
Pane.
Action 8.155 Afouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups command.
The system exposes a menu displaying division strategies.
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Action 8.156 Afouse left on Divide by Largest Gap ·wrt Property.
The system prompts for a property:
Enter the Property:
Action 8.157 Mouse right on a blank area within the interaction pane.
The system exposes a menu of the fundamental properties contained in Meta-Groups
22 and 11.
Action 8.158 Mouse left on Normal Boiling Point.
~feta-Group22 is divided into two new meta-groups: lvleta-Group 30 and Meta-Group
31. Meta-Group 11 is divided into two new meta-groups: Meta-Group 32 and Meta-
Group 33.
Meta-Groups 28, 26, and 32 all contain a relatively large number of groups.
Action 8.159 Mouse h-sh-left on Aleta-Group 28 displayed in the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.160 krouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 26 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.161 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 32 displayed In the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.162 Mouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups command.
TIle system exposes a, menu displaying divisiorl strategies.
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Action 8.163 Afouse left on Dit'ide in Half.
"'e apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.164 Type the command Previous Section into the 'interaction pane.
The ~IetaMolecules Pane shows 175 meta-molecules.
Action 8.165 Afouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The result of the pruning is:
Constraint
Molecules
Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Low 175 114 61
The ~/[eta-MoleculesDisplay Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.166 Press the space bar.
Examining the occurrence statistics shows that Meta-Groups 37, 27, 25,17,38,39,
and 33 all have zero average occurrences.
Action 8.167 Afouse left on the Show Occurrences Statistics command.
Meta-Groups 14, 35, 29, 21, 10, and 13 all contain a single group. We continue to
expand the remaining groups.
Action 8.168 Press the space bar.
Action 8.169 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
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Action 8.170 Afouse h-sh-left on fttfeta-Group 5 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
Action 8.171 Mouse left on the Divide lVleta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu of division strategies.
Action 8.172 ltfouse left on Divide in Half.
Action 8.173 Mouse h-sh-left on Aleta-Group 40 displayed tn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.174 Mouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu of division strategies ..
Action 8.175 Afouse left on Divide in Half.
Action 8.176 lvfouse left on the Show Meta-Group Statistics command.
The total number of Meta-Molecules is 150.
\\'e expand two more meta-groups.
Action 8.177 Press the space bar.
Action 8.178 Afouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 6 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane.
Action 8.179 Afouse left on ~the Divide Meta-Groups. .. command.
The s}tstem exposes a menu of division strategies.
Action 8.180 Afouse left on Divide in Half.
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Action 8.181 Mouse left on the Show Meta-Group Statistics command.
The total number of Meta-Molecules is now 178.
Action 8.182 Press the space bar.
Action 8.183 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Croup 94 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.184 ~[ouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu of division strategies.
Action 8.185 ~fouse left on Divide in Half.
Action 8.186 Mouse left on the Show Meta-Group Statistics command.
The total number of Meta-Molecules is now 249.
Action 8.187 Press the space bar.
We apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.188 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The lvleta Molecules Pane shows 249 meta-molecules.
Action 8.189 fl"fouse left on the Apply Property Constraints com1nand.
The result of the pruning is:
Molecules
Checked Kept PrunedConstraint
Pvp Low 249
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168 81
The Meta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.190 Press the space bar.
Six meta-groups remain with non-zero occurrences and multiple groups: 36, 30, 31,
23, 9, and 12.
Action 8.191 Mouse left on the Show Occurrences Statistics command.
These are expanded.
Action 8.192 Press the space bar.
Action 8.193 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
Action 8.194 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 36 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.195 Mouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 30 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.196 Afouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 31 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.197 Afouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 23 displayed zn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.198 Mouse h-sh-left on Jvfeta-Group 9 displayed in the Leaf Groups Pane_
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Action 8.199 Mouse h-sh--left on Meta-Group 12 displayed In the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.200 Afouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu of division strategies.
Action 8.201 Mouse left on Divide in Half.
Action 8.202 Mouse left on the Show Meta-Group Statistics command.
The total number of Meta-~folecules is 349.
Action 8.203 Press the space bar.
We apply our Pvp Low constraint again.
Action 8.204 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
Since the number of meta-molecules is greater than 250 the system queries for confir-
mation of display.
There are 349 meta-molecules. Do you wish thelD displayed?
Action 8.205 Type No. Press return.
Action 8.206 Mouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The result of the pruning is:
Molecules
Checked Kept PrunedConstraint
Pvp Low 349
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279 70
IThe !vleta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.207 Press the space bar.
The system queries for confirmation of display.
There are 279 meta-molecules. Do you wish them displayed?
Action 811208 Type No. Press return.
Three meta-groups are left needing expansion: 52, 54, arld 56. These are expanded.
Action 8.209 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane. Press
return.
Action 8.210 k'/ouse h-sh-left on Meta-Group 52 displayed 1n the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.211 Afouse h-sh-left on A-feta-Group 54 displayed tn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.212 Afouse h-sp.-left on Meta-Group 56 displayed tn the Leaf Groups
Pane.
Action 8.213 !v[ouse left on the Divide Meta-Groups ... command.
The system exposes a menu of division strategies.
Action 8.214 Mouse left on Divide in Half.
\Ve apply our Pvp Low constraint for the last time.
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Action 8.215 Type the command Previous Section into the interaction pane.
The system queries for confirmation of display.
Tllere are 379 meta-molecules. Do you wish them displayed?
Action 8.216 Type No. Press return.
Action 8.217 Afouse left on the Apply Property Constraints command.
The result of the pruning is:
Molecules
Constraint Checked Kept Pruned
Pvp Lo\v 379 357 22
The rvleta-Molecules Display Pane is redisplayed.
Action 8.218 Press the space bar.
The system queries for confirmation of display.
There are 357 meta-molecules. Do you wish them displayed?
Action 8.219 Type No. Press return.
Now that all the meta-groups have been fully expanded we can generate our final
report.
Action 8.220 Mouse left on the Generate Final Report command.
The sY'stem prompts for a file in \vhich to 8tore the report.
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Table 8.1: 20 Automatically Designed Molecules
Meta-Molecule Occurrence(GrollP)
MM-3079 1(=0) l(-F)
MM-3078 1(=0) l(-CL)
rv1M-3077 1(=0) 1(-CH3)
MM-3076 1(=0) 1(=CH2)
MM-3075 1(=0) l(=CH)
~IM-3074 1(=0) l(-SH)
MM-3073 1(=0) 1(-BR)
MM-3072 2(-F)
lv1M-3071 l(-CL) l(-F)
MM-3070 1(-CH3) l(-F)
MM-3069 1(=CH2) 1(-F)
MM-3068 l(=CH) l(-F)
MM-3067 l(=CH) l(-CL)
MM-3066 2(-CH3)
MM-3065 l(=CH2) 1(-CH3)
MM-3064 l(=CH) 1(-CH3)
MM-3063 2(=CH2)
MM-3062 l(=CH) 1(=CH2)
MM-3061 2(=CH)
MM-3060 1(=0) l(-F) 1(-0-)
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Table 8.2: Seven Surviving Automatically Designed Molecules
Meta-Molecule Occurrence{Group)
MM-3076
MM-3072
MM-3071
MM-3070
MM-3066
MM-3063
rvll\f-3061
Enter the file for storage:
1(=0)
2(-F)
1(-CL)
1(-CH3)
2(-CH3)
2(=CH2)
2(=CH)
1(=CH2)
l(-F)
l(-F)
Action 8.221 Type Fungus:>kevin> Molecule-Report. lisp. Press return.
The first 20 meta-molecules contained in the report are shown in Table 8.1. It
is apparent from Table 8.1 that the structural constraints are not complete. The in-
formation which is lacking is that of bond compatibility. Additional pruning must be
done by the designer. Figure 8.2 shows the seven molecules remaining after pruning.
Figure 8.12 shows a portion of the final meta-groups tree developed during the
automatic design.
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Figure 8.12: Final Display of Meta-Groups Tree after Automatic Design
Chapter 9
Interactive Design Section
Interactive design is performed in a fundamental physical property space. A funda-
mental physical property space is a graph in which each of the axes corresponds to a
fundamental physical property. In such a space a group's contributions form a vector.
After suitable target transformation design constraints can be displayed in this space.
The objective of interactive design is to select a collection of group vectors whose vector
sum satisfy these design constraints.
The interactive design methodology requires displaying and manipulating physical
property spaces and group vectors. The two configurations of the Interactive Design
Section address these tasks. The Preparation Configuration accepts the initial speci-
fications for physical property design spaces. These specifi.cations include constraints
to be displayed, the grid size of the solution procedure, and upper and lower bounds
for physical property values. The Design Configuration displays the design spaces and
group vectors. The configuration provides facilities to assist in selecting grollps and in
manipulating design constraints. I describe both of these configurations.
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9.1 Section Layout
The screen layout of the Preparation Configuration is shown in Figure 9.1. The screen
real estate is used by five panes:
Interactive Design Section Preparation Configuration Title Pane: Displays
the title of the Preparation Configuration.
Interactive Constraints Pane: Displays a list of interactive constraints known to
the s:rstem. The Make Interactive command of the Target Transformation Section
adds transformed constraints into this pane.
Design Pane Specifications Pane: Displays design specification objects. These
objects are used to create physical property design panes.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Interactive Design Section Preparation Configuration Commands Pane: The
command menu displaying commands relevant to the Preparation Configuration.
The screen layout of the Design Configuration is shown in Figure 9.2. The screen
real estate is used by five panes:
Interactive Design Section Design Configuration Title Pane: Displays the
title of the Design Configuration.
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Figure 9.1: Interactive Design Section Preparation Configuration Screen
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Display Legend
Display Saved Molecules
Find Group
Modify Constraint
Redisplay All Groups
Figure 9.2: Interactive Design Section Design Configuration Screen
Groups Menu Pane: Displays the set of groups consistent with the design spaces
displayed in the Design Pane \Vindow Pane. When the designer moves the lTIOUSe over
a grollp displayed in this pane a temporary group vector is displayed in every design
space. ft..D after daemon on the pane's :mouse-moves method implements this display.
Whenever the mouse moves in the Groups Menu Pane a :mouse-moves message is
sent to the pane. The after daemon checks if a group is presented at the current mouse
locationo This is done using Symbolics' function :displayed-presentation-at-posi-
tion. If a presentation is under the l~louse the group object is extrz,cted and displayed
in all the design spaces.
The groups displayed in the Groups Menu Pane are manipulated by a variety of
commands. These commands either change the order in which groups are presented or
remove groups from the pane.
Design Pane Window Pane: Displays physical property design spaces. Commands
are provided to display the legends, move, and resize tIle design spaces displayed in this
pane.
Molecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
Interactive Design Section Design Configuration Commands Pane: The com-
mand menu displaying commands relevant to the Design Configuration.
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9.2 Section Operation
'fhe target transformation section's Make Interactive command coerces transformed-
constrain";s into interactive constraints, adds these to the Preparation Configuration's
Constraints Pane, and changes to the Preparation Configuration. The Preparation
Configuration is used to specify information about the design spaces to be used in in-
teractiv'e design. This information is stored in a design-pane-specification-object.
The (~reate Specification command creates a new specification and adds it to the
Design Panes Specifications Pane. Figure 9.3 shows the Preparation Configuration with
four interactive constraints and a newly created specifications object.
The designer chooses which interactive constraints are to be presented together in
;,i. design pane. This choice is done by allocating interactive constraints to a design-
pane-specification-object. The Allocate Constraints command interfaces this
choice. Figure 9.4 shows our four interactive constraint allocated to our specification
object. Once the desired constraints have been allocated the Form Design Panes
command extracts the information fronl the specification object, creates a design pane,
adds this pane to the Design Configuration'5 Design Pane Window Pane, and changes
to the Design Configuration.
The feasible region for an interactive constraint is solved for using a grid solution
procedure. The upper and lower limits on the fundamental physical properties used for
axes determine the solution space. This space is discretized in ~both the horizontal and
vertical directions. Figure 9.5 shows an example discretization.
TIle fundamental physical properties which compose the space are PI and F2 • The
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Figure 9.5: Interactive Design Space Solution Grid
range of values for each of the fundamental physical properties is divided into a set of
points. The number of points is set by the designer with a default value of 25. Assuming
tile default value was used a points-array is con3tructed which is of dimensions 25 x 25
with each cell containing a list of the form:
(x-value y-value).
Tile constraint ftlnction for each of the interactive constraints allocated to a specifica-
tiorl object is then evaluated at each point. The result of this evaluation is stored in
an array equal in size to the discretization.
The Design Configuration presents the designer with one or more design spaces an
a menu of groups to choose from. Figure 9.6 sho\vs a design space formed from our
example refrigerant constraints. Group vectors are sampled by moving the mouse over
a group displayed in the Groups l\fenu Pane. Figure 9.7 shows a temporary -CH3
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Figure 9.6: Legend for Design Space
group vector. Mouse m-s-left replaces the temporary group veC'Lor with a permanent
one. Figure 9.8 shows a design space witll the -CH3 grollp vector having been chosen
and tIle -CI group vector being sampled.
9.3 Preparation Configuration Objects
The two major objects used in the Preparation Configuration are:
1. J.nteract i ve-constraint
2. design-pane-specification-object
The definitions of these objects and their associated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:interactive-design-section;objects.lisp.
TIle Target Transformation Section's Make Interactive command transforms
transformed-constraints into interactive-constraints. Interactive-constraints
have four important instance variables:
1. fundamental-properties
2. group-contribution-techniques
3. equation-oriented-techniques
4. constraint-function
The group contribution and equation ori~nted estimation techniques stored in a trans-
formed-constraint object are used to create a constraint function. This function es-
timates the needed physical properties to eValtlate one physical property constraint. It
returns t if the constraint is satisfied or nil if it is not. The code for the constraint
function is stored in the interactive-constraint's ccnstraint--function instance
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Figure 9.8: Molecule Within the Target Region
variable. The fundamental-properties instance variable stores the fundamental phys-
ical properties used as input to the constraint function. These fUlldamental properties
become the axes of interactive design spaces.
The purpose of the design-pane-specification-object is to store the informa-
tion needed to construct a design pane. The object has three major instance variables:
1. property-specifications-list
2. number-af-divisions
3. interactive-constraints
The property-specification-list stores a list of property-specifications. A
property-specification is an object which stores a property, its minimum value,
and its maximum value. ThIs information is used in forming design panes. The
number-of-divisions is used by the solution procedure to identify the feasible and
illfeasible regions for each of the constraints stored in the interactive-constraints
instance variable.
9.4 Preparation Configuration Comlnands
The following commands are available in the Preparation Configuration '8 Command
l\'1enu. The command definitions a.re in the file:
molecular-design:interactive-design-section;commands.lisp.
Allocate Constraints: Adds the selected interactive const.raints to each of tIle se-
lected design pane specification objects.
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Create Specification: Creates a specification object and adds it to the Design Panes
Specifications Pane.
Deselect all Interactive Constraints: Deselects all the selected interactive con-
straints displayed in the Interactive Constraints Pane.
Deselect all Specifications: Deselects all selected specifications displayed in the
Design Panes Specifications Pane.
Edit Allocation: This command prompts the designer to choose a design pane speci-
fication object. A menu is exposed querying the designer about keeping each constraint
currently allocated to the chosen specification object. The command removes all con-
straints the designer chose not to keep. In this manner constraints mistakenly allocated
ca.n be easily removed.
Form Design Panes: Each selected design pane specification object creates a design
space object. The physical property limits determine the extent of the design space's
axes. Each of the allocated constraints are solved using the input step size and the
procedure described in Section 9.2. The solved constraints are added to the design
space object. Finally, the design space object is added to the Design Pan~ Window
Pane of the Design Configuration and the system changes to the Design Configuration.
Remove all Interactive Constraints: Deletes all the interactive constraints dis-
played in the Interactive Constraints Pane.
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Remove all Specifications: Deletes all design pane specification objects from tile
Design Panes Specifications Pane.
Select all Interactive COl1straints: Selects all the unselected constraints displayed
in the Illteractive Constraints Pane.
Select all Specifications: Selects all the unselected design pane specification objects
displa)red in the Design Panes Specifications Pane.
Specify Property Linlits: Prompts the designer for a design pane specification
object. A menu is exposed querying the designer for the upper and lower bounds on
pllysicaillroperty values and the number of steps to be used ill the solution procedure.
Tllese values are queried for eacll fundamental physical property used in the allocated
interactive constraints.
9.5 Design Configuration Commands
The following commands are available in the Design Configuration's Command Menll.
Tile command definitions are in the file:
molecular-design:interactive-design-sectionjcommands.lisp.
Display Legend: Displays a table listing the symbol, constraint label, and constraiIlt
value for each of the design constraints displayed in a particular design pane. A design
pane is prompted for and the tal>le is displayed on a window resource exposed over the
Design Pane Window Pane.
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Display Saved Molecules: Displays all the saved design molecules known to the
system on a window resource exposed over the Design Pane Window Pane. Design
molcculea are saved using the Save Current Molecule conlmand.
Find Group: Prompts for the linear name of the group to be located. When a group
is found the Groups Menu Pane scrolls so this group is located at the top of the window.
Modify Constraint: This command allows the designer to modify any of tr~ con-
straints displayed in a design pane. ~Iodification can involve manipulating the con-
stra.int value except changing the occurrences of the physical properties. This is be-
cause the physical property axes of the design pane correspond to the properties used
in the constraint. Adding or deleting properties could necessitate a recalculation of the
dimensionality and axes of the entire design space. I did not implement any features
to accommodate so drastic a change.
~Iodifying a constraint by altering its values is a very powerful way to examine the
sensitivity of the feasibility region to changes in property values. This is extremely
inlportant since design specifications are initially made without knowledge of their
satisfiability.
This command first prompts for the design constraint which is to be modified. The
designer should click on anyone of the points which make up the constraint displayed
in a design pane. The constraint'8 label and value are displayed allowing the designer
to modify each. A typical modification of a constrairlt '5 value might be to change
(> (Pvp 273) 1.01)
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(9.1 )
to
(> (Pup 273) 2.02). (9.2)
Middle clicking on the displayed value allows the designer to edit the value. Left clickillg
will allow for the entry of a new value. It is recommended that the constraint '8 label also
be changed to reflect the mo<lification. This will keep the various graphical constraints
organized and facilitate identification when displaying the legend of a design pane.
Once the constraint '8 have been modified a new constraint is formed and added to
the design pane. I emphasize that the old constraint is not deleted. After the addition
of a new constraint the feasibility region is recomputed and redisplayed.
Redisplay all Groups: A number of procedures change the groups which are dis-
I>]a.yed in the Groups Menu Pane. This command redisplays all groups which are
consistent with the design panes displayed in the Design Pane Window Pane.
ReOl0ve all Design Panes: Deletes all the design pane objects from the Design
Pane \Vindow Pane.
Remove Displayed Molecules: All design molecules currently displayed in the
design panes of the Design Pane Window Pane are removed. Displayed group vectors
are 110t effected.
Remove Group Vectors: The displayed group vectors are removed from all the
design panes displayed in the Design Pane Window Pane.
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Remove Saved Molecules: The system maintains a list of all design molecules
formed by the Save Current Molecule command. This command removes all these
molecules.
Save Current Molecule: Forms a design-molecule from tIle current set of group
vectors. This command is used once the appropriate set of group vectors are chosen to
SfJan the space from the starting point to the feasible region.
Selection Assist: This command provides a menu containing commands to assist in
the selection of groups. The commands fall into two categories: Groups Display and
Sorting.
The Groups Display category has two options:
1. Display all Groups: Displays the group vectors for all the groups displayed in
the Groups Menu Pane in a chosen design pane.
2. Choose Angle: Limits the groups displayed in the Groups Menu Paile to
those whose group vectors satisfy specified angle constraints. The command first
prompts for a design pane. The command then prompts the designer to specify
the angle with the mouse. Those groups whose group vectors do not fall within
the specified angle are removed from the Groups Menu Pane.
The Sorting category has fouf options:
1. Sort by Magnitude: The command first prompts for a design pane. The groups
displayed in the Groups Menu Palle are then sorted with respect to the magnitude
of their group vectors displayed in the chosen design pane. The Groups Menu
Pane is redisplayed with the groups ordered from smallest to largest magnitude.
2. Sort by Angle: The command first prompts for a design pane. The groups
displayed in the Groups Menr Pane are then sorted with respect to the angle of
their group vectors displayed ifI the chosen design pane. The Groups Menu Pane
is redisplayed with the groups ordered from smallest to largest angle.
3. Sort by Closest Distance: The command prompts for a group vector. The
groups displayed in the Groups Menu Pane are sorted with respect to the distance
between their group vectors and the one chosen. The Groups Menu Pane is
redisplayed with the groups ordered from closest to furthest.
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4. Sort by Closest Angle: The command prompts for a group vector. The groups
disp1 yed in the Groups ~/lenu Pane are sorted with respect to the angle between
their graul.., l,'ectors and the one chosen. The Grollps Menu Pane is redisplayed
with the grou!)s ordered from closest to furthest.
Specify Groups: The groups displayed in the Groups Menu Pane can be restricted
using a variety of criteria. This command exposes a menu displaying the following
criteria:
Triple
Ring-Triple
Double
Ring-Double
Atoms Screening
Disallowed i\toms Required Atoms
Ring Class
Cyclic Acyclic Mixed
Global Valence
One T\vo Three Four
Free Bond Types
Single
Ring-Single
Groups not satisfying any of the criteria are removed from the Groups ivlenu Pane.
9.6 Section Discussion
The Preparation Section is a necessary intermediate step. Ho\vever, many of the fa-
cilities provided by the Preparation Configuration could be condensed into tile Design
Configuration. This requires improving the graphic functionality of design panes. The
ability to add new constraints to existing design panes, rescale, and zoom would facil-
itate the design process. Three dimensional design spaces are also necessary.
Interfacing the Design Configuration with the physical property data base would
enable existing compounds to be displayed in a design pane. The existing compounds
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could be "brought into" the design pane. This would allow existing compounds to be
used as the basis of evolutionary designs.
The solution procedure for interactive constraints can be significantly improved. To
present the feasible region and constraint ~dges it is necessary that all constraints be
soIv'ed at the same points. The existing solution procedure accomplished this. RUI1-
ning the solution procedure in a hie:archical manner would improve speed. The first
discretization would identify rectangles in which an edge occurs. This rectangle would
tIleD be further discretized and the solution procedure repeated.
9.7 Example Usage
We design refrigerants in this example. Two tasks must be performed: 1) entering
design pane specifications; 2) choosing appropriate group vectors. The Preparation
Configuration accomplishes the task of entering design pane specifications. The De-
sign Configuration displays the design panes, groups, and group vectors enabling the
designer to create molecules.
Entering Property Constraints
\\'e enter fouf constraints on pb.ysical properties important to refrigerants. These con-
straillts are entered in the Problem Formulation Section.
Action 9.1 MOu"'Je right on a empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configllrations of the system arranged by section.
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Action 9.2 Mouse left on the Problem Formulation Section Constraints C071figura-
lion.
The system changes configuration to the Problem Formulation Section. Enter the
following four constraints:
(> (Pvp 272.05) 1.4)
« (Pvp 316.4) 14)
(> (Hv 272.05) 18.4)
« (Cpl 294.2) 32.2)
The details of this entry is discussed in the Problem Formtllation Section Example
Usa.ge, Section 4.6.
Transforming Constraints
Our goal in transforming constraints for interactive design is to develop estimation
procedures which require two fundamental physical properties. Only tIle selected con··
straints are transformed.
Action 9.3 Afouse left on tIle Select All Constraints command.
All the constraints displayed in the Constraints Pane are selected.
Action 9.4 Mouse left on the Verify Constraints comma.nd.
The system reports that all constraints were verified.
All constraints were verified.
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Action 9.5 A-louse left on the Transform Constraints command.
The system coerces eaclt of the constraints into a transformed constraint. These trans-
formed constraints a.re added to the Target Transformation Section's Transformed Con-
straints Pane. 'fhe system th~n changes to the Target Transformation Section.
Action 9.6 A10use left on the Select All Transform€d Constraints command.
/"\11 the transformed constraints displayed in the Transformed Constraints Pane are
selected.
Action 9.7 Mouse h-sh-left on the Acentric-Factor (Pc Tbr) - Lee J(esler Acentr'ic
Factor -- Equation Orie·nled Technique.
ActiOl} 9.8 lVfouse h-sh-left on the Pc --+ (PI F2 F3) - Joback Pc Factor - Equation
Oriented Technique.
Action 9.9 Mouse h-sh-left on the Hvb -T (FI F2 F3) - Joback Hvb Factor - Equa-
tion Oriented Technique.
Action 9.10 Mouse h-sh-left on the Hv --+ (~Hvb Tc Tb) - ~Jratson Relation Tc
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 9.11 kfouse h-sh-left on the F2 --+ () - F2 Assum]Jtion - Equation Oriented
Tech·nique.
Action 9.12 Mouse h-sh-left on the F3 -~ () - Joback F3 - Gro1Lp Contribution
Tecl1nique.
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Action 9.13 Afouse h-sh-left on tlte Pl -.j. () - Joback Fl - Gl'"OUP Contribution
Technique.
Action 9.14 Mouse h-sh-left on the Cpl -+ (Cpv omega Tc) - Rowlinson Cpl --
Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 9.15 Afouse h-sh-left on the Cpv -+ (Ft F2 F3) - Joback Cpt, 298 Factor -
Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 9.16 kfouse h-sh-left on the Tc -+ (FI F2 F3 ) - Joback Tc Factor - Equa-
tion Oriented Techrtique.
Action 9.17 Mouse h-sh-left on the Tbr -+ (Tb Tc) - Tbr Definition - Equation
Oriented Techrtique.
Action 9.18 J.\1ouse h-sh-left on the Tb ---+ (F1 F2 F3 ) - Joback Tb Factor - Equa-
tion Oriented Technique.
Action 9.19 Afouse h-sh-left on the Pvp -+ (Tb Tc Pc) - Riedel Plank Miller Tc
Biased - Equation Oriented Technique.
Action 9.20 Mouse left on the Apply Selected Tecllniques command.
All transformed constraints contain only two fundamental physical properties and
no non-fundamental pllysical properties.
Action 9.21 Mouse left on the Check Fundamentality comrrtand.
The system reports that all constraints were verified:
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All Selected Constraints have been Reduced to Fundamental Prop-
erties.
Action 9.22 kfouse left on the Check Dimensionality command.
The system reports that all constraints were verified.
All Selected Constraints are of Dimension 3 or Less.
Design Pane Preparation
Constraints are entered into the Preparation Configuration only from the Target Trans-
formation Section.
Action 9.23 Mouse left on the Make Interactive command.
The system checks each of the transformed constraints for dependency only on fllnda-
mental physical properties and for a dimensionality of 3 or less. If all the transformed
constraints satisfy these checks the system prints messages noting tllis:
All Selected Constraints are of Dimension 3 or Less.
All Selected Constraints have been Reduced to Fundamental Prop-
erties.
The system then coerces each of tile transformed constraints into interactive constraints,
adds these constraints to the Preparation Configuration '8 Interactive Constraints Pane,
and chi\nges to the Preparation Configuration.
The specifications of a design pane are entered into a design-pane-specification
object. Specifications include:
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1. The constraints to be displa.yed in the design space.
2. The axes of the design SpftCe.
3. TIle upper and lower bounds on each of the axes.
4. The number of divisions used in solving the constraints.
\\'e begin by creating a design-pane-specification object.
Action 9.24 Afouse left on th.e Create Specification command.
A design-pane-specification object is created and added to the Specifications Pane.
The new specifications object contains no constraints and thus has no information on
axes or axes limits.
'rVe now specify which constraints are to be displayed in the design space to be
created. In this example we add all fOUf of our refrigera.nt design constraints to the
specificatioIls object.
Action 9.25 Nlouse left on the Select All Interactive Constraints command.
Action 9.26 l110use left on the Select All Specifications command.
Action 9.27 Mouse left OTt the Allocate Constraints command.
TIle Allocate Constraints command collects all of the selected constraints in the
Interactive Constraints Pane and adds them to each of the selected specifications object
displayed in the Specifications Pane.
The system determines the axes of the design pa,ne to be created. Each physical
property known to the system has a default nlinimum and maximum value specified.
These are displayed in the specifications object. The number of steps used to solve the
constraints defaults to 25.
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To improve the appearance of the design space we increase tIle number of steps
from 25 to 80.
Action 9.28 Mouse left on the Specify Property Limits command.
rrhe system prompts for a specification object:
Enter a Specification Object:
Action 9.29 Mouse left on· the Design Pane 1 design pane specifications object.
The system exposes a menu prompting for the minimum, maximum, and number of
steps for each of the physical property axes.
Action 9.30 Mouse left on the number 25 appearing after the Number of Steps:
prom.pt under the Fl axis.
The number changes to a blinking cursor awaiting input.
Action 9.31 Type in the number 80. Press the return key when the entry is complete.
The process is repeated for the F3 axis.
Action 9.32 ltr[ouse left on the number 25 appearing after the Number of Steps:
prompt under the F3 axis.
The number changes to a blinking cursor awaiting input.
Action 9.33 Type in the number 80. Press the retu'm key when the entry is com.plete4
Action 9.34 Press the ENTER key when both e1!tries are complete.
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The number of steps for both axes is replaced in the design pane specifications object.
TIle Specifications Pane is redisplayed to show the new values.
Now tllat the specifications have been entered the system constrllcts a design pane.
Designing Interactively
Once the specifications are entered into a design pane specifications ol)ject tIle next
step is to use these specifications to create a design space. The system creates a design
space for each of the design pane specification3 object selected in the Specifications
Pane.
Action 9.35 Mouse left on the Select all Specifications command.
Action 9.36 Afouse left on the Form Design Panes command.
The s:ystem creates a design pane, adds this pane to the Design Pane of the Design
Configuration, and changes to the Design Configuration. Specifying an 80 x80 grid
causes the system to take approximately 5 minutes to solve the constraints.
Once the system has solved the constraints it forms a design pane, changes to the
Design Configuration, and adds the design pane to the Design Pane \Vindow Pane. The
grollps for each of the fundamental physical properties composing the design panes axes
are intersected. The resulting intersection of groups is displayed in the Groups Menu
Pane.
We resize the design pane.
Action 9.37 Afouse left on the Resize Design Pane command.
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The system prompts for a design pane to be resized:
Enter a design pane to be resized:
Action 9.38 Mouse left on the 20-active-graph displayed in the Design Pane Win-
dow Pane.
The mouse cursor moves to the Design Pane Window Pane and changes into an upper-
left corner.
Action 9.39 Mouse left near the upper left corner of the Design Pane ~Vindow Pane.
This positions the new upper left corner of the design space. The mouse cursor now
appears as a lower rigllt corner. As you move the mouse a "rubber-banding box" is
dra,vn connecting the affixed upper left corner and the lower right corner mouse cursor.
This box roughly shows the new size of the design space.
Action 9.40 Mouse left near the lower right corner of the Design Pane Window
Pane.
TIle constraints are denoted on the design pane using geometric symbols. A legend
explains the meaning of each symbol.
Action 9.41 Mouse left on the Display Legend command.
The system prompts for a design pane:
Enter a Design Pane:
Action 9.42 Mouse left on our design pane displayed in the Design Pane Window
Pane.
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TIle system displays a legend detailing the syrnbol, constraint name, and constraint
value for each of the constraints displayed in our design pane.
Action 9.43 Press the space bar.
Group vectors are "sampled" by placing the mouse over a group displayed in the
Grollps Menu Pane.
Action 9.44 Move the mouse over the -CH3 group displayed zn the Groups iVle'nu
Pane.
A temporary group vector is drawn on our design pane. Temporary group vectors are
denoted by dashed arrows. Figure 9.7 sho\ved what the screen displays should resemble.
If \ve had multiple design panes, the group vector would be drawn on all design panes.
To include a grollp in a design molecule the designer chooses the group.
Action 9.45 Mouse m-s-left on the -CH3 group displayed in the Groups fl,tftnu Pane.
The terllporary group vector is replaced by a permanent group vector. Permanent
group vectors are denoted by a solid arrow $ The origin of group vectors no\v moves to
the head of our -CH3 group vector.
Action 9.46 ilfouse m-s-left on the -Cl group displayed in the Groups Menu Pa.ne.
Choosing this second group forms a design molecule which satisfies our constraints.
Action 9.47 Mouse left on the Save Current Molecule command.
Tllis resets the origin allowing a ne\v design to begin. Displayirlg several molecules
simultaneously is confusing.
Action 9.48 kfouse left on the Remove Displayed Molecules com1nand.
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Chapter 10
Molecule Evaluation Section
The Evaluation Section provides facilities for estimating molecules' physical properties.
Estimating physical properties is especially useful when formulating the design target
and evaluating designed molecules. During problem formulation we may need to esti-
mate the properties of compounds currently in use. In final evaluation we would like
to have the property profile of the designed compounds available for inspection.
One of the major objectives of the Evaluation Section is to provide estimation
techniques of the highest accuracy. These estirrtation techniques may not be appropriate
for use in the design procedures. They would thus serve as an additional check to verify
the efficacy of any molecules designed.
The Evaluation Section is divided into two configurations: 1) Specifications Con-
figuration; 2) Values Configl1ration. The main task of the Specifications Configuration
is to provide facilities for the creation of an estimation procedure. The Values Config-
uration applies these estimation procedures to input molecules.
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10.1 Section Layout
The screen layout of the Specifications Configuration is shov/n in Figure 10.1. The
screen real estate is used by six panes:
Evaluation Section Specifications Configuration Title Pane: Displays the title
of the Specifications Configuration.
Procedure Development Pane: This pane is the major focus of the Specifications
Configuration. Estimation procedures are displayed in this pane in a decision tree
representation. The designer creates an estimation procedure by choosing from the
displayed estimation techniques. Estimation procedures are developed in a tree-like
manner.
Documentation Entry Pane: This is a Zwei editor used to enter documentation for
newly created estimation procedures. This pane should be replaced in future versions
of the software by an md-editor resource.
Procedures Pane: This pane displayed all the estimation procedures known to the
system. When an estimation procedure is created it is given a "pretty-name". It is this
pretty name which is displayed.
i\/Iolecular Design Interaction Pane: The interactor pane for accepting commands
and input.
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Molecule Evaluation Sect;ion: SpecificBcions Configurst:;ion
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Figure 10.1: Evaluation Section Specifications Configuration Screen
Evaluation Section Specifications Configuration Commands Menu~ The com-
mand menu containing commands relevant to the Specifications Configuration.
TIle screen layout of the Values Configuration is shown in Figure 10.2. The screen
real estate is used by six panes:
Evaluation Section Values Configuration Title Pane: Displays the title of the
Values Configuration.
Selection Choice Pane: This pane is an AVV-pane.. Its purpose is to allow the
designer to specify how physical properties are estimated.. The idea was that for a
particular physical property, Pup for example, there might be several estimation pro-
cedures. One of these would be designated as the default estimation procedure. If a
molecule's Pvp was being estimated and Default was selected in the Selection Choice
Pane then the default Pup estimation procedure would be used. If Prompt was selected
in tIle Selection Choice Pane the designer would be requested to choose from all the
estima~ion procedures available for Pvp. The facility is not currently operational. 'l'he
system is iIi Prompt mode.
Estimated Values Pane: This pane is the major focus of the Value Configura-
tion. Molecules are displayed in this pane along with any of their estimated physical
properties.
Groups Pane: Molecules can be entered in by selecting a collection of groups from
those displayed in the Groups Pane.
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Figure 10.2: Evaluation Section Specifications Configuration Screen
l\1olecular Design Interaction Pane: TIle ~nteractorpane for accepting commands
and input.
Evaluation Section Values Configuration Commands Menu: TIle command
menu containing ~ommands relevant to the Values Configuration.
10.2 Section Operation
The Evaluation Section addresses two tasks: 1) development of estimation procedures
from estimation techniques kno\\'n to the system; 2) estimation of molecules' physical
properties using these estimation procedures. The development of estimation proce-
dures is done by the Specifications Configuration. The estimation of physical properties
is done by the Values Configuration.
10.2.1 Estilllation Procedure Development
Estimation procedures estimate a molecule's physical properties given its molecular
structure and temperature and pressure if needed. Developing a new estimation proce-
dure occurs in the Specifications Configuration. The Create Estimation Procedure
command prompts for the physical property to be estimated and the name of the ne\v
procedure. Once this information has been entered the system creates an estimation
proced.ure graph object which is displayed in the Procedures Development Pane. Fig-
ure 10.3 shows the initial display of a new estimation procedure.
Using the Choose Technique command we select the estimation techniques which
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Figure 10.3: Display of Initial Pvp Estimation Procedure
compose the estimation procedure. The choice of one estimation technique lnay neces-
sitate the choice of another. Figure 10.4 shows the state of our estimatiol1 procedure
after choosing the Riedel-Plank-~lillerTbr EOT to estimate Pup. Choosing estimation
techniques continues until all of the leaf physical properties are specified. Figure 10.5
S)10WS the final state of our new estirnatioll procedure. The Document Technique
command provides information useful in deciding between estimation techniqu.es. The
Respecify Property command enables the designer to change his or her estimation
technique choice.
The Activate Procedure command translates the decision tree specified by our
estimation procedure grapll into a LISP function. This function is stored in an esti-
mation procedure object and displayed in the Procedures Pane. The Edit Procedure
Documentation command allows the designer to enter documentation for the newly
created procedure.
10.282 Physical Property EstilTIation
The estimation procedures developed in the Specifications Configuration are used to
estimate the physical properties of molecules. Molecules displayed in the Estimated
Values Pane are capable of having their properties estimated. A molecule can be en-
tered into the Estimated Values Pane in two ways. The Menu Enter Molecule
command displays all the estimated molecules known to the system in a window re-
source exposed over the Estimated Values Pane. Estimated molecules are created by
the Save Current Molecule of the Interactive Design Section '8 Design Configuratiol1.
Choosing a molecule from this display enters it into the Estimated Values Pane. The
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Figure 10.4: Display of Intermediate Pvp Estimation Procedure
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Figure 10.5: Display of Final Pvp Estimation Procedure
Group Enter Ivlolecule command prompts the designer for a sequence of groups.
The groups are collected and formed into an estimated molecule object. This molecule
is then added to the Estimated Values Pane.
Once a molecule has been entered into the Estimated Values Pane its physical
properties can be estimated. The Estimate Property command prompts the de-
signer for a property. If this property is dependent upon state variables, e.g. Pup is
dependent upon temperature, then a sequence of their values is prompted for. TIle
Estimate Property command estimates properties only for the selected molecules
displaJred in the Estimated Values Pane. Selection of molecules is done by done using
a shift-hyper-left mouse gesture. Each molecule displayed its estimated properties.
Figure 10.6 shows Pvp estimated at the temperaturetJ: 250, 275, 3eD, 325, 350, 375, and
400, for dichlorodifltloromethane.
10.3 Specifications Configuration Objects
The six major objects used in the Specifications Configuration are:
1. graph-node
2. technique-node
3. value-node
4. property-node
5. estimation-procedure-graph
6. estimation-procedure
The definitions for these objects and their associated functions are in the file:
molecular-design:evaluationjobjects.lisp.
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Figure 10.6: Estimated Pvp for Dichlorodifluoromethane
The instance variables and important functionality for each of these objects is discussed.
TIle graph-node object is a base object on which the technique-node, value-node,
property-node, and estimation-procedure-graph objects are built. It provides two
illstance variables:
1. parent
2. children
\vhich store the objects composing the estimation procedure graph. The display-graph
method uses tIle information stored in these instance variables to display the graph.
Value-node and technique-node objects do not have children. The value-node
contains the single instance variable: value, which contains the physical property's
value specified by the designer. The technique-node contains the single instance
variable: technique, which contains the estimation technique object chosen by the
designer. Ea.ch node object has its own md-present-self method.
Property-node objects contain two instance variables:
1. property
2. technique
The physical property being estimated is stored in the property instance variable.
The estimation technique chosen by the designer is stored in the technique instance
variable.
The three major tasks a, property-node object must perform are: 1) presenting
itself; 2) storing the chosen estimation technique or value; 3) creating LISP code to
perform the estimation. The Choose Technique calls the update-property-node
method. This method stores the designer's choice for an estimation technique and
updates the appropriate nodes. The activate-self method creates the LISP function
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which estimates the property by the chosen techniques. The md-present-self method
presents the object differently depending upon whether or not an estimation technique
has been selected.
The estimation-procedure-graph object stores the graph's starting node. It is
tile estimation-procedure-graph object which is displayed in the Procedure Devel-
opment Pane. The estimation-procedure object has two instance variables:
1. estimated-property
2. estimation-function
\Vllich store the information needed for physical property estimation. The save-to-file
method of the estimation-procedure-graph object writes the estimation procedure
to file.
10.4 Values Configuration Objects
The two major objects used in the Values Configuration are:
1. estimated-molecule
2. estimated-property
The definitions for these objects and their associated functions are in tIle file:
molecular-design:evaluation;objects.lisp.
The instance variables and important functionality for each of these objects is discussed.
The estimated-molecule object has two instance variables:
1. groups
2. property-values
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The groups instance variable stores the groups which make up the molecule. The
property-values instance variables contains a list of estimated-property objects.
Estimated-property objects estimate physical property "alues. Each estima-
ted-property object estimates a specific property for a specific molecule. The object
is presented in a variety of "lays depending upon the presence or absence of state
variable dependence.
10.5 Specifications Configuration Comlnands
The following commands are available in the Specifications Configuration's Command
Menu. The command definitions are in the file:
molecular-design:evaluation;commands.lisp.
Actjvate Procedure: Once estimation techniques are chosen for all required physical
properties this command begins the process of forming the LISP code which implements
the estimation procedure. The command first prompts for an estimation procedure
graph. This graph is chosen from those displayed in the Procedure Development Pane.
The command verifies that all nodes were specified. The LISP function is then formed.
Tllis function is stored in an estimation procedure object along with the estimated
physical property and the procedure's name. Finally the new estimation procedure
object is added to the Procedures Pane.
Cll00se Technique: During procedure development the system collects applicable
estimation techniques for each property of the estimation procedure. Tllese estimation
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techniques are displayed as the children of the property being connected to the property
node by arrows. To specify a particular estimation technique the designer first selects
this command and then chooses the desired technique. The estimation procedure dis-
play is updated to show the property is estimated by the chosen technique.
Clear Development Pane: This removes all the objects from the Procedure Devel-
opment Pane.
Create Estimation Procedure: This command begins the process of developing
a new estimation procedure. The designer is first prompted for the physical property
the new estimation procedure will estimate. All the properties known to the system
are displayed in a window resource exposed over the Procedures Pane. After selecting
the physical property the designer is prompted to name the new estimation procedure.
The names of all existing estimation procedures are displayed in the Procedures Pane.
The physical property and procedure name are used to create an estimation proce-
dure graph object. This new object is added to the Procedure Development Pane.
Deselect all Procedures: This command deselects all the estimation procedures
displayed in the Procedures Pane. Selection is used by the Save Selected Procedures
COITlmand.
Document Procedure: Displays the procedure's documentation in a win.dow re-
source exposed over the Procedure Development Pane. The commarld prompts the
designer for an estimation procedl1re. All estimation proc~dures known to the system
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are displayed in the Procedures Pane. The documentation of-an estin1ation procedure
can be modified using the Edit Procedure Documentation command.
Document Technique: Displays the techniques's documentation ill a windo'N re-
source exposed over the Procedure Development Pane. The command prompts the
designer for an estimation technique. Any of the estimation techniques displayed in
the Procedure Development Pane are available for selection.
Edit Procedure Documentation: Places the documentation for a chosen estima-
tion procedure in the Documentation Editing Pane. This pane is a Zwei editor and
thus provides complete editing facilities. The command first prompts the designer for
an estimation procedure. Termination of editing is done by pressing the <End> key.
All carriage returns are removed from the entered documentation. The resulting string
is stored in the estimation procedure object.
Redisplay Development Pane: Redisplays all the objects of the Procedure Devel-
opment Pane.
Respecify Property: This command enables the designer to change the specified
estimatioll technique for a particular property. The command prompts the designer
for a property node. All estimation techniques and property nodes emanating from
tllis property node are removed. They are replaced with all the estimation techniques
applicable to estimate the property.
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Save Selected Procedures: Sa,'es each of the selected procedures of the Procedures
Pane into the file:
molecular-design:evaluation;procedure-instance.lisp.
Specify Value: Occasionally it is desirable to specify a value for a physical property.
This is useful when investigating a new estimation technique. This command first
prompts the designer for a physical property. Next the designer is prompted for a
'lalue for this physical property. The value is displayed as the child of the physical
property graphically being connected by an arrow.
10.6 Values Configuration Commands
The following commands are listed in the Command Menu of the Evaluation Section.
The definitions of these commands are in the file:
molecular-design:evaluation;commands.lisp.
Clear Estimated Values Pane: Removes all the molecules and their estimated
properties from the Estimated Values Pane.
Deselect all Molecules: Deselects all the molecules displayed in the Estimated Val-
ues Pane. Selection is used by the Estimate Property command.
Estimate Property: Estimates values for a chosen physical property for each of
the selected molecules of the Estimated Values Pane. The command first prompts the
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designer for a phj'sical property to be estimated. The physical properties kno\vn to t]le
system are displayed in a window resource exposed over the Groups Pane. Values for
any required state variables are prompted for. The chosen physical property is then
estimated for each selected molecule displayed in the Estimated Values Pane. The
estimated values are displayed for each molecule.
Group Enter Molecule: The estimation procedures currently used in the system
all use group contribution techniques to estimate physical properties directly from
molecular structure. Entering a molecule for estimation thus consists of entering its
groups. This command prompts the designer for a sequence of groups. These groups
are stored in an estimated molecule object and displayed in the Estimated Values Pane.
Menu Enter Molecule: The interactive design section '8 Save Current Molecule
cOlnmand creates an estimated molecule object. This molecule is placed on a list
accessible to the rest of the system. The Menu Enter Molecule command allows
the designer to select molecules from this list for display in the Estimated Values Pane
thus allowing for property estimation.
Plot Dependent Property: Physical properties which are dependent upon state
variables are able to plotted using the graph facilities of the Data Base Section. The
command prompts the designer for an estimated physical property displayed in tIle
Estimated Values Pane. The configuration is then changed to the Plot Configuration
of the Data Base Section. A plot is constructed of the physical property versus its
state variables values. If the physical property is dependent upon more than one state
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variable the designer is prompted to choose one.
Figure lO.i shows the Estimated Values Pane with a number of molecules displayed.
The first molecule in the pane, dichlofodifluoromethane, has had its Pup estimated at
six temperatures. Choosing the Plot Dependent Property command the system
c}langes to the Plot Configuration of the Data Base Section and creates a plot of Pup
v's. T. This plot is shown ill Figure 10.8.
Select all Molecules: Selects all the molecules displa.yed in the Estimated Values
Pane. Selection is used by the Estimate Property command.
10.7 Section Discussion
The "decision tree" approach the Evaluation Section uses to construct estimation pro-
cedures is clear and simple. I believe that this approach should be considered for
other systems which are investigating methods for organized, flexible construction of
equations. The Target Transformation Section should be reimplemented along these
lines.
Completing the implementation of "d.efault estimation proLedures 1' would enable
the system to suggest portions of new estimation procedures. This wOllld be very
useful for complex estimation procedures. Such a "default" system would be extremely
applicable to the Target Transfornlation Section. This possibility is discussed further
in Chapter 7.
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Figure 10.8: Estimated Pvp vs. T Plot
10.8 Section Example
These instructions detail a step-by-step example usage of the E'laluatioll Section. In
this example we:
1. Create a new estimation procedure.
2. Enter molecules for estimation.
3. Estimate physical properties.
Move to the Specifications Configuration
If the current configuration is not the Evaluation Section's Specifications Configuration
the first task is to change configurations.
Action 10.1 Mouse right on an empty area of the screen.
A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged by section.
Action 10.2 Mouse left on the Molecule Evaluation Section Specifications Configu-
ration.
The system changes configuration to the Specifications Configuration.
Creating an Estimation Procedure
The Specifications Configuration provides facilities for developing estimation proce-
dures. We develop an estimation procedure for estimating the vapor pressure.
Action 10.3 Mouse left on the Create Estimation Procedure command.
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IThe system first prompts for the property to be estimated:
Enter the Property to be Estimated:
The physical properties known to the system are displayed in a window resource exposed
o\"cr the Procedures Pane. The physical properties are arranged by property class.
Action 10.4 Mouse left on the Vapor Pressure propert1l displayed in the exposed
window resource.
The system keeps track of estimation procedures using names specified by the designer.
The Procedures Pane lists the names of all estimation procedures known to the system.
The system prompts for a name for our ne\v procedure:
Enter a Narne for this New Procedure:
Action 10.5 Type into the Aloleeular Design Interaction Pane: Pvp New. Press return
when the entry is complete.
The system displays the initial tree structure consisting of the property being esti-
mated, Pup, and the estimation techniques known to the system which estimate it. The
display of the system at this point should be similar to Figure 10.3.
We now choose estimation techniques:
Action 10.6 klo'Use left on the Choose Technique command.
The system prompts for an estimation-technique-node:
Enter an Estimation Technique Node:
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Action 10.7 Afotlse left on the estimation technique node:
P~.p -. (Tb Tbr Pc) - Riedel Plank "'filler Tbr Biased
displayed in the Procedure Developrn.ent Pane.
The chosen estimation techniqlle is "assigned" to the physical property. The physical
property display is changed to display tIle physical property \vith tlie chosen techniqtle
displayed beneath it. The required properties of the estimati()n technique are displayed
as the children of this new node. Figure 10.9 shows the appearance of the system after
these actions.
We continue to choose estimation techniques:
Action 10.8 Mouse left on the Choose Technique command.
The system prompts for an estimation-technique-node:
Enter an Estimation Technique Node:
Action 10.9 Mouse left on the estimation technique node:
Tb --. () - Joback Tb
displayed in the Procedure Development Pane.
Action 10.10 Alouse left on tile Choose Technique comm.and_
The system prompts for an estimation-technique-node:
Enter an Estimation Technique Node:
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Figure 10.9: Estimation Technique Choices after Pup Technique Selection
Action 10.11 Afouse left on the estimation technique node:
Tbr -. (Tbr*) - Jnback Tbr klodification
displayed in the Procedure Development Pane.
Action 10.12 klouse left on the Choose Technique command.
The system prompts for an estimation-technique-node:
Enter an Estimation Technique Node:
Action 10.13 Alotlse left on the estimation technique node:
Pc -. (Pc*) - Joback Pc Modification
displayed in the Procedure Development Pane.
Action 10.14 klouse left on the Choose Technique command.
The system prompts for an estimation-technique-node:
Enter an Estimation Technique Node:
Action 10.15 Jtfouse left on the estimation technique node:
Tbr* --r () - Joback Tbr*
displayed in the Procedure Development Pane.
Action 10.16 Mouse left on th.e Choose Technique C0T11mand.
The system prompts for an estimation-technique-node:
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Enter an Estimation Technique Node:
Action 10.17 Alouse left on the estimation technique node:
Pc* --. () - Joback Pc*
displayed in the Procedure Development Pane.
All the estimation techniques are now chosen. The system display resembles Fig-
ure 10.5. The technique specifications displa:yed in the New Pvp estimation procedure
graph are now used to form the LISP code implementing the procedure.
Action 10.18 Afouse left on the Activate Procedure command.
The system prompts for an estimation-procedure-graph:
Enter an Estimation Procedure Graph:
Action 10.19 Afouse left on the Pvp New estimation procedure graph displayed in
the Procedure Development Pane.
The system constructs the LISP function and adds the name of our new estimation
procedure to the Procedures Pane.
Entering Molecules
The Values Configuration provides facilities for using the developed estimation proce-
dures. The first task is to move to the Values Configuration.
Action 10.20 kfouse right on an empty area of the sc'reen.
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A menu is exposed containing all the configurations of the system arranged by section.
Action 10.21 Mouse left on the Evaluation Section Configuration.
The system changes configuration to the Data Configuration.
We enter the molecules whose properties are being estimated.
Action 10.22 Mouse left on the Group Enter Molecule command.
The system prompts for a sequence of groups:
Enter a Sequence of Groups:
We enter the five groups which make up 1,1,2-trifluoroethane.
Action 10.23 kfouse left on the >CH- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.24 klouse left on the -CH2- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.25 Afouse left on the -F group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.26 Mouse left on the -F group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.27 Mouse left on the -F group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Actioll 10.28 Once these groups are entered press the return key.
The system collects the entered grol1ps and forms an estimated-molecule. This mol-
ecule is named "Estimated ~Ifolecule 1" and added to the Estimated Values Pane.
We enter two more molecules:
Action 10.29 Mouse left on the Group Enter Molecule command.
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The system prompts for a sequence of groups:
Enter a Sequence of Groups:
\Ve enter the five groups which make up dichlorodifluoromethane.
Action 10. 30 ~'JO?ISe left on the >C< group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.31 l~fouse left on the -Cl group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.32 lvlouse left on the -Cl group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.33 Mouse left on the -F group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.34 Mouse left on the -F group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.35 Once these groups are entered press the return key.
The system collects the entered groups and forms an estimated-molecule. This mol-
eCl1le is named "Estimated ~101ecule 2" and added to the Estimated Values Pane.
\Ve enter one more molecule:
Action 10.36 Mouse left on the Group Enter Molecule command.
The s}pstem pronlpts for a sequence of groups:
Enter a Sequence of Groups:
We enter the seven groups which make up heptane.
Action 10.37 Mouse left on the -CH3 group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.38 Mouse left on the -CH2- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
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Action 10.39 Afouse left on the -CH2- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.40 Mouse left on the -CH2- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.41 Afouse left on the -CH2- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.42 Afouse left on the -CH2- group displayed in the Groups Pane.
Action 10.43 Mouse left on the -CH3 group displayed in the Groups Pane..
Action 10.44 Once these groups are entered press the return key.
The s)'stem collects the entered groups and forms an estimated-molecule. This mol-
ecule is named "Estimated Molecule 3" and added to the Estimated Values Pane.
Estimating Properties
l"lle system estimates the properties for all selected molecules displa)red in the Esti-
mated Values Pane.
Action 10.45 Mouse left on the Select All Molecules comma1ld.
Action 10.46 Mouse left on the Estimate Property comma1td.
The system prompts for the property to be estimated:
Enter the property to be estimated:
Tile physical properties known to the system are displayed in a window resource exposed
over the Groups Pane.
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Action 10.47 Mouse left on the Vapor Pressure physical property displayed in the
ufindow resource.
Since the vapor pressllre is temperature dependent, the system prurnpts for a se-
quence of temperatures:
Enter a sequence of Temperature Vall1es:
Action 10.48 Type in the following sequence 0.' te'r"peratures:
300 325 350 375 400
Separate the entries by commas. Do not put a space after the comma; the system does
this for you.
Action 10.49 Once the sequence of temperatures is entered press the return key.
Tile system pronlpts for an estimation procedure to use to estimate the VB/par pressure:
Enter an Estimation Procedure~
Applicable estimation procedures are displayed in a window resource exposed over the
Groups Pane.
Action 10.50 Afouse left on the Pvp New estimation procedure.
The system estimates the vapor pressure at five specified temperatures for each of the
estimated molecules displayed in the Estimated Values Pane.
Action 10.51 Mouse left on the Deselect All Molecules command.
Figure 10.10 shows the screen display.
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Figure 10.10: Estimating Pvp Values for Three Molecules
Plotting Estimates
TIle system provides the facility for plotting temperattlre or pressure dependent physical
properties.
Action 10.52 Mouse left on the Plot Dependent Property command.
The system prompts for an estimated physical property:
Enter a Dependent Estimated Property:
Action 10.53 Afouse left on the estimated Pvp values displayed Jror Estimated Mole-
cule i.
The system changes to the Data Base Section's Plot Configuration. The estimated PtJp
values are plotted as a function of temperature.
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Chapter 11
Final Remarks
rhe previous chapters describe the implementation of my molecular design system.
Each chapter describes a section of the implementation. In this final chapter I present
some conclusions and some general comments on possible future directions.
11.1 System Status
Despite several limitations identified in previous chapters, the system stands complete
in its ability to design molecules via my interactive and automatic design procedures.
Supporting facilities for displaying data, estimating physical properties, creating new
grollps, and entering new estimation techniques are available and functional.
11.2 Extending the System
The system can be extended in two directions: 1) Entering additional physical prop-
erties and estimation techniqlles enables the system to design more classes of chemical
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}JrOCltlcts; 2) Improving tile underlying algorithms - increasing the speed of the auto-
matic design's search procedure and the interactive design's solution procedure.
The structure of many physical property estimation techniques preclude their use in
tIle current algorithms. UNIFAC and molecular modeling techniques are two examples.
Invest.igating such new techniques will lead to fundamental changes in the algorithms
used or entirely new algorithms.
Improving the efficiency of the automatic design algorithm would permit performing
numerous case studies. These case studies could concentrate on evaluating di'vision and
expansion strategies.
My recommendation is to use the design of Ilew classes of physical properties to
improve and add to the existing algorithms. Support facilities for developing estimation
techniques need to be extended. Tools for analyzing estimation techniques need to be
added.
11.3 LISP
I~ISP is an amazing language. My computer experience was typical of a chemical en-
gineer. In freshman year I took a half semester course on FORTRAN programming.
After writing numerous programs throughout my undergraduate days and conducting
rn)' master's thesis research entirely in FORTRAN I had a very good command of the
langllage. Coming from a FORTRf\N background the idea of implementing large pro-
grams which were easily modifiable, incrementally changeable, consisting of numerous
data structures, and able to perform a multitude of complex tasks seemed impossible.
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On exposure to LISP suddenly these and more tasks not only seemed possible but a
natural outgrowth of the langllage itself.
I feel a great disservice has been paid to the large number of people ,vho constantly
yearn to understand the new developments in AI and computer science. The concepts of
mo(iularity, ease of modification, incremental development, and automatic code gener-
ation which are extolled by expert systems and object oriented languages are portrayed
as :'evolutionary concepts. They are revolutionary only to those individuals who have
not programmed in LISP.
Recommendation: LEARN LISP.
11.4 Persistence
One of the major problems with the construction of complex data structures is the in-
ability to store these structures in files for future use. Typical file system operations are
inadeqllate to provide the capabilities to edit and store structures easily. Unfortunately
tIle remedy for this problem is typically to simplify the data structure.
~.fatlY of the objects used to represellt properties, estimation techniques, and groups
\vere designed to facilitate file storage. However, once stored these objects can only be
further manipulated by editing the file they are stored in with a conventional text
editor.
Object oriented data-bases provide an excellent solution to the problem of object
storage. The data-bases provide the same powerful representation capabilities as flavors
bllt are designed to allow data storage with no additional implemerltation by the user.
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I recolnmend object oriented data-bases be considered for any future development.
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Appendix A
Linear N allles
Linear codes are extremely important for entering molecular structures into the com-
puter. Wiswesser Line Notation(WLN)[15] is the most widely used notation. The
Sm}-les Code is now gaining popularity. Besides the ability to enter molecular structure
information via non graphics terminals, the speed and accuracy of entry is improved.
I have simply named each of the groups used in the system. The majority of the
names are obtained directly from their molecular formulas. Some groups have names
not derivable from their molecular formulas. Table A.I shows these names. Adaptation
of either Wiswesser Line Notation or the Smiles Code or strict adherence to the IUPAC
naming convention is recommended for future work.
I constructed a character style with five new characters:
-r
r
> >
r r
r
<
r
<
r
The character style is named Group.Roman.Normal. Since there are no keys for such
characters on the Symbolics keyboard it was necessary to reassign certain keys. I
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Table A.I: Complex Groups' Linear Names
Group Name
1)
-@- pphenyl
2) -CH2-@- -CH2-pphenyl
3) -CH2-@-CH2- -CH2-pphenyl-·CH2-
4)
-@-CH2-@- -pphenyl-CH2-pphenyl-
5) 0 0 -pphenyl-pphenyl-
0
II
6) -O-C-O- -O-COO-
chose to reassign some of the symbol keys. These are not frequently used. Thus whell
tIle current character style is Group.Roman.Normal typing a sh-sy-p produces the
character <i. instead of the character 1r. In all other character styles and in hardcopy
the character will be displayed as 1r. Table A.2 shows the list of redefined symbol
Table A.2: Bond Symbols
Bond Symbol
r f3
r
> •r
> A
rr
< f
r
< 1r
r
- -
Key Sequencet
sh-sy-b
sy-'
sy-q
sh-sy-e
sh-sy-p
sh-sy_l
t sh =the shift key; sy = the synlbol key.
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characters and keystrokes for the six new "bond" characters.
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Appendix B
Preparation
Understanding the implementation of my molecular design system requires understand-
ing the LISP la.nguage and the Symbolics environment. My system is implemented in
Synlhotics Common LISP(SCL). SeL is a superset of Common LISP containing many
extensions developed by Symbolics. In this appendix I present an outline for learning
SCL and the Symbolics development environment.
One word of advice. LISP is a language of great power and subtlety. A handful
of primitives enable you to program impressive applications. Over time you will find
that LISP's explicit sroping, ability to treat code as data, and sirnple syntax result
in an extremely well organized language and code. Appreciating this organization
will enable you to produce applications of immense power. However, to obtain this
appreciation you must continually strive to improve your programming. This means
reexamining your code for improved ways of implementation. Your manager or advisor
will probably see this as a.waste of time. "If it works, why fix it?" However, remember
that as you continue to build your structure ever higher you had better check the
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foundation to ensure it ca·n handle the additional bllrden. To those who berate you for
being unproductive, simply ask them how many thousands of lines of LISP code have
they written.
B.l References
I refer to five references in this appendix:
1. Common LISP by Guy L. Steele Jr.[16]
2. LISP by Patrick Winston and Berthold Horn[19]
3. Symbolics Reference Manuals by Symbolics Incorporated[18]. The reference set I
refer to is for the Genera 7.1 release.
4. LISP Lore by Hank Bromley(4).
5. Object-Oriented Programming in Common LISP by Sonya I(eene[7].
Each of these references has a different emphasis. Steele is an invaluable reference for
the Common LISP language. However, its discussion of the language is too terse for a
first book on learning LISP. Winston and Horn provides a good introduction to Com-
mon IJISP. The text is well organized presenting many Common LISP primitives and a
great deal of example code. The Syrnbolics Reference Manuals describe the Symbolics
ellvironment adequately. Volume 2A, describing Common LISP and SeL primitives,
and Volume 7A, describing interface programming, are the two volumes most needed
for typical programming tasks. Many examples are provided but the empllasis is on
reference. Bromley presents more of an instructional approach to learning the LISP
machine. Keene describes the ne\v Common LISP Object System(CLOS) standard.
Although different from the Flavors system used by Symbolics it provides a nice intro-
duction to object oriented programming concepts.
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B.2 Background
Readings:
• J-JISP: Chapter 1
• Common LISP: Chapter 1
These chapters introduce LISP's style as a programming language. Winston and Horn '8
Cha.pt.er 1 provides some ammunition against opponents of LISP.
B.3 Data Types
•
Readings:
• Common LISP: Chapter 2
• Symbolics: Volume 2A, Chapters 1 and 5
• Common LISP: Chapter 4
LISP provides many data types. For many applications the only data types you need
to be concerrled about are numbers and lists. Later you will learn about strtlctures and
flavors which are means for generating new data types. Unlike other languages you do
not have to declare variables to be of a certain type in LISP. Data types are thus best
used as a means for organizing your thoughts about information storage and kr10wledge
representation.
Steele's Chapter 4 should be looked through only briefly. The type specification of
common lisp was extended by Symbolics into its presentation system. TIle presentation
system is discussed in Section B.ll.
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B.4 Editor
Readillgs:
• Symbolics: Volume 3, Chapters 1-8
The majority of time during program development is spent in the editor. Understanding
the editor is thus important to improving programming productivity. The ZMACS
editor on the Symbolics is an extremely powerful editor. Volume 3 of the Symbolics
reference manuals describes the editor in detail. The first eight chapters present many
editor commands. These should be read lightly. As you continue to program on the
Symbolics you should occasiona.lly glance through these chapters to identify any editor
commands which could speed your programming.
S}'nlbolics provides an online ZMACS tutorial. The tutorial covers only the basic
ZMACS commands but is a very good place to start. The file:
sys:examples;Teach-Zmacs-Info.text
tells you how to run the tutorial. To view the file enter:
Show File sys: examples ;Teach-Zmacs-Info . text
B.5 Basics
Readings:
• LISP: Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5
• Common LISP: Chapters 3, 5, 6, 7
• Symbolics: Chapter 21.8
Problems:
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• LISP: 3-5, 3-6, 4-10, 4-20~ 4-29
Winston and Horn's Chapter 4 discusses Recursion and Iteration. SeL provides the
loop macro as a powerful facility for performing iteratiC'n. The loop macro is not part
of common lisp and is thus not discussed in Winston and Horn or Steele. An extensive
disCllssion of the loop macro is found in Chapter 21.8 of the Symbolics ReferenL:e
Volume 2A, Genera 7.1 edition. I recommend doing the examples shown in Chapter
21.8 and doing the examples of Winston and Horn's Chapter 4 usiilg th.e loop macro.
Almost anything done using the LISP primitive do is done easier and cleaner with loop.
Problem 4-20 can be done using the Symbolics graphics:draw-line function for the
line function. The function call would look like:
(graphics:draw-line x-start y-start x-end y-end)
\Vinston and Horn '5 Chapter 5 briefly mentions structures. Structures are useful for
organizing simple information and prcvide a good introduction to the Flavors system.
Steele's Chapter 19 provides a more extensive discussioIl of structures.
B.6 Macros
•
R.eadings:
• Common LISP: Chapter 8
• LISP: Chapter 8
• Symbolics: Chapters 13, 14, 15
Macros enable the programmer to \\·rite code which writes code. Macros make it
possible to write code that is clear and elegant at the user level, but is converted to a
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more complex or more efficient internal form for execution. Chapter 15.6 of Symbolics'
reference manuals discusses some helpful hints for writing macros.
B.7 Debugger
Readings:
• Symbolics: Volume 4, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4
Symbolics provides a very powerful debugger. The readings ShOllld be done very lightly.
It is best to tr)~ using the debugger when you get an error during programming. Four
of the most useful debugging functions I have fOllnd are:
1. c-N: moves to the next frame.
2. c-P: moves to the previous frame.
3. (setf (dbg: arg n) x): sets the value of the nth argument in the current frame
to the value of x.
4. c-m-R: restarts exee.:ution of the function in the current frame.
5. c-E: edits th(; current function.
These functions can be used to move between function calls, change the values of
function arguments, and reinvcke the function call.
I/O
Readings:
• Common LISP: Chapters 21, 22, 23
• LISP Lore: Chapter 6
• Symbolics: Volume 5
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Reading and writing to the screen or files is facilitated by the use of streams. The
concept of streams is introduced in chapter 21 of Common LISP. The extensive array
of I/O functions described in chapters 22 and 23 demonstrate the use of streams.
Chapter 6 of LISP Lore and Symbolics' Volume 5 describe the use of streams on the
LISP machine.
One of the most common types of streams on the LISP machine are windows.
Windows are implemented as flavors on the Syrnbolics. They are thus discussed in
Section B.10 after flavors are described.
Symbolics provides many extensions of I/O facilities in its interface facilities.
B.9 Flavors
Readings:
• OOP: Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• LISP Lore: Chapters 2
• Symbolics: Volume 2A, Chapters 3.2, 17
Flavors are a major component of all programming done on the Syml)olics. Under-
standing them is important. Although Object Oriented Programming in Common
LISP discusses another object oriented language, CLOS, many of the concepts are ap-
plicable to programming in Flavors. Chapter 3.2 of Symbolics' Volttme 2A provides a
good introduction to the basic concepts, usefulness, and syntax the Flavors. The ship
example used in chapter 2 of LISP Lore should be worked through.
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B.lO
Reaclings:
Windows
• I.ISP Lore: Chapter 5
Problems:
• LISP Lore: Chapter 2; Problems 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
vVindows combine your knowledge of Flavors and streams. The references above give an
overview of windows on the Symbolics. Possibly the best way to become familiar with
windows is to begin trying them. The function tv:make-window is the basic facility
for creating windows.
Windows are often used in aggregates called frames. Symbolics provides the Frame-
Up activity for the construction of program frames.
B.ll
Readings:
Presentations
• Symbolics: Volume 7A, Chapter 7
The presentation system is one of the newer additions to the Symbolics system. It is
immensely powerful. The documentation provided in Volume 7A is not adequate. The
documentation for Genera 7.2 discusses presentations more clearly and in more detail.
B.12
Readings:
Interface Programming
• Symbolics: Volume 7A, All
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Programs in general perform three tasks: 1) accept input; 2) process information; 3)
present reSlllts. The interface between user and program thus participates in two-thirds
of all programming tasks. Symbolic.s has developed a paradigm for interface develop-
ment and numerous facilities for implementing this paradigm. Volume 7A describes
this paradigm and the programming facilities.
The example code described in chapter 9 is in the file:
sys:examples;ui-application-example.lisp.
I suggest starting with this example. Particular attention should be paid to the use of:
1. program-frames
2. presentation-to-command-translators
3. formatting macros
4. command usage
B.13 Proceeding
Symbolics provides source code for most of its system. The majority of this code is very
well written and serves as an excellent example of how to write LISP on the Symbolics.
Whenever you see a system behavior you would like to use, track down the source code,
copy it to another file and modify to your needs.
I
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i\.ppendix C
Installation
~1y molecular design system is distributed on a cartridge tape. The tape contains
both the source and binary files. The molecular design system was constructed using
Symbolics1 System Construction Tool facility. Loading and activation of the system :s
done analogously to other layered products you run on the LISP machine.
C.I System Requirements
The system has two requirements:
1. The system runs under Genera 7.1. Attempting to run the system under 7.2
causes an irrecoverable system error.
2. The system's source and binary files require 782 LMFS blocks. The source files
by reqllire 420 blocks. The binary files require 358 blocks.
C.2 System Restoration
The system is loaded onto a cartridge tape in Distribution Format. This is the same
format which Symbolics uses to distribute its layered products.
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Before restoration begins it is necessary to create the translations file for the system.
The name of this file must be:
molecular-design. translations
The translations file defines the logical host:
molecular-design
Wllich is used throughout the system. The translations file specifies the location of the
system files.
The translations file is located in your sys: s ite ; directory. The following is an
example translations file in which the system files are to be stored in the directory
Fungus: >kevin>final-th1esis>
;;; -*- Syntax: Common-Lisp; Package: User; Mode: LISP -*-
(fs:set-logical-pathname-host "molecular-design"
:physical-host "Fungus"
:translations '«lImolecular-design:**;*.*.*"
IIFungus:>kevin>final-thesis>**>*.*.*")))
To successfully restore the system from tape you must first load the translations
file. Restoration of the files from tape to disk is done by placing the tape into the tape
drive and issuing the follow commands:
Load File sys: site; molecular-des ign . translations
Restore Distribution
When the menu pops up click on Do It. The 92 files will be restored from tape to the
directory specified in your translations file.
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Loading
!vly molecular design system is constructed using Symbolics's System Construction
Tool. The various commands which are applicable to systems are thus applicable to
the molecular design system.
To load the system into the LISP world use the following command:
Compile System Molecular-Design :Redefinitions Ok Yes
This command loads 8 font files and 40 compiled lisp files. The machine displays a
message as it loads each file. Loading all the files takes about 17 minlltes.
The :Redefinition Ok keyword is specified to allows the system's margin-compo-
nent-drawand :highlight-string-intervals generic functions to be redefined.
Once the files have been successfully loaded the system is activated by typing
<select> •. Here. denotps the top center key on the Symbolics keyboard displaying
a filled in circle. The syster_1 will take approximately 2 minutes to activate dependillg
on the particular machine configuration.
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